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PO: Selling details a service

By CLAIRE BISSEKER

THERE is no such thing as a private life in South Africa where state-controlled organisations like the Post Office, Telkom and even municipalities, sell customers' personal details to "junk mail" listings with impunity.

"Telkom admitted yesterday that it has been selling address lists to private brokers since July 1992, but refused to disclose the fee received," a spokesman said.

The Post Office revealed that it sells address lists for R20 per 100 names, but still makes a loss as it costs R2 to retrieve each address manually.

A spokesman said that although not economically viable, the lists were provided mainly as a service to bulk mailers.

Until last year the City Council also made its billing lists available to direct mailing companies.

Addresses for sale since 1992

City treasurer Mr Eddie Lansberg said some months ago a public complaint was brought before eXco which then decided to stop the practice," he said.

A marketing consultant for Sales House yesterday revealed that lists of account holders' addresses were rented to insurance companies wanting to make inroads into the black market, which was poorly represented on direct mailing lists.

A Telkom spokesman said customers could request that their particulars did not appear on the lists, but that only the privacy of customers with unlisted numbers was automatically guaranteed.

But when Wynberg resident Mr Simon Norton refused to furnish detailed personal information on a controversial new post office address form last month, the Kenilworth post office refused to renew his private box.

"The manager said it was a directive from Pretoria and refused to accept my rent payment," he said.

Mr Rufus Papenfus of Plattekloof Glen said he had the same experience at NI City post office and eventually signed the form in order to renew his box.

The DP yesterday called on the Minister of Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting, Dr Pallo Jordan, to intervene urgently in the systematic "invasion of privacy" by state-controlled organisations.
Rates increase angers postbox renters

BY ABDUL MILAZI

A Post Office decision to increase private postbox rentals by R20 this year has stirred up a hornet's nest in many of Gauteng's suburbs, with some owners threatening not to pay the new rate.

Private postbox rentals have been increased from R30 to R50.

Théo Langem of Yeoville said the Post Office would have to lock his box because he would not pay the new rate.

This is the third rental increase in three years. In 1992 rentals increased from R12 to R20, and 1993 saw a R10 rise.

Frank Lewis of Johannesburg said the increase was unjustified because the mail delivery service had not improved. He said although it might be argued that R20 a year was not much, paying the lump sum was a strain on box-owners, a strain on box-owners, a strain on box-owners.

Theresa Webb of Walkerville said owners who did not have a street delivery service would not be able to receive mail because the new rate placed the service out of reach of people in the low-income bracket.

Steve Lines, also of Walkerville, said residents in his area had drawn up a petition against the implementation of the new rate. He said they had already secured more than 200 signatures.

Post Office corporate group communications manager Ben Rootman said local postal rates had lagged behind those of other countries for some time and their running had become costly.

Political

He added that because of the past political situation, the Post Office had for many years offered its services far below the inflation rate and had to put the rates up to offer a more equitable mail delivery service.

Installing a single cluster of transportable postbox lobbies would cost more than R23 000 and in just over a year more than 500 000 had been installed.

Rootman said the Post Office delivered mail to about 5 million addresses, of which more than 3 million were street addresses.
PO forms ‘invade privacy’

BY TARYN LAMBERTI

The Star has been inundated with complaints about a form the Post Office has sent to all box holders asking for telephone numbers and other personal details.

The form includes conditions, which, when the form is signed, gives the Post Office permission to furnish other organisations with the information.

Johannesburg resident Roger Hau told The Star he was asked to fill in the form when he tried to renew his post box on Friday.

“I felt very strongly about not signing the form. It’s worse than communist countries used to be. They want to know everything about you and they say they’ll give the information to other organisations. It’s frightening,”

Post office public relations officer Juliana Nel said “The Post Office needs the information to ensure that mail is delivered at the correct addresses.”

Notify (2b7)

Nel cited the fact that 35 percent of households in SA move each year and up to 50 percent of these households take up to two months to notify the Post Office of their change of address.

She said the information was also useful for statistical gathering of information for marketing purposes and to determine shortfalls.

Another caller who complained to The Star, Von Reudeger said: “We were notified in November last year that postbox fees would be R33 for 1995

“The covering letter we received with the form said the fee had gone up to R50.

“When I asked a Parkhurst Post Office clerk about the increase she said it was because the forms were expensive to print.”

The forms were printed in duplicate on multicoloured paper.

Nel denied this was the reason for the increase, saying it was a standard increase that happened every year.
Crime ‘hampering Telkom’s RDP efforts’

TELKOM’s service levels and ability to deliver its reconstruction and development programme commitments are being hampered by sabotage, theft and violence, the state telecommunications company says.

A cable was sabotaged early yesterday, leaving 6 300 subscribers at Boksburg on the East Rand without a service.

The cable had been cut at a manhole and might be repaired only by Saturday, Telkom said.

Cable theft had left another 1 500 customers at Orange Farm, south of Johannesburg, without a service since Tuesday.

At Alexandra in Sandton, cables had been sabotaged 11 times in the past three months (2-5-7).

“A new cable being laid to provide an extra 2 000 residents with a telephone service has been sabotaged seven times and five of the contractors’ vehicles have been stolen,” Telkom said.

Cable replacement on the Witwatersrand last year had cost Telkom R3.3m. There had been 592 incidents of cable sabotage in the region.

On Tuesday, at Zola in Soweto, Telkom employee Jeffrey Makhubela had been shot in the leg. Last year four Telkom employees had been murdered.

Last year Telkom had lost 2% vehicles to hijackers. In the first 10 days of this year four more vehicles had been stolen.

— Sapa (BD12/11)
Telkom strikes back: ‘Increase is just 10%’

JOHANNESBURG — Telkom on Tuesday said the new telephone tariff increase was on average only 10 percent and not 50 percent as indicated by the Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce and Industries.

Telkom spokeswoman Ingrid Krige said single tariffs should not be considered in isolation.

The JCCI yesterday accused Telkom of hiding the real cost of the tariffs from consumers.

JCCI chief executive Marius de Jager had said “draconian” increases had been disguised by reduced metering periods while the real cost to business was more than 50 percent since longer calls were the norm for businesses.

Ms Krige said Telkom had inherited an unbalanced tariff structure.

Long-distance national calls had been too expensive and local calls cheap. The change from five to three minutes — the established average conversation time — for local calls was the first step in the rebalancing process.

Telkom realized that to reduce the unit time only would not benefit clients and had decided to also reduce the unit charge.

Mr de Jager said unit times had been reduced by 40 percent but unit costs had been reduced by only 8.8 percent.

Ms Krige said long-distance calls had been reduced ‘about 11.6 percent’. — Sapa
Telkom ‘hid real cost of price rise’

TELKOM had hidden the real cost of its recent tariff rises from consumers, the Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce and Industry (JCCI) said yesterday.

JCCI chief executive Mr Mar- ius de Jager said the tariff rise for businesses was effectively more than 50% and the chamber was worried about its effect on commerce.

“Draconian” increases had been disguised by reduced metering periods and the JCCI was to take up the matter with Telkom, Mr De Jager said.

“We are reacting to complaints from our members who are just waking up to the significant increases after having received their first accounts since the increases were made effective on January 2.

“We want to ask why Telkom could not have applied inflation-related increases without recourse to methods that have hidden the real cost increases from consumers.”

Mr de Jager said Telkom had not spelled out the consequences of reducing the minimum billing period from five minutes to three minutes. “This was apparently based on the assumption that this was the average call period.” Experience had shown this was not the case in most businesses.

Mr De Jager said Telkom had announced call unit charges would fall by 5.88%, from 30.4c to 19.2c excluding VAT, and the metering period would be reduced by 40%, from 300 seconds (five minutes) to 180 seconds (three minutes).

Mr De Jager said the result of the new tariffs was that calls longer than three minutes cost up to 28% more. Calls of this length were common in business and firms were finding their telephone bills had gone up by more than 50%, he said.

A Telkom spokeswoman said last night the company’s reasoning had been that the average conversation time for local calls, measured over millions of calls, was 140 seconds. The average call would thus cost less than before and benefit the “man in the street”.

She pointed out that the charge for calls over a distance of more than 800km, which generated a major portion of Telkom’s income, had been reduced by about 11.6c (7%) per minute.

Telkom had inherited an unbalanced tariff structure, with long-distance calls being too expensive and local calls being too cheap. The latest tariff increase was the first step in their rebalancing programme.
Telkom yesterday denied hiding the real cost of its recent tariff increases from consumers, saying the effective increase in charges was 10 percent, and not 50 percent as claimed by the Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce and Industry (JCCI) this week.

Telkom spokesman Ingrid Krige said yesterday Telkom had spent several months researching millions of local and international telephone calls and learnt that the average time people spent on the phone was 140 seconds.

Telkom announced a drop in call unit charges by 5.88 percent to 19.2 percent, but also reduced its metering from 300 to 180 seconds in January.

The JCCI accused Telkom of hiding the real cost of its tariffs from consumers by also reducing the metering.

JCCI chief executive Marius de Jager said the cost to businesses, many of which often made international calls and calls lasting longer than three minutes, was more than 50 percent higher than before.

"The three-minute limit on local calls is causing companies to have bills that are up to 88 percent higher," he said.

Krige said Telkom realised that long-distance national calls were too expensive and local calls too cheap. She said Telkom had inherited an unbalanced tariff structure and that changing the local unit times from five to three minutes was the first step in the rebalancing process.

"We changed the unit time as well as the unit charge in order to reduce the cost of local calls," she reported. That Telkom had also reduced its cost of national calls in excess of 800 km by 11.6 percent. These calls generated a major portion of Telkom's income.

Krige said international calls were not the issue and Telkom had not drastically changed many of those tariffs. She said calls to African countries had increased slightly, but calls to other continents had been reduced.

She could not provide figures for these changes.
SA's booming cellular phone industry is surprising even overseas markets. Subscriber numbers are expected to top 1 million within five years, having already bucked world trends by reaching well over 246 000 users within six months of switch-on.

Speaking at the GSM world congress in Madrid yesterday, Vodacom CEO Alan Knott-Craig said: "SA is the largest GSM market after Germany and by far the fastest growing in the world. "The roll-out of SA's two networks gave 70% of the population access to GSM cellular technology, and the coverage extends to the six major metropolitan areas and the most densely populated areas in SA. The national road network of almost 13 000km linking SA's major cities and towns is also mostly covered. "A reason for the spectacular growth is that the retail price of cellular handsets is among the lowest in the world. Price discounting by the retail sector has brought cellular phones within reach of the mass market. SA is also the first GSM market where the retail channel developed so early in the growth of the industry."

Given a number of strong retailers linked to Vodacom, he said the company had captured two-thirds of the market. Vodacom's network alone routinely carried almost 2 million call minutes a day.

Knott-Craig said: "According to the call traffic profile, 48% of calls are from cellular users to other networks, 33% are incoming calls from other networks, 9% are calls to Vodamail and 5% are mobile to mobile calls. "With 64% of Vodacom's call traffic generated in Gauteng, the network capacity in this region had quadrupled at the end of last year."
Call to end monopoly as phone bills rocket

DAVID BREIER
Weekend Argus Reporter

A COMMISSION has been suggested to examine whether South Africa's telephone system should be thrown open to competition to cut tariffs.

This follows the uproar over huge increases in Telkom phone bills following the reduction in the metering period from five minutes to three minutes.

Telkom recently cut its trunk call rates to meet competition from the cellular phone companies MTN and Vodacom.

But Telkom recouped this by increasing its income on local calls by reducing the length of the unit, leading to protest especially from businesses whose telephone bills went up by as much as 50 percent.

Now there are suggestions that competition should also be allowed in the conventional telephone system, as in countries such as the United States, which could lead to a reduction in local call tariffs as well.

Kobus Jordaan, Democratic Party spokesman on Telkom, said he believed in free competition — provided the playing fields were level.

He said that if competition was allowed in the non-cellular telephone system, Telkom could be at a disadvantage as it was obliged to provide less economic services to rural and disadvantaged areas.

New operators allowed to compete would tend to cream off the most lucrative operations such as microwave links to affluent urban areas, leaving Telkom with the loss-making social services in poor and rural areas.

For this reason, a proper study would have to be made before any decision could be taken on whether to open the ordinary telephone to competition.

For example, Mr Jordaan said, there could be four or five telephone companies, possibly on a regional basis.

But before the telephone system could be opened to "all and sundry," there would have to be a proper investigation of the industry to ensure Telkom was not left holding only the unprofitable side of the service.

Mr Jordaan said that in view of Telkom's social responsibilities to provide services to disadvantaged areas, its increased rate was "not unjustified."

He said his main gripe against Telkom and other parastatals was their lack of transparency in disclosing their earnings.

Mr Jordaan said this also applied to the Post Office and the SABC.
PO privatisation decision this year

By BARRY STREEK
Political Staff

A DECISION will be taken this year on the partial privatisation of Telkom, the Minister of Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting, Dr Pallo Jordan, said yesterday.

Strategic partners would probably be sought and shares could be sold to South African and offshore investors, he said at a media briefing.

The state would probably retain a majority shareholding, however.

Dr Jordan also said the government had not excluded the privatisation of the Post Office, but the extent of its debt meant that it could not be sold.

In some cases, the sale of state assets would be used to pay off state debts, but in the case of Telkom it made perfect business sense to invest in infrastructure.

At present, South Africa had seven telephones for every 100 people but to increase this to the desirable level of 20 for every 100 people, an investment of about R6 billion would have to be made.

It would cost almost the same to extend post office services in all areas.
State-owned Telkom is under threat from US$75bn AT&T, America’s largest long distance telecommunications operator, which has embarked on a global expansion programme that includes Africa.

Presenting its US$2bn “Africa One” project this week, AT&T outlined plans to build an undersea optic fibre cable network circumventing the continent. This will link coastal countries to one another and to AT&T’s global network under construction. More than 60 countries are already plugged into this global highway. The network will support basic telephony and emerging broadband technologies needed to transmit voice, data and video. “This initiative is critical in getting Africa on to the Information Highway,” says AT&T SA president Frank Coleman (see page 86).

It will involve the partnership of governments, international and domestic telecom carriers, multinational corporations, lending institutions and other investors. Together they will finance and control the venture.

“This is not an AT&T project. We are just the facilitator,” says Africa One MD Patricia Bagnell. African countries will be encouraged to set up links with each other and to invest in, or lease space on, Africa One for oversea communications.

Agreements have been signed with regional satellite and telecommunication bodies, Rascom and Panatel. Construction starts early next year and will be completed by 1999.

AT&T believes SA could become a hub for telecom traffic in the southern hemisphere, earning as much as R120bn a year. Coleman says Telkom would be able to divert traffic to the rest of the world via its satellite and undersea cable links. “Excess traffic could be moved on to the Africa One network.”

Despite AT&T’s assurances that it will not bypass Telkom, the corporation is suspicious and has indicated it won’t join Africa One.

“We have our own undersea cable, SAT-2, from Cape Town to Europe and are capable of adding capacity from the rest of southern Africa. We are also planning a new cable to the Far East,” says Telkom senior marketing GM Rhyme Greeff. “How can Africa One be a success without Telkom? We transport 40% of voice and up to 80% of data traffic in Africa,” he says.

Telkom’s concern is that competitors will skim its lucrative corporate business, leaving it to provide uneconomical phone services to the masses.

Some local suppliers are also concerned. They regard the project as a cosy US club and say smaller outsiders will not be able to compete. But AT&T, which is also a major equipment supplier, says the project will create massive cable manufacturing and employment opportunities.

Meanwhile, new legislation for the industry is taking longer than expected. Government blames the delay on the need to be transparent but it could be that it does not yet have a policy on competition and the privatisation of Telkom.

It is likely that AT&T will continue to attempt to engage Telkom in a partnership while legislation remains in place to share the latter’s monopolistic position. However, with the new satellite and the cable technologies which will soon be in place in neighbouring states, Telkom will find it impossible to keep competitors out.

But AT&T is not leaving anything to chance. It took the opportunity to host a high level government and industry delegation — which included Minister of Broadcasting and Posts & Telecommunications Pallo Jordan — for a day in December. The delegation was sponsored by the US Department of Commerce.
Telkom considers partial privatisation

CAPE TOWN — The Posts and Telecommunications Ministry is considering the partial privatisation of Telkom as one of a range of measures to raise the capital needed to modernise services.

A decision on this would have to be taken this year, Post and Telecommunications Minister Pallo Jordan told a news briefing yesterday.

Describing the move as a "strategic partnership", he said the idea would be to put some Telkom shares on the market for purchase by local and foreign private sector operators.

"We are actively exploring a range of possibilities — liberalisation, deregulation and partial privatisation — as a means of funding the modernisation of our system," he said. "We must position ourselves so that in the 21st century we are not telecommunications have-nots."

"SA must be internationally competitive and brought abreast with the rest of the world."

Jordan said it was essential to raise the national telephone penetration from its current eight per 100 South Africans to 20 per 100 by the turn of the century. This would require R6bn in investment.

Sixty percent of SA's telephone connections were in Gauteng.

Talks were also under way with other ministries to stem wasteful duplication of telecommunications services by utilities such as Eskom.

Turning to the Post Office, Jordan warned that its client base was being eroded by the increasing use of the fax and other forms of electronic data transmission. Eighty percent of its income accrued from 20% of its clients, such as large corporations and mail-order houses.

"We must turn that 20/80 ratio around. The post office must find new sources of revenue."

Asked if consideration was being given to privatising the Post Office, Jordan laughingly said he would "have a hard time convincing anyone to buy it."

In contrast with Telkom, which made a profit and paid a dividend, the Post Office "just about managed to service its debts." To improve postal services would also cost R6bn.

Sapa reports about 450 members of the Post and Telecommunications Workers' Association (Potwa) were on strike at Telkom offices in Gauteng yesterday, a Telkom spokesman confirmed.

He said services were not affected.

On the East Rand, 350 members were on strike in Brakpan and 50 at Edenvale, while 50 were on strike in Kensington, Johannesburg.

He said the strike, which involved only Potwa members among the six unions representing Telkom workers, was related to human resources issues, in particular promotions.
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Take us along, Mbeki tells G7

by Cherylyn Ireton

Brussels

More than half of humanity had never made a telephone call, Deputy President Thabo Mbeki reminded world leaders in Brussels this weekend.

Mr Mbeki, who was addressing the first major political conference on the impact of the technological revolution sweeping the developed world, said that access to the information superhighway should not be limited to the industrialised world, as this would increase the gap between rich and poor nations.

He told the delegates from the Group of Seven industrialised nations — the US, Canada, Britain, France, Germany, Italy and Japan — and the elite of the global communications industry that South Africa wanted to be part of the information society.

As proof, he said, the government was considering concrete proposals to lay a fibre optic cable network across the continent of Africa.

Mr Mbeki was invited to the conference to emphasise that entry to the information superhighway should not be restricted to industrialised nations.

He said developed countries that were enjoying the multimedia boom had to share the benefits.

"Basic telephony is far from a reality in many places. The reality is that, there are more telephone lines in Manhattan than the whole of sub-Saharan Africa," he said.
TELKOM

Tenderised stake

With the multimillion rand 15-year exclusive infrastructure tender contracts with Siemens and Altech completed in September, local and international companies now have a chance to provide the R10bn-plus State-owned telecommunications operator Telkom with equipment.

The cosy agreements of yesteryear have certainly created large profits for the chosen suppliers. "These agreements were based on a cost plus arrangement, with fixed margins and were well within industry norms," says Telkom professional services senior GM Nic van Rooyen.

Now international telecommunications companies are breathing down its neck and looking to steal lucrative corporate business. At the same time, Telkom must provide "universal access to telephone services". The only way in which Telkom can possibly balance the two opposing objectives is by becoming world competitive. Opening the supply contracts will help.

"We announce major tenders in the Telkom Tender Bulletin virtually every week and our purchasing budget for the year is R1.8bn," says Van Rooyen.

He says 11 applications were received for the first tender (for TMDA transmission equipment) and eight for the second tender (HDSL transmission equipment). Both tenders are still being adjudicated.

The largest tenders involve the supply of switching and transmission equipment for rural and urban networks. Besides catering for the corporate market (which demands sophisticated networks like ISDN for high-speed voice, data and video transmission), a major part of Telkom’s business will also be to provide basic telephone infrastructure to previously unserviced areas.

Statistics show that, in white areas, some 80% of people have access to phones. In rural areas of the former independent homelands the service is available to fewer than 1% of the people.

Because access to telephones correlates directly with economic development and social upliftment, government wants Telkom to provide an extensive, effective telecommunications network as part of its RDP commitment.

Last year, Telkom announced an RDP expenditure plan in excess of R6bn. It intends to place phones in all SA’s schools and clinics by the end of 1996 and plans to provide services to 40% of all underdeveloped urban households before the year 2000.

While Telkom will find it hard to balance its RDP commitments with needs of corporates, both areas will provide new opportunities for equipment suppliers and business partners.

Providing a telecommunications network is an expensive process. The average cost of an urban exchange service is R6 000. This can increase to R50 000 in rural areas.

To reach its goals, Telkom will have to use the best mix of technologies from the most competitive suppliers. Rural telephone systems are likely to include variants of wireless solutions (like wireless local loop or point-to-multipoint systems) which use radio, microwave, cellular and fixed-line technologies.

"Wireless systems are the most effective way to overcome barriers like geographic obstacles and a population scattered over wide and variant terrain," says Philips network systems GM Alan Sparks. He says using fixed line in such areas is prohibitively expensive.

Philips is one of at least eight contenders for Telkom’s estimated R350m three-year rural requirements. Its microwave-based IRT2000 system is designed to connect up to 480 scattered subscribers to Telkom’s main telephone network without hundreds of kilometres of poles and copper wire.

Wireless infrastructure like Philips’s system make use of line-of-sight repeater stations, located on high points like mountain tops, to boost the signal between the subscribers and Telkom’s network. Public phones and standard Telkom phones are linked into the system.

Such systems indeed have potential for areas lacking in telecommunications infrastructure because of violence and copper cable theft. Telkom’s cable replacement costs in Gauteng, excluding Pretoria, came to R3.3m in the past year. There were 592 incidents of cable sabotage in the region.

Other competitors for this rural tender will probably include SEC Alcatel, Plessey Telemat and DR Mass, a Plessey/NEC venture. These companies were contracted to supply rural infrastructure for last year’s general election.

Rural telephone systems — which use a combination of complementary technologies from conventional copper wire-based systems to satellite, microwave and cellular systems — are widely used in Australasia, New Zealand, China, Malaysia, Mexico and other African countries.

Though some believe that cellular may be too expensive to provide basic telephony in underserved areas, cellular was designed to provide communications while on the move. They say Siemens Telecommunications MD Geoff Hambach disagrees. He says microwave links can cost on average R20 000 per connection and that using a technology like GSM (the cellular system used in SA) is much cheaper.

Telkom, however, is not permitted to use GSM for a fixed subscriber base. Cellular companies MTN and Vodacom (half owned by Telkom) are obliged by their licence conditions to provide subsidised community phones and they are installing 30 000 custom-made fixed (not mobile) cellular phones in towns.

Meanwhile, the major local and international suppliers, including AT&T, Philips, Siemens, Alcatel, Plessey, Motorola, ATC, NEC, Fujitsu, Vodacom, MTN, DiData, Granaker, NZ Telecoms and Ericsson, will vie for Telkom’s attention at the biannual telecommunications conference, Telkom 95, at month end.

PROPERTY SALES

Selling in Cyberspace

Estate agent Pam Golding Properties (PGP) has been quick to seize a global marketing opportunity and develop an electronic catalogue of upmarket houses which can be browsed by anybody in the world via Internet.

The service runs on Internet’s most user-friendly system, World Wide Web. The Web allows companies to market products with the aid of sound and graphics.

By pointing and clicking with a "mouse" on highlighted text or graphical icons, potential customers can navigate through a series of computer screens listing different geographical areas and price ranges. If the description of a property takes their fancy, customers can download a photograph.

The company plans to start showing more of SA to foreigners via good photographic material and general text. PGP’s financial director Graham Paterson says the service has not generated any sales, but leads are flooding in. He says the service costs about R3 000 a month, making it cost effective.
Tellumat in hi-tech export deal

BY MAGGIE ROWLEY

Tellumat (PTSA) is to manufacture rural communications systems for the global market which have been developed by NEC Corporation, Japan's largest telecommunications manufacturer.

The agreement is expected to significantly enhance export opportunities for PTSA and meet local manufacturing opportunities afforded by the implementation of Telkom's RDP programmes, says Plessey Group MD John Temple.

Further manufacturing arrangements with NEC are on the cards, which could boost PTSA's turnover by at least 20 percent a year from the current level of around R500 million, with much of this being generated by exports.

PTSA will invest more than R20 million in setting up the production facility for digital radio multiple access subscriber systems (DRMASS) in its factory in Retief, Cape Town, with the first systems due to come off the production line towards the end of the year.

"The systems we will be manufacturing are the very latest model of NEC's highly successful DRMASS system which has been used around the world to bring telecommunication services to both urban and rural communities in a very cost-effective manner."
Container depot chaos puts exports at risk

BY AIDORE D'ANGELO
CAPE BUSINESS EDITION

A bottleneck at Spoorernet's City Deep container terminal in Johannesburg is causing delays that are pushing up costs, threatening jobs and endangering export orders, says Alan Cowell, executive director of the SA Association of Freight Forwarders.

A dispute between Spoorernet and private company drivers is on hold while Public Enterprises Minister Stella Seceu considers a report from a task force set up to investigate the situation.

But, Cowell says, although the drivers are at work, productivity is so low that only 300 containers a day are being moved when there is a need for 900.

"There are 700 containers on their way to City Deep from Cape Town, Durban and Port Elizabeth and 1,220 already waiting to be moved.

"These include goods urgently needed for production by factories. "Some companies are going to the expense of bringing in goods by air which are normally sent by sea. This is pushing up costs and fuelling inflation."

"Cowell said the labour troubles had worsened a situation caused by a tremendous surge in exports and imports following the election last year, which took shipping companies and Portnet by surprise.

"The volume of imports has increased by 20 percent in the past year. But the shipping companies forecast an increase of 3 to 5 percent, and Portnet allowed for 8 percent. This caused logistical problems, particularly at Durban and Cape Town, which are overutilised."

"They are trying to get additional straddle carriers and gantry cranes as quickly as possible, and Durban is developing new container berths. But these things take time."

"Hern Rapp, public relations manager at City Deep, said the depot had coped with the increase in imports by opening satellite depots for goods not travelling by sea."

"Ronnie Holtshausen, marketing manager at the port of Durban, said it had handled 777,000 containers in 1994, a 20 percent rise in volume. This reflected the 49 percent rise in the value of imports year-on-year reported by customs and excise in January."

"To cope with the increase, two gantry cranes costing R20 million each were being erected and would, be in operation by August and 14 straddle carriers had been bought."

""We are developing a R100-million container terminal which will be ready by mid-1996."

Cape Town port manager Neels Huyburger said there had been an 18 percent increase in the tonnage handled in 1994, which rose to 6,972,924 tons.

"This was expected to rise to 7,8 million tons this year. Portnet was spending R131 million to increase the capacity of the port over the next two years."
Riddle in docks mail

Pounded mail
Postal Rates Rocket

Standard letters to cost 10 cents more with increases of up to 20 percent.
Postal rates up from April 1

BY NIKKI WHITFIELD
CONSUMER REPORTER

Posting a letter will cost 10c more from April 1 when the Post Office's postage rate increases come into effect.

At a news conference yesterday the Post Office's chief executive, Donald Masson, said that although every effort had been made to ensure an average rate increase of below inflation, some rates that had previously not been cost-related were adjusted by a higher percentage.

Standard letter rates will increase from 50c to 60c. Speed Service rates will go up by 10% on average, while rates on parcels and Postman will increase by 15% on average.

But consumers can delay the standard letter rate increase by stocking up on postage stamps without face value. These stamps will still be valid after the increase, Masson said.

He said the Post Office intended to introduce further rebates to compensate bulk mail users for work done on behalf of the Post Office.

Significant

Some of the more significant increases are:

- Standard letters and postcards up from 50c to 60c.
- Postage paid envelopes First class from 55c to 65c; DL 110 x 220mm non-window up from 90c to 1.00.
- Cash on delivery parcels will increase from R5,50 to R6,60, up to 2kg; from R7,10 to R8,40; from R9,70 to R11,40; and from R19,70 to R23,70, parcels weighing from 10.1kg to 15kg will cost R27,60 and those between 15.1kg and 20kg will cost R31,60.

- Certification of a postal item up from R2.50 to R3.75.
- Registration of a postal item up from R1.70 to R2.45.

The maximum mass of parcels accepted by the Post Office is to be doubled. Parcels up to a maximum mass of 20kg will be accepted and from June packages weighing up to 30kg will be accepted. Some of the new rates for parcels are:

- Parcels of up to 1kg increased from R5.50 to R6.50, up to 2kg increased from R7.10 to R8.40, from 3.1kg to 10kg up from R19.70 to R23.70, parcels weighing from 10.1kg to 15kg will cost R27.60 and those between 15.1kg and 20kg will cost R31.60.

Cash on delivery parcels will increase from R5.50 a parcel plus 2% of value of the trade charge to R7.60 plus 2%.
Postage rates up over 100% in three years

THE Post Office's 20% hike in the price of a standard postage stamp from April 1 brings the overall cumulative increase in the cost of stamps to 122% in just three years.

In March 1992, at 27c, to post a 20g letter, the price went up to 35c by April 1992, another 28c to 63c a year later, up 11% to 50c in August last year, and it will go up 20% to 60c from next month.

However, "standard mail" postage stamps that do not have a set value printed on them, if bought now at the old price, will still be valid indefinitely.

Further increases may be in store unless increased volumes bring down the loss that the Post Office incurs.

Chief Executive Mr. Donald Mason said yesterday it cost 75c, on average, to handle each article at present volumes.

Presuming the handling volume stays much the same between now and next month, the Post Office will still be losing 15c per article. The difference is made up by the taxpayer.

Mr. Mason said it was not fair to expect the taxpayer to subsidise postal services.
Call for million more rural phones

Telkom has asked local and international companies to produce proposals for the provision of an extra 1-million telephone lines in South Africa's rural areas, Telkom chairman Dikgang Mosepele said in Pretoria yesterday.

He said submissions had to include proposals for the funding of the project, which would cost about R1-billion.

"If a suitable offer is found, we believe that the spin-offs within Telkom and in local industries will be massive," Mosepele said. -- Sapa.
Anger at poor city bus service

BY BONGIWE MLANGENI
CITY REPORTER

Johannesburg bus commuters are planning to take action against the poor municipal bus service and the negative attitude displayed by some drivers towards passengers, according to commuter Colleen Verth.

She said a petition would be distributed among bus passengers this month and would be forwarded to the minister of transport.

"The drivers have become so disdainful and contemptuous towards passengers that we can no longer live according to their whims. They come late, or do not come at all, and we are not supposed to ask any questions," she said.

She had visited the Johannesburg Transporta-

tion Department (JTD) several times in an attempt to address the matter. However, there had been a lack of communication and no improvement, she said.

In the past, The Star has received letters from several readers who complained about the municipal bus service.

In response, acting executive director of transport Deon Venter said the JTD was continuously looking at ways to improve the municipal bus service.

"A planned approach, including people-focused processes such as human resource development and training programmes, has been implemented, with the introduction of new trips to accommodate the increased number of commuters."
Telkom can’t meet RDP goal

By ROSS HERBERT

Dikgang Moseneke, Telkom’s chairman of the board, said yesterday that the company would be unable to meet the RDP goal of 5 million new telephone lines in five years, given Telkom’s already high level of debt.

To bolster its capacity, Telkom requested proposals from other telecommunications companies to deliver one million new lines in the next year. Moseneke said Telkom did not want to take on additional debt and interested companies must offer proposals on how the new lines could be financed, possibly taking advantage of international aid and grants.

Telkom installed about 150,000 new lines in the past year and can continue to deliver about 200,000 lines per year for the rest of the decade, far short of what the government would like. Moseneke said the cost per line averaged about R6,000.

Nic van Rooyen, senior general manager for support services, said Telkom’s current debt to equity ratio was about 1:6 to 1.

“We are not going to borrow any more because our debt ratio is too high. You can’t just raise R10 billion overnight, so we are looking for innovative ways to finance new lines,” he said.

The one million phones will be targeted at rural areas where fewer than five percent of people have phones. The target areas are in KwaZulu-Natal, the Orange Free State and Northern Transvaal predominantly.

Van Rooyen said the Swedish telephone company Ericson had already shown interest in the project. The proposal period closes on June 2.
US phone giant plans £7b system for Africa

NEW YORK – AT&T Corp said it was seeking US government backing for a plan to lay a $1.3 billion (£6.8 billion) undersea fiberoptic cable around Africa.

The 33,600 km cable would have landing points in 41 African countries, plus Italy and Saudi Arabia, and be aimed at revolutionising business telecommunications on the continent.

William Carter, president of AT&T Submarine Systems, said he had a good response when he presented the idea to congressional subcommittees on Africa and trade in Washington, earlier this month.

"The reception I got was very enthusiastic, and the reception I got all over Africa has been very enthusiastic," Mr Carter said.

Most of Africa's phone network is antiquated and unreliable, hindering business on the continent.

Calls between adjoining African countries are often routed through former colonial centres such as Paris or Brussels. Connections are expensive.

The plan, dubbed Africa One, was developed by AT&T in response to a request in October 1993 from the International Telecommunications Union to close the telecommunications gap between Africa and the rest of the world.

The ITU is an international body responsible for the development of global telecommunications policy.

AT&T is working on the project alone, but would welcome other companies joining France's Alcatel Cable is working on a rival project to link countries in parts of Africa.

Mr Carter said that if the US government, which currently spends $800 million (£2.8 billion) on aid to Africa, were to endorse the plan, then financing from the World Bank and from industry would "be forthcoming." He said he hoped to have the cable installed by 1999.

Sapa-Reuters
Postal services to show R44m profit

BY BRUCE CAMERON

The Posts and Telecommunications Department, which announced hikes in postal rates earlier this month, expects to make a profit of at least R44.6 million for the year ended March 1996.

In a report to parliament, the department, which operates as a wholly owned government company, gave extensive details of expenditure but few details on revenue for the forthcoming year.

The R44.6 million in profit will be transferred to the national revenue fund to be used as the Cabinet deems fit.

The amount to be transferred to the national revenue account from the operating surplus is 11.5 percent up on the estimated amount of R40 million for the previous year.

The department also submitted its audited results for the year ended March 1994 which showed a profit of R34.7 million.

The results also reflect a paucity of information on revenue generated during the year.

Total operating expenditure is expected to increase by 12 percent to R51 million for the forthcoming year, while capital expenditure is to drop by more than 30 percent to R10 million.

The department, which is responsible for postal services and controlling and licensing the airwaves, expects to receive R116 million from its private radio communications service revenues — up by 38 percent.

The increased revenue is likely to have been generated by the popularity of cellular telephones.

In its balance sheet for the year ended March 1994 the department is shown to have increased its capital reserves by R62 million to R4.2 billion — the value of government's equity holding.

Net current assets stood at R45 million, with R4.1 billion in investments and loans and a further R17 million in fixed assets.
Telkom makes call for help

TELKOM can no longer go it alone, and to bolster its rollout of lines to rural areas is calling for third parties to put in 1-million new phone lines covering vast tracts of SA.

See by Siemens joint MD Geoff Haibach as an extension of Telkom's recent end to its closed tendering system, the four-year project is calling on suppliers to provide the equipment — and the finance.

In the proposal, Telkom is asking for “innovative funding” to ensure that its debt to equity ratio is not materially affected.

Haibach does not view the bid as an offer by Telkom to introduce a second operator situation, although this is queried by Plescorp CEO John Temple, who sees the bid as an invitation by Telkom to form strategic equity partnerships.

Temple says: “If this is the case, it’s to be welcomed, as it will bring rapid growth and some very necessary equity funding into Telkom.”

As for linking up with local investors: “One of our strategies for entering the SA market has involved the formation of partnerships with SA firms for the distribution of products and services, so while we have not yet looked at partnerships for this project, such a move would not be inconsistent with our strategy.”

Telkom's proposal covers rural areas where phone density is below 5%, and aims to improve density to 10 phones per 100 people.

Technologies which Telkom is expecting to see deployed must be digital, and include wireless-based technologies such as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). If radio systems are used then frequency spectrum availability must be taken into account.

With its eye on providing access to the information superhighway and facets like distance education, Telkom wants indications also of how multimedia products and services can be provided.

But the proposal document seems to be aimed also at suppliers, Temple says: “We have never believed suppliers and operators should be in the same consortium, and trust this does not lead to such an arrangement.

“Hopefully, this will not take over from the other projects Telkom has on its books, for example with regard to the supply of 5-million extra lines in the next five years.”

Temple says the document is wide open and broad, with no set criteria. “If it’s a wide net with which Telkom is keen to bring in capital and expertise, it makes good sense, but we hope it’s not replacing the supply of equipment already planned.”

AT&T's Roberta Coleman says: “We will be offering a proposal. It’s likely we would offer a hybrid solution using appropriate technologies, with the ability to interconnect and build onto existing infrastructure.”

She says AT&T reads the proposal as one where Telkom would be responsible for operating and managing the network.
LAST POST: Tanja Mclean and her dog Zorri, from Australia, post a letter home in one of Cape Town's old postboxes. About 600 of these boxes will be removed by the Post Office soon.

600 street postboxes withdrawn to save costs

Staff Reporter

THE Post Office is getting rid of 600 of its 1300 street postboxes in the Peninsula and surrounding area as part of a cost-cutting initiative.

Spokesman John Sadie said the company was obliged to re-evaluate some of the uneconomic products and services, and to adapt them to the clients' needs.

"Where the products and services have not been cost-effective, we have decided to phase them out."

A study showed that the boxes were completely under-utilised and given the company's operational loss of approximately R350 million, it was decided not to continue providing the uneconomical service.

The 600 street postboxes will be removed from streets across the Peninsula and the towns of Steenberg, Paarl, Somerset West and the Strand.

Some of the boxes will be moved to areas where there is a need for them and new letter boxes will be put up in appropriate areas.

In the coming financial year the Post Office intends to install about 45 transportable postbox lobbies — cluster letterboxes in new areas where there are no street deliveries — and permanent mail collection points which will provide some 76 000 additional households with postal addresses.

Mr Sadie said all zebra postboxes with the characteristic yellow and black, or red and white stripes used for local mail, would also be withdrawn.

"These boxes have become redundant with the streamlining of mail in the Peninsula after the opening of the new Capenail Centre in Goodwood.

"To ensure the least possible inconvenience to clients, notices will be put on all street postboxes that are to be withdrawn or moved," he said.
Ringing the changes

Telkom chairman Dikgang Mosekela's call for proposals on how to provide 1m telephone lines to areas which have little or no telecom infrastructure, represents a new era for the State-owned company. Consultation and more open relationships with outside companies have become vital for Telkom to survive in an increasingly competitive environment.

Government wants Telkom to add 5m lines to the existing network within the next five years — there are only 3.8m lines now — and an additional 150,000 payphones to be connected by 1998. Most of this new infrastructure will be placed in the former black homelands where, because of skewed apartheid planning, there is less than one phone per 100 people. To achieve its target Telkom will have to increase its network growth six fold.

It is with this in mind that Mosekela requested proposals from local and international companies for the provision of 1m lines (see map). "We need to right past imbalances," says Mosekela, who believes the R10bn project will spin off massive job creation in Telkom and local industry.

The contract will see Telkom outsource the supply and installation of infrastructure. "Once the network has been installed, we will take over the operation."

He has also asked applicants to make specific proposals on how to fund the project. The closing date for submissions is June 2, 1995.

"No single company can handle a project of this size. We anticipate a number of joint ventures," says Telkom professional services senior GM Nic van Rooyen. He says Telkom's choice will be based on the best technology for the area and rules out GSM cellular technology as too expensive. "The solution requires a combination of technologies," says AT&T SA president and MD Frank Coleman. A hybrid solution would seek to minimise cost while expanding the capacity of existing infrastructure by integrating it with new technologies such as wireless networks.

Telkom's open door policy to the world's most competitive telecommunications suppliers is a far cry from the completed multimillion rand and 15-year supply contracts with Siemens and Alcatel. Smaller procurement contracts with Telephone Manufacturers and Plessey also ended recently.

Companies such as AT&T, Ericsson, Siemens, Alcatel, Philips, Northern Telecom, Ginnaker, Plessey and Marconi — which are competing for Telkom's R1.8bn purchasing budget for 1995 — will help it grow its network. They will also help meet the needs of corporates, who demand modern services that give them access to the emerging information highway.

Earlier this month Philips won R1.36m
IRVING STEYN
Weekend Argus Reporter.

THERE is a starkly empty warehouse in the Montagu Gardens industrial area of Milnerton being prepared for what is destined to be a monument to a communications revolution in Africa — where the world’s first wind-up radios will be made.

The technology is the brain-child of British inventor Trevor Bayliss, but through a circuitous route it has become a South African project, with Rory Stear, former head of Seef Corporate Finance, taking a keen interest.

To cut a long story short, Mr Stear, who initially had difficulty getting financial support for research in South Africa, got the interest of the British Overseas Development Administration, and the wind-up radio was in business.

A key figure in the research and development of the radio is David Buthon, formerly a General Motors executive in Port Elizabeth and a friend of Mr Stear. He is co-ordinating the project at Montagu Gardens.

Finally, an executive director of Liberty Life, Hylton Applebaum, who also heads the Liberty Life Foundation, was shown a prototype.

A company called Baygen Power Company was formed, with Mr Stear as chief executive and another company called Baygen Power Manufacturing followed, involving the six national organisations for the disabled, with Mr Buthon as managing director.

These organisations, funded by Liberty Life, are recruiting and will train 150 disabled people to produce the wind-up radios at the Montagu Gardens factory.

Right now the factory is an empty shell, but Mr Buthon is trying to ensure that production gets under way in six weeks.

The company is in partnership with the Handicapped Association of South Africa. They will share in the profits and have three members on the company’s board.

The technology is in place. Basically, it involves a spring which, when wound 45 times, will give 45 minutes of listening time.

Once trained, the disabled workers should be able to assemble the radios in about 20 minutes. Local content will be between 70 and 80 percent.

The factory hopes to produce 300,000 sets in the first year and there is huge interest all over the world for the new product, which will sell from the factory at about R20 a set.

The benefits are enormous. For instance, Rwanda would never have been the disaster it was had the wind-up radio been around.

Up to now batteries have been the key to communication in the Third World. Without them there is no communication. Once they are dead, so is the radio.

Relief agencies had terrible problems finding out where the scattered Rwandan population was, and the population, without radios, had no idea where they could get food or medical treatment or what places to avoid. With wind-up radio, that would have been eliminated.

In fact, the first 60,000 radios are destined for Rwanda. The factory is capable of producing 300,000 sets a year, but the focus is on Rwanda.

That is but one example. Education will benefit immeasurably from the new radio, which will have a lifespan of about 6,000 hours, or about three years of playing five hours every day.

Once worn out, the spring can be replaced for about R20.
'Privatisation key to transformation'

Telkom plans R7bn sell-off of its assets

A SENIOR Telkom official has said the telecommunications utility is gearing up for the sale of about half of its R14bn in assets — the first indication that concrete plans for major privatisation are afoot.

Telkom GM Willie Landman told a capital market conference in Johannesburg on Friday that Telkom was currently restructuring to prepare for a sale worth about R6bn or R7bn.

"Landman did not say when the sale would take place, but he did say it meant the parastatal would hold back from the international capital markets this year.

"Our priority now is to work on the restructuring. We are going through a transformation process to squeeze as much cash as possible out of Telkom to meet our refinancing needs."

The assets would be sold to a consortium of partners, he said.

Telkom was a "reasonably profitable" company which would chalk up profit of about R1.8bn this year. It had assets worth about R14bn. He told the conference Telkom had also decided to hold off taking out a three-year syndicated loan as it appeared other borrowers "had not had the success they wanted".

Landman's comments follow Prof and Telecommunications Minister Paddy Jordan's announcement last month that a decision on the partial privatisation of the parastatal would have to be made this year. The partial privatisation would be a "strategic partnership" with Telkom shares being offered to both local and foreign private sector operators.

MELANIE SERGEANT reports Telkom

MD Dania du Toit, approached for comment, said Landman was not a board member and could not make statements on behalf of the company. He said it was premature to talk of privatisation, which was ultimately a government decision.

Jordan is expected to make a statement on the issue today when he opens the Telkom 96 conference in Midrand.

Government gave the first signal that privatisation was on the cards last October when it announced a six-point economic plan.

Since then government has given mixed signals on whether it intends to use the proceeds from privatisation to raise as much money as possible for the RDP, to reduce state debt, or as a tool for redistribution of economic power.

Public Enterprises Minister Stella Sigcawu is expected to soon announce guidelines which will shape the privatisation process. Government plans to publish a White Paper after studying a report drawn up by an unnamed task team.

Finance Minister Chris Lilicabomi, in his Budget speech this month, said the restructuring of public assets could unlock underutilised resources and "potentially contribute to empowerment and economic growth."

There has been speculation that government would be more likely to first sell off less important assets such as its Aventura holiday resort chain, particularly since some have voiced opposition to selling state assets such as parastatals, which could be pivotal for the RDP.

© See Page 8
Telecommunications growth policy urged

BY SELSY BOKABA

South Africa needs to speedily address the imbalances caused by the legacy of apartheid and identify a strategy for its relatively developed telecommunications sector to grow, Post, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Pallo Jordan said yesterday.

Addressing Telkom's biennial conference and exhibition on telecommunications at Gallagher Estate, Midrand, Jordan said the formulation of telecommunications policy and regulation was the ideal starting point.

A great deal of work had been done on communications policy during the transition to democracy over the past few years, with the National Telecommunications Forum playing a pivotal role in that process.

The ministry would soon publish a Green Paper on telecommunications policy and regulation which would be a consultative document and "would pose a set of questions which my ministry feels need to be answered in order to formulate telecommunications policy."

The Green Paper was the first phase of consultation on policy development. Once that phase was completed, the ministry "will publish a draft White Paper and a set of draft legislation."
Telecommunications policy 'ready in a year'

LEGISLATION is expected to be ready in a year's time which will put in place a far-reaching new telecommunications policy, says Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Palllo Jordan.

In his opening address at the Telkom-95 conference in Midrand yesterday, Jordan said a Green Paper would be published soon calling for input on the new legislation.

After the Green Paper, there would be a draft White Paper and draft legislation for the parliamentary select committee on communications.

MELANIE SERGEANT

Public hearings would be held and the proposed legislation was expected to be ready within a year.

The Green Paper was designed to serve as a forum for dialogue to formulate telecommunications policy, and Jordan said all role players could put forward their views for a coherent policy on telecommunications, including as individuals.

National Telecommunications Forum chairman Velleng Sekha said that if participation was good, the Green Paper could be expected by end-April, and the White Paper by July. "The final documents could be completed by year-end," he said.

The Centre for the Development of Information and Telecommunications Policy's Andile Ngava said the call was for the establishment of an independent regulatory authority for voice and data.

US information-superahighway guru and chairman and CS of Silicon Graphics ED McCracken said countries that were behind could leapfrog older generation technologies.
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Fuel levy, tolls needed to stop roads falling apart

JOSEPH ARANES
Municipal Staff

If immediate steps are not taken to maintain and upgrade South Africa’s roads, the vehicular transport sector could be brought to a standstill, warns SAA Bitumen and Tar Association chairman Dave Orton.

At the organisation’s annual meeting, he said a dedicated fuel levy and more toll roads needed to be introduced to help finance the roads, which were falling apart and in urgent need of repair.

Mr Orton said road maintenance last year reached its lowest level in two decades, while the need for road upgrading and maintenance projects doubled.

“The situation is made doubly precarious with the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research’s recent discovery of some 200 000 km of unmapped roads.”

“These entirely unmaintained and unmanaged roads in neglected areas in effect double the scope of the country’s roads crisis.”

“The increase in traffic volumes increased more than 500 percent in the same period — coupled with the sharp decline in maintenance does not bode well for the medium-term prospect of our physical infrastructure.”
The Minister of Justice

THE MINISTER OF JUSTICE

(1) THE MINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

The present Act is intended to enable the Minister of Justice to perform the functions of the Public Service of the State in such manner as he may from time to time determine.

(2) THE MINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

The present Act is intended to enable the Minister of Justice to perform the functions of the Public Service of the State in such manner as he may from time to time determine.
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The Minister for Defence

NATIONAL SECURITY

The Government has revised the Defence white paper to reflect the changing strategic environment and to ensure that Australia is well prepared for the challenges of the 21st century. The revised paper sets out the Government's vision for a safe and prosperous Australia, and outlines the steps that will be taken to achieve it.

THE COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION

The Commissioner of Taxation has been appointed to ensure that the Taxation System operates effectively and efficiently. The Commissioner is responsible for the administration of the Australian tax system, including the taxation of individuals, businesses, and foreign entities.

THE MINISTER FOR HEALTH

The Minister for Health has been appointed to ensure that the health of all Australians is protected and promoted. The Minister is responsible for the development and implementation of policies and programs to improve health outcomes, and for ensuring that the health system is responsive to the needs of all Australians.

THE MINISTER FOR EDUCATION

The Minister for Education has been appointed to ensure that the education system is responsive to the needs of students and teachers, and that all Australians have access to a high-quality education. The Minister is responsible for the development and implementation of policies and programs to improve educational outcomes, and for ensuring that the education system is responsive to the needs of all Australians.

THE MINISTER FOR WELFARE

The Minister for Welfare has been appointed to ensure that the welfare system is responsive to the needs of all Australians, and that all Australians have access to the support they need to participate fully in society. The Minister is responsible for the development and implementation of policies and programs to improve welfare outcomes, and for ensuring that the welfare system is responsive to the needs of all Australians.

THE MINISTER FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS

The Minister for Foreign Affairs has been appointed to ensure that Australia's foreign policy is effective and responsive to the needs of all Australians. The Minister is responsible for the development and implementation of policies and programs to strengthen Australia's foreign relations, and for ensuring that Australia's interests are protected and promoted at home and abroad.

THE MINISTER FOR DEPARTMENT OF DEFENCE

The Minister for Defence has been appointed to ensure that the Australian Defence Force is well prepared to meet the challenges of the 21st century. The Minister is responsible for the development and implementation of policies and programs to ensure that the Australian Defence Force is capable and effective, and for ensuring that the Defence System is responsive to the needs of all Australians.

THE MINISTER FOR ECONOMY

The Minister for Economy has been appointed to ensure that Australia's economy is healthy and prosperous. The Minister is responsible for the development and implementation of policies and programs to promote economic growth, and for ensuring that the economy is responsive to the needs of all Australians.

THE MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT

The Minister for Environment has been appointed to ensure that the environment is protected and conserved. The Minister is responsible for the development and implementation of policies and programs to protect the environment, and for ensuring that the environment is responsive to the needs of all Australians.
Phone monopoly in spotlight

BY ROSS HEPBURN

Deregulation and the RDP were the topics of choice yesterday at Telkom '98, where the world's largest telecommunications companies displayed their wares and eyed the South African market.

The posts, telecommunications and broadcasting minister, Pallo Jordan, said rapid advances in information technology should not become "just a high-tech scam to rip everyone off with a lot of expensive, inappropriate technology".

While he did not comment on reports that Telkom was gearing up for the sale of about half its R14 billion assets, Jordan disclosed that a government green paper dealing with the future role of parastatals would be published soon.

Telkom's invitation for proposals to provide a million homes with telephones drew strong attention from the vendors assembled for the conference in Midrand.

Telkom said it could not meet the RDP goal of 5 million telephones in five years.

Vendors seemed to be in agreement that the government should at least partly deregulate if it hoped to gain international technical and financial assistance in connecting underserved areas to the telephone system.
Strangled by red tape

Government plans to devide a transparent and democratic telecommunications policy may come too late for South-owned Telkom to hang on to its lucrative business services. The policy commitment was announced by Minister of Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Palfi Jordan.

But while government fiddles with the details of legislating and regulating telecommunications — a process expected to take a year — the industry is moving ahead at breakneck speed.

Telecommunications operators and suppliers from 10 countries worldwide — including AT&T, Sprint, Motorola, Siemens, Cable & Wireless, Philips, Ericsson, France Telecom, Deutsche Telekom, Marconi, NEC, Nokia, Plessey, NZ Telecoms and Alcatel — attended the Telkom 95 expo and conference in Midrand this week. All were looking for new business opportunities.

Anthony Gerada, MD of Internet service provider PaX, says he used the conference to sign up with US-based Sprint. "While we are still fiddling to use Telkom locally, we choose Sprint’s fibre optic cable to carry our Internet data on the international leg. Telkom will miss the boat. Instead of trying to compete effectively, it is trying to eliminate competitors through regulation.”

Telkom is concerned that competitors are skimming its lucrative business market, leaving it to provide economically telephone services in line with its commitment to the RDP.

“We are working in a regulatory vacuum. Our competitors are exploiting this situation,” says Telkom operations senior GM Ben Bets. Even with official deregulation, Telkom’s monopoly has been eroded by new cellular, radio trunking and satellite technologies.

Besides confirming that government still lacks a telecommunications policy, Jordan's Telkom 95 speech also suggests there may be problems in his department. Postmaster-general Ters Oosthuizen, who became director-general for Jordan's department after last year’s elections, has been working on draft telecommunications legislation since the end of 1993. He was expected to put this before parliament last year.

Now, it seems its input is never used only as background material. It is interesting to note that Oosthuizen was on holiday overseas during Telkom 95 — the most influential telecommunications conference and exhibition on the continent, which attracted 83 exhibitors and 108 speakers from around the world. Over 1,400 delegates attended the conference.

Jordan says the policy debate has largely confined to the telecom sector. He now wants to extend it to the public.

A Green Paper will be published soon calling for input on the new telecommunications policy and regulation. It will pose questions “which my Ministry feels needs to be answered in order to formulate telecommunications policy,” says Jordan. These will include questions on the role of telecommunications in the RDP and policy on competition.

This will be followed by a draft White Paper and draft legislation for parliament. Jordan says the process can be completed within a year — which would eventually be more than a year later than originally expected.

Some fear that, much like the Independent Broadcasting Authority, the telecommunications regulatory process will be bogged down in paperwork. To complicate matters, members of the National Telecommunications Forum (NTF) — a consultative body including unions, government, business, academics and Telkom, which was formed in 1993 to develop telecom policy proposals for government — have often clashed when weighing up the demands for business services against “universal access to telephones.”

The NTF was close to breaking up last November, says outgoing chairman Maurice Reznik. He resigned after three months in the job and has been replaced by Felleng Sebza of the Centre for the Development of Information and Telecommunications Policy.

The view which she presumably represents was outlined in the centre’s quarterly publication newsletter. “Telkom’s monopoly must be unconditionally protected to ensure that the service inequalities that were created by apartheid are rectified. Any move to compromise this position would be tantamount to depriving the historically disadvantaged people of universal service.”

There have been no official statements since Jordan’s announcement that government is investigating plans to privatise Telkom, align it with a strategic partner and possibly liberalise the market. Telkom chairman Dikgang Moseneke denies as speculation a report by a Telkom GM that the utility will sell about half its R14bn assets to a consortium of partners.

While this may indeed be premature, many maintain it would make sense for Telkom to sell some of its noncore assets by putting some shares on the market for purchase by local and foreign sector operators. SA could raise the money needed to modernise and extend its services to areas lacking in infrastructure.

Meanwhile, confusing signals are continuing to emerge. Even while paying lip service to the economic competitiveness that a modern telecommunications infrastructure helps engender, Jordan states Telkom is a national asset that must be protected. He says it is important to “realise greater co-ordination among the networks of semi-State firms so as to prevent wasteful duplication.”

But rather than being detrimental as Telkom and government claim, competition has been extended with the service in Australia, Britain, south-east Asia and elsewhere in the world.

Telkom 95 keynote speaker Ben Verwaayen, who is CEO of the Netherlands’ R25bn PT Telekom, says there is no recipe for privatisation and liberalising markets. His company, the most profitable telecom operator in Europe, is a subsidiary of a previously State-owned Koninklijke PT Telekom Netherlands, listed on the Amsterdam stock exchange last year, raising US$3.47bn. A second round will be floated this year.

He says telecommunications have rendered regional borders meaningless because multinational, scattered around the globe, work together as “virtual companies” and demand worldwide services.

As a result the world’s telephone operators are forming global alliances to win business from multinational customers.

Telkom understands that if it intends to retain multinational customers — and a vital source of revenue — it must form a tight partnership with one or more international telephone operators. With a tight alliance and partial privatisation, the cards for this year, don’t expect full market deregulation to happen soon.
Glowing report on Telkom sell-off

TELKOM's privatisation could attract up to R1bn in foreign investment and it could be listed on the JSE within two years, stockbrokers Fleming Martin say in an investment report on the parastatal.

Telkom should be capable of earning growth of more than 20% for the rest of this decade — excluding the effect of an offering of new shares, the report said.

Telkom's underlying profitability, the report said, was by no means poor. With a market value of more than R2bn, it would be one of the five largest companies on the JSE. Although investors would be anxious that government's intention to expand Telkom's network might affect its ability to provide acceptable returns, rapid expansion would not necessarily be uneconomic. Telkom could set up separate bodies to handle network expansion in areas where returns were in doubt. These could be re-incorporated when profitable.

The demand for network expansion meant compulsory redundancies were unlikely. Its gearing — 18.1% at the end of 1993/94 — could be cut to an acceptable level with a "modest injection" of equity from the sale of a stake to a strategic investor. Its pension fund deficit — R1.14bn at the end of March last year — could be wiped out if Telkom's privatisation raised new equity.

Privatisation could help establish strategic partnerships, possibly through shareholdings, to beef up Telkom's local and international positions. Investors could welcome the introduction of competition as this would alleviate some of the pressure on Telkom to expand in areas where returns were in doubt.

Telkom was unlikely to lose its monopoly on long-distance and international infra-

structure for some time. The regulatory authorities' desire to shield Telkom from competition in the near term would probably protect it from companies providing data and private voice networks to multinationals. Its "relatively satisfactory financial situation and the pattern of privatisations elsewhere" meant that it was likely to be the first major state company to be privatised.

A senior Telkom official recently said the parastatal was restructuring its assets to prepare for privatisation.
null
Telkom urges public to help catch cable thieves

City Reporter

Telkom has warned that telephone cut-offs will happen regularly in Greater Soweto and Lenasia South as there is a large crime syndicate operating in the areas stealing telephone cables.

Communication manager Gert Schoeman said Telkom had lost more than R3 million worth of cables around Greater Johannesburg since last year, despite alarms being set up on all cable routes.

He was responding to complaints made to The Star at the weekend by Lenasia residents who claimed that phones in the area had been cut off eight times last year, with two cut-offs so far this year.

A Lenasia South businessman, who did not want to be named, said he had been "forced to go out and buy a cellular phone" after being without a telephone for a week. Last week, he said, was the longest period without telephone lines.

However, Schoeman said there was not much Telkom could do to prevent cut-offs in the area because of the crime syndicate that existed in Lenasia South and Greater Soweto.

"The community will have to help us stop this criminal act. We have installed alarms on all cables routes and have special manhole covers for underground cables, but thieves steal the cables anyway," he said.

Schoeman said four cables were stolen in Soweto last week and more than 500 had been stolen around Greater Johannesburg this year.

"We are losing a lot of money but the community is losing more. It's time they began supporting us."
Motlana’s firm joins consortium

New group in race for R6bn Telkom deal

US telecommunications giant Southwestern Bell has teamed up with Nthato Motlana’s Corporate Africa and the UK’s Cable & Wireless in a bid to win Telkom’s R6bn tender for 1-million new phone lines to be installed within four years.

The move is timed to coincide with Telkom’s recent announcement on partial privatisation, although the new consortium — New Africa Communications — has said it wishes to partner Telkom in any ventures offered, including equity involvement.

The new consortium believes it has a lead over the African Global group formed just two weeks ago by Bell Atlantic Corporation, Alcatel CIT, Philips, Matra Marconi Space and other companies.

A New Africa Communications spokesman said it believed its equal shareholder split, which involves equal equity for the black-owned Corporate Africa, has definite advantages.

African Global, masteredmind by French-based LCC Rothschild, has similar aims to the new consortium, with initial plans to fly a satellite over Africa as well as competing for the 1-million telephone lines project.

Motlana said New Africa Communications had started work on the phone line proposal, but its main aim was to partner Telkom “in developing this strategic industry for the benefit of all South Africans.”

New Africa’s expertise meant it was well placed to “play a constructive role with all the stakeholders in the SA telecommunications industry.”

So far, almost 20 interested parties have collected Telkom’s 1-million line tender.

MELANIE SERGEANT

Proposal form, but one industry analyst believed that only about five would submit concrete proposals. Apart from New Africa and African Global, AT&T was keen, along with a consortium of SA financial institutions and technology groups.

Industry sources believe that groups such as Sanlam could be interested in forming an SA group to ensure as much local capital as possible is invested in the phone lines project, and that local products are used. Telkom has stipulated that the project must not affect its own debt-equity ratio and must be fully self-funding.

Meanwhile, Motlana said another objective for the new consortium was to enter government’s one-year “Green Paper” debate surrounding the establishment of new laws and regulatory structures for the telecommunications industry. The consortium, with combined assets of $30bn, had the expertise to help develop grassroots telecommunications in SA and provide advanced services for business use.

At this stage the new consortium is unable to estimate the amount of capital it could bring into the country.

Southwestern Bell is the US’s fourth largest telecommunications operator, and an investing partner in Mexico’s Telmex which has installed 4-million lines in five years. Cable & Wireless, with an existing 25% investment in SA’s cellular operator MTN and in-service provider M-Tel, owns and operates one of the world’s largest global networks — the Global Digital Highway — which connects the world’s major business centres.
Transkei telephone trauma

CLIVE SAWYER
Political Correspondent

TELEPHONE subscribers in the Transkei are not paying their accounts — because none have been sent for six months.

This was disclosed in the national assembly by Minister of Posts and Telecommunications Palllo Jordan.

Some telephone services had been out of order for 10 years because of theft of copper wire and lack of funds for repairs.

Dr Jordan said the purported collapse of telecommunications services was because of a lack of transport, lack of funding and antiquated equipment.

There had been a repeated failure over the years to get enough vehicles to maintain and expand the network.

No money had been set aside for vehicles in the previous financial year.

The Eastern Cape government had said there would be no "vehicle relief" in the next financial year.

"A complete breakdown of the telecommunications services becomes an inevitable result," said Dr Jordan.

The Transkei Department of Posts and Telecommunications had been dependent on the Development Bank for funding for development.

No money had been given since the 1998/99 financial year.

"Without funding there is little or nothing that can be done to improve standards and levels of services, let alone effecting the desired and overdue upgrading thereof."

Dr Jordan said integration of the former homelands telecommunications departments into Telkom was expected to take about another eight months.
Telkom 'needs consortium'

The chairman of Corporate
Africa, Ntshato Molana, confirmed
that a consortium, New Africa
Communications, had been formed
with Southwestern Bell of the
United States, Cable & Wireless of
the United Kingdom, and Corpor-
ate Africa

"Telkom should take its rightful
place in telecommunications in the
world. Hopefully this could be the
first step in a very long-term time
frame, where Telkom could look at
telecommunications in southern
Africa," he said

Molana said the target was not
unreasonable and one of the mem-
bers of the consortium, Southwest-
ern Bell, had successfully installed
4 million lines in Mexico in four
years.

Telkom said that proposals
were due by June 2, many of which
were likely to be based on various
forms of radio telephones, which
are far cheaper and faster to deploy
in isolated areas than fixed-wire
phones

However, Molana said the key
issue would be who paid for the
equipment
Telkom goes shopping

TELKOM's R6-billion contract places a heavy emphasis on technological specifications but also includes a number of conditions relating to the training and employment of local labour and service to the community.

"We wish to improve the density in the areas to 10 telephones per 100 people," the tender document states. At present the density in these areas, which include the former TBVC states, is below 5%.

"The lines will be provided for the specific intent of promoting economic activity and upliftment," it says.

Telkom calls for a detailed breakdown of tenders' capital costs as well as details on how the project would be reflected in Telkom's financial statements.

It stresses that "the provision of the required infrastructure shall not materially affect Telkom's debt equity ratio."

The holders have to provide "innovative means of minimising late payment and/or bad debt risk due to late or non-payment of telephone accounts."

Telkom says it may enter into a four-year "turnkey" contract for the project.

Bidders also have to indicate to what extent local contractors and labour will be utilised, detail utilisation of local content and provide a breakdown of training facilities for local staff.

On the technical side the contract calls for the provision of 21 digital switching units, 1,300 exchange concentrator units, 42 STM transmission systems and 1,000 low-capacity transmission systems.
NAC phone bid ‘can call on $2bn’

NEW Africa Communications — the consortium formed this week between Nhthato Motlana’s Corporate Africa and telecommunications giants Cable & Wireless of the US — could raise up to $2-billion to fund the expansion of South Africa’s telephone service.

The consortium has also indicated that it could provide telephone lines at about a third of the R12 000 a line it currently costs Telkom.

NAC’s salvo is the latest in the battle for Telkom’s R6-billion contract to provide 1-million rural telephone lines over the next four years.

But at stake is not only the new South Africa’s most lucrative government contract yet but also an opportunity to become a significant stakeholder in a privatized Telkom.

Pallo Jordan, Minister of Posts and Telecommunications, said in February that the government had decided in principle to sell off at least part of Telkom to help expand and modernize the country’s telecommunications network.

The preliminary stages of the parastatal’s sale will be the subject of a board meeting later this month.

Mr Jordan is also expected to release a Green Paper on telecommunications soon.

Sources indicate that up to 30% of Telkom, a holding valued at about R14-billion, could be sold to a “strategic global equity partner.”

Not only would an equity base of $20-billion “we could raise between $1- to $2-billion with ease to fund the expansion of telecommunications in South Africa,” says C&W’s Tim Lowry.

Mr Lowry says the consortium has no links with manufacturers and, could thus pick the most cost-effective technology.

While the costs depend on a number of factors still to be worked out, we estimate we can provide the lines at R4 000 to R5 000 a line.”

Jim Myers, Southwestern Bell’s vice-president for international development, says its costs in providing 4-million lines in Mexico fell by almost half six months into the project.

Dr Motlana admits that Corporate Africa’s role in the venture is one of political leverage.

“The presence of a black group would, of course, give us a head start in the bidding.”

The three groups will be equal partners in NAC. If the company wins the bid it could go to the JSE for additional funds.

NAC’s bid follows the recent announcement by African Global, a group formed among others by Bell Atlantic, Alcatel CIT and Philips, that it would help develop local telecommunications ahead of Telkom’s privatization.

Other firms that have met the government include Japan’s Nippon Telephone and Telegraph and AT&T of the US.

A local AT&T spokeswoman confirmed that the group was making a bid details of the proposal were known.
W Cape roads to get cleaner

Environment Reporter

AN INTENSIVE three-week clean-up of major roads in the metropolitan area gets going next week — in good time for the Rugby World Cup.

The clean-up — phase one of the "Clean and Green Campaign" of the Western Cape regional government — will cost R1.57 million and provide about 500 temporary jobs.

Most of the money — R350,000 — will be spent on roads in the Nyanga, Guguletu and Langa areas, while other major expenses include the Stellenbosch arterial road (R122,000), the triangle between Klapfontein and Eisleben roads (R190,000), Macassar Road (R110,000) and Strandfontein Road (R80,000).

Announcing the initiative today, regional Minister of Transport and Public Works Leonard Ramatlakane said it would provide valuable experience for phase two of the campaign, which would last more than four months and provide 8,113 temporary jobs at a cost of R7.6 million.

This would involve the removal of debris and alien vegetation, slope stabilization and greening through the planting of trees and other landscaping throughout the region.

The campaign is in line with the government's reconstruction and development programme.

Henri du Plessis, deputy chief engineer of the provincial department of housing and infrastructure, said the short-term aim of the "Clean and Green Campaign" was a clean-up associated with the expected increase in tourism relating to the Rugby World Cup.
W Cape
jobs
bonanza

CHRIS BATEMAN
POLITICAL STAFF

A UNIQUE R2 million Peninsula "clean-up" of main transport routes kicks off in preparation for the World Cup Rugby tournament next month. It forms part of a broader R8 million "Clean and Green" campaign aimed at creating 8 613 jobs and improving township environment.

Western Cape Transport and Public Works minister Mr Leonard Ramatlakane said the first stage, beginning on May 3, would focus on removing debris from major transport arteries, creating 500 jobs with local authorities and matching the RDP funding on a rand-for-rand basis.

The second stage included debris and alien vegetation removal, slope stabilisation and the greening of suburbs and townships through tree planting.

Awareness

This stage would also involve providing recycling depots, mounting public awareness campaigns and civic education with 25 identified communities and non-governmental-driven projects.

Many of the Peninsula's quarter areas are either on old rubbish dumps or are surrounded by dumped builders' rubble and non-collected refuse.

One project's aim is to generate environmental pride, helping to promote a culture of payment for services in the townships.

Mr Ramatlakane appealed to the private sector to "get involved" by helping prevent indiscriminate dumping of rubble and contacting his office to see where they could help.

Although job-creation would only last for 4½ months, it was hoped emerging local authorities would absorb workers on a more permanent basis.

A clean and healthy environment will help our tourist industry, especially in the context of the upcoming World Cup Rugby tournament," Mr Ramatlakane said.
Post offices close down

 Postal service cuts in 'older' suburbs

GILL TURNBULL
Staff Reporter

POST OFFICES in Diep River, Tamboerskloof, St James and Westlake closed down permanently at the weekend in spite of angry protests by mainly elderly people in the areas they had served for many years.

The latest closures follow last year's closing of post offices in Regent Road, Sea Point, and Somerset Road, Albert Road and Camp Ground Road, Newlands as part of a Western Cape strategy to "streamline" the postal service, which is losing about R350 million a year.

The move to close post offices in the older suburbs is also part of a new strategy to serve areas "which in the past did not have easy access to a postal service", according to an official announcement from post office public relations officer John Sadie.

"More than 600 of the existing 1,300 street postboxes in the Peninsula and surrounding towns, Stellenbosch, Paarl, Somerset West and Strand, will be withdrawn or moved. This is the result of a study which showed these boxes were completely under-utilised."

Mr Sadie said all zebra letter boxes used for local mail would be withdrawn now that the postal service had been "streamlined" with the establishment of the new Cape mail centre in Goodwood.

"Some streetboxes will be moved to areas where there is a need for them and new street letter boxes will be installed at all new transportable postbox lobbies and mail collection points."

In the coming financial year the company intends installing about 66 transportable postbox lobbies and permanent mail collection points in the Western Cape to provide 75,000 additional households with postal addresses.

Postal authorities would put up notices on all street letter boxes to be removed, notifying customers of the nearest street box to the one being removed, Mr Sadie said.

He said the company had been obliged to re-evaluate some of the uneconomic services and products, and to phase them out where they had not been cost-effective.

LAST OUTPOST: Hout Bay children, Jenny Williamson, 9, and her brother Kyle, 6, admire one of three remaining royal mail boxes in the Peninsula. This one in Hout Bay bearing the George Rex crown and insignia has been re-installed on a new post office site. It was made by London and Derby founders, A. Handside & Co. but its date is unknown. As far as is known there is another Georgian mailbox in St James and an Edwardian one in Diep River where both post offices are now defunct.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

The Independent Broadcasting Authority's granting of 16 community radio station licences last week is sure to increase demand for the wind-up radio in poorer areas.

TELKOM (267)

(S)tone deaf

FM 5/5/95

Telephone bills have risen by more than 50% since Telkom shortened its metering period in January, according to a poll by the Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce & Industry (JCCI).

The chamber asked its members for copies of their telephone accounts following a dispute with Telkom over the effect of changing the metering period from five minutes to three.

Telkom claimed the increase would be about 10%, but the chamber says its members' accounts over the past three months validate its claim that the increase is far higher.

In February, Telkom offered to investigate claims by analysing the phone bills of a representative group of the chamber's members. But Telkom has refused to start its investigation because the chamber's submission did not include written permission from the companies it nominated to take part in the survey. JCCI says it is in the process of getting the required documentation for the survey to proceed.

The new metering system has also raised the ire of the SA Chamber of Commerce & Business (Sacob), which has "expressed concern" to Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting Minister Pallo Jordan.

Sacob and JCCI are calling for the metering period to be changed back to five minutes, saying they would prefer an increase in the unit cost in preference to the new metering system.

When Telkom notified clients of the telephone tariff increase, it claimed "Our records show that most calls within a 50-km radius are about 140 seconds long. Though the metering period is now shorter (180 as opposed to 300 seconds), it has become possible to make cheaper phone calls."

The new metering system causes the cost of calls under three minutes to drop by 5.9%, because the per unit charge was reduced from 23,3c to 21,9c (see graph). The faster metering period causes the price to drop again for calls between five and six minutes, but from there onwards calls are more expensive.

The final increase hinges on the length of an average local call. Commerce and industry are sceptical of Telkom's figure of 140 seconds.

To arrive at this figure, Telkom bundled together all types of calls telephone conversations, fax transmissions and computer data sent via modem.

Faxes and dial-up electronic data interchange (EDI) are quicker than most business conversations. But FirstNet MD and deputy chairman of the National Telecommunications Forum (NTF) Mike van den Bergh doubts the percentage of computer or fax calls are high enough to affect the national average.

An increasing number of short calls are being made by "SpeedPoint" and other electronic terminals to verify credit card transactions, over a certain limit, but again Van den Bergh says these are unlikely to bring the average local call down the time indicated by Telkom.

Telkom's calculation cannot be independently verified because the State telephone utility has refused access to the figures it used.

Telkom justifies the new metering system by saying it needs to "rebalance" its tariff structure. It cites the fact that 76% of all calls are local, but these only contribute 26% of its revenue.

Whether this justifies increasing the cost of local calls is debatable. If the telecommunications companies in New Zealand and Canada can afford to offer their clients free local calls, why can't Telkom?

The increase in phone tariffs may cause Telkom's line usage to drop by prompting business to look at ways of reducing the number of outgoing calls.

According to a survey by US business magazine Fortune, calls are missed 85% of the time because staff are away from their desks.

TR Services CE Ian Macfarlane says "When a call is missed, a return call must be made at the company's expense - a cost business can do without. By using on-site paging, a company can ensure staff are contactable immediately."

Another option is e-mail. Companies can peg communications costs by signing up with an Internet service provider, which charges a fixed rate and renting dedicated data line.
No clear plan for local elections

Gauteng falters on demarcation

BY JO-ANNE COLLINGE

The Gauteng Demarcation Board has failed to come up with a clear plan for dividing the Johannesburg metropolitan area into primary local authorities for the November 1 local government elections.

A well-placed source told The Star that the Gauteng cabinet was under pressure to finalise the boundaries of local authorities this week. But, when it came to Johannesburg, the best the demarcation board could do to guide the cabinet was to offer it five different models.

Provincial MECs considered the options placed before them at Wednesday's cabinet meeting but were unable to make any decision.

It is understood that the present interim configuration of seven metropolitan substructures under the Greater Johannesburg Transitional Metropolitan Council is highly unlikely to be confirmed by the cabinet.

The model for the elections is likely to include fewer substructures, although not as few as the ANC wanted for in negotiations for the transitional period.

It also seems likely that the vast site-and-service development of Orange Farm will be included in the Johannesburg metropolitan area, rather than in the Vaal.

If MEC for Local Government Dan Mofokeng and his cabinet colleagues do not act decisively to determine a plan for Johannesburg within days, the entire timetable for the elections could be thrown into disarray.

The national Local Government Elections Task Group has reckoned on starting the demarcation of wards in about a week.

This will start as soon as data on population distribution becomes available from Central Statistical Services and the Department of Home Affairs.

VE Day cards

The Post Office yesterday issued a set of six postcards to commemorate the end of World War 2.

They are based on wartime propaganda posters at Johannesburg's National Museum of Military History.

Sets cost R10.80 each from post offices or from Philaletia Services, Private Bag X505, Pretoria 0001.

For details, phone (012) 328-7911 or fax (012) 311-6042 — Sapa

> More VE Day reports — Page 4 and 17

Eskom grant for Soweto

BY PAULA FRAY

The Soweto Civic Association recently received a powerful boost for its From Resistance to Development campaign. Eskom donated R100,000 to the project, aimed at facilitating the basic-payment drive.

SCA president Isaac Mogase said the utility's contribution was one of several from companies supporting the organisation's serious message underlying its 10th anniversary celebrations.

"The SCA council decided in October that these celebrations would not just call people to party, but would mean something," he said.

Eskom's acting executive director (growth and development) Dawn Mokobo said the corporation would like to join forces with the SCA to explore constructive ways to encourage people to pay for services.
US phone giant
Sprint sets up shop

By Ross Harrison

Sprint International, the American telephone giant, announced yesterday that it was setting up shop in South Africa and intended to compete in the local telephone market as soon as deregulation allowed.

Sprint has formed a joint venture with Publco called Sprint South Africa. It will be 60 percent owned by Sprint and 40 percent by Publco.

"The new company is poised to become a significant player in the South African telecommunications industry, marketing Sprint's range of services and taking full advantage of the likely deregulation of telecommunications," the company said.

Sprint's turnover last year was R36 billion. It has the world's largest fibre optic network. Publco has been marketing Sprint's consumer, international telephone charge cards in South Africa for the past three years. According to Stan Ruben, Publco's financial director, the joint venture will initially market Sprint video-conferencing, electronic mail, multimedia applications, digital private lines and data transfer services, when regulations allow.

In the past year, Publco's stock has moved from 120c per share to 210c in yesterday's trading. And it has jumped 35 points in the last three days.

Ruben said Sprint had a partnership with Telkom on the SAT-2 international telephone cable and would not violate its agreements with Telkom.

The Publco-Sprint venture is part of a thrust by Publco to diversify from printing and publications to become a communications company. Ruben said Publco was also the largest shareholder in a consortium — including the Kagiso Trust, the Weekly Mail and Anand Singh — that would bid for an FM radio licence in conjunction with the BBC World Service.
Telephone giant for SA: Sprint International, the US.
telephone giant, announced that it is setting up shop in South Africa
and intends to compete in the local telephone market as soon as

deregulation allows. Sprint formed a joint venture with Publco,
Sprint SA, which will be 60 percent owned by Sprint and 40 percent
by Publco. Sprint's turnover last year was $55 billion. See over.
The Communications team named

POSTS and telecommunications minister Dr Pallo Jordan gave the names yesterday of the team who will draft a Green Paper on telecommunications policy.

His special adviser, Mr Willie Currie, will direct the team. Mr Andile Ngcaba and Dr Robin Braine will be the technical team and Professor Dawid Kaplan, Ms Felling Sekha, Mr Andre Van der Westhuizen and Professor Mike Morns the advisory panel.
Steel mill: Minister 'has no jurisdiction'

ENVIRONMENTAL Affairs Minister Dawie de Villiers says he has no jurisdiction over whether the Saldanha steel project will go ahead.

He was asked in the Senate by Errol Moorcroft (DP) whether he had given permission for the project.

"I have no jurisdiction with regard to this matter," Dr De Villiers said in a written reply yesterday.

He said an application by VKE Consulting Engineers, on behalf of Iscor, for the rezoning of farmland on the West Coast for industrial purposes was being considered by the Provincial Administration of the Western Cape.

• Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Pallo Jordan has ordered a probe into the restructuring of Telkom.

He told the national assembly he had ordered Telkom's board to look into options "of totally transforming the company into a world-class, customer-driven company."

Replying to a question by Kobus Jordaan (DP) about whether Telkom was to be privatised, Dr Jordan said a dimension of its transformation would be the restructuring of Telkom's equity.

"The process of identifying suitable opportunities for equity restructuring is guided by the board, in close liaison with myself, relevant cabinet committees and other significant stakeholders."

"The process of identifying an adviser will be transparent and will involve competitive bidding."

Dr Jordan said he would make a statement on the issue "in due course."
Telkom told to consider options: The telecommunications minister, Pallo Jordan, has instructed Telkom to consider options to transform the company into a world-class, customer-driven company, including possible privatisation. Jordan said in parliament that the process of “identifying suitable opportunities for equity restructuring” was being guided by the Telkom board in liaison with himself, relevant cabinet committees and other stakeholders. No negotiations on equity restructuring were taking place yet.

Miners to mourn: All Gengold’s miners will be given today off on full pay to mourn the victims of the Vaal Reefs disaster last week. Memorial services will be held on all the group’s mines.

Safety achievement: The Union Section at Rustenburg Platinum Mines is celebrating the achievement of 1 million death-free shifts. This is the third time the mine has achieved millionnare status.

Labour Relations Bill ‘this year’: The minister of labour, Tito Mboweni, has told the senate that he intends to get the draft Labour Relations Bill, currently being considered by Nedlac, before parliament this year despite pressing demands on time.

COMPANIES

Tiger shows its oats: Tiger Oats has lifted earnings by 25 percent to R222.7 million in the six months to March 1995, according to figures released yesterday. Turnover was 12 percent higher at R5.1 billion, showing volume growth of only 3 percent, but operating income grew by 17 percent to R394.5 million. On earnings a share of 148c (118.6c), the dividend rose to 38.5c from 31c. See next page.

Medi-Clinic earnings rise: Medi-Clinic Corporation reported yesterday a 34 percent improvement in attributable earnings to R39.3 million (R29.4 million) for the year ended March 1995. Turnover rose 35 percent to R365.4 million (R264.7 million). Earnings a share grew by 26 percent to 25c a share (21.8c) while the group declared a final dividend of 6c a share (6.0c) resulting in a higher annual dividend of 8.5c (7.25c). See next page.

Lufthansa halves losses: Deutsche Lufthansa, the parent company of the German airline, halved pre-tax losses to D26.3 million in the first quarter and said the outlook was bright except for the strength of the mark. The company also announced a dividend for last year, the first since 1989.

Sun in joint hotel venture: Southern Sun has formed a joint venture with the huge Intercontinental group to run hotels throughout Africa. From now on three hotels in the Southern Sun group — the Cape Sun, the Sandton Sun and Towers and the Beverly Hills Sun — will carry joint branding as Southern Sun Intercontinental Hotels Africa. Intercontinental would put its name in Africa, including those in Nairobi and the Ivory Coast, into the joint venture. See next page.
Postal unity delay slated

Bonita Nomvula

DELAYS in integrating former homeland post and telecommunications structures by Telkom and the South African Post Office (Sapo), were veiled attempts to privatise the industry, a Post and Telecommunications (Potwa) spokesman said yesterday.

Potwa general secretary Sikhumbuzo Nyobika said the delay was a dereliction of duty by the two organisations. It would cost R1bn to complete the process.

The delay further worsened the already critical situation in those areas, he said.

He said the "inseparable" Sapo and Telkom approach had led to deterioration of services, citing Transkei, where in desperation, workers had "chased away the useless managers".

He also criticised Telkom's plan, called the Request For Proposal Plan, of delivering 9 million lines in five years and said it was "vague on the future of workers."

Neither Telkom nor Sapo were available for comment yesterday.
Satellite group can’t dish up on promised launch date

Staff Reporter

SATellite transmission to Southern Africa via the Intelsat 704 satellite has been delayed “until clarity can be sought on the issue of satellite broadcasting”, said the African Satellite Entertainment Corporation (ASEC).

The IBA said earlier this month that although it was “extremely excited by the challenges and opportunities of satellite broadcasting”, it wanted to “ensure that ultimately satellite broadcasting benefits all South Africans”.

The IBA is setting up a framework for a public inquiry into satellite broadcasting, specifically “to determine the manner and form of satellite regulation and particularly the nature of the public service obligations to be undertaken by satellite broadcasters”.

ASEC will initially broadcast in analogue, with ASEC Sports as its first channel, followed by ASEC Family Channel, News, Music and Education.

“All analogue channels will be operational no later than mid-August, subject to clarity from the IBA,” ASEC said.

It pointed out, however, that “satellite footprints are such that the beam will spill into other territories”. The IBA said its board decided to delay its broadcasts — scheduled to start last Saturday — “in light of the statement issued by the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA) on May 17, and the public interest”.

The corporation plans to start broadcasting “by June 1”.

It said although it was registered in Swaziland, “this does not mean that the kingdom is being used as a springboard into South Africa and thus will operate as a pirate broadcaster”. (267) 430-2615.

ASEC has made it clear it will not broadcast into any territory unless the necessary regulatory authorities are aware of and agreeable to the transmissions,” the company added.

It pointed out, however, that “satellite footprints are such that the beam will spill into other territories”.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Ringing the changes

Government plans to devise a transparent and democratic telecommunications policy are finally under way.

But there are fears that the process could take years to carry out, allowing competitors to skim Telkom’s lucrative business sector and leaving it to provide uneconomical telephone services in the former homelands and under-serviced towns.

Post, Telecommunications & Broadcasting Minister Palo Jordan announced in March that a Green Paper would be prepared on telecommunications policy and regulation, followed by a White Paper and new legislation.

However, only last week did he announce details of the Green Paper’s drafting. Though Jordan is still aiming for the paper’s publication by end-June, many expect it to take longer.

The privatization of Telkom hinges heavily on the future of telecommunications legislation and regulation.

Critics point out that though Telkom is searching for an overseas partner, foreign investors are unlikely to take an equity stake in the company unless they have a clear indication of future legislation.

Some already fear that government’s objective of “universal access to telephone services” could overwhelm Telkom’s ability to provide acceptable returns to shareholders. They also need to know how this will be balanced with the corporation’s First World commitments.

Companies, which provide most of Telkom’s revenue, want world-class services and access to the “information superhighway.”

Thus it seems likely that private equity investors will want government to ensure Telkom’s monopoly on long-distance and national infrastructure for the short term.

“The opportunity to operate in a protected environment is an important carrot for a potential investor,” says Lehman Brothers corporate finance executive director Kofi Bucknor.

Infrastructure suppliers interested in tendering for Telkom’s proposed R6bn-plus contract to provide 1m lines a year in the former TBVC states are also concerned by the delay in policy legislation. They say the project is a mammoth logistical challenge.

Because of inhospitable and sparsely populated terrain which lacks infrastructure such as electricity and roads. As a result, suppliers want a commitment from government that their investments will be protected irrespective of future legislation.

Dennis Smit, a member of the committee appointed to draft the Green Paper, says “It could extend to R20bn with imports and have their own telecommunications networks. It will also gather views on creating conditions for security for investors, the design of tariff structures to achieve economic and social objectives, affirmative action and regional and international issues.”

Sponsored by the Canadian-based International Development Research Centre and the Canadian International Development Agency, the drafting of the Green Paper will be co-ordinated by Currie, who was largely responsible for setting up policy which led to the formation of the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA).

He says “We have learnt some lessons from the IBA’s formation.”

Despite public disquiet about the activities and role of the IBA, there appears to be official support for the early formation of a parallel telecom body — the Independent Telecommunications Authority — to examine the recommendations from the public hearings and bring these into a White Paper.

The potential similarity between the two bodies is likely to send a shiver down the spine of anyone who has seen the IBA in action.

Supporters of the idea, however, argue that an independent telecommunications body would not only save time by getting the regulators involved in the industry at an early stage but would also sort out many of the day-to-day regulatory issues such as allocation of frequency spectrum to the cellular phone companies in this way, it would not repeat the mistakes of the IBA.

Governments will also have to reveal some of their thinking on privatization and deregulation of the market at an early stage.

If it does not, it is unlikely we will see a major investment in Telkom or in large infrastructural projects.

NEW COMPANIES

User-friendly

To gain competitive edge, companies need to base decisions on the best and most timely information available. Many are unable to do this, however, because their computer systems are not geared to deliver up-to-date information that can be easily interpreted by non-technical managers.

“The enterprise-wide information delivery process in many organisations is too...
complex and slow," says MD of SAS Institute's recently
established local office Jost
Dorken.
He believes it is important
that corporate systems inte-
grate data — whether located
on internal or external com-
puter systems and networks.
This must then be
transformed into useful in-
formation and delivered to
the right people at the right
time "so that they are able to
make better, more informed
decisions."
An efficient enterprise-
wide system must also pre-
vent data overload. Too often,
managers waste hours learn-
ing to use a new computer
system, only to access irrelevant and un-
usable data. A leading developer of "in-
formation delivery" systems, SAS Institute
is working on emerging technologies, such as
object-oriented application development,
data warehousing and data visual-
apisation (imaging and multimedia) in order
to turn complex data into graphical, user-
friendly information.
The world's eighth largest independent
software company, SAS was founded by
Professor James Goodnight in Cary, North
Carolina, 18 years ago. As president and
CEO, Goodnight has built SAS into a
US$482m international firm with offices in
more than 60 countries.
By investing 31% of revenue into re-
search and development and forming strat-
egic partnerships with all the major hardware
companies, including IBM, Digital
Equipment Corp, Sun and Apple — and
value-added software developers, SAS has
stayed at the technological leading edge.
Installed in 29,000 sites and used by
3.5m users, the flagship SAS System for
Information Delivery continues to gain
market share. This hardware-independent
system, which can be used on 95% of the
world's installed computers, from
notebooks to mainframes — allows users to
access enterprise-wide data from all the
popular database systems (including Or-
acle, Sybase and Informix) and virtually
any external file.
It serves as a "virtual information ware-
house, in which all data, regardless of its
source or format, becomes easily accessible
and turned into meaningful information," says
Dorken, who previously headed the
company's German operation. Since
investing R2m on setting up a local office
in February, SAS has sold more systems in
SA. "We expect a turnover of more than
R17m for this year."
He adds that the SA subsidiary
was formed to offer better service to 245 clients
in the corporate, government and technical
research arena, SAS has 23 staff in Jo-
hannesburg and three in Cape Town, most
of whom worked for its former distributor,
Decision Support Services.

TECHNOBYTES

• Microsoft will not appeal against the
US Justice Department's decision to
block its proposed US$2bn takeover of
Intuit. Microsoft chooses to pay Intuit a
compensation of $46m rather than
pursue months of antitrust litigation. The
department contends Microsoft's
takeover of Intuit would have caused
higher prices and less innovation in the
growing market for personal finance
software.

• Novell, which was to be given
Microsoft's Money software package
as part of the Intuit takeover, will not
receive the product or any compensa-
tion. That transfer was contingent on
cancellation of the Intuit merger, and no
penalty will be paid to Novell, Microsoft
says.

• Nations Bank and Bank of America
steal a march on Microsoft by acquiring
MECA and its product Managing Your
Money, a rival of Intuit in developing
on-line banking services for home
computer users.

• Cellular telephony could help address
low telephone penetration in Africa but
only if regulatory policy is overhauled,
says a BMI-TechKnowledge report on
communication technologies. However,
the patchwork of different cellular stan-
dards will hinder the chances of Africa
securing a place in the global telecom-
munications market.

• Midrand-based company AMS beats
rivals such as Altech and Siemens in
winning Telkom's R75m-plus contract
for computerised subscriber line-testing
equipment.

• Database company Sybase is expected
to follow Oracle and Informix by
setting up a local subsidiary.

• SA may be the world's smallest
telecommunications operator in Africa but
with only 3,8m active telephone lines
installed (these can serve more than one
phone, fax machine or computer modem
simultaneously), it lags far behind the
US. In 1993, the latest year for statistics,
the State of California reported 20m
access lines and New York 11,2m access
lines.

• US$105m leading computer training
company Executrain invests R1,5m on
setting up a subsidiary in Sandton.
Based in Atlanta, Georgia, the company
spends over R5m on course development
each year and has franchise operations in
17 countries. It will soon appoint a
nationwide network of 15 independent
franchise training centres in southern
Africa. "We have a close relationship
with the major software publishers and
will have a pre-release training course of
Windows 95 in July," says Executrain
SA MD Nick Story.
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Telkom is absorbing all structures

Boitie Ngqiyaza

THE staggered incorporation of post and telecommunication structures in former homelands had already been started by Telkom and its partners in the strategic management committee.

Telkom external communications manager Ingrid Krige said personnel in the affected territories had been assured that they would "all be absorbed into the relevant structure."

Krige was responding to criticism by the Post and Telecommunications Workers Association that the company's silence on the future of TBVC staff amounted to "privatisation through the back door."

Krige could not specify the cost of integrating the homeland territories. The final date for submissions was July 14.
Ex-Posts man admits dirty tricks campaign

The Argus Correspondent

PRETORIA. — A former head of intelligence in the old Department of Posts and Telecommunications today claimed that he was involved in the bombing of the ANC London offices in 1982 and that the department ran a dirty tricks campaign against opponents of the P W Botha government.

In an interview on SABC's AM Live programme Mike Leach, 38, who ran the security section of the department which later split in to Telkom and the Post Office, said he helped former security agents Craig Williamson and Vic McPherson assemble the bomb.

He said it was planned to go off while the entire ANC hierarchy in exile was attending a meeting at the offices but the timing of the explosion was an hour out.

He alleged that George Alton, head of security for British Telecom in Northern Ireland and believed to be attached to MI5, was an important 'link man' who helped 'tap' the ANC's telephones in the London offices and undertook to get explosives from "the Orangemen in Ulster".

He said the department ran a dirty tricks campaign which involved intercepting mail, bugging telephones and internal spying. Targets were opponents of the previous government, including trade unionists and clergy. Millions of rand in union funds contained in intercepted mail was stolen.

Mr. Leach said he was making the disclosures in the hope of being granted amnesty by the Truth Commission.

Reacting, divisional head of the police National Crime Investigation Service Wouter Grove called for a transcript of the interview.

"At the moment there is uncertainty whether this is a case for the Truth Commission or for the police to investigate."

The disclosures also set off a flurry of activity at the British High Commission and the Department of Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting, both of whom promised to comment as soon as they were fully aware of the allegations.

Mr. Leach claimed he personally mailed the bomb in a diplomatic pouch at Jan Smuts airport and alleged that the security police had supplied the timing devices.

Mr. Leach said that later Mr. McPherson told him that he and Mr. Williamson had flown to London and on to West Germany where they acquired German passports identifying them as publishers. They entered Britain on these passports, placed the bomb outside the ANC offices and were on their way back to West Germany when it went off.

He claimed tapping of telephones was a common practice in the department.

Telkom said today that in terms of legislation promulgated in 1992, only the chief justice could authorise a tap.

But under the Post Office Act of 1988, the old department of Posts and Telecommunications had "been obliged" to provide telephone tapping facilities at the request of the minister who administered the National Intelligence Service, the Minister of Law and Order or the Minister of Defence, or a police officer authorised by one of the ministers.
The network equipment and service infrastructure play a central role in this transformation. The "new" network is based on the Internet, which is a distributed network of computers that communicate with each other through shared resources. The Internet is not just a collection of machines; it is a complex system of protocols, services, and applications that enable a wide range of communications and networking capabilities.

Innovation is the key to unlocking the full potential of the Internet. It is through innovation that we can create new services, improve existing ones, and develop new technologies that enable even more people to participate in the global information economy. By fostering innovation, we can ensure that the Internet remains a dynamic, open, and accessible platform for creativity and expression.
phone lines, allowing them to compete with dedicated links feeding electronic data between computers.

Unlike normal telephone lines, ISDN can carry several "pipes" of information at the same time. Users can simultaneously download computer files from Internet while talking on the phone — all through the same telephone jack.

Telkom is offering two ISDN services at different rates (see table). Basic and primary. The basic service carries two streams of electronic information at 64.4 kilobits per second (kbps), or one data stream at 128 kbps. The "primary" service ranges between 30 data streams at 64.4 kbps to one at 2 Mpbs.

Video-conferencing is the main driving force behind the basic ISDN service, with one data stream handling voice and the other picture data. At prices ranging from R18 000 to R350 000, personal computers can be upgraded to enable users to see each other during telephone conversations.

Telkom is offering video-conferencing at an installation cost of R269, plus R143 an hour.

For Internet and bulletin board service users, ISDN lines offer a means to download computer files ten times faster than over a normal telephone line.

ISDN is not being pushed as a residential service. Besides the high monthly rental and installation fees, the cost of ISDN modems is high — IBM's new US$500 ISDN modem is considered a breakthrough.

But in a few years, ISDN may become the standard for domestic telephone lines. Cable TV companies viewed ISDN as a transient technology which would be replaced by their data connections, but aggressive marketing by telecommunications companies makes ISDN look like the route through which "video on demand" and "pay per view" may enter the home.

Telkom is avoiding marketing ISDN as a competitor to its Diginet service, which carries Reuters news wires and other data transmission services. According to Telkom, Diginet lines are cheaper for companies using more than four hours a day in connection time. Diginet also has the advantage of being billed at a fixed monthly rate, as opposed to a per minute rate.

However, ISDN may also supplant Diginet as the standard method of linking computers with the growth of a new networking technology, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM). This is a system of linking PCs and other computers in a local area network via ISDN lines, and industry experts believe ATM will replace the 6th and Token-rings to become the dominant networking standard.

Telkom is still debating its billing method for ISDN. It is currently charging standard phone rates, but it may change this to its standard telephone rate, multiplied by the number of data streams being used (the basic line could theoretically carry two telephone conversations at the same time).
African odyssey

Nigerian companies have begun using satellite communications through a hub sited near Pretoria to exchange computer data among themselves.

The move signals the start of a trend which should see SA taking advantage of a more robust telecommunications infrastructure in Africa.

Dimension Data telecommunications technical director Roy Kruger says the provision of a satellite communication infrastructure to the region will open up Africa for local consultants and service companies.

"Computer companies wanting to implement and customise large computer systems can do it from the comfort of their Johannesburg office, rather than spending months away from home," he says.

Kruger believes private companies should be allowed to set up their own satellite links with customers in African countries, using Telkom as an intermediary if necessary.

Steve Lamb, manager of Telkom's international satellite service, says Telkom is willing to provide access to a satellite link across SA's borders, provided other telecommunications authorities are willing.

"We don't want to go into other countries and tell them what they should do. We see this as a 50-50 partnership and we respect the rights of other countries who may not want voice to be part of the service."

Telkom is negotiating with 16 countries on the continent with a view to setting up services similar to the Nigerian operation.

Lamb says the main advantages of satellite communication are a quicker roll-out time, improved reliability and lower maintenance costs. "Satellite communications knows no boundaries. You can site it anywhere and you can communicate."

But the introduction of cross-border satellite services may be construed as a threat by some of the countries involved.

In the meantime, the Information Technology (IT) sector is on the upswing with companies such as Cell C and MTN racing to improve their services.

"Hiccups are due to the faster than expected growth of cellular users. And the new multi-million rand investments in new transmitter/receiver bases, upgraded network management software and other aspects of the system — by both MTN and Vodacom — should see cellular coverage, quality and reliability improve."
Mail theft goes on right under officials’ noses

BY NIKKI WHITFIELD
CONSUMER REPORTER

A Germiston importer claims her livelihood is being threatened by parcels destined for her business are either lost or tampered with by Post Office workers — right under the noses of officials.

The woman begged that her name be kept secret because, in her opinion, people who complain too often and too loudly “tend to be victimised by the Post Office.”

“I’m having a bad enough time as it is with them at the moment,” she said “I don’t need it to get any worse.”

The woman has been importing toys and magazines from Europe and the United States for the past 10 years. She never had much trouble, she said, until this year when parcels began to go missing, started arriving hopelessly late and showed evidence of being tampered with.

When I complained to the Germiston Post Office, I was told I could come in and fill in complaint forms, but basically (the woman I spoke to) said the system was hopeless.

“She said parcels were disappearing right under their noses and it was very hard to catch the culprits, even though everybody knew what was going on.”

“And I’m not the only one who’s having problems — I’ve heard of other people in similar positions who’ve had things disappear.”

The woman was told that a system, called the Hub, which had come into effect at the beginning of the year, had caused much of the chaos.

But according to Post Office spokesman Flip Eksteen, the Hub system was introduced with the intention of streamlining the mail system in South Africa.

“Germiston Post Office is the Hub that serves the spokes — smaller post offices — on the East Rand,” he said.

“Mail destined for smaller post offices arrives at the Germiston Hub for sorting. Eksteen said a new building to be opened on July 15 in Ormonde would hopefully eliminate many of the current problems experienced by customers.

“The building is huge and has been built mainly so that as much as possible can be done to the mail under one roof before it goes out. It will be handled as little as possible, which will hopefully prevent parcels from being tampered with.”
erful than notebook PCs and were generally of higher quality. But notebooks still managed to command a higher price on the strength of convenience and novelty.

The price differential is still there. A notebook PC will cost 25%-50% more than a similarly specified desktop machine but at least the technology has caught up. There is now practically nothing a desktop machine can do that a notebook cannot. So, if you are thinking of buying a PC for personal use, consider a notebook.

Most surveys claim the main problem with today's notebook is battery life.

Though the old nickel cadmium batteries are a thing of the past, most machines use only marginally better nickel metal hydride batteries. These may allow your notebook PC to stagger along an extra two hours but will not go much further. Now the cavalry may have arrived in the shape of lithium ion battery technology which can drive a notebook for up to twice as long as any other commercially available battery technology. The most notable supporter of lithium ion to date is market leader Toshiba.

Notebook screen technology has developed at a startling pace and the screens now available are excellent. The best you can go for is the thin film transistor (TFT) screen which is brighter than the average desktop PC screen and easier on the eye. But the sting comes in the price, with suppliers charging a huge mark-up for TFT-equipped notebooks. The colour screen technology that is establishing itself as the standard for most reasonably priced notebooks is dual scan technology. The colours are slightly more washed out than on the more expensive TFT screens but the price saving makes it attractive.

All you need to worry about now are minor details such as the processor, the amount of memory and the hard disk your computer will need. The hard disk is the computer's equivalent of a filing cabinet and will store all of your software. To be on the safe side, you will probably have to look at buying a notebook with a hard drive capacity of no less than 400 megabytes.

The memory of the computer is, confusingly, also measured in the same unit as the hard drive — megabytes — but in this context it performs a different function. It works in conjunction with the processor, which is really the engine of the computer, to determine how fast your machine will operate.

Many funders say they will run on just four megabytes of memory but it would be safer to start with eight.

Most notebook PCs will have a processor made by Intel and they'll be called either 486 Sánchez (486DX/2, DX/4) or a Pentium. The Pentium is the latest and fastest processor at this end of the market but is probably overkill for most users. Right now DX2 processor prices are low, so there may be bargains to be had.

Equipped with this knowledge, you will now have to start working your way through the sleek world of computer sales.

But ask lots of questions and if you don't think the salesman is giving you satisfactory answers, shop elsewhere. The competition is fierce and, after all, it's your money.

**COMMUNICATIONS**

**Bush telegraph**

It's no small wonder that the world's largest telecommunications operators are eying the African market hungrily. As the number of opportunities in other countries are taken up, so new markets must be sought for the global players.

Seventeen of the world's fastest growing phone networks are African and, of the world's 49 countries with the least developed telecommunications systems are on the Dark Continent.

The number of subscriber lines installed worldwide in the last decade has been second highest in Africa — and Africa also holds the global record for the fastest growing population, hence the inability of operators to keep up with the ever-growing demand.

It is obviously with this in mind that Telkom is keenly selling its know-how and other services into Africa — along with other network operators and equipment suppliers from around the world who are vying for more markets as the global village becomes a reality.

In the latest BMI-TechKnowledge Communications Technologies Handbook 1995, it's clear that African public telecommunications operators (PTOs) are doing their utmost to hang on to the apron strings of the emerging global information infrastructure.

**TELEPHONES FOR AFRICA**

Penetration of phone service per 100 population

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botswana</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesotho</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namibia</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zimbabwe</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Governments throughout the continent are realizing that without good communications networks they will find it increasingly difficult to attract foreign investment — and to use new technologies to deliver health, education, government and other services.

The size of the overall African telecommunications market is relatively small, but the potential market is huge. For example, if sub-Saharan Africa raised its teledensity to five per 100 population, which is less than half the world average and just one-tenth that of a developed country, it would become the fourth largest telecoms market worldwide.

And given the fact that most African PTOs derive more than 50% of their revenues from phone services, when the world average is 75%, there's clearly potential to add extra services, such as data communications, value-added services and entertainment. The handbook argues in favor of linking new telecoms services to cable television services.

On the downside, the lack of policies or strategies from African governments is holding back the development of an African information infrastructure — and allowing it to be developed piecemeal by entrepreneurs on the Pay-TV side, or by foreign groups keen to build undersea fibre-optic cables.

In SA, the handbook points to rapid change and an increased dynamism during the next couple of years, even though the regulatory environment is still in a state of "protracted haggling".

Looking at possible regulatory frameworks for SA, the formation of an independent regulatory body focusing on impartial interpretation of policies is possible.

The focus would be on having a "living" regulatory environment to cope with the fast-changing telecommunications environment.

Greater competition would be encouraged in general. New services and even new operators could be licensed, but the focus would be on RDP and other development projects.

Given the need to "level playing fields," in so far as Telkom's debt burden goes, the authors believe that, with the company on Telkom "justifiably would argue for some debt relief dispensation of some sort. Thus could take the form of privatisation and the inclusion of new international partners".

Overall, the handbook provides a useful guide for anyone interested in the broad picture of telecommunications development in Africa, as well as specific information about many countries, ranging from Botswana and Cote D'Ivoire, Tanzania and Nigeria.

In a market virtually devoid of statistics, it's probably the only guide of its kind, and its value is heightened by the number of contact names and numbers which are included wherever possible.

The book points out areas in need of development in individual countries, as well as evaluating the broader policy and regulatory issues which would obviously affect potential developments.
POSTAL SERVICES

Par avion, adieu?

SA Airways could soon lose its monopoly to transport the Post Office's courier mail, Speed Services. Tenders for the contract have already closed.

It's the first time the PO has called for tenders for its service and the move is sure to have come as a shock to SAA — the country's traditional airmail carrier.

Says PO chairman Donald Masson "I believe the decision to call for tenders for a dedicated air carrier will benefit our customers. To serve the needs of Speed Services' 5 000 corporate customers and the general public's increased use of the service, time-sensitive deliveries are essential. Any business undertaking that unilaterally decides what customer needs are will soon be dead. We will pursue all possible measures to meet customer demands."

Speed Services GM Doug Smout says his company has doubled turnover in the past year and needs more guaranteed air capacity to transport mail efficiently.

Though Smout confirms several suitable tenders have been received — including a foreign bid — he won't reveal who the applicants are.

FOX

"To retain a competitive edge, it is essential for us to appoint a dedicated air carrier whose chief priority is to transport our mail as quickly and efficiently as possible," Smout says.

"A third-party air carrier has many customers and despite strict contractual undertakings and a good relationship with SAA, we find that some of our items are just not meeting delivery deadlines since consignments are not being moved within contract specifications."

Smout explains that there is limited space available on existing commercial flights — especially since the demise of Flutestar and the withdrawal of Safair.

"Because of the tremendous demand for our services, we are no longer able to wait in line for services that are determined according to passenger needs. We need to be in a position to control our destiny to a greater extent," he adds.

The call for tenders echoes the PO's move from rail to a dedicated road transport carrier in the late Eighties.

Explains Smout, "When Spoornet started transporting mail in containers on goods trains rather than placing them on passenger trains, delivery times became a nightmare. So we called for the services of a dedicated road transport operator."

Tencor and Relief (a furniture mover) used a fleet of trucks specifically to transport the PO's mail. Delivery times improved dramatically.

SAA spokesman Leon Els comments, "SAA would like to continue rendering the service and we believe we are able to meet the PO's requirements."
Post for the Pandok

ATTACK BUDDER OF THE POLITICAL STAFF SPOKE TO MINISTER OF POLICE, RECOMMENDS MINISTRY BE EXPANDED TODAY. PROPOSAL CONCEIVED IN THE INTEREST OF PUBLIC SAFETY.

The attack on the Pandok has created a situation that demands immediate action. The Ministry of Police has been tasked with ensuring public safety, and it is clear that additional resources are needed to meet this challenge.

PREPARE FOR THE ATTACK

The Ministry of Police is working to prepare for the attack on the Pandok. This includes strengthening security measures, increasing the presence of police officers in the area, and ensuring that all necessary resources are in place.

EXPAND MINISTRY

The attack on the Pandok highlights the need for an expanded Ministry of Police. This will allow for a more effective response to future incidents and ensure that the safety of citizens is prioritized.

PUBLIC SAFETY

The Ministry of Police is committed to the safety and well-being of all citizens. We will continue to work tirelessly to protect the Pandok and ensure that everyone feels safe and secure.

INCREASE PRESENCE

Additional police officers will be deployed to the Pandok to bolster security and prevent further incidents. This increase in police presence is a direct result of the attack and is intended to keep citizens safe.

COORDINATE EFFORTS

The Ministry of Police is coordinating efforts with other government agencies to ensure a comprehensive response to the attack on the Pandok. This includes working with the Ministry of Defense to provide additional support as needed.

THE FUTURE

As we look to the future, the Ministry of Police will continue to prioritize public safety. We will work with all stakeholders to ensure that the Pandok remains a safe and welcoming place for all citizens.

Thank you for your support and cooperation in this time of need.
Price of local calls ‘will double’

"To make a profit on local calls, Telkom has to virtually double its charge for such calls."

In the process, Knott-Craig sees the disparity between Telkom rates and cellular phone rates narrowing.

"At present, Telkom charges between 20c and 25c a minute for a local call. We charge R1,10, going up to R1,20 from July 1. On long-distance calls, Telkom charges about R1,60, we charge R1,30."

"We’d love to charge less on long-distance calls, but are precluded from doing so in terms of our licence agreement — a clause designed to protect Telkom’s business."

Telkom could be using Vodacom and MTN as leverage to persuade the government to allow it to charge more for local calls.

"Knott-Craig is certain that this is the only way out for Telkom, which has no option but to reduce its tariff on long-distance calls, and especially international calls, since otherwise it would lose out to international players like Sprint."

"Telkom is already losing out on international calls. But what they’re losing now is nothing compared to what they could lose in the future.""And if it loses that business, it’s going to lose its profit. Telkom has to become internationally competitive and the only way it can do so is to cost properly on its local calls."

"So the big difference between cellular and local calls we see today is only temporary."

"I’d be surprised if by 1998 Telkom’s local tariffs weren’t double what they are now."

Knott-Craig stresses that Vodacom’s tariffs are below international cellphone averages — a comparison based on purchasing power parity.

"It’s a remarkable achievement to have kept our rates as low as we have, bearing in mind that we do not have the numbers that, for instance, the United States has."

"And only one network, Hong Kong — has a better-quality network than South Africa’s."
Man with a million lines

Dr Pallo Jordan occupies a second floor office just above the Staplepost Office on the perimeter of the parliamentary precinct. It's an apt location for the Minister of Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting, as good as any from which to politically direct the telecommunications revolution. The minister is hoping to unleash millions who haven't seen the light of day on the country. But to do so, the minister faces a paradox.

All about him (and every seven, usually we South Africans) is all the glory of the technological age. Faxes, cellphones, computers and e-mail have many of us numbly engaged in numbing babble: Jordan, who is never without his cellphone, finds it ironic that he is able to call a friend in the Arctic Circle — Sweden, he explains, but can't call someone in his home or a cellphone in their home or a cellphone in their hands.

Similarly, South Africa's most sophisticated postal service, but the townships and rural areas are postal deserts. Even if there's a postman to bring a letter, there's often no identifiable address to bring it to.

In the process some utilised post offices closed. Jordan says, “this would cause a ship” and while it is certain to expect a telephone home overnight, there's reason why a mobile phone or even a ban on mobile telephones to a village near you soon.

Cabinet ministers, like Jordan, raves, never tire of the song in his case, Jordan and about R86 billion over the next years to meet the ANC communications RDP priority to effectively sold as assets of the ANC's department of communications and publicly benefitting the 1994 election.

With great expectations — not the minister himself, but because the social costs that will be made of telecommunication cannot be easily made of entities. Not that it's easy in a State-owned communications, says Jordan.

But he is open to “hard pragmatism” and thinks joint ventures with the private sector might even be “attractive”.

Having determined how broadly speaking, the post office and Telkom are going to have to be harnessed to upliftment, Jordan can't help but notice a difference between them and the third leg of his portfolio, broadcasting.

Where posts and telecommunications are deemed to have served their shareholders — the public — by their absence, the SABC has been ill-served by its presence, indeed omnipresence.

Jordan, who spent some of his time in exile in the UK, allows himself a chuckle about the accents used on the former Radio RSA, saying: “You would look long and hard through the streets of England to find people who speak English like that and I doubt whether you would find anyone.”

Now English is spoken as she is spoken in South Africa which, he observes, might be a culture shock to some. Even more amusing, he finds, are the bumper stickers saying the SABC is the voice of the ANC.

He defends changes at the SABC but has recently come out against a proposal to give the government television and radio slots to say its piece.

A tough media critic in his own right, Jordan must that the visible and audible changes on TV and radio have not necessarily been matched by a “quantum leap” in programming quality.

A recent documentary on the late Braam Fischer who is revered is ANC ranks, he ventures, was “totally unimaginative, boring and one talking head after another.”

“They have such a huge staff complement in my view the featherbedding took place over the years and not all those huge numbers are even involved in broadcasting I don’t know what the Dickens they’re doing,” he said.
Telkom's partner gets a date

TELKOM would brief government on "a minority strategic equity partner" within two months, the parastatal's chairman Dikgang Moseneke said on Friday.

The strategic holding would be between 15% and 20% of Telkom's share capital, Mr Moseneke said on Friday at a presentation in Pretoria of the group's 1994/5 financial results.

"Telkom is 100% owned by the government.

A 20% stake in Telkom is worth about R8.4-billion if total assets of R15.8-billion are used to value the group.

However, Telkom also has debts of about R8.4-billion which cost R1.4-billion a year in interest payments.

Mr Moseneke said bringing in an equity partner did not amount to privatisation.

"The partnership serves our own needs. Privatisation is a separate matter and dealt with by the government."

He said there was no link between the equity stake and Telkom's R8-billion tender for 1-million rural telephone lines.

The tender closes in mid-July and Mr Moseneke said the group had already received tender documents from 22 global consortia.

He added, however, that the strategic partner and the winning consortium would have to meet similar requirements.

These were access to substantial capital resources and the latest technology, a commitment to develop underserviced areas and a partnership with local businesses.

Adding financial strength appears to be the main priority for Telkom, as it has had limited resources available to service its huge debt.

"Most of our income goes to extending the telephone network in line with RDP commitments," Mr Moseneke said.

In 1994/5 Telkom lifted turnover by 18% to R9.9-billion and net income before taxation by 10.1% to R1.3-billion.

The increase in income would have been about 20% but it not been for Telkom's 50% share of Vodacom's development costs and losses.

The group paid R725-million (1993/4 R440-million) in taxes and dividends to government, leaving earnings 6.4% higher at 21.7c a share.
Telkom set to announce sale plans soon

Mungo Soggot

TELKOM would release plans for the sale of a stake in the parastatal to a minority equity partner within two months, chairman Dkgang Mosekane said on Friday.

Telkom, which has government as its sole shareholder, is tipped to be the first parastatal to be partially sold off under government's privatisation programme.

"Our shareholder is considering the acquisition of a minority strategic equity partner to add financial and technological strength to the achievement of global access," Mosekane said at a briefing on Telkom's annual results.

But he said the term privatisation was not appropriate to describe this process. At this stage there were no plans to list the parastatal. Its privatisation would be up to government and the Cabinet was close to finalising guidelines, he said.

Mosekane would not say how much would be sold. Earlier this year a senior

Telkom (Continued from Page 1)

Telkom official said it was preparing to sell a stake worth about R8bn or R10bn from a potential market capitalisation of R50bn. The board did not confirm this.

Under the guidance of newly appointed MD and CEO Brian Clark, Telkom was currently restructuring, Mosekane said.

Telkom lifted net income before tax 10% to R1.8bn on turnover up 18% at R9.9bn. It said net income would have been up 20% had it not been for its share in the start-up losses of 50%-held Vodacom. The cell phone company was now profitable.

It had cut its debt 27% to R8.4bn, on which it paid interest of R1.8bn. Its gearing was 1.81 (2.41).

Senior GM finance Stoffel Erasmus said that if Telkom sought foreign funding this year it would try for terms of more than three years. Other SA borrowers had opted for three-year syndicated loans as longer term ones were difficult to obtain. He did not indicate the amount of funding sought.

Mosekane said a major challenge for the year would be to extend Telkom's network to rural areas.
New technology, not regulation, will provide telecoms to all

By Ross Herbert

The most important factor, however, is the increasing pace of technological change. Like South Africans, the American public demands a cheap phone service for its poor. But regulators and monopoly-oriented firms are too slow to realise how technology could be applied imaginatively to provide broader access.

For example, in many countries deregulated telephone and electrical companies now share the same sets of transmission towers and poles. When new communities spring up or service is brought to new areas, it is cheaper for electricity and telephone cables to be laid simultaneously. The logic behind such a common network is tied to a central computer via a fixed-wire telephone link or a form of radio telephony, similar to many of the schemes proposed to bring telephone service to rural areas.

In a deregulated South Africa, lottery companies could offer a rural phone service, lottery tickets, and perhaps even the backbone for transmitting video. Classroom instruction and distance learning could be adapted to the 150-year-old model of the telegraph station. Each station could be run by an entrepreneur who could provide a community communication centre where news is posted, or in emergencies, messages dispatched to rural villages.

Advances in satellite technology also promise to rock the telecommunications boat. It is only a matter of years before direct satellite telephone services or simple message services will be available cheaply.

Rather than sink billions into unprofitable rural telephones, Telkom should focus on cutting costs and making massive improvements in efficiency now. The money saved should be ploughed into strategically placed, profitable phones.

Delaying deregulation will not insulate South Africa from technological change or force wealthy customers to subscribe Telkom's rates to the masses. Already its long-distance charges are higher than Vodacom's or MTN's.

Computer networking companies are streaming away the transmitting data business. Even the International has announced it will begin offering a variety of data transmission services. And Transnet, which has the second biggest telecommunication network after Telkom, is using its satellite and in-house phone system to sell international data and voice communication services.

As technology advances and Telkom costs stay high behind their regulatory wall, more businesses will disappear and more opportunities will be lost to assist reconstruction and development projects.

South Africa would be better off if the whole realm of communications and broadcasting were opened to competition. The job of providing communications in money-losing areas should then be debated and funded by government alongside society's other pressing needs.
Telkom silent on bugging

Political Correspondent

THE Post Office and Telkom have been unable to comment on allegations by a former employee about interception of post and bugging for the security services.

All senior post office employees at the time of the alleged interception have since left, while the alleged telecommunications interception occurred before the 1991 restructuring of the service.

Meanwhile, Telkom is instituting regular checks to review phone-tapping operations.

This was said in the national assembly by Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Pallo Jordan.

He was replying to questions by Luwellyn Landers (ANC) about statements by former postal employee Mike Leach, quoted in The Argus on June 7 and 8.

"The events referred to by Mr Leach regarding the interception of posts and telecommunications apparently occurred under the then legal provisions of the Post Office Act of 1958," said Dr Jordan.

These provisions had been repealed in 1993 and replaced with the Interception and Monitoring Prohibition Act.

This act authorised security services to apply to the Supreme Court for warrants empowering them to intercept post or telecommunications.

Dr Jordan said he had raised the issue of the legislation in cabinet soon after taking office.

The cabinet was satisfied the legislation was in line with international practice and did not violate the interim constitution.

At present, Telkom was operating a "limited number" of interceptions on the strength of warrants issued by a Supreme Court judge.
Mail bugging to be probed

ALLEGATIONS by former post and telecommunications department intelligence chief Mr Mike Leach regarding mail interception and telephone bugging would be investigated, Posts and Telecommunications Minister Dr Fallo Jordan said yesterday.

All senior post office staff at the time of the alleged interception had since left the service and the South African Post Office was not in a position to comment on Mr Leach's claims, he said in written reply to Mr Luwellyn Landers (ANC).

Inquiries from personnel still in service had not yielded results.

Sapa
Keyboard capers

The commercialisation of public corporations and government's budget cuts to research organisations have seen State outfits competing aggressively for a slice of private sector IT business.

Several computer companies grumbled when Deaci Informatics was created out of Armscor's IT interests, but competitors failed to prove that the State's wholly owned computer company was being subsidised by the taxpayer. Companies claim the CSIR is using its State funding to undercut their bids for IT contracts.

Ernst & Young director Andre van den Berg says "We are not fighting the CSIR. We think it has a vital role in conducting scientific research for SA and would like to see it compete and outdo similar institutions in other countries."

“But the process is wrong when the CSIR uses its funds to compete for normal commercial contracts.”

The CSIR denies the charge, saying the problem arose when it competed for businesses in a market where it did not realise a commercial product already existed.”
Though profitable, Telkom looks increasingly unlikely to meet its RDP targets, service its debt and hold on to its business clients in the face of growing competition.

This year it faces an additional strain on its already stretched financial resources — reintegration with the telecommunications companies of the former TVBC states. This alone, say analysts, will make private sector investors wary of jumping into bed with the already debt-laden corporation.

Chairman Dikgang Moseneke confirms an outsider investor will reduce the State's 100% holding in the 15% telecommunication utility by 15%-20% in the next two months.

Further private investment will depend on government's telecommunications policy, which will be published in a Green Paper within weeks.

Telkom's group turnover (including its subsidiaries Vodacom and Q-Trunk) increased 18% to R9,9bn for the year to March. The telephone utility's biggest contributor to turnover was its voice service and products business, which grew 16% to R7,6bn. This was followed by international services, which grew 15% to R1,3bn. Rapid growth in the cellular industry saw its subsidiaries' contribution rocket more than 16-fold to R238m. Revenue from its Telematics data service increased 7% to R257m while Informatics shrank 1% to R156m.

Though turnover beat inflation, Telkom's operating margin slipped from 30% to 27%, leaving a 4.35% increase in net income of R2,7bn before finance charges.

The salubrious R10,2bn gross long-term debt Telkom inherited from government when it was incorporated in October 1991 hangs heavy. The corporation paid R1,3bn interest in its debt of R5,8bn and made a marginal inroad on its borrowings, bringing its debt-equity ratio from 1.6 to 1.5. On top of R483m tax, the State paid itself a dividend of R225m — 78% higher than last year. Retained income was down 2% to R616m.

Maintenance costs included R22bn for its network, R52m for computers and R30m for equipment rented to customers. New capital investment on the network was limited to R43m, while R78m was spent on new support equipment.

Introducing a detailed billing system meant spending R219m on computers, which formed the bulk of investment in new equipment. New rental equipment, including video-conferencing terminals for the integrated services digital network (ISDN), cost R12m.

Last year Telkom put out a tender for an intelligent network system which will allow it to offer toll-free teleworking and universal access to information services to private networks.

Senior finance GM Staffel Erasmus says Vodacom is now profitable, but Telkom's 50% share in the fledgling cellular network provider incurred a loss of R122m for the year under review.

Telkom increased its working lines by 5% to 3.8m as part of its RDP drive, but checking the creditworthiness of new customers is a problem judging from a R207m write-off to bad debts.

At the time of incorporation, Telkom had a shortfall in its pension fund of R1,5bn which now stands at R1,3bn.

A major hurdle Telkom faces this year is its plan to reiterate the telecommunications services of the former TVBC areas, inviting proposals from its respective departments of posts and telecommunications.

In terms of its RDP obligations, Telkom must provide one payphone per 1,000 people in rural areas and at least two payphones per 1,000 people in urban areas.

It also has to provide one basic telephone service and one payphone to all existing schools, clinics and hospitals by 1997. Excluding former TVBC areas, it must still bring phones to 55% of schools and 30% of clinics and hospitals.

To help solve the problem, Telkom invited telecommunications vendors to submit proposals for providing 1m rural telephones. Besides technical solutions, the companies were asked to offer ways of finacing the new infrastructure without increasing Telkom's debt burden.

The 67,667 employees it had in October 1991 have been reduced to 58,793 through natural attrition and voluntary retirement. While banting to improve its staff-per-line ratio, it is recruiting and training black employees. It spent R22m on its affirmative action programme, including bursaries and management training.

Erasmus says internal efficiency has increased 18%, yielding an average turnover per employee per day of R444.13.

In addition to its 50% holding in Vodacom, Telkom took a 70% stake in a radiotrancking company, Q-Trunk. MD Brian Clark says the company launched its services in "the Cape" this year and is now expanding to Gauteng. Its service allows large mobile fleets and long-distance road carriers to communicate at a flat rate, irrespective of the number of calls made.

Telkom is taking a 60% interest in a wireless data service venture with black business partners. Its initial contribution is expected to be R16m and it says it will give more details this week.

Low earth orbital satellites, a new technology deployed by consortiums including US billionaire Bill Gates and Motorola, are seen as a growing threat to fixed line telephone utilities in the next decade. Telkom is investing in a scheme led by European consortium Inmarsat, 1CO Global Communications, taking a 1.4% share valued at R7,2m. Telkom already owns portions of satellite companies Intelsat and Inmarsat.
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PO's Track
Trace system
has taken off

CONSUMER REPORTER

The Post Office's new Track and Trace monitoring and inquiry service, as well as the new insured letter service and the streamlined registered letter service, became available at the weekend.

The Track and Trace bar code and laser scanner monitoring system for parcels, registered and insured items is designed to result in few errors, going astray and being tampered with. People can also make use of the new speedy response mechanism by phoning the national toll-free inquiry number 0800-111-502.

In another new approach, letters with a mass of up to 2kg which are no thicker than 100mm will be defined as flat postal items. Items that are larger than this will be handled as parcels.

The insured letter service can be used to dispatch articles such as securities, postal orders and cheques, valuable and important documents such as contracts, building plans, policy and legal papers; and even photographs and works of art.

Customers will be able to take out insurance of up to R2 000 on them, and will be compensated if the items are lost. The cost of an insured letter is R5.96 plus the insurance fee and applicable postage.

Track and Trace equipment is available from acceptance to delivery. To find out where it can be found, call the toll-free number.

The registration service for letters has also been streamlined. Letters that contain, for example, important documents that have no monetary value, may be sent with this service.

A registered letter must always be handed in at a post office counter and no compensation will be paid if it gets lost. The cost of this service will be R3.75 plus the applicable postage — the same as for registered letters now.
Government's Green Paper outlining issues to be tackled in the formulation of new telecommunications regulations is scheduled for publication this week.

Willie Currie, an adviser to Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Pallo Jordan says the Green Paper will call for as much input as possible on areas ranging from telecommunications and development in SA to market structures, ownership investment and empowerment, regulation of the sector and radio frequency spectrum, tariff setting, human resource development for the sector, as well as legislative reforms and regional and international co-operation.

Responses are being called for submission by September 15, so that a White Paper can be formulated for submission to government.

According to Currie, the document is 80 pages long, is "very descriptive and reader friendly, and includes a glossary of terms."

There will be 8,000 copies issued with the Government Gazette, and an initial 5,000 each printed in English, Afrikaans, as well as "translation equivalents" of the Sotho and Zulu.

"It will also be available on Internet, and there will be a hypertext version on disk," he says. (Hypertext is a computer text system which allows readers to click on highlighted keywords to expand various topics.)

Currie says extensive consultations with the telecommunications sector were central to the paper's production.
Telkom policy being formed

By ESTHER WAUGH
POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

Postal Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Dr Paul Jordan said yesterday competition in the telecommunications field could be "subversive".

Speaking at the launch of a consultation document on telecommunications, he said Telkom stood on "very unstable, narrow stilts which are the white population of Gauteng," who formed the bulk of Telkom's clients. Competitive companies would "cherry-pick" by targeting Telkom's main client base.

On ownership, Jordan said: "Telkom is the collective property of South Africa Incorporated." Until now, it had at best been shared by 15% of the population, he said.

**Possible sale**

The minister indicated that a decision on the possible sale of Telkom, or a part of it, was likely only after a telecommunications policy document was finalised in November.

But he added that the sale of state assets was dependent on Government policy.

The discussion document outlined four options: a state-owned monopoly, a "commercialised" parastatal monopoly under regulation, a private, profit-oriented monopoly under regulation, or privatisation.

The public can make written comments on the consultative document until September 15. Describing the document as "one more giant step along the road to full democratisation of our society", Jordan said it marked a decisive departure from past practice.

Apartheid had blighted all facets of South Africans' lives. "Such systems have invariably sought to employ modern communications as an instrument to manipulate and control the citizen, while denying ordinary people the means of communicating with each other, independently of the instructions of the state," he said.
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Jordan’s phone call just needs unscrambling:
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Before you put your phone to your ear, you might want to consider:

1. Are you calling someone who might not be able to answer?
2. Are you calling in a place where talking on a cell phone is prohibited?
3. Are you calling someone who might be driving?
4. Are you calling someone who is not expecting a call from you?

Could Jordan’s phone call just be a sign of how much we need to communicate effectively in today’s world?
Jordan out to protect Telkom

“Telkom stands on very unstable, narrow legs, which is the white population of Gauteng. If we allow international competition in, they will cherry pick and there would be no more Telkom. It would be very subversive,” Jordan said.

However, he added that the decision would ultimately be up to the whole Cabinet and if citizens wanted competition they must convince politicians of its efficacy during the debate phase.

In October, a conference will be held to analyse public comment on the green paper and to appoint a panel to draft a white paper, due one month later, which will be the basis for legislation to be introduced early next year.

Jordan said he would only consider competition if Telkom got “so fat and bloated” it was uncompetitive, a remark that evoked murmurs and chuckles from the crowd assembled for the unveiling.

Compared with US telephone companies, Telkom operates with five times the staff, earns three times the return on assets and takes as much as 30 times as long to provide service to new customers.

“You give us far more credit than we deserve,” quipped Frank Coleman, president of AT&T South Africa, who attended the unveiling and made no secret of his desire to compete with Telkom Coleman said there were a number of regulatory options to direct more telephones into under-served areas, adding that lower prices, better service and more innovation were among the benefits of competition.

Jordan said many other telecommunications issues needed to be debated, including whether and how the government should be allowed to intercept telephone traffic, whether tariff protection should be given to local telecommunications equipment suppliers, what structure a regulatory authority should have and Telkom’s role in setting regulations.

See Forum

Hoechst optimism

Pharmaceutical and chemical company Hoechst SA’s recent offer of 12,2 million shares to the public had been over-subscribed 3,6 times, attracting a response of R30,9 million for the R62,8 million on offer. Raimund Traub, the company’s managing director, said yesterday.

The shares were offered at R2,5 cents each.

Traub said the company’s private placing of 24,5 million shares at the same price to financial institutions was fully subscribed and 92,6 percent of the 1,5 million preferential offer was taken up. The remaining preferential shares were added to the public offer.

At its price of R2,5 cents, Hoechst has a 13,1 times forecast earnings ratio, forecast earnings of 7,7 percent and a forecast dividend yield of 2,5 percent.
Competition will succeed where Telkom fails down.
Senior GM suspended at Telkom

Telkom has suspended senior GM Nico van Rooyen “to facilitate an investigation by the company’s internal audit division”, a source told the Sunday Times yesterday.

The source did not comment further on the suspension of Van Rooyen, who handles central procurement and logistics as well as information technology systems.

Caught unaware by news of his suspension while on holiday, Van Rooyen said: “I don’t know what you are talking about. The last query we had was in September last year, and I have been proud of our record.”

Later, he commented that he had been “brow-beaten and coerced” to such a degree that he felt “like an alien” and that colleagues of his had been made to feel “second-class” at Telkom.

A senior Telkom source pointed out that “many” Telkom employees were suspended by the group’s internal auditors on a regular basis.

However, a suspension at Van Rooyen’s level of seniority was “unheard of”, a union source said.

Van Rooyen is one of eight members of Telkom’s executive management team.

The source said a statement from the auditors was expected within weeks and no disciplinary action had yet been taken.

“Any action which is taken will depend on the findings of the investigation. I can tell you clearly that Van Rooyen, 48, has worked his way up the ranks in Telkom for the past 33 years. Another source pointed out that with a “new guard” in place at Telkom under new chairman Dikgang Moseneke and CEO Brian Clark, “the place is in turmoil with many changes under way.”

Government sources have claimed that Telkom has, in the past, paid heavy premiums for goods and services and has favoured certain companies and Telkom maintained that this was necessary under sanctions when certain goods were difficult to procure.

More recently, studies have found that Telkom could pay about 30% less because its system of having 15-year tender agreements with certain key suppliers ended last year.
LETTERS

ROGER MATTHEWS

Telkom cash hunt continues...
LONDON — The Geneva-based International Telecommunication Union said it was launching a programme to narrow the huge gaps developing between the telephone services of the world's richest and poorest nations.

But the 184-country organisation said yesterday the programme would concentrate on offering training and technology workshops to telecommunications engineers and executives from developing countries rather than significant financial aid.

"This is a one-off event costing a few hundred thousand dollars, whereas perhaps dozens of billions of dollars are needed in those developing countries in the coming years," secretary-general Pekka Tarjanne told a news briefing.

Over half the world's population is estimated never to have made a telephone call, let alone have access to more advanced services like facsimile machines, mobile telephones and the plethora of emerging "information superhighway" products.

Addressing journalists in London, New York and Geneva using a videoconferencing system from Helsinki, Mr Tarjanne said the problem was worst in the 48 UN-designated least developed countries, largely in Africa and the Asia Pacific region.

"But it is possible for them to leapfrog (existing telecommunications technology in the richer countries) and that is the reason for my optimism."

He said he hoped the effect of the workshop and technology programme, which will take place during the union/Telecom '95 conference in Geneva this October, would be catalytic.

Union statistics reveal a shortage of basic telecommunications infrastructure within reach of most of the world.

Least developed and low-income countries have 77 percent of the world's population but only five percent of telephone lines. The least developed countries have an average of one telephone for 350 people.

But where such countries have built telephone networks, they are often the latest digital technology.

The cost of building telephone networks from scratch is also falling rapidly.

Mr Tarjanne said the often quoted cost of $1,500 (R3,400) a line was now falling to around $1,000 (R3,000) and could soon go as low as $500 (R1,800) in some areas.

He said that meant many countries in Africa could now offer commercial returns to privately-owned telecommunications groups but added that the success of telecommunications development in China showed the public sector was also capable of leading such projects. — Reuters
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Growth Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Takoma Park, Md. - In a national survey by the Association of Washington Business, employment in the Takoma Park area is expected to grow at a rate of 2.9% in 1994, followed by a 3.5% increase in 1995. This growth is due to a combination of factors, including the area's strong economy and attractive business environment. The survey also notes that the growth is expected to be concentrated in the high-tech sector, which is driving much of the new job creation in the area. Overall, the survey predicts that the area will continue to attract businesses and skilled workers, leading to sustained economic growth.

[Diagram of Takoma Park's Employment Growth]

The survey also notes that the growth is expected to be concentrated in the high-tech sector, which is driving much of the new job creation in the area. Overall, the survey predicts that the area will continue to attract businesses and skilled workers, leading to sustained economic growth.
Green Paper, but pallid prospects

Pollo Jordan has no time for "subaverse" attempts to immediately weaken Telkom's monopoly in the local telecommunications industry. Comments by the Minister of Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting suggest he has already made up his mind on the short-term nature of a future industry policy — despite the appearance of a government Green Paper ostensibly seeking national debate on a future policy and regulatory framework for the telecom industry.

It seems Jordan is determined to protect Telkom from global competitors. Fearing they will "cherry-pick" Telkom's lucrative services, leaving it unable to meet its RDP commitments, he says the utility is a national asset which until now has at best been shared by 15% of the population.

"SA's telecommunications rests on the unstable, narrow slits of the white population of Gauteng. If we allowed foreign companies such as British Telecom and AT&T to compete, they would wipe Telkom out within a week," states Jordan.

Many industry players view this stance with concern. "This is not a good starting point," says FirstNet MD Mike van den Bergh. "Protecting a State monopoly is contrary to global trends. Even in developing countries the drive is to increase telephone penetration by enabling competition."

In the US, Britain, Australia, New Zealand, India, Philippines, Czech Republic and other Asian and East European countries, the opening of State monopolies to competition has helped increase telephone penetration, improve service and slash costs. Often the incumbent telephone utility has become leaner.

In the UK, British Telecom (BT) has thrived financially despite deregulation. Since it was privatised 10 years ago and Mercury first started competing with it, the number of telephone lines has increased dramatically. The abolition of the BT/Mercury duopoly in 1991 has seen the number of lines and services increase because of the entry of the cable TV companies. The UK operates Europe's most liberal market, facing competition from 40 licensed operators.

The UK example and the profits enjoyed by a privatised BT encouraged other formerly closed telecom markets to open European Union governments plan to sweep away protection in less than three years.

Jordan, however, indicates he is prepared to deregulate the market only once most South Africans have affordable access to phones. There are 25 lines for every 100 people in white areas compared with 0.1 lines for 100 people in some rural areas.

His reluctance to follow overseas trends may be the result of increasing pressure from unions fearing large-scale redundancies. With almost 59 000 employees, Telkom has five times as many staff as an equivalent US telephone company.

But modern technology is increasingly making a mockery of the regulated telecom environment. Already Telkom is under pressure from new satellite services, calls to Africa is a further threat. This cable will link coastal countries to one another and to AT&T's global network under construction. Landlocked countries can plug into this global highway via satellite. While Telkom, which has its own cable between Cape Town and Europe, has indicated it will not join "Africa One," it will be impossible to stop local corporates from linking into it via neighbouring states and satellite links.

With government's move away from nationalisation, Jordan announced in February that Telkom was on the cards for partial privatisation. He declines to comment on the progress of this process — "the sale of State assets cannot be left to an individual Minister and is dependent on government policy." He says no project or plan — including Telkom's R6bn tender for 1m lines into rural areas — will be deferred. These initiatives will continue in parallel with government's legislation process.

As a result, Telkom is preparing itself for a joint-equity partnership with a global player. Telkom chairman Dikgang Mosekane recently confirmed an outside investor would reduce the State's 100% holding in the R15bn telecommunications utility by 15%-20% (Infotech, June 30).

Meanwhile, Telkom's call for proposals on how to implement 1m lines in rural areas closes on Friday. Besides technical solutions, contenders are expected to offer ways to finance the new infrastructure without increasing Telkom's debt of R10,2bn. About 23 consortia are expected to submit documents. Many of the bids are likely to be prescriptive companies planning to tender will want a commitment from government that their investments will be protected irrespective of future legislation. It could be for this reason that Jordan says a decision on the partial privatisation of Telkom and the awarding of the R6bn rural telephone tender will happen after the policy documents are finalised.

The public can make written comments on the Green Paper until September 15. A "group of eminent persons" will then examine the recommendations and shape them into a draft White Paper in November. These will be tabled in parliament and a special parliamentary committee may take the discussion further. Jordan expects legislation in early 1996.

Many fear the process will repeat the mistakes of the IBA and become bogged down in paperwork and never-ending hearings. In other countries similar processes have taken up to four years.
HELP LINES
Emergency 911

The US TV programme Rescue 911 ends with an announcement that the 911 emergency service operates only in the US. This is no longer true. But while a 911 emergency rescue number is not available from cellular phone company Teljoy, there is a single national emergency number for both cellular and fixed-line users.

In May 1993, Cabinet passed a resolution that a committee, under the old department of Local Government and National Housing, should lay down guidelines for a national emergency service. The committee divided SA into 39 regions with the intention that each would eventually have its own emergency centre. But since then there has been little progress. The reason for this is that prior to Telkom being able to route emergency service calls in an area, the local authorities operating the regional centres would have to co-ordinate services from police, ambulance, fire brigade and traffic authorities. "Our job is to route the emergency calls once these reporting centres have been established," says Telkom GM Geurt van Dijk.

Because of changes in government and pressuring priorities of the new department (which replaced the Department of Local Government) only the West Rand region is currently online with Telkom’s emergency service. Instead of 911, Telkom opted for 107 as the national emergency number. It says choosing 107 would have meant changing “hundreds of thousands of telephone numbers” that start with 9.

Telkom picked 107 as most numbers were already taken.

It is unlikely now that we will see a national emergency number soon. For now the national police emergency number 10 111 will have to suffice.

The cellular phone companies, meanwhile, have introduced their own emergency numbers.

With the Teljoy service, subscribers can for an additional fee, supply personal details, enabling the service provider to compile a personal electronic database for each customer.

When a subscriber dials 911, his/her name, doctor’s next of kin, preferred hospital, medical history, allergies and blood group are instantly displayed on Teljoy’s customer service computer screen. Another screen shows the caller’s approximate location on a map.

The emergency service is then able to connect the caller to the nearest police, rescue or ambulance service. Even if the call is lost, the operator can reconnect the caller at the touch of a button.

The operator can also give the emergency services information about the subscriber and his family. "We chose 911 because of its strong international branding as an emergency service," says Teljoy chairman Theo Rutstein.

While similar services are available from other cellular phone companies, 911 can be used only on the Vodacom network.

"Teljoy has taken exclusive rights for the number 911," says Vodacom marketing GM Joan Joffe.

She says that any other Vodacom subscriber dialling 911 will be put through to Vodacom’s standard 112 cellular phone emergency service.

The 112 number is available to all GSM cellular phone users worldwide free of charge.

GSM — or global system for mobile communications — is the cellular technology used in SA.

Users on the rival MTN cellular network can access a host of value-added emergency service by dialing 112.

---

INFOGRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY

SURVIVAL

US software

SATELLITE BYPASS

The days of paying 78c-a-minute satellite charges to gain access to CompuServe may soon be over. The US commercial on-line service provider has announced that its service to SA and other countries is about to be enhanced by an alliance with Sctor, a subsidiary of European-based, value-added network multinational Sita Group.

CompuServe offers subscribers services such as financial newsletters, current share prices and electronic editions of magazines such as Time.

CompuServe spokesman Andy Bower says the deal allows access to CompuServe in more than 150 countries through the Sita dial-up network. Sita is a joint venture of the airlines industry. Airlines still form the bulk of its customer base but the group is trying to expand into other markets.

CompuServe’s local agent is a CSIR division. The service is cheap in the US and Europe — costing US$9.95 a month — but the added local satellite connection fees put it out of the reach of most South Africans.

The extent to which access from Sita’s network will lower costs is not yet clear. Sita Johannesburg manager Sergio Adovio says his head office has not advised him what the local repercussions will be.

The CSIR says it is already possible to bypass satellite charges by using Internet Local Internet users who gain access to CompuServe are still billed by the CSIR.

CompuServe says the deal extends its reach to 18 new countries: Angola, Aruba, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Czech Republic, Iceland, India, Ivory Coast, Malta, the Netherlands, Antilles, Nigeria, Peru, Poland, Sipan, Sri Lanka, Turkey and Venezuela.

Those countries with enhanced access include Bolivia, Chile, Egypt, Finland, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, the Philippines, Portugal, Russia, SA and Taiwan.

The aim of the deal with Sctor is to allow global access to the main on-line services as well as Internet. Most of western Europe and North America have easy access to Internet but other countries are often not so lucky.

---

IBM

Not-so-Big Blue

IBM’s return to SA and subsequent incorporation of ISG’s 25 largely autonomous business units have given the computer group much-needed focus.

However, as a result of the restructuring, some products and services no longer fit in the Big Blue fold.

Last week 12 IBM staffers — several from ISO Base 4, which was incorporated
Telkom’s customer relations found wanting

Reg Rumney

One of the basic precepts of marketing is not to promise what you cannot deliver.

Telkom’s marketing of itself as a caring company has improved its image tremendously, proof positive that corporate image advertising does pay. Telkom is aware of this “The public perceives Telkom as being the twelfth most caring company.”

My own personal experience of Telkom’s service this week means that claims of better customer relations ring as hollow as the Ostrich egg the smiling Bushman gives the Eskimo in their ad.

When I received a phone bill for around R1 300, more than four times higher than usual, Telkom employees were neither sympathetic nor helpful, inhumanely, in time-honoured South African fashion, that the maid must be to blame.

Eventually, an employee at the metering department brusquely told me he would have to “put in a query”, which would take four to six weeks to process.

What do I do in the meantime? The answer is, again in time-honoured South African fashion, that I pay up while the query is being sorted out, the presumption being that the customer is wrong until proven right.

Because my exchange is not digital, there is no way I can establish what calls contributed to the unusually high bill and when they were made.

Telkom’s annual report says that all the electromechanical exchanges will be replaced by digital exchanges by the year 2005. Until then, the only sort-of competitor to Telkom is the cellular phone service, which automatically issues itemised bills, but where a R1 300 bill, thanks to the high cost of telephone calls, should not raise an eyebrow.

I note too, that at an estimated 65 lines per employee, Telkom’s basic level of efficiency has some way to go.

Bells, for instance, has at least 138 lines per employee.

Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Pallo Jordan thanks privatisation is not the way to go. Jordan has been quoted as saying that no one would be allowed to compete with Telkom until it became “fat and lazy”. He is also supposed to have said that Telkom should “serve the needs of all South Africans and not merely a privileged few.”

For Telkom properly to serve the needs of the privileged few would be a good start.
World firms bid for Telkom contract

Melanie Sorgdriger

AT LEAST 45 companies in the telecommunications and financial services arena are bidding for Telkom's R6bn contract to install 1 million telephone lines in rural areas by 1998. Twenty tenders had been received by Friday.

Bidding with large firms such as AT&T, Alcatel Alsthom Telecoms and Sweden's Tele and Ericsson, are Japan's Mitsubishi and a consortium in which Marplex Communications Technologies has teamed up with Worldwide Africa Investment Holdings, Mambu, Plessey and NEC.

Siemens and Motorola have opted to go it alone, as have Mobile Data Systems, Datagenics, Vandalia Bulatrica Corporation and Falcon Electronics.

The tender has called for the bidders to provide their own financial backing, and Nedbank Investment Bank is bidding with the ATC/Telephone Manufacturers team as well as with Afritel Telecom and a consortium comprising Qualcomm and Kuone Bros Holdings.

Rand Merchant Bank is backing the joint venture proposal put together by Motorola, the Kagiso Trust and Motswedi.

Grinaker Electronics and Nortel Europe are working with Mitsubishi Corporation and Pulpema, as well as with Telephone Manufacturers of SA.

The most substantial tender was that from Alcatel Alsthom Telecoms which consisted of 21 files, while one of the tenders was submitted on just two A4 pages.

Despite expectations that AT&T would team up with local players, the group has tendered alone.

The request for proposals is valid for 90 days and will be vetted by technical and financial evaluation committees at Telkom. Their recommendations will reach Telkom's board by end-August, and it is then expected that finalists will be asked to tender formally for the job, which could start its roll-out by year-end.

Missing from the list of tenderers is the African Global group formed in March by Bell Atlantic Corp, Alcatel CTT, Philips and Matra Marcon Space. Instead, Iphile Communications Systems is listed alone, as is Alcatel Alsthom which is pulling in sister companies including Alcatel Contracting and Spain-based Standard Eltrika.

The consortium launched in mid-April, New Africa Communications, is bidding and comprises New Africa Investments, UK-based Cable & Wireless and US-based Southwestern Bell.

British Telecom's telecommunications consulting arm will be teaming up with the Dunsun Data Telecommunications bid along with National Entrepreneurial Franchise and Ernst & Young.
Telkom launches retail chain

BY ROY COKAYNE
PRETORIA BUSINESS EDITOR

Telkom has for the first time entered the retail market for products such as telephone answering machines, fax machines and cordless telephones.

It operates three retail outlets under the banner, The Connection, and intends having one shop in each of its six regions by the end of this year.

A Telkom spokesman said these outlets would be supplemented by a mail order facility enabling the company to get its products to any customer on a national basis.

Writing in the latest annual report, Brian Clark, Telkom's managing director and chief executive officer, said Telkom had also become a retail agent for cellular telephones.

The spokesman said the introduction of retail telecom shops had been used by a number of telecom operators worldwide since the early 1980s.

The spokesman said Telkom opened a number of shops on a trial basis last July.

"The shops were established to provide the customer with a one-stop service catering for all their telecommunications needs, but the shops will have to pay their own way," the spokesman said.

Telkom said it was unable to supply any turnover figures for The Connection chain at this stage.
Telkom’s sheltered days are numbered

Leon Portman

Despite Post and Telecommunications Minister Pallo Jordan’s nay to allowing competition with state telecommunications monopoly Telkom, insiders say it’s now not a matter of whether, but rather when and how much.

The recently released Green Paper on Telecommunications is the initial step to formulating a White Paper on telecommunications policy and eventual legislation, which is expected to go through Parliament early in 1996.

It is designed to elicit the public’s views on the best policy framework for telecommunications and its regulation, and so asks more questions than it answers. Jordan, however, provided some answers when he released the Green Paper at the Carlton Hotel in Johannesburg.

His comment that, “it is not in the national interest to bring competition against Telkom,” at first seemed slightly out of sync with international trends and even with his own Green Paper which states: “Competition in the telecommunications sector can bring costs down and hence prices to customers. New operators can bring additional investment into the sector.”

Jordan seemed to be warning off United States Telecommunications giant AT&T, which is eager to be that “new operator” “AT&T and other international competitors will be cherry-picking. There will be no Telkom left. It will be subversive to the interests of the country, so I will not even think about it.”

Observers believe Jordan is being pressured by elements within the African National Congress and the South African Communist Party to keep Telkom’s monopoly intact. “Telkom is the collective property of the people of the country. We must involve the millions of South Africans who are its principal beneficiaries,” he said.

The apparently bemused head of AT&T South Africa, Frank Coleman, who was in the audience while Jordan expressed his forebodings, responded by saying: “You give us far more credit than we deserve.”

That is too modest. AT&T is a major player in the Southern African telecommunications sector. It is the proponent of the Africa ONE initiative to ring the African continent with a high-capacity, fibre-optic cable. Observers believe AT&T is poised to clinch the major portion of the R5-billion “MegaLine” tender to supply some one million new lines to (mainly) rural areas. That puts Jordan’s comments into context.

Insiders say Jordan’s caveat about the “danger of competition” is directed more at concerns about the degree of the direct competition for Telkom’s fixed-line service, than a categorical dismissal of the possibility of any competition.

Before a formal decision on the equity of Telkom can be made, the objectives and visions that will emerge from public and parliamentary discussion on the Green Paper will have to be studied.

Jordan gave the assurance that competition would be welcomed once telecommunications were accessible to all South Africans. With the MegaLine initiative promising to do just that, the long-awaited competition for Telkom could be here sooner than some would like.

Comments and proposals about the Green Paper must be made in writing by September 15. Jordan will hold a live Internet discussion, via the Internet Relay Chat facility, on the Green Paper on August 15.
Calling Sishen

One of the chunks in Telkom’s telecommunications monopoly is that current regulations allow three other public corporations — Transnet, Eskom and the SABC — to operate their own networks. Even this limited competition is under threat as the telecommunications Green Paper calls for submissions on whether Telkom should take over rival public networks.

The extent to which the regulations entrench Telkom’s monopoly can be seen in the obstacles which Transnet faces in an attempt to accept Eskom’s telecommunications business in Sishen.

Telkom has no competing lines serving the sparsely populated area and Transnet has spare capacity on its communications network for the railway line between Sishen and Saldanha. Despite being a good technological and economic solution, Eskom and Transnet may not make a deal to share telecommunications infrastructure without Telkom’s approval.

The two groups have approached the Postmaster-General, whose office regulates the telecommunications industry, for permission. But the decision is not up to him or any other independent authority. Final authority rests with Telkom.

The Green Paper says “The Postmaster-General has no regulatory authority over Telkom and cannot set or enforce interconnect requirements or protect Telkom’s customers against unfair pricing, insufficient or inadequate quality service.”

Yet the other public corporations are heavily regulated by the Postmaster-General, who must get anything that limits competition rubber-stamped by Telkom.

Eskom’s telecommunications manager Allan Bester says Telkom has not refused the request to use Transnet’s Sishen infrastructure. But Telkom has shown no hurry to resolve the issue and the two groups involved can only wait for its decision. Bester says the networks of other public corporations are not likely to be taken over by Telkom.
Out to pasture

A formal announcement that Postmaster-General Ters Oosthuizen will retire on August 31, nine months before the expiry of his three-year contract, comes as no surprise to the industry.

Oosthuizen, who heads the Department of Post & Telecommunications, has been noticeable by his absence from important industry functions and government processes like Telkom 95 and the drafting and launch of government’s Green Paper on telecommunications.

Appointed by the old government to oversee the issuing of the cellular phone licences, to keep an eye on the telecommunications industry and help prepare for new industry legislation, Oosthuizen’s role has become redundant.

Minister of Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting Pallo Jordan brought in an outside team of local and international specialists to help draft the Green Paper.

Oosthuizen’s decision to retire was “reached through mutual agreement” between himself and the Minister, says a government press release. It says Oosthuizen “is satisfied he completed the tasks for which he was appointed” and that “he feels this would be the most suitable time for a successor to become involved in the process of legislation, which will start soon.”

That successor, however, might not be Postmaster-General but director-general of Jordan’s department.

While the role of the Department of Post & Telecommunications is also in question, Jordan recently indicated that key staff would be incorporated into his Ministry. Oosthuizen was unavailable for comment.
Sigcau dismisses rumour of tussle

Mungo Soggot

PUBLIC Enterprises Minister Stella Sigcau yesterday dismissed talk that she had crossed swords with Transport Minister Mac Maharaj over Transnet policy.

"I deny any tussle with Mac Maharaj. I don't remember a single instance where we have had a tussle over policy matters."

She said her department was not a "policy" department but an "operational department" which ran businesses like Transnet and Eskom. The two departments had recently agreed to co-ordinate future efforts and to have "direct contact".

It was reported this week that Maharaj called for Transnet policy matters to be brought under his control, but that Sigcau was "displaying a lot of animosity" towards the idea.

Meanwhile, Sigcau said she was confident that the Cabinet would approve her department's guidelines on restructuring state assets next week.

Sigcau denied the guidelines had taken a long time to prepare — six months — as they dealt with very sensitive issues. Sources have said that the main reason for the many delays of publication was tensions between the departments concerned — public enterprises, finance, post and telecommunications and transport.

Sigcau said privatisation was not on the agenda — "that word is not part of my vocabulary at the moment" — but said that the restructuring of state assets could result in sales to the private sector. "If privatisation should come it should be one of the end results of restructuring."

It is understood the guidelines have moved from using privatisation mainly to rapidly cut debt and towards restructuring state assets to improve competitiveness and overall economic efficiency.

Sigcau said the National Economic Development and Labour Council and other interest groups would have to approve the guidelines before they became final. Some restructuring legislation might be passed in the next parliamentary session.
Corporate call to arms in war on runaway crime

By ZILLA EFRAT

Gauteng business executives are at their wit's end. The soaring crime rate, especially car hijackings, has become a major topic of discussion in board rooms.

Crime has emerged as one of the most crippling problems facing business, says Ren Warren, Cobrab's director of legal affairs.

One well-known businessman has been so distressed by associates and friends being hijacked that he has approached attorneys Hofmeyr Inc to assess what constitutional remedies are open to him.

An option being considered is not paying tax.

The attorneys' brief is to see whether government, or any other body, has a constitutional duty to ensure society remains relatively crime free so that citizens can exercise the freedoms and rights entrenched in the constitution.

The lawyers are assessing whether their client can refuse to pay taxes if the duty is not fulfilled.

Prominent businessmen recently hijacked include Alan Romans, Liberty Life's managing director; Alan Wright, Gold Field's chief executive designate; and Hans Enderle, chairman of City Lodge.

A host of conferences and workshops on crime are now taking place. The most important one will be hosted by Business South Africa and the Council of Southern African Bankers, who have invited business leaders to a workshop on August 15 to flesh out an action plan against crime.

Nedcor has also initiated a project to study the effects of crime and violence on the economy.

Mr Warren says rising crime levels have affected tourism and investment. Without exception, foreign delegations always question South Africa on crime, violence and stability.

Piet Liebenberg, Cobrab's chief executive, says rising crime levels have meant foreign companies have not come to South Africa in the same volume and commitment they may otherwise have.

If drastic steps are not taken, he warns, South Africa may also witness a rise in the brain drain.

Mr Warren says rising insurance premiums and the cost of providing non-productive security systems are resulting in job losses as businesses strive to cut overheads.

Bell, BBC seek SA projects

A consortium including telecommunications giant Bell Atlantic and the British Broadcasting Corporation has announced formal proposals for 10 communications projects in South Africa.

The consortium, African Global, also indicated that it would seek a 10% to 20% stake in Telkom, if the parastatal's privatization is approved by the government.

A spokesman for Bell Atlantic said from Arlington, Virgina: "We made a pitch at Cabinet level on June 1 and at deputy president level on June 2. We are now working on a formal proposal ready for September."

He said other partners in the consortium include Philips South Africa, Matra Marcon, Space, Alcatel CIT and the Commonwealth of Learning, an educational group established by Commonwealth governments. The partners had been brought together by merchant bank LCC Rothschild.

The spokesman said each of the 10 projects would have "natural leaders" within the consortium.

Bell Atlantic is looking at a possible strategic alliance with Telkom, so that if privatization became an option further down the road, we would both benefit," he said.

African Global had not participated in bidding for Telkom's R5-billion contract to provide a million rural telephone lines, he said.

"We saw that as a piece meal approach to a larger problem," he said, adding that African Global hoped South Africa would favour the "synergy" of its proposal. — Reuters.
Union protests privatisation

From Sata

Telkom is expected to officially announce its privatisation plans this week, while a major trade union has warned it will stage industrial action in protest.

The union, South African Telecommunications Association (Sata), said the plans were confirmed by Telkom's senior general manager, Janine Zaaman, at a meeting with union leadership on Friday.

"This announcement may cause major industrial conflict as it is not likely that employees will accept a unilateral decision regarding their future," A F Dreyer, Sata's general secretary, said in a statement.

He said Zaaman had said Telkom would make its privatisation plans public on Wednesday.

Dreyer said that about 14 000 of Telkom's existing 54 000 employees would be affected.
Protest if Telkom
privatises

JOHANNESBURG: Telkom will officially announce its privatisation plans next week, says the South African Telecommunications Association. General secretary Mr A F Dreyer said employees would protest at "a unilateral and unprocedural decision regarding their future".

CT 24/9/95
Staff Reporter, Special Correspondent
Telkom privatisation plans 'ready' 24/7/95

Telkom will officially announce its privatisation plans next week and a 12 000-member trade union warned on Saturday it will stage major industrial action in protest.

The South African Telecommunications Association (Sata) said the plans were confirmed by Telkom senior general manager Dr Janne Zaanan at a meeting with its leadership on Friday.

"This announcement may cause major industrial conflict as it is not likely that employees will accept a unilateral and unprocedural decision regarding their future," Sata general secretary A F Dreyer warned in a statement on Saturday.

He said Zaanan told the bilateral meeting on Friday that Telkom would make the plans on the privatisation of its business units public on Wednesday.

"This implies the self-off of 25% of the employees of Telkom. This includes employees in activities such as civil construction, workshops, security, restaurants," Dreyer said, adding that about 14 000 of the 54 000 employees would be affected.

Dreyer said Sata would mobilise its members for action, adding privatisation would negatively affect the membership.

"Sata is extremely concerned with this announcement as it contemplates a breach of assurances and agreements in terms of which Telkom undertook to negotiate each phase of the restructuring process," he said. Negotiations had only reached phase two of the seven identified, he added. -- Sapa
African Global is ready for work

International telecommunications consortium African Global expects to make formal proposals on 10 projects in South Africa by early September, a spokesman for one of the participants said.

The spokesman for Bell Atlantic Corp said in an interview from Arlington, Virginia, "We made a pitch at Cabinet level on June 1 and at deputy president level on June 2. We are now working on a formal proposal. We expect to get back to them by late August or early September."

He said other partners in the consortium included Philips South Africa Ltd, the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), Matra Marconi Space, Alcatel CIT and the Commonwealth of Learning, a Vancouver-based educational cooperation organisation established by Commonwealth governments.

The partners had been brought together by LCC Rothschild (Mo-naco).

INTERNATIONAL communications makes a pitch to launch local programmes

The spokesman said each of the 10 projects would have "natural leaders" within the consortium.

"Bell Atlantic is looking at a possible strategic alliance with Telkom. We would then grow the value of the company so that if privatisation became an option further down the road, we would both benefit," he said.

He said Bell Atlantic, focusing on helping to provide universal access to telephones, was considering a 10 to 20% interest in Telkom but gave no dollar figures.

Telkom recently indicated it was seeking a strategic international equity partner. African Global had not participated in bidding for Telkom's R6-billion rand contract to provide a million rural telephone lines.

"We saw that as a preeminent approach to a larger problem," he said, adding that African Global hoped South Africa would favour the "synergy" of its proposal.

He said the consortium pitch included proposals by the BBC and the Commonwealth of Learning to provide education services through personal computers at mobile telephone banks in rural areas.

"Mobile phones provide a quick service to rural areas but then the BBC with their educational content say why limit it - put P0s in and then you have a learning centre."

The spokesman said if the consortium be-came established in South Africa, expansion into neighbouring countries with small markets like Botswana would probably become feasible - Reuters
Phones cut by cable snatchers

More than 2,100 subscribers of Mollaheng on the West Rand and 600 houses in Dube, Soweto, were without telephone services after the theft of copper cables, Telkom said yesterday.

"It would take technicians a week to replace the cables," the corporation said.

Stolen cables are sold to scrap-metal and recycling companies.

About 200 subscribers were without telephone services in Midrand after cables were sabotaged for the fifth time in less than a month. It will take two weeks to repair the damage in this area.

"We have had a number of problems with cable theft in the past, but in this case, the cable was cut and left there," Telkom spokesman Gert Schoeman said.

Telkom said there had been a marked rise in theft and sabotage of telephone cables since the start of the year, with more than 430 incidents reported. Replacing cables on the Witwatersrand alone had cost the company more than R3.6-million this year.

Telkom said it would soon begin an advertising campaign to gain public support in its fight against cable thieves.

It said cable thefts should be reported to the company on the toll-free number 0800 11 5500. Callers could re-
Cable thieves strike

MORE than 2,100 subscribers at Mohlakeng on the West Rand and 600 in Diepsloot, Soweto, are without telephone services after the theft of copper cables, Telkom said yesterday.

It would take technicians a week to replace the cables, if sold. Stolen cables are sold to scrap-metal and recycling companies.

Earlier yesterday Telkom said about 700 subscribers were without telephone services in Midrand, Gauteng, after cables were sabotaged for the fifth time in less than a month. It would take two weeks to repair the damage.

Telkom said it would soon begin an advertising campaign to gain public support in its fight against cable thieves.

It said cable theft should be reported to the company on the toll-free number 0800 115506. Callers could remain anonymous and stood to be rewarded — Sapa
Huge loss forces restructuring

41 Gauteng post offices to close

BY ANNA COX

The South African postal service is to close 41 post offices in Gauteng from September 1.

Post Office Witwatersrand regional public relations officer Flip Eksseen yesterday said a R350-million operational loss had forced the Post Office to rationalise its services.

He said the Post Office was committed to providing an efficient postal service for the entire population, including communities which in the past did not have easy access to postal services in the country.

Out of about 290 post offices in the Witwatersrand region, more than 240 were in the traditionally white areas and less than 50 in the traditionally black, Asian and coloured areas, he said.

"To achieve this objective, the company has been obliged to evaluate some of its uneconomic services which are currently running at an operational loss of about R350-million."

Eksseen said the Post Office aimed to install about 1,000 post points countrywide, which were fully fledged postal services run from shopping or business premises.

About 1,500 retail postal agencies, designed to offer only certain postal services, would also be established.

The post offices which are to be closed are all within a 3km range of neighbouring post offices. Postbox holders will keep their present postbox addresses.

The post offices to be closed by July 31 are in Boksburg, Ekhtayakhle, Mogamhuhlu and Motebong.

Those to be closed by August 31 are Benoni West, Benoni South, Boksburg, Broadway, Bromhof, Daggafontein, Delmenville, Ferreirendorp, Fisher's Hill, Germiston South, Grand Park, Hamberg, Helmand, Herts, Hurlbyvale, Impala Park, Kengray, Krugersdorp Nor, Lawley, Lekkerplaas, Lupaiardswiel, Mayfair, Motortown, Northcliff, Parkhurst, Petersfield, Primrose Hill, Putfontein, Regents Park, Rongina, Senderwood, Symrindle, Trekker, Veganview, Vrededorp and Westhaven.
New bureaucracy in the offing

The Postmaster-General's office is likely to be transformed into a new bureaucracy modelled on the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA), possibly called the Independent Telecommunications Authority (ITA).

Government's telecommunication Green Paper calls for public input on creating a new regulator. The Postmaster-General's main responsibilities - radio frequency management and authorising radio and telecommunication equipment - are untenable as observers noted, he was continually left uninformed as to future plans.

Through the creation of the IBA, the State split radio frequency spectrum management into two bureaucracies the IBA allocates those frequencies used for commercial radio and TV broadcasting and the Postmaster-General allocates the remaining spectrum.

Creating the IBA has already cost the national budget R20m, raising doubts as to whether SA has the wealth or qualified technicians to run two frequency management agencies. Much of the frequency monitoring equipment that the Postmaster-General's office has in place will need to be duplicated by the IBA. Unlike its US counterpart, which has raised a fortune for the Treasury by auctioning frequencies, the IBA has been giving this scarce resource away.

The Postmaster-General's second function, authorising equipment, has been made untenable by the ease with which grey market importers smuggle equipment through customs. For instance, unauthorised cordless phones made six frequencies allocated to the cellular industry useless.

Given these conditions, Postmaster-General Ters Oosthuizen's recent announcement that he will leave his position at the end of next month was inevitable.

Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting Minister Pallo Jordan's spokesman Muff Anderson says the post will probably be advertised. She says no decision has been made on whether to change the title of Postmaster-General (which has become an anachronism because he has little to do with the Post Office since its split from Telkom) or the name of his office.

One suggestion is that the Postmaster-General's staff of 247 people be moved into a new government department, perhaps called the Department of Communications & Networks.

Jordan's adviser Willie Curree, concedes that the present regulatory system is unacceptable. But before a new regulator can be created, the issue of whether Telkom will retain its monopoly over domestic telecommunication has to be resolved.

The Postmaster-General has no regulatory authority over Telkom and cannot protect Telkom's customers against unfair pricing and bad service.

The Green Paper suggests that if Telkom retains its monopoly, the regulator be given the power to set targets that the operator must achieve and to ensure these are met.

"These could be the rate of network expansion, universal service targets, quality of performance and tariff structures"
Pretoria - Telkom splashed R4 million on social projects in the year ended March 31, against R280,000 in 1993, according to its annual report.

Managing director and chief executive Brian Clark said more than 200 community organisations had been helped.

-- Sapa (267)
Converging evidence suggests that the practice of privatization may have a mixed impact on economic growth and development. The transfer of public assets to private hands can lead to increased efficiency and innovation in sectors that were previously state-controlled. However, it also raises concerns about the potential for mismanagement, corruption, and the exclusion of marginal groups.

One key point is the role of the regulatory framework. Effective governance and transparency are crucial to ensure that privatization leads to sustainable development rather than exacerbating existing inequalities. The involvement of international organizations and the adoption of best practices in governance can mitigate some of the risks associated with privatization.

Moreover, the process of privatization should be carefully planned and monitored. It is essential to balance the need for efficiency improvements with the protection of public interests, such as access to essential services and environmental sustainability. Long-term strategies that consider the social and environmental impacts of privatization are necessary to achieve a just and equitable transition.

In conclusion, while privatization offers opportunities for economic growth, it must be approached with caution. A comprehensive and well-thought-out strategy is required to harness its potential benefits while mitigating potential risks. This involves creating a conducive environment for investment, ensuring fair competition, and maintaining oversight to prevent abuse.

Korys Jordon  
Jong Overige  
Seedsly '70 Ekonomisch Privatisatieprogram  
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The process of the statement...
key parties

We need a new business strategy for Telkom...
Post Office service reaches new low

PALLO JORDAN is emphatic about not privatising Telkom, yet the Post Office — its sister megalith in our communications industry — is an example of monopolistic and bureaucratic business at its worst.

I wrote recently that the mail service was degenerating into a non-service. It’s actually got worse. I received no mail in my Sandton City post box for a week. When I asked why, some naive official was dumb enough to lead me back stage into the post box section to see if there was bundled mail above my post box. Letters were piled a metre deep on the floor. Seeing my astonished expression, he hastily said there had been “problems with sorters” and they had called in Johannesburg post office people to help.

The terrifying thought was that my business cash-flow for the month was lying somewhere in that tidal wave of mail. As it turned out, there was no bundle of mail for me; it had simply not yet been sorted. The mail has continued to trickle through, and a letter we mailed in Cape Town a week-and-a-half ago as an experiment has still not arrived in my box. It is nothing short of a disgrace that a public service — a not inexpensive one at that — should be so close to total collapse.

The Post Office has a neat marketing trick. Whenever a service fails, it starts a new one in competition to the old and charges a relative fortune for the privilege of using it. For example, to get a standard letter delivered in a day or two — it will seldom be delivered the next day — you will pay R10.60.

Want something delivered by the Speed Services courier service? The chances of it arriving on time are pretty remote. There are numerous instances where a letter handed over the Speed Services counter has failed to make a one-day delivery. Most post offices don’t even have dedicated, Speed-Services-only counters.

Now the vanishing parcel rate has got out of hand. The Post Office has implemented a new bar-coded tagging system which will theoretically make parcel post safer, but you’re going to pay private-rate rates.

The whole set-up is a sham and a disgrace. Someone from the private sector should be brought in to shake up the system. The Post Office must be contributing more to business inefficiency and lack of productivity than any service, other than Telkom, in South Africa.

Telkom, at least, has the marvellous benefit of youthful, former Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) president Dr Brian Clarke as its new chief executive. He will no doubt get that ocean liner of an organisation to turn around, come hell or high water. So will another Brian Clarke please stand up and get the Post Office sorted out?

Coincidentally, the Post Office now uses Speed Services to deliver its own courier invoices! That should tell us something about the “regular” service.
competition
lies in regulated
Telkom’s solution

David Dison and Michael Markowitz (2017)
5/18/18 (K)

Documentalytics Fundamentals: The Analysis of Space
Authors: David Dison and Michael Markowitz

This article discusses the competition in the telecommunications industry, focusing on the role of regulated solutions and the impact of regulatory frameworks. The authors argue that regulated solutions are necessary to ensure fair competition and protect consumers, especially in the context of telecommunications deregulation.

The article highlights the challenges posed by deregulation, which can lead to a lack of competition and consumer protection. It suggests that regulated solutions can help mitigate these challenges by ensuring that the market is fair and that consumers have access to affordable and reliable services.

The authors also provide examples of how regulated solutions have been successfully implemented in other industries, demonstrating their effectiveness in promoting competition and protecting consumers.

Overall, the article provides a comprehensive analysis of the role of regulated solutions in promoting competition and protecting consumers in the telecommunications industry.
Core of the problem

Talk of restructuring Telkom by selling off non-core activities such as restaurants and security is just that talk. Without full-scale competition in its central business, telecommunications, anything else is just window dressing.

Despite Telkom being regarded as the most attractive State-owned company for privatisation, government is shying away from the idea in the face of union protests.

While Telkom last week averted the threat of industrial action, securing union agreement for all but the final two stages of its plans to spin off non-core activities, it has a long way to go if it plans to remain internationally competitive or meet its RDP commitments. Selling non-core services such as restaurants, transport and workshops, or even selling shares to a strategic foreign equity partner, isn't enough. Telkom needs competition — something Pallo Jordan, the Minister of Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting, is against.

With five-and-a-half times as many staff as an equivalent US telephone company, Telkom's service comes nowhere near what is taken for granted in developed countries. Complaints of poor service continue, call charges have increased and subscribers still have to wait months for a telephone line.

Telkom consistently has a backlog of over 120,000 applicants wanting phones in developed areas. Now, it is burdened by the RDP wish for 5m lines in rural areas by 2000. And this will remain just a wish unless government deregulates the telecoms market and allows competitors to install and operate their own lines. In the annual report chairman Dikgang Mosekane claims his company is not a monopoly. Yet, legislation protects Telkom as the sole provider of fixed-wire telephone infrastructure for public use.

Democratic Party spokesman Kobus Jordan says Telkom demonstrates the worst vices of State-controlled organisations. "It gave employees a 16% increase in the year ending March 1994 and its profit as a percentage of sales is about 10 times that of our supermarket industry or of a typical US telephone company." He says its charges are excessive, making phones unattainable for the poor, and that Telkom increased rentals and reduced metering periods, partly to fund a marketing campaign telling the public how good it was.

But there are other ways of meeting RDP initiatives. Government could follow overseas examples by encouraging State-owned companies such as Escom and Transnet (both have telecommunications infrastructure along SA's electricity grid, along railway tracks and at ports and airports) to team up with international operators and provide telephone links to underserviced areas. Similarly, instead of promoting international operators from setting up their own networks in SA, government could insist that as part of their licence agreement they provide RDP-type services.

Worldwide competition and deregulation have helped increase line penetration and improve services. The local cellular industry is one example. In just one year of operation, it has signed up 400,000 subscribers — an impressive feat considering that in the more than 100-year history of telephony in SA there are only three operators: 3.8m working telephone lines.

Worldwide, formerly closed telecommunications markets are being opened by privatisation and deregulation to expand services and attract foreign investment and technical know-how. In Europe, governments have agreed to do away with protection within three years. This trend has repeated itself in Australia, New Zealand and the Asian Pacific countries.

Foreign companies have found their way in. Telephone companies are being listed on stock exchanges and competition is fierce, resulting in prices plummeting and one-time monopolies scrambling to stay on the technological cutting edge.

There are still restrictions. In the US telephone market, for instance, long-distance carriers like AT&T, Sprint and MCI do not compete with regional telephone companies, which provide local and medium-distance calls. Even that is likely to change. When it does, US consumers, who enjoy the world's cheapest international call rates, could benefit still further.

JSE

Screening the deal

The JSE has selected a preferred supplier for its proposed automated trading system and plans to award the contract later this month. Four suppliers have been shortlisted, but the winner won't be announced until the project's value has been negotiated and stock exchange members have approved replacing the open trading floor with a computer network.

JSE president Roy Andersen says the exchange will ask its members for authority to spend R20m on the system, plus an overrun of 20% — giving the project a budget of R24m. This figure, which includes upgrading the JSE's computer system, will more than double the value of the exchange's information technology infrastructure.

The initial deadline for awarding the contract was July 17 but JSE Research & Development head Darrell Till says the JSE still aims to start trading on the system in January. The JSE is also working with banks on an electronic scrip registry which it hopes to complete by June 1997. A centralised depository, scheduled for completion later this year, will probably be late.

The JSE's request for trading system tenders drew 25 responses from various consortia, including other stock exchanges.

TOP COMPANIES

On call

The FMI's 1995 Top Companies survey of SA's 300 largest industrial corporations will be available on computer disk from next week. Containing the full text, graphics and pictures of the printed survey, Top Companies on Disk also includes the name, address and fax number of the chief executive officer of every company in the survey. It costs R250 inclusive. Orders can be placed with Patricia Morgan on (011) 497-2697.
Briefs

R550m for SA communications

JOHANNESBURG: Two of the world's largest telecommunication companies are investing more than R550 million in South Africa, mainly to benefit black-owned businesses. US-based SBC Communicators will invest R300m to back MTN's cellular phone network expansion of over R1.3bn.
Approval likely for Telkom

Government approval was likely if Telkom sought a foreign equity partner to help finance its expansion plans, Pallo Jordan, the minister of post and telecommunications, said.

Jordan was speaking at a news conference where Brian Clark, Telkom's managing director, outlined the parastatal's plans for the future, including its tender for the provision of one million new rural telephone lines and the outsourcing of non-core functions.

Jordan also said proposals by an international consortium African Global to beef up South Africa's telecommunications network had "a certain value". African Global's partner, Bell Atlantic, said it had made a pitch on 10 telecommunications projects in which it wished to partner Telkom.  — Reuters
cooperweld and optic fibre cables. Alarms are also fitted to the routes to warn Telkom personnel whenever the routes are tampered with.

Permanent/full-time employees employed
435 Mr A J LEON asked the Minister for the Public Service and Administration
(1) (a) How many permanent, full-time employees are currently employed by (a) his Department and (b) each relevant specified organisational component referred to in section 7(1) of the Public Service Act, 1994 (Prosclamation No 103 of 1994),
(2) whether he will furnish particulars in respect of the salaries of such employees, if not, why not, if so, at the latest specified date for which information is available, (a) what was the average salary of such employees and (b)(i) what annual salary was paid to the (aa) highest-paid and (bb) lowest-paid employees in (aa) his Department and (bb) each such organisational component, (ii) what posts did such employees hold and (iii) in respect of how many employees is this information furnished in each case,
(3) how many of these employees were (a) employed (i) before and (ii) after 27 April 1994 and (b) incorporated into (i) his Department and (ii) each such organisational component from the former homelands or self-governing territories?

The MINISTER FOR THE PUBLIC SERVICE AND ADMINISTRATION
(1) (a) 410, and
(b) not applicable,
(2) yes,
(a) R68 712 per annum,
(bb) 133 200 per annum;
(aa) as indicated in (b)(i)(aa) and (b)(ii)(bb) above,
(bb) not applicable,
(ii) in respect of (b)(i)(aa) above, Director-General and in respect of (b)(ii)(bb) above, Food Services, Agriculture and General Stores Assistant II,

(b) (i) 370,
(ii) 40,
(iii) 6,
(iv) not applicable

Appointment of Special Investigation Team
440 Mr V B NDLOVU asked the Minister for Safety and Security
Whether any persons have been arrested following the appointment of the Special Investigation Team led by a certain major, whose names have been associated to the South African Police Service for the purpose of his replying, if so, (a) how many, (b) when will they appear in court, (c) what amount has already been spent in carrying out this investigation, (d) how many vehicles is this team using in carrying out its functions, (e) what criteria does he use in selecting investigators and (f) what are their names?

The MINISTER FOR SAFETY AND SECURITY
(a) Yes, 7
(b) 3 July 1995
(c) The estimated running costs are
R
Salaries 3 399 402.90
Telephones (calls, faxes & rental) 47 742.24
Vehicles (fuel, oil & tyres & general maintenance) 282 214.60
Losses (robbery-vehicle, pistol & baggage) 65 000.00
Office rental & furniture (from 1995-05-01 only) 44 373.20
Water 660.63
Electricity 4 057.41
Cell phones (rental & call- ext only from 1995-02-31) 86 151.00

(bbb) (aaa) None
Qwaqwa
KwaZulu-Natal
(bbb) None
None

Value of telephone wire stolen in South Africa
433 Mr J A JORDAAN asked the Minister for Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting
(1) (a) What is the total estimated value of telephone wire stolen in South Africa during the period 1 January 1995 up to the latest specified date for which information is available and (b) how many working hours were lost in the process of replacing this wire during this period,
(2) whether any such wire has been recovered, if so, how much,
(3) whether any steps have been taken to prevent the theft of wire, if not, why not, if so, what steps?

(b) (i) and (ii) Data Controller 1
Accounting Clerk 3
Administration Clerk 39
Cleaner 4
Registration 2
Storekeeper 1
Assistant-director Adminstra- tion 1
Typist 1
Labourer 2
Security Officer 1
Fingerprint Comparator 88
Driver 2
Message 3
Immigration Officer 2
Security Guard 3
Advisory Officer 1
Senior Administrative Officer 1

(b) (i) 123
(ii) 155

(b) (i) 4

Venda None
Transkei Integration not finalised
Bophutatswana Integration not finalised
Ciskei Integration not finalised
KwaNdebele None
KgNqwa None
Gaza None
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Telkom downplays talk of partial privatisation

Mungo Soghot

TELKOM yesterday downplayed talk of partial privatisation, saying the priority was to restructure to focus on its core business so it could become internationally competitive and cater for the millions without phones.

Telkom MD and CEO Bruce Clark told a Press briefing that Telkom's "equity restructuring" would have to follow the first phase of its restructuring, which would see the parastatal 'outsourcing' its non-core businesses like restaurants, construction, security and transport.

This phase of restructuring — which would be in line with government guidelines and which would not result in retrenchments — was due to be wrapped up by March next year.

Clark said Telkom did not have any stake in mind when it talked of "equity restructuring".

He said recent comments by other Telkom officials — which suggested a sale of 15% to 20% — were not accurate and had probably been aimed at giving a broad idea of what was on the cards.

"We have no stake in mind at the moment," Post and Telecommunications Minister Pallo Jordaan said government was likely to give the green light to the sale of a stake which would help fund the parastatal's capital hungry plans — it had ruled out only full privatisation.

Clark said a new management team to help steer the restructuring was due to be announced in about a month.

He said the team would not necessarily be smaller, but would reflect Telkom's aim of giving more responsibility to lower levels and moving away from its rigid hierarchy.

Clark said it was difficult to estimate the cost spinoffs of the restructuring as negotiations with the unions were still taking place.

The restructuring would also see Telkom split into business units, which, for example, would deal separately with corporate and private customers.

Jordaan said although Cabinet would have to approve the equity restructuring of Telkom, other management decisions — such as to whom Telkom awarded its tender for one million lines — did not need to be sanctioned by government.

Clark said that there should be more clarity on the million lines tender by September.
Tight lips over future plans for main post office

CAPE Town's main post office building has been sold, but neither the South African Postal Service nor the buyer, building contractors, Stocks and Stocks Ltd, will say how much it fetched or disclose future plans for the building.

A spokesman for the post office said the information was confidential, because the South African post office was no longer a government-owned service.

The response from Stocks and Stocks on the purchase of the building has been simply "No comment".

Democratic Party spokesman, Stuart McLoughlin, said that if the sale of the post office was part of some privatisation programme, his party would support it.

"But what concerns us deeply is the lack of transparency and the fact that the citizens of Cape Town are being kept in the dark about this".

The post office, which will now rent a part of the building from Stocks and Stocks - including the main hall with its painted murals - has started several alterations to accommodate its services.

A spokesman said the threestorey annexe would be "demolished and redeveloped" by the new owners.

Postal services in this section, including the parcel office, speed services and financial services, will be temporarily housed in the main hall.
Elections in rural areas are likely to go ahead

Municipal Reporter

A COMPROMISE among warring political parties means elections in rural areas of the Western Cape are likely to proceed on November 1.

A diminished four-member committee, representing two members of the ANC alliance and two of the National Party, will sit on Tuesday to delimit rural ward boundaries.

The two remaining seats of the six-member committee will be significantly vacant, as it is doubtful whether there will be another vacancy on the panel.

The provincial committee is crucial to the transitional process, because local government ministers in all the provinces have agreed to reach agreement with these committees on electoral preparations.

The four members who will meet on Tuesday are Leon Markowitz and Wynand Malan of the NP, John Neels of the SA National Civic Organisation and Hilda Naudé of the ANC.

Although two appointments have been made to the provincial committee by Justice Minister Dullah Omar and Constitutional Affairs Minister Reuel Meyer, they have not been recognised by the provincial government.

The two ministers have given the power to name Cecil Hermanus of the NP and Kam Chetty of the ANC as replacements on the committee by the amendment made to the Local Government Transition Act by President Nelson Mandela.

The judgment was delivered in a court packed with councillors and members of the provincial government, but absent were Western Cape Premier Hanno Kriel and local government minister Peter Marais, who were among the applicants.

Mr Kriel is on a trade mission to Taiwan, but acting premier Gerald Morkel said that the Supreme Court decision had been "noted".

"It is clear there is no finality in this case. The case will be heard in the Constitutional Court next week. Until then it is not appropriate to react on the verdict." - Mr Morkel said the written judgments of both courts would be studied before further decisions were made.

David Dishl, local government spokesman for the ANC, in the Western Cape, said he was confident that the NP's petition would also be rejected by the Constitutional Court.

He said the campaign to "Unify the City", which supports the six-municipality model for the Cape metropolitan area, would continue.

Mr Dishl said the ANC was establishing exactly what the cost of the court action had been, but with two senior counsel, two junior counsel and instructing attorneys involved it would run to "tens of thousands of rand".
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The excitement of the telecommunications industry is not just about connecting the dots. It's also about the empowerment and economic benefits that come with it. To achieve these goals, we need to develop a quick-read, accessible process that can be expanded on as new technologies emerge.

The implementation of these technologies should not only improve the quality of life but also lay the groundwork for future innovations. We must be cautious of plans to privatise parastatals like Telkom.
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Selling off the family jewels might not benefit the

Source: Africa from South Africa
DETAILS OF THE IBA PLAN, which could form the framework for new broadcasting legislation, are to be unveiled in two weeks.

ANTHONY JOHNSON reports.

DETAILS of a blueprint that will revolutionise broadcasting — and usher in an explosion of channels in the Greater Cape Town area — are to be unveiled in the next two weeks.

The Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA) delivered its keenly awaited plan to transform the content, ownership and control of radio and television, to the government yesterday.

After receiving a copy of the report, the Minister of Telecommunications and Broadcasting, Dr Pallo Jordan, told a press conference: "In a palty 18 months (the IBA) was given the task of undoing what had taken more than 40 years to set in place and had to invent a new broadcasting environment."

The co-chairman of the IBA, Dr Pieter de Klerk, said the so-called “triple inquiry” had completed an exhaustive investigation of the protection and viability of broadcasting regulations on local content, and cross-media ownership and control.

Co-chairman Dr Sebulelo Moloi-Ne-Matabane said the commission had heard submissions from hundreds of interest groups and 190 aspirant community radio and television broadcasters.

The Peninsula already has eight radio stations and three more are to go on air later this year.

Popular regional radio stations like Radio 782 could go national.

The IBA report is to be tabled in Parliament for public comment in the next two weeks and Dr Jordan says it is expected to form the framework of the new broadcasting dispensation.

The details are to remain secret until the government has studied it.

Legislation paving the way for a new broadcasting order should be ready for Parliament to consider early next year, Dr Jordan said.

He said the IBA, created to liberate broadcasting from “government control and political manipulation”, had issued 80 community licences.

Dr De Klerk said the report dealt with:

- Plans to license new radio and television stations
- Figures for local music content for radio programmes and for South African content for television programming
- Rules for limitations on media organisations that own newspapers and television and radio stations
Douglas Brown,侵占与翻修——对美国外交理念的反思

Donald Masson 来自 Brown 约翰霍普金斯大学

Post Office

你的改变，在这所

Masson puts his stamp on the Post Office
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Siemens signs 70-m-contract

Johannesburg. — Siemens Telecommunications South Africa has signed a R70 million contract with Tritel, a joint venture between TR1 of Malaysia (60 percent) and VIP Engineering of Tanzania (40 percent) for the supply of a turnkey GSM cellular network serving Dar es Salaam and Zanzibar.
AN INTERNATIONAL syndicate offering cheap international phone calls has cheated Telkom out of millions. \n\nJACKIE CAMERON reports. \n
In another major financial blow to Telkom, police have uncovered an international crime syndicate they believe has defrauded the telecommunications giant of at least R54 million in a sophisticated telephone fraud scam.

At least seven men have been arrested in Cape Town and three people in Bloemfontein within the last week in a police investigation which has been kept under tight wraps, a Cape Times investigation has revealed.

An intensive police operation was underway last night to crack down on other members of the syndicate who are still believed to be running the scam in at least two other cities.

Police and Telkom officials are working together to try and identify and arrest the fraudsters — and hope to crack the syndicate by Monday.

The men who were arrested in the city last Friday are all illegal immigrants in their 20s from an Asian country. They are being held in police custody indefinitely in terms of immigration legislation and will probably be deported rather than stand trial in this country, police sources said.

The syndicate has been offering reduced rates for international calls using Telkom's Plus conference facility — and then its members disappear before paying their telephone account.

Runners have been using fraudulent SA identity documents in their applications for telephone systems which they set up in rented premises, a source close to the investigation said.

The source said the syndicate was laundering money through the country's banking system — and they also be involved in gun-running and drug-trafficking.

The scam was uncovered in the city when police discovered illegal immigrants from the Asian country in possession of fraudulent identity documents at a house in Lansdowne.

Police linked the men to about R1.5 million in telephone fraud and believe they are runners for the international syndicate believed to be responsible for at least R54 million in fraud.

Detectives have also discovered a list of some clients — mostly businessmen and professional people living in other countries.

Police are expected to question a number of professional people in an Eastern Cape town after their names appeared on the list.

The syndicate is believed to have been operating in the city for about two months.

City detectives flew to Bloemfontein yesterday to question the three arrested men.

Previous case

A Telkom spokeswoman said yesterday there was a similar case in Pretoria in October last year involving Indian and Pakastani nationals who were arrested after setting up a conference facility in a rented house.

She said they had been charging R2 per overseas call but could not say how much the illicit business had cost Telkom.

Telkom was working on improving their internal checking systems in a bid to prevent this type of fraud but did not wish to divulge what they were doing about the problem “for fear of giving criminals extra tips.”

“These people are extremely clever. You cannot tell that their identity documents are fraudulent and we do not run credit checks on people unless they are on our blacklist for not paying a bill. They run up accounts that are quite high within a very short space of time and then disappear,” she said.

“We are trying to warn our staff to look out for suspicious circumstances when installing several lines.”
Police nab illegals in Telkom fraud probe

OWN CORRESPONDENT

Cape Town — Police have uncovered an international crime syndicate believed to have defrauded Telkom of at least R54 million in a sophisticated telephone fraud scam.

At least seven men have been arrested in Cape Town and three people in Bloemfontein in the last week in an investigation which has been kept under wraps.

An intensive police operation was under way last night to crack down on other members of the syndicate.
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Police and Telkom officials are hoping to bust the entire syndicate. The suspects are all illegal immigrants in their 20s from an Asian country, and they are being held in custody indefinitely in terms of immigration legislation. They will probably be deported rather than stand trial in this country, police said.

The syndicate offers reduced rates for international calls using Telkom’s Plus conference facility to connect businessmen in different countries and then its members disappear before paying their accounts.
MinZPallo on the rack

A town hall meeting held in cyberspace last week by Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting Minister Paul Jordan to discuss the telecommunications Green Paper turned chaotic.

Chairmen BeamJack and Gaspode did their best to keep order but the on-line community overloaded the Internet Relay Chat session with quickfire questions, comments and the occasional obscenity. Nick-named MinZPallo, Jordan defended Telkom’s monopoly for more than two hours. About 140 people joined the fray, causing scrambled messages to scroll across computer terminals faster than they could be read.

The Internet is clearly the right venue for a debate on telecommunications policy. But a different Internet technology, perhaps a Usenet newsgroup, would give Jordan and other participants more time to formulate thoughts.

The following an edited extract from BeamJack’s “log” of the debate, which can be downloaded from the same computer as the Green Paper. ftp.polity.org.za

Begon: What is the stand point about Telkom’s sole market share if a major multinational could provide its RDP commitment at a lower cost?

MinZPallo: Telkom is an SA company Part of the RDP is to give SA citizens jobs. A multinational will take away SA jobs.

Virgin: I take issue with that. It wouldn’t pay a multinational to bring in people to do the work.

MinZPallo: Telkom is SA taxpayers’ largest investment in high technology. It is in the national interest to protect it.

Gandalf: What about splitting Telkom into smaller firms as done in the US?

MinZPallo: The US is a mature market. SA is an extremely underdeveloped market.

Jhudy: If Telkom is split, enough competition will be created to self-regulate.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

MinZPallo: Telkom is not equal to AT&T and there is no universal service in SA.

Carnet: Is the priority of universal service for you to decide or for the Green Paper and White Paper process?

MinZPallo: Telkom has an obligation to provide universal service as a State-owned corporation.

Carnet: Why then ask the question in the Green Paper in the first place, if it’s already under that obligation?

Jhudy: “State-owned corporation” is an oxymoron. Corporations are there to make profit, the State should be serving the people, charging as little as possible.

MinZPallo: Universal service implies constantly shifting goals and as demand grows. It has not been attained in any society.

Jhudy: Encouraging investment from outside sources is something SA is trying very hard to do.

MinZPallo: Government policy as pursued by the Minister of Trade & Industry is to encourage competition. Look at Business Day, FM and so on.

Jhudy: Shouldn’t the Minister of Trade & Industry and Minister Jordan attempt to work together? Foreign telecommunications corporations could be a very good source of outside investment in the country.

MinZPallo: The RDP offices information project is looking into this question of co-ordination of policy.

Jon: Will broadcasting regulation be covered by telecommunications re-organisation?

MinZPallo: No.

Jon: But Telkom plans to enter the direct-to-home broadcasting market. How will this be regulated?

MinZPallo: Regulation will be the outcome of the Green Paper and White Paper process which will give us an overall telecommunications policy framework.

Gregson: Is Telkom efficient enough? I think not. It takes six weeks to get a phone.

MinZPallo: Telkom has a long way to go.

Gregson: Isn’t it then hampering development?

MinZPallo: No. We have to improve its performance so that it contributes to development.

Gaspode: If Telkom still has a long way to go, how can it afford to spend millions on spreading its influence into the Internet service providers? Aren’t there more important things to worry about?

MinZPallo: Addressing the telecommunications problems of this country, including access, is getting its house in order, not spreading itself out.
Global pressures force change

Despite conflicting statements by government Ministers on the privatisation of public utilities, plans to sell a stake of Telkom to a foreign investor are firmly on track. In what is widely regarded as a prelude to partial privatisation, MD Brian Clark has announced a R600m restructuring and re-engineering strategy that will break up the State-owned utility into customer-focused business units. The 18-month programme will also see noncore services — such as restaurants, security, construction, workshops and transport — spun off.

Telkom’s board and Minister of Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting Pallo Jordan agree that to survive increasingly competitive times the utility must become more businesslike. It will also have to team up with a strategic equity partner that will provide it with global connections and billions of rand required for network expansion and modernisation.

By modernising networks, removing core business and injecting significant capital through a foreign partner, Telkom should be on track within three to five years, says Clark.

A brilliant academic excited from the CSIR in April, Clark is no stranger to change. As CSIR president, he transformed the ivory tower super-university into more market-oriented business units, which generate most of their income from the private sector. He has been on Telkom’s board since the utility was commercialised and split from the Post Office in October 1991.

“Gone are the days of the total onslaught when we needed to do everything ourselves,” says Clark. “Our prime role is to enable people to telecommunicate and distribute different types of information on our national and international networks. Activities must generate or stimulate network traffic, and we aim to become the telecommunications hub of Africa.”

It’s for this reason that noncore services — which tie up precious management resources and are run as cost centres — will be outsourced by March. By selling these, 14,000 people will leave Telkom’s employ. They will continue to have jobs in ventures that are economically viable, based on business cases prepared with the help of financial consultants, says Clark.

Telkom averaged strike action by securing union agreement for all but the final two stages of its plans to spin off noncore services. “We will involve the unions in all stages of the restructuring process,” says Clark.

“Only by continuing to keep the restructuring process transparent, as has been the case so far, will the reforms succeed,” says Lehman Bros corporate finance executive director Kofi Bucknor. He says that in Columbia, Turkey, Greece and Uruguay restructuring plans were derailed for years because this did not happen.

Clark’s re-engineering programme, to be carried out in conjunction with international consultant Gemini, will focus on core business processes to find better ways of operating so that Telkom falls in line with world-class performance standards.

A shakeout of the executive management committee, now dominated by white male Afrikaners, is expected. “I believe in the strength of diversity. None of the existing executive management team will be in the same job within a few months,” says Clark.

The new structure should create a more entrepreneurial culture and make staff responsible for their actions.

“We plan to get the basics of the business right in the next nine to 18 months.”

But improving internal efficiencies is not simple. With 5.5 times as many staff as an equivalent US telephone company, service comes nowhere near what is taken for granted in developed countries.

Though 26% of its staff is involved in support and administration functions (US telephone companies average 9%), complaints of poor service flood in.

Subscribers generally want 25 working days for a new service. In developed countries, it normally takes two to eight days.

To make matters worse, Telkom has a backlog of 140,000 applicants who want phones in developing areas.

Now it has been further burdened by the uneconomic quest for “universal access” to telephone services. Jordan wants Telkom to add at least 3m lines to the existing network (3.8m) by 2000.

To achieve that, Telkom will have to invest over R6bn and add 1m...
It's a truism that a government is not a libertarian movement. It's also a truism that to restructure a modern economy - even a small one like ours - from primarily satisfying the needs of the rich minority to meeting the legitimate aspirations of the previously disadvantaged is like reversing the course of a fully laden bulk tanker.

Unless one is to espouse the tactics of Pol Pot, or the Americans in Vietnam, who used to burn villages to "save them," both transitions require much patience and an acceptance of what is feasible in the real world, as distinct from what may be ideologically correct. It is interesting how some members of the Government of National Unity are adjusting to reality more effectively than others.

In the past week alone, we have had Gill Marcus warning that RDP spending must not jeopardise fiscal discipline, Trevor Manuel pointing out that an effective antitrust (or competition) policy is impossible as long as exchange controls remain in place and Alec Erwin sympathising with the excessive tax burden on the middle classes.

Clearly, they read the FM - though presumably they wrap it in brown paper before trying to smuggle it into Cabinet meetings. We only hope that praise from this quarter does not destroy their political credibility.

But the fact is that all three are right. No other country in Africa may have had a formal RDP, but the continent is replete with cautionary examples of what happens when public-sector spending - for whatever apparently good reason - is allowed to outstrip State revenue.

Manuel is tacitly admitting that it is exchange control as much as anything that damned up the retained profits of mining houses and other institutions in SA, compelling them to satisfy their natural expansionist urges at home rather than abroad - though not necessarily, as the demonomist would have it, by buying everything in sight. Anglo may be the most assertive in arguing that it invested rather than bought its major industrial diversifications, but much the same is true of the other mining houses.

They would clearly have preferred to expand abroad, as many of them did in earlier times. With that option now available again, it's noticeable that new foreign business cannot be financed in the obvious way, by selling mature investments and redeploying the proceeds (a practice that is, after all, the historic justification for their existence), those proceeds would be blocked in SA. So they have had to resort to all sorts of arcane techniques to raise finance offshore, which speaks volumes for their ingenuity but may not lead to the most desirable financial structures.

Then, too, it can be argued that all taxes are ultimately mainly paid by high-income individuals, but where they're levied does matter. The collapsing profits of the gold mining industry may make it a special case but industrial profits are rising so strongly that the minor proportion of the tax take contributed by the corporate sector is unhealthy.

But compare realism in these areas with continuing ideological preoccupation in others. Telkom is one of the most obvious candidates for privatisation. Yet we are to be deprived of the improved efficiency this would bring by an urge to subordinate sound economics to bringing telephones to people who still lack electricity and water supplies.

Other Ministers are so scared by privatisation that they hide behind mealy-mouthed, weasel-word synonyms. Others threaten wholesale reform of health and education that are sure to damage the quality of service at the top end of the market with no assurance of bringing the improvements at the lower end that all agree are vital.

The divide, broadly, is between those who've come to realise that without economic growth general upliftment is impossible - they don't care what colour the cat is as long as it catches the mice - and those who have not shaken off the baggage of the liberation era.

Let's hope both groups heed Reserve Bank Governor Chris Stals's remarks this week (see Economy) on the need to create an investor-friendly environment to overcome macro-economic limitations imposed by apartheid (though Stals didn't put it quite that way) that emerge whenever the growth rate tries to get above 3%-4% (It's ironic, incidentally, that Stals sounds more guarded than Manuel about relaxing exchange controls).

The "freedom bonus" has worn off. As a US visitor pointed out this week, money is not the problem. Worldwide, there's generally more money than there are attractive investment projects, so money flows are determined by other things.

In any event, our institutions have cash flows so much stronger than in most developing countries that we really don't need foreign cash. We do need technical know-how, of which we have been deprived for too long, and fair access to foreign markets.

Which brings us right back to where we started. We will get neither the growth that alone will allow upliftment nor the international status we would otherwise merit unless the voices of sanity and moderation prevail in government policy-making.
LEADING ARTICLES

Lines a year — a sixfold increase on current growth. This distortion of business needs could overwhelm its ability to provide acceptable returns to future shareholders.

Nevertheless, Telkom has called for technical and financial proposals on how best it could install lines in primarily rural areas. More than 20 are being evaluated.

Telkom must also continue to accelerate the deployment of its digital network. If it does not, it could lose corporate customers, who provide most of its revenue.

With most satellites focusing on SA — and US telecommunication giant AT&T's plan to implement Africa One, a fibre optic undersea cable around Africa — circumventing Telkom's network will not be hard.

De facto competitors are already stealing lucrative business. Users of Sprint/Diners cards, for instance, tap into call-back operators, which use SA telephone companies to make international connections at low US rates. Corporates also use computer networks and private satellite links to carry data and telephone calls around the world.

With massive capital demands, one way of injecting money, skills and technology is equity restructuring. "We need money and an equity partner with global connections," admits chairman Dikgang Moseneke.

With its potential to become a hub for sub-Saharan telecommunications, Telkom is not short of suitors. But Clark is not interested in shotgun weddings. "We must do what will best suit Telkom in the long term. Because of emerging global alliances, choosing a partner will automatically shut out a whole load of other global players." A suitable partner must have skills in delivering systems in developing countries.

Telkom — like other traditional phone companies — is increasingly buffeted by a variety of forces as telecommunications, video and broadcasting, consumer electronics and computing industries converge.

The continuing trend of mergers and alliances looks set to create three or four global camps. Each is aggressively fighting for market share in the development of the information superhighway. "These forces recognise no national borders and are already having an impact on SA," says Clark.

While up to 20% of Telkom could be sold to a partner, Clark points out that the more shares that are held back initially, the better long term. "We could sell more at a later date, when Telkom is better valued."

But there's no guarantee that Telkom will benefit from such a sale. As seller, government could put the money into the state coffers. In the financial year ended March, Telkom paid R2.55m dividend and R49.9m tax to government. Its revenue was R9.9bn.

Because equity restructuring cannot be segregated from government plans on privatization and regulation of the telecom industry, Moseneke, Clark and Jordan are working in close partnership.

But Jordan has reiterated on numerous occasions that he will not follow the route of full competition. He argues that Telkom is a national asset that must be protected. If its more lucrative activities are not protected, he says, competitors will skim these businesses and Telkom will not be able to honour its RDP obligations.

Clark agrees that a prerequisite is a regulatory framework that will protect Telkom's high-value business in the short term. He says that, while new technologies and global forces will continue to put pressure on regulated markets, competition in core services should be phased in.

But many would like to see a more open market immediately. "There is no question that competition on core services will sharpen Telkom," says MTN CE Job Beek.

He complains that the cellular phone firm is forced to use Telkom's backbone network to link its base stations and for long-distance calls. "Cellular telephony would be much cheaper, and lines more readily available, if we were free to link into the Transnet and Eskom networks."

Eskom has an extensive telecommunications infrastructure running along SA's electricity grid. Transnet has infrastructure along railway tracks and at ports and airports. Regulation bars both utilities from offering their networks to outsiders.

"Competition isn't working in the cellular industry," says Beek. He points out that, in just one year, the industry has signed more than 320,000 subscribers — an impressive feat considering that, in the more than 100-year history of telephony in SA, there are only 3.8m working phone lines.

Beek adds that MTN and rival Vodacom generated R150m additional revenue for Telkom and that, while Telkom mutually expected to lose money, it has gained handsomely at no additional cost.

Throughout the world, the effects of privatization and competition are being felt with compelling positive results for end-users. Formerly closed telecom markets are opening up to improve services, increase line penetration and attract necessary foreign investment and technical know-how.

Foreign companies have found their way in, telephone companies are being listed on stock exchanges and competition is fierce — resulting in prices plummeting and one-time monopolies scrambling to stay on the technological cutting edge. This trend has repeated itself in the US, Britain, Australia, New Zealand and the Asian Pacific countries. Deregulation will take longer in SA.

While Clark's restructuring plans are expected to succeed in making Telkom more businesslike, it remains to be seen whether government will open up the market once the company is able to stand on its own feet. Even if it does not, new technologies and global forces will make a mockery of a protected environment.
Lines a year - a sixfold increase on current growth. This distortion of business needs could overwhelm its ability to provide acceptable returns to future shareholders.

Nevertheless, Telkom has called for technical and financial proposals on how best it could install lines in primarily rural areas. More than 20 are being evaluated.

Telkom must also continue to accelerate the deployment of its digital network. If it does not, it could lose corporate customers, who provide most of its revenue.

With new satellites focusing on SA - and US telecommunication giant AT&T's plan to implement Africa One, a fibre optic undersea cable around Africa - circumventing Telkom's network will not be hard.

De facto competitors are already stealing lucrative business. Users of Sprint/Nextel cards, for instance, tap into call-back operators, which use US telephone companies to make international connections at low US rates. Corporates also use computer networks and private satellite links to carry data and telephone calls around the world.

With massive capital demands, one way of injecting money, skills and technology is equity restructuring. "We need money and an equity partner with global connections," admits chairman Dikgang Moseneke.

With its potential to become a hub for sub-Saharan telecommunication, Telkom is not short of suitors. But Clark is not interested in shotgun weddings. "We must do what will best suit Telkom in the long term. Because of emerging global alliances, choosing a partner will automatically shut out a whole load of other global players." A suitable partner must have skills in delivering systems in developing countries.

Telkom - like other traditional phone companies - is increasingly buffeted by a variety of forces as telecommunication, video and broadcasting, consumer electronics and computing industries converge.

The continuing trend of mergers and alliances looks set to create three or four global camps. Each is aggressively fighting for market share in the development of the information superhighway. "These forces recognise no national borders and are already having an impact on SA," says Clark.

While up to 20% of Telkom could be sold to a partner, Clark points out that the more shares that are held back initially, the better long term. "We could sell more at a later date, when Telkom is better valued."

But there's no guarantee that Telkom will benefit from such a sale. As seller, government could put the money into the State's coffers. In the financial year ended March, Telkom paid R225m dividend and R98m tax to government. Its revenue was R9,9bn.

Equity restructuring cannot be segregated from government plans on privatisation and regulation of the telecom industry. As such, Clark and Jordan are working in close partnership.

But Jordan appreciates that, as a full competitor, it is a national asset. "It's more lucrative for the companies to be able to stand on their own feet. Even if it does not, new technologies and global forces will make a mockery of a protected environment.
Post Office spreads wings

THE South African Post Office is aiming to provide a comprehensive postal service with the establishment of 6,000 postal outlets countrywide.

The Post Office also plans to open 1,000 Postpoint outlets in host businesses — Staff Reporter
Mail delivery disrupted (2 of 2) scan 20/8/95

BY JUSTICE MALALA

Postal deliveries in parts of the country were disrupted yesterday after 3000 workers marched through Johannesburg city centre and others embarked on various forms of industrial action to press home demands over restructuring and retrenchments.

Post office officials said yesterday that in Gauteng there was no mail delivered in the Johannesburg city centre, north Rand, Orlando and areas on the East Rand. On the West Rand there were no deliveries in Florida and Roodepoort.

Operations were expected to return to normal today.

The main reason for yesterday's action was the decision by the SA Post Office to move the mail centre in Jeppe Street to Ormonde, south of Johannesburg. This has meant that about 500 people have been made redundant.

BY BOBBY BROWN

South Africa's postmaster-general of two years, Petrus Oosthuizen, will serve his last day with the Department of Post and Telecommunications tomorrow when his contract expires.

Oosthuizen, who joined the department as a regulator in 1993 and who became postmaster-general that same year, is an advocate and will be rejoining a Pretoria law firm of which he is a partner.

The department, under Minister Pallo Jordan, has been advertising for the position for the past few weeks and it is likely that an acting postmaster-general will be appointed after tomorrow.

Oosthuizen said his job involved the daily regulation of telecommunications, licensing of cellular phone companies and the adjudication of tenders, among others things.
Stiff telecommunications deadline set

Melanie Sorgeam
267
00 10/3/95

GOVERNMENT's bid to "fast track" implementation of new telecommunications laws was ambitious and would be at a rate three times that managed by any other country, according to industry sources.

Posts and Telecommunications Minister Pali Jordan said at Friday's launch of a government Green Paper on telecommunications policy that comments "from anyone, anywhere" must be submitted by September 15, so a White Paper be prepared by November for tabling in Parliament early next year.

Industry sources were sceptical about the deadlines being met, with some saying the bureaucracy involved in dealing with hundreds or thousands of submissions would be too great.

Siemens joint MD Geoff Hanebach said the process of laying down similar rules and regulations had taken up to four years in other countries.

But Centre for the Development of Information Technology Policy's Andile Ngaba was confident that infrastructure was in place to handle the process.

Many bidders for Telkom's R3bn 1-million rural telephone line tender were present at the launch, and speculated that because the contract would be "the most visible RDP-type project yet implemented by government", it was likely to be steamrollered through. About 23 consortia are expected to submit documents. The tender closes on Friday.

Jordan said the 1-million lines project

Continued on Page 2
Theft racket in postal service

Sowetan Lowveld Bureau

A ROUTINE query about lost post by Sowetan’s Mpumalanga bureau has uncovered a cheque theft syndicate allegedly responsible for fraud amounting to thousands of rand within the Nelspruit Post Office.

Post office investigator Mr Andrew Haze yesterday confirmed the syndicate’s existence and said that one of its members has already been dismissed from service for his involvement.

“A complaint from the public enabled us to catch the suspect red-handed. He was immediately disciplined and dismissed from service with us. The matter has been handed over to the police for a criminal investigation,” Haze said.

“The culprit, however, is only one member of a syndicate operating in Mpumalanga. We don’t yet know the full extent of our losses, but we won’t tolerate even the slightest transgressions by our employees,” he said.

According to Nelspruit Post Office Postmaster Mr Ben Khoza, the syndicate consists of post office employees who steal post containing cheques during the sorting process.

To date, only temporary workers have been implicated but a full investigation has still to be conducted.

“We are looking at the integrity of all our employees. They deal with public property here and we can’t allow any infractions if we want to retain the public’s trust,” he told Sowetan.

“Nelspruit Post Office is the hub office for the entire Lowveld region and as such is very important for our service in this area.”

The cheques were cashed at two local retail outlets, allegedly unaware that they were stolen. The post office employees are paid a percentage “commission” for stealing the cheques.

Police spokesman Colonel Johan Botha said police were investigating and that it appeared the theft problem was also being experienced at post offices elsewhere in the province.

Sowetan had gone to the post office to enquire about post that had not been received.
'Telkom supplier implicated'

Malanis Sergeant
6/12/17

At least one Telkom supplier is rumoured to be implicated in the suspension on Monday of Telkom senior GM Nie van Rooyen, pending an internal audit division investigation.

Several suppliers are concerned, with two saying they are "checking carefully" on deals struck over the last few years.

Van Rooyen said he had no plans to oppose his suspension. He did not rule out the possibility of "irregularities below my level in the organization".

A top Telkom source said the investigations were focused more on personal dealings than on contracts awarded to suppliers for equipment or services.

Telkom has appointed a senior GM (finance) Stoffel Erasmus to stand in for Van Rooyen pending the investigation findings.
Grandma’s best wishes among post dumped in veld

BY TARYN LAMBERTI and PATRICK PHOSA

Little Bradley Buckley will not be receiving the £10 his grandmother sent him in the post for his birthday because it was stolen and the accompanying letter discarded in the veld in Alberton.

Aileen Damaah from Brackenhurst, Alberton, was jogging on Hennie Alberts Street last Sunday when she came across an unfranked, opened post lying in the veld.

All the post was unsealed and had not reached the Post Office.

She recognised letters that the Std 1 pupils from her daughter’s school, Kenton Primary, had written to children from another school.

“The children sent each other letters telling them about themselves as part of a project,” she said.

Damaah reported the dumped post to the Alberton and

Sad little boy … Charles’ birthday card had been torn open and dumped.

Bracken Gardens post offices later Monday morning. The respective postmasters promised to investigate the matter.

When Damaah and a friend, Mmame Smith, jogged past the same spot on Wednesday, the letters were still there. They rescued some of them and contacted the senders.

Smith got hold of Myra Hennze who said she had posted to her 2-year-old grandson, who lives in Britain, a birthday present of £10 last Saturday. She was extremely upset that the letter had been discarded and the money stolen.

The letters were not all posted in the Alberton area, some were sent from Bryanston, Kempton Park and Roodtfontein.

Among them were anniversary cards, flight confirmations, competition entries, medical aid claim forms and a child’s party invitations.

Postmaster Demus van der Mee and of the Alberton post office said he was not aware of any post ‘dumped in the veld’ and that no one had reported such a case to him.

The Bracken Gardens post office refused to comment.
Black telecom company draws foreign backers

By Andy Duffy

Pleade Investment Corporation, the merchant bank owned by Nhato Motlana's Corporate Africa Holdings, is building a major black-owned telecommunications operation, drawing in at least two international players as partners.

Pleade was involved in a deal to bring the R1.6 billion-a-year Israeli group ECI Telecom on board and is finalising tie-up talks with an unnamed European equipment supplier.

The new company — SourceCom — is chaired by Crispin Sonn, the son of Franklin Sonn, the South African ambassador in Washington and a board member of Corporate Africa.

Pleade is also negotiating to take a stake of between 20 percent and 30 percent in SourceCom, making it the largest single shareholder.

Sonn said yesterday that SourceCom would use ECI's specialist digital and data transmission products to crack a market which had been dominated by white-owned and managed corporations.

"The intention is to compete for work within southern Africa," he said.

"The telecommunications industry is central to the reconstruction and development of southern Africa." He said the company was bidding for contracts worth about R100 million from clients such as Telsis and the cellular suppliers MTN and Vodacom.

Under the ECI deal, SourceCom would create a subsidiary in which it would hold 51 percent, with ECI holding the balance.

It would create another subsidiary when the European group was brought in.

And he said the ECI joint venture would establish itself before investing "several hundred million rand" on a local manufacturing plant.

Pleade would provide the financing expertise.

Western Cape-based SourceCom was recently set up as an umbrella for privately-owned Cape equipment supply companies Forest Networking, Cormex, South Africa and Impact Integration Systems.

It has yearly sales of about R3.5 million but Sonn said the figure should rise to R100 million in the first year with both international partners on board. Other partnerships would also be pursued.
Copper theft doubles, says Telkom

Suburbs in Midrand have been hit particularly hard by the cable thieves in the latest major incident, and about 1600 subscribers in Cullinan Ridge were cut off when thieves removed 450m of underground cables on Wednesday night.

Telkom engineers worked round the clock to replace the missing cable, and the affected buildings were the Carstenshof Clinic, which has 300 lines. Telkom says the clinic is receiving priority, but it will take until tomorrow before all customers are reconnected.

On Tuesday night, 250 businesses in Chloorkop and Commercial were cut off in another incident of cable theft. Service to these customers is expected to be restored by this afternoon.

Hundreds of customers in Rabe Ridge, who have been without telephone services since July 28, will be reconnected next week at a cost of R600 000.

Telkom spokesman Gert Schoeman told The Star that the crime has already reached large proportions, with R14-million worth of cable stolen countrywide in 1994, and was almost impossible to contain. Telkom has welded down and locked many manhole covers, but the criminals are using angle grinders to cut them open.

"The culprits are well equipped and well organised, and we believe several syndicates are involved, in addition to opportunistic individuals," said Schoeman.

"Cable theft is not only taking away services to subscribers, but is also preventing new services to black townships, making it impossible for us to provide services in these areas."
Telkom MD Brian Clark has announced a new management team to oversee the utility’s R60m restructuring and re-engineering programme. The intention over the next 18 months is to reorganise the state-owned company into more efficient, customer-focused business units. Non-core services such as restaurants, security, construction and workshops will be spun off.

Political and business pressures have persuaded Clark to reshape Telkom’s management committee, formerly dominated by white Afrikaans-speaking males. "The new appointments are more representative of the diverse demographics of our customer base and have extensive experience in, and knowledge of, telecommunications."

Besides Clark, who stays on as MD, only four other members of the original eight-man management committee retain executive management positions.

They are Ben Bets, Janne Zaanman and Ryhme Greeff — each will head one of the new business units — and Stoffel Erasmus, who is now Clark’s assistant and responsible for special projects and selected corporate functions.

Derek Fyfe will take up the new non-executive position of technology strategist.

Meanwhile, senior public relations GM Johan Adler has resigned. Keith Rhodos, of public relations firm TWS, is acting head of public affairs. An appointment will be made soon. Nic van Rooyen, Telkom’s senior GM for support services, who was suspended in July following an internal audit investigation, has not yet been reinstated.

Telkom’s new business units and their heads are:

- Corporate sector: Tony Leng, previously MD of credit-checking firm Information Trust Corp. Prior to this, Leng was an audit manager with a California-based consulting group on mergers and acquisitions.
- Residential and consumer: Ben Bets, a long-time Telkom executive who was chief operations executive.
- Network and technology: the choice of Hannes Steyn, Altech Telecoms and Systems Group chief operating officer, comes as a surprise because of Altech’s controversial 15-year supply contracts with Telkom. Steyn has also worked as procurement director and senior GM for Armco.
- International: Ryhme Greeff, previously senior marketing GM, and
- Directories (to be established next April): Janne Zaanman, currently senior GM for management services.
Temps employed for mail backlog

Mduudzi ka Harvey

The SA Post Office has employed more than 100 temporary staff this week in an attempt to clear the backlog in the delivery of mail.

SA Post Office spokesman Flip Eksteen said some of its divisions had been moved to the new Witpoortjie office in Ormonde, Johannesburg. "Five areas of the postal services had been looked into and the SA Post Office had decided to move the non-standardised letter division, the insured parcel section, customs division and the national transport division to the same place.

For logistical reasons it would be impractical to move mail sorting activities to Ormonde," he said.

The urgency of getting the postal system on track followed a warning by the Receiver of Revenue last month, warning taxpayers not to depend on the postal services when making payments, as there were sometimes delays of up to two months in mail delivery.
Slack postal service disrupts rights offers

Yuri Thumbran

THE sharp drop in efficient postal services has caused severe disruptions to recent rights offers.

"SA is trying to be investor-friendly and there have been changes to the stock exchange in line with international trends, but at the end of the day the post office can foul up everything," says Raymond Manoom of Martin & Co.

Companies affected and which had to use helplines to reach shareholders during rights issues included Iscor and NSA Investments Stationery group Waltons and its holding company Walhold had to set up a special helpline for shareholders who did not receive mail paid letters on time.

MD Prank Roberts said the rights issue, which closed today, was severely affected by recent strikes, but the JSE had refused to extend the rights offer.

The company had to issue a notice yesterday giving shareholders information on its helpline to assist them.

SA Post Office spokesman Ben Roedtman said there had been labour unrest during the time that documentation for the Waltons and Walhold rights offers were posted.

A countrywide protest march on August 29 by four trade unions had affected postal operations and delivery.

Continued on Page 2

Postal service

Continued from Page 1

Postal service standards had been unacceptable.

He said the post office had called on companies planning large mailings to contact the sales managers in each region for assistance. The sales manager in Johannesburg had called on Waltons in the past, but was not contacted to assist with the recent rights offer.

The service was expected to be up to standard in the next two days.

Spokesman Flip Eksteren of the Group covered mail sorting centres, and the exchange had recommended, where possible and without increasing the risk of exposure, that listed companies extend the cut-off date for receipt of late postal acceptances that were postmarked on or before the close of the offer/election period.
Gloom as postal service stutters

BY PRISCILLA SINGH

The closure of 41 post offices in Gauteng last month has angered ratepayers who complain they are not receiving their mail regularly and are forced to travel to branches further away.

The Parkhurst Village Association, which also represents the ratepayers' body, fought in vain against the decision to close their branch.

Their chairman, Alexa Renaud, said that residents had not been getting their mail regularly in their boxes since the closure, in spite of assurances from authorities that box deliveries would remain uninterrupted.

"Many of the residents are pensioners and now have to go to the Greenside Post office to pay telephone accounts or pick up registered mail."

"They do not have their own transposed and there is no connecting bus service between the two areas, forcing the residents to take a bus into town, another one to Greenside, a bus back into town and finally take another one home to Parkhurst," said Renaud.

She added that last week the pillar box with outgoing mail was actually spilling out with letters and had not been emptied for four days.

Postal chaos was also prevalent in Edenvale, where three post offices closed down, and residents have complained of inconsistency in receiving mail and also getting letters addressed to others.

In Kensington, eastern Johannesburg, residents relied heavily on the now-closed Kagney and Byladdyway post offices for their postal requirements.

Noywood residents have also been protesting about the closure of the Grand Park post office.

The Witwatersrand PO spokesman Flip Eksteen said he acknowledges there is a problem, with mail being backlogged twice the move to the new Oranpride offices.

"But a move of such a large mail operation on this scale cannot go without a hiccup. We are working 24 hours a day to clear the backlog. Residents will receive their delayed mail and current mail within a day or two."

Eksteen apologised to residents and asked them to be patient.

Regrettably, there was nothing that could be done about the closure of the 41 post offices "which were not cost-effective."

He added that 40% of the total income of the SA Post Office comes from Johannesburg.
Telkom not keen on strong foreign stake

Chairman sees limit of 30 percent

ALIDE DASNOS
Business Editor

TELKOM would probably not allow a foreign partner a stake of more than 30 percent, chairman Dikgang Moseneke has said.

But the exact size of the foreign stake was still open to discussion, he told delegates to the Southern Africa Investment Summit in Johannesburg earlier this week.

"We haven't zeroed in on a specific figure," he said.

The National Economic Development and Labour Council (Nedlac) would contribute to the decision.

Telkom was already in the process of restructuring. Mr Moseneke said that between 15 000 and 18 000 employees were involved in the outsourcing of the parastatal's non-core activities — including cleaning, security, civil engineering and 42 restaurants — to new business units.

Negotiations with the unions had been "tumultuous", but the plan should be complete by March, 1996.

Telkom would support the new business units for five years.

The second phase of restructuring involved the setting up of business units to get ready for competition — "which we can't ward off for more than three to five years," Mr Moseneke said.

Telkom hoped to increase the number of access lines opened each year from 200,000 to 1 million, by putting contracts out to tender.

Four of the parastatal's eight top managers had already been changed as part of the restructuring process.

"But restructuring does not equal privatisation," Mr Moseneke emphasised.

"Telkom will have a strategic equity partner, but with a minority stake. The rest will be firmly held by the state.

Diversification of ownership was a priority, along with efficiency and sustainable growth.

With only one percent of companies listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange held by black South Africans, "any privatisation that doesn't pander to the need to have black people introduced into the economy will obviously not do," Mr Moseneke said.
Truck drivers still defiant

THE Turning Wheel Workers' Union today vowed it would not be "sidetracked by enemy agents or the authorities".

This was seen as a thinly veiled threat that the union would not adhere to transport minister Mac Maharaj's appeal for no more freeway blockades.

The union is in a wage dispute with Maunline Carriers which has led to the dismissal of about 100 workers.

"There is a groundswell of anger among the workers," said national organiser Ben Petersen.

"What form it will take I don't know, but the workers are determined to do anything in their power."

Mr Maharaj and the nine provincial transport ministers warned the union this week that police had been instructed to use as much force as necessary to prevent road blockades.

Mr Petersen said this was tantamount to a denial of freedom of expression.
Townships go cellular

CELLULAR telephones are proving to be the latest "yuppie toy" in the townships, with Khayelitsha, Guguletu and Mitchells Plain listed as the busiest call areas in the city, cell phone companies claimed yesterday.

Vodacom managing director Mr Alan Knott-Craig said many township residents were entrepreneurs who needed to be available while they were on the road.

This was seconded by MTN chief executive Mr John Beck who said "taxi phones" installed in minibus taxis were also huge income generators.

Many township dwellers have never had telephones and have found it quicker to link up to a cellular network than to apply through the conventional channels, he added.

Townships in other provinces were also "extremely busy".

• People using cell phones in cars could be prosecuted under existing legislation, Minister of Transport Mr Mac Maharaj said yesterday.

PICTURE: ANNE LAING
Telkom must expand to face external competition

STAFF REPORTER

TELKOM should expand its internal market by increasing its client base to include all potential subscribers in South Africa if the corporation hoped to survive the "chilly winds" of international competition.

This was the message from Minister of Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Dr Pali Tshabalala who attended a lunch in Simon's Town to celebrate the completion of the Good Hope Nature reserve telecommunications project. More than 300 telephone poles and overhead wiring were removed from the reserve and replaced by a digital radio system.

"Our policy aims at producing an internationally competitive Telkom. This will only come about to the extent that Telkom serves the majority of South Africans," he said.
Telephone not a privilege, but a right for all South Africans, says Jordan

By COLIN DOUGLAS

Cape Town – Access to telephones is a right to which every citizen should be entitled, rather than a privilege which may be purchased at a price, says Pall Jordan, Minister of Posts and Telecommunications.

Jordan was speaking at a Telkom function at Miller’s Point this week to celebrate the installation of environmentally-friendly digital radio telecommunications in the Cape of Good Hope Nature Reserve.

“On the surface, telecommunications may appear to be a luxury when weighed against the demands for clean water, secure shelter, education and health care. But the experience of numerous countries demonstrates that economic growth, which is the prerequisite for the availability of all these, will be difficult, if not impossible, to attain in the absence of an efficient telecommunications network.”

Referring to his refusal to allow foreign companies to compete with Telkom in the near future, Jordan said: “Only by rooting itself firmly among the people of this country can this State-owned corporation hope to survive the chilly winds of international competition.”

“This implies that Telkom must expand its internal market among all its potential customers – millions of South Africans who today have no telephone services.”
THE Post Office is in trouble. And because it's in trouble, so is everyone who looks to the Postal Service for help.

Consumer Reporter Nikki Whitfield reports.

Using the track a train system, it's not unusual to have a ticket in your pocket for weeks and not be able to use it because the Post Office is closed. However, with the recently opened new mail order service, the Post Office is aware of the problem and is working to fix it. However, the new mail order service is not yet working well enough to be considered a reliable alternative to the tracking system.

In the meantime, the Post Office is experiencing delays in delivering mail. The Post Office has stated that the delays are due to a backlog of mail that has accumulated over the past few months. The Post Office has also stated that they are working to improve their delivery times.

Despite these issues, the Post Office continues to operate. The Post Office has stated that they are working to improve their delivery times and that they are making progress in addressing the problems that have been identified.

The Post Office is a critical service that is relied upon by millions of people every day. It is essential that the Post Office be able to deliver mail efficiently and reliably.

In the meantime, the Post Office is working to improve its delivery times and to address the issues that have been identified. It is essential that the Post Office continue to work to improve its delivery times and to address the issues that have been identified.

The Post Office is a critical service that is relied upon by millions of people every day. It is essential that the Post Office be able to deliver mail efficiently and reliably.

In the meantime, the Post Office is working to improve its delivery times and to address the issues that have been identified. It is essential that the Post Office continue to work to improve its delivery times and to address the issues that have been identified.
Telkom axes IBM for failure to deliver

Reports by Melanie Sergeant

IN LINE with its new business approach, Telkom is taking a harder line on non-delivery from its suppliers.

IBM SA, which won the R12m-plus tender to install Telkom's new voice mail system in November last year, has been kicked off the job for not being able to deliver on time.

IBM's industry executive for telecommunications and media Carl Roberts says, "We offered the voice mail system as a concept which works on a platform on which would be based other 'value added services ranging from intelligent networking to debit card payment systems.'

While the original tender was worth around R12m, this figure was set to grow as the system was developed.

"Having awarded the tender to IBM on specification, we are forced to deliver to spec, so have to take second in line. The system was due for delivery on April 1 this year, an extension was granted to June, and by July they were given notice," said Telkom's regulatory affairs executive Pinky Moholi.

According to the tender documents, Telkom is covered for costs incurred plus consequential loss—that is, valuable time lost.

Roberts says, "We had difficulties in our development labs in France, which meant we could not deliver the system with all its functions on time, and unfortunately for us Telkom couldn't wait for us to fix the problem.

"The system, as originally specified, would not have been available before the end of this year or by early 1996, but we offered to provide an equivalent functional system by the end of September. The stand-in system would have meant that the service was delivered via the use of different technology and in a different way from that which was originally specified."

 Asked about the IT industry's reputation for promising solutions which it cannot always deliver in time, he says, "What we had was a system which, in a different form, has operated elsewhere, but changes were needed to be made to the system to make it operate in this environment. This called for new development and we ran into difficulties."

Roberts says the system which IBM has working is used at Q-Tel (QuebecTel) in Canada where it is running in an environment which is not redundant, operating on a single machine. For Telkom, the requirement was for the system to be split over multiple systems, a move which called for significant changes to be made in many aspects of the software design.

"With one of our business partners, we have also developed a system for AGT in Alberta in Canada for about 500 000 subscribers, and while the software is different it is working with IBM products and is working well," says Roberts. He declines to estimate how much IBM has spent over the past 10 months on developing the system, but says that the development of the platform will continue as it is "a strategic part of our value added services platform going into the future, and we'll continue to perfect it.

"It is difficult to estimate the number of people working on this development. Locally, six people were working on the project, but there were many more if one takes into account the development group of around 30 people in France which were working on it, plus a few people based at IBM in Germany."
Extortion forces Telkom to stop phone installation

BY STAFF REPORTER

The project to provide telephone services to Orange Farm, south of Johannesburg, has been suspended following "extortion" of Telkom contractors by self-proclaimed leaders.

Telkom said today there was extortion in other towns as well, and the provision of services to disadvantaged communities as part of its RDP commitment could be under serious threat.

The corporation's Witwatersrand spokesman, Gert Schoeman, said contractors hired to lay cables are under siege from "self-proclaimed community leaders" who are disrupting projects to such an extent that many contractors are threatening to abandon sites.

He said community leaders were adopting extortion tactics, forcing contractors to employ excessive numbers of local labourers on a commission basis by the "labour bureaus" they operated. There are also reports of demands being made to pay "marshals" to protect projects from criminals.

Schoeman said the situation was of grave concern. "The moment contractors say they can't take it any more, you have a big problem. And we have to make use of contractors to handle the demands of the RDP."

He said many contractors were facing bankruptcy. One was forced to pay a so-called community leader R10 000 to operate in an area, but refused to pay an extra R5 000 demanded later.

"After that, the project almost had to be called off because of ongoing thefts. Hardly a day goes by when a vehicle or cable is not stolen."

Schoeman said Telkom hoped the November elections would sort out who the real community leaders were, as this was almost impossible to determine.
SOLE SURVIVOR: A schoolgirl uses the only surviving public phone in Harare, Khayelitsha, after vandals destroyed the others.

Phone vandals cut ‘lifeline’ to community

Unemployment blamed

Staff Reporter

UNEMPLOYMENT and poverty have been blamed for constant vandalising of public telephones which is increasing steadily and costing Telkom huge amounts of money.

Tia Hugo, Telkom’s communications manager, said “There is not a month that goes by that we don’t have to fix phones that have been vandalised.”

The damaged telephones were completely useless and, in some cases, beyond repair.

Ms Hugo said while vandals usually broke telephones to get at the coins inside, the pickings were in fact poor considering that coin boxes were small and Telkom staff emptied them regularly.

The scrap metal was also not very valuable.

She said the cost of installing public telephones varied from area to area. In some cases not only telephones had to be installed, but cables which was costly.

But public telephones were a community service and when they were damaged, the vandals were inconveniencing entire communities.

Ms Hugo said “We consult various community groups from different areas about public phone installations and work very closely with them. Not repairing phones would be an injustice to the community.”

The public telephones were a lifeline in some communities, once the lines of communication were broken, there was no way people could contact the police in emergencies.

Although Telkom worked closely with the police, it was mostly impossible to track down the culprits.

In the past two years Telkom had broadened its service extensively and this made it difficult for police to watch all areas.

Ms Hugo said Telkom had taken various measures to prevent the constant vandalising of telephones.

EMPTY COIN BOX: Michael Khayi of Harare in Khayelitsha inspects the phone after vandals broke it to get the coins

Booths were designed to allow for user privacy, at the same time enabling people to see what was going on inside and outside and safer locations were being examined to make the telephones more visible.

“The phones are fitted with an intelligence device which is linked to a computer network. If telephones are being tampered with, the device will notify head office immediately.

“The ultimate solution to the problem is the phasing out of commodities phones and the installation of card phones only. This will eliminate the incentive for vandals.”
Dynamic opening for Plessey on JSE

SANKORP's telecommunications operating, Plessey Corporation, made a dynamic debut on the JSE's electronics sector yesterday as traders pushed and showed each other to strike deals.

"There was a lot of excitement and the opening share price was right in the middle of our expectations," sponsoring broker Fleming Martin's corporate finance head, Sam O'Leary, said.

The share was listed at 580c after being offered to shareholders at 450c. It finished yesterday's session at 600c. Just more than 5 million shares worth R30m changed hands in 703 deals, and the share topped the JSE's list of the day's most valuable trade.

Stage — people who buy shares only to sell them at a profit on the opening day — and institutional traders dominated the floor as many private investors watched from the gallery.

Sponsoring broker Senechal Mouton & Kotchoff's analyst Richard Muller said the share had made an "excellent" debut. Many investors — unable to get the exposure they wanted to the share, owing to heavy demand — bid scrambled for large lots of stock. The preferential offer to selected clients and business associates of shares worth R2 5m was 85.6% subscribed — and

Plessey
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this would have been higher but for postal delays, he said. The public offer for shares worth R107.5m was subscribed almost 20 times.

It is expected the share to come out of the market at between 550c and 650c. When the dust has settled it should reach a more stable level above 550c. The general trend in the electronics industry is up but competition for Telkom contracts could be fierce.

But another analyst, who did not want to be named, and the group faced considerable competition from Alcatel and Reuterford, said if AVT starts looking in this direction Plessey's future may begin to cloud over. In the short term, however, it had a good order book and was set to show good profit.

Edward West reports from Cape Town that Ukhosi Investments, a private investment company formed recently for black entrepreneurship in the Western Cape, had bought 500 000 shares in Plessey. It was Ukhosi's first major investment and it planned to work closely with Plessey on selected future ventures, said Ukhosi executive director Lizo Ngekoko.
Cutting the cost of bad debt is high on the agenda at Telkom.

Telkom's credit scan

Karen Harrison

Telkom reports a strict focus on the receivables department, as it is high on the agenda at Telkom.
Strategies shift in telecom arena

Local telecommunication authorities can’t quite decide on their policies
Leon Perlman reports

VIRTUALLY the entire ensemble of South African telecommunications Who’s Who assembled at Telecom 95, the International Telecommunications Union’s (ITU) seventh World Telecommunications Forum and exhibition. Cynics strategy shifts in our telecommunications policy filtered through during the nine day event

Heled at the massive Palexpo arena in Geneva, Switzerland, the quadrennial event is regarded as the world’s most important forum for telecommunications policy and technology. Some 1 066 exhibitors and over 130 000 visitors attended the event. It was the first year in which South Africa has participated as a full member of the ITU.

President Nelson Mandela, who gave the keynote address at the opening, headed the large South African contingent. In his speech, he appeared to echo the antipathy expressed by Post and Telecommunications Minister Pallo Jordan towards what appears to be the unstoppable global trend towards deregulation and opening up of traditionally closed markets to competition. Europe has committed to wholesale deregulation and privatisation of state telecommunications companies by 1998.

Mandela said: "Many developing countries face difficulties in raising capital for their existing operators. There is consequently pressure on governments to throw open their doors to international competition. This calls for great care, to avoid jeopardising local services unable to compete with powerful international operators."

Observers at Telecom 95 interpreted Mandela’s remarks as indicating that the loosening of Telkom’s grip on telecommunications was not in the best interests of the Reconstruction and Development Programme and would not be considered any time soon.

Jordan has in the past referred by name to United States telecommunications monopolies AT&T and Sprint as examples of predatory investors which could undermine Telkom’s profit base. He sees this as eroding Telkom’s ability to provide so-called Universal (telecommunications) Services to underprivileged and under-served areas.

"Telecommunications cannot be simply treated as one commercial sector of the economy, to be left to the forces of the free market," Mandela told the packed opening session. But he left the door open to possible alliances between Telkom and Global Partners which he said could inject capital and expertise. During one of the strategy sessions, Jordan referred to the need for an independent Telecommunications Authority that would "level the playing field". Again, he repeated his anti-competition theme: "Days later, however, he appeared to soften his antipathy.

He was quoted in the official Telecom 95 daily as saying that "the objective is universal service. If competition is what we need to get universal service, then we’ll have competition."

Of the much-touted Telecommunications Green Paper, Jordan said: "We have avoided looking at models in other countries and hence have rather sought the route of public consultation. It might not necessarily be the best route, but it will produce a result that everyone can live with."

And even if the regime that evolves out of that is faulty, it will ensure a sense of ownership."

Mandela also announced that South Africa will host Africa Telecom 98, the regional version of Telecom 95, at the Gallagher Estate in the spring of 1998.
Telecommunications

The Green Paper mutiny

With at least R100bn needed to extend telephone services to 35% of the population, staff of the Department of Posts & Telecommunications have called for an end to Telkom's monopoly of fixed-wire services by June 1999.

Only competition will improve efficiency, accelerate network roll-out and introduce new sources of funding, say their proposals to the telecommunications Green Paper. But opening the market to a second telephone operator in less than four years may be too soon for department boss, Posts & Telecommunications Minister Pallo Jordan.

He says that though members in his department are entitled to contribute to the Green Paper, "only the Minister has the right to speak on behalf of his department." Jordan is not prepared to open Telkom to full competition until the utility is able to fend off overseas competitors that intend to "cherry-pick" its lucrative services. He insists that Telkom must be protected in the "short to medium" term but will not be drawn on how long this may take. "It won't be determined by me. It will be determined by the technology out there."

Members of his department are more prescriptive. In their Green Paper submission — signed by acting Postmaster-General JH (Boet) van Loggerenberg — they say the market should be opened in phases with a second telephone operator licensed by June 1999.

The report says that because Telkom has the sole right to provide public fixed network telecommunication services, it must also provide "universal service" on its own — something it cannot afford.

With only nine telephones per 100 people, compared with the "universal service" goal of 35 per 100, there is a shortfall of more than 10m. An extra four million lines (which would take 10 years for Telkom to install) would cost at least R20bn in current rand value and at the current rate of capital expenditure.

"For Telkom to provide the required 10m telephones, an investment of funds in the network many times the current value of Telkom would be required," says the report.

But Telkom is restricted from generating more funds for network expansion. It cannot increase tariffs because these are already too expensive for most people. It is also limited in borrowing capital because of its unacceptably high debt-equity ratio and cannot issue share capital because of government policy.

Only additional telecommunication service providers would provide the resources and capital needed for network expansion.

On June 1 1996, the report says, Telkom should be allowed to sell a 20% equity stake to prepare for competition. On October 1 1997, two more cellular phone licences should be issued (one of which should be reserved for a black consortium), the provision of telecom links required by cellular companies deregulated, and three national public payphone licences issued (one reserved for black business) and value-added networks allowed with full resale of capacity.

Radio trunking

Even money?

Carfone Natal launched its R10m radio trunking network — which it has named after the popular UK cellular phone network — this week, more than a year after getting the go-ahead from government. But competition remains limited because the Posts & Telecommunications Department prohibits the three licensed operators — Carfone, Q-Trunk and Fleetcall — from operating nationally.

Radio trunking has been mooted for years. On issuing authority to build the networks during 1994, the department stipulated that the three companies could operate in Gauteng but no more than two competing network operators would be licensed in metropolitan areas outside Gauteng.

As a result, Fleetcall — a joint venture involving Grukker Electronics, Transnet's Transtel and Altech — was given the nod to cover the five metropolitan areas.

Q-Trunk — 70% owned by Telkom and 30% by Q-D Electronics — may mirror this coverage, except in Mants' burg and Durban.

The licence of privately owned Carfone Natal bars it from extending its network to Cape Town and Port Elizabeth.

Not surprisingly One-2-One and Q-Trunk want more. In July, in an attempt to operate a national network, Q-Trunk took Postmaster-General Ters Oosthuizen (now resigned) to court but lost on a technicality.

Acting Postmaster-General Boet van Loggerenberg says the original licence agreements were based on sufficient market size to sustain operators. Following an industry investigation, it was concluded that no more than two competing operators could be sustained in most regions, he says.

While the radio trunking market has already grown to about 40 000 users, competition is likely to increase this.

Radio trunking is an improvement on conventional two-way radio. It is aimed at closed-user groups that need to send short messages to vehicles on the road such as courier fleets, ambulances and police services, taxis and long-distance haulers. Unlike two-way radios, calls are private.
The independent-minded Marxist

PALLO JORDAN

Zwelethu Pallo Jordan occupies an unusual niche in the leadership ranks of the ANC.

He is decidedly a member of the left wing. But unlike many of his Marxist comrades, he has achieved membership of the SA Communist Party, even when, during the long years in exile, it was seen as the route to the upper echelons of the ANC.

Jordan’s political roots go back to the Non-European Unity Movement or, as it became known later, the Unity Movement, an organisation which attracted independent-minded Marxists who were not communists, including Trotskyites.

As a young man, he studied Marxism while at UCT and was later influenced by the intellectual currents which led to the emergence of the New Left in the US. He remains an independent thinker within the ANC— a Marxist who has never been tainted by servility to the SAPC and the now disbanded Communist Party of the (former) Soviet Union.

Jordan was appointed Minister of Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting by President Nelson Mandela after the ANC’s decisive electoral triumph in April last year.

He has shown his intellectual independence twice in recent years. First, in 1990, when he challenged Joe Slovo’s reassessment of communism in the now celebrated monograph, *Has Socialism Failed?*, then in 1992, when he contested the Slovo-led minority view that the ANC should agree to a transitional “power-sharing” arrangement with the then ruling National Party.

In his first article, Jordan argued that Slovo had glossed over the SAPC’s culpability in the excesses of Stalhing, citing its uncritical acceptance of the line put out by the ex-Soviet Union and its refusal to dissociate itself from aggressive and tyrannical actions by Stalin and his attendants.

In the second, Jordan disputed the premise that a compromise between the NP and the ANC was politically necessary, contending that the proposed deal obstructed the ANC’s objective of dismembering the racist state.

These intellectual disagreements with Slovo were not allowed to degenerate into personal quarrels. Jordan was a mourner at Slovo’s funeral in January and was one of a handful of ANC leaders who witnessed the interment of Slovo’s body in a Sovietan cemetery.

Jordan is respected in the ANC as a man of intellectual vigour and integrity. A member of the ANC’s national executive committee since 1985, Jordan—who has been tipped as SA’s next Foreign Minister—won respect for his principled stand against the excesses of the ANC’s dreaded security department, Mbohoko, during the armed struggle, a stand which resulted in him being detained by the men he had criticized.

His popularity and influence are reflected by his high-ranking position—fifth—on the ANC’s list of parliamentary candidates for last year’s election.

Jordan’s portfolio is vital, given the key position of communications in the modern sophisticated mail centre in Ormonde, Johannesburg, the introduction of a hub-and-spoke sorting system, and a rationalisation plan aimed at changing the Post Office from a port of refuge for “under-skilled and under-motivated whites” into an efficient, commercially competitive organisation.

Jordan thinks that many of the Post Office’s critics have failed to take account of the problems he faced, including:

- The integration of five separate postal services those of SA and the putatively independent states of Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda and Ciskei.
- The vociferous demands for parity in salaries by postal workers in the former TBVC states, and
- The forging of a single postal service from the commercialised SA Post Office with uncommercialised counterparts in the TBVC polities.

Jordan emphasises the constructive role that trade union leaders in the Post Office and Telecommunications Workers’ Association (Potaw) played in supporting him, especially in tackling the vexatious problem of equalising conditions of employment.

On the telecommunications front, Jordan is aware of the looming challenge giant international conglomerates pose to Telkom, which still enjoys the monopoly position it inherited from the previous government. He recognises that the international giants will insist whether he likes it or not.

“If you try to keep them out of the front door,” he observes, “they will come in the back door or the side door.”

But he wants to keep them out for a few more years, in the belief that Telkom needs to build up its strength for the contest to come.

He recognises that this is a race against time.

As he puts it, Telkom stands on narrow stilts. The privileged, largely white population in Gauteng. His immediate objective is to broaden the base by extending telecommunications services to the black majority.

Several observers, including the FM, think Jordan has misjudged the situation. He, however, remains cool in the face of the pending challenge, in much the same way as he does in intellectual debate.

On broadcasting, Jordan is on the side of angels. He believes there should be greater diversity and supports sizing down State-owned broadcasting.

“The apartheid State used its control of the electronic media to lecture the people, to talk at them. We must create room for the people to talk to one another.”
Telecommunications reforms must not affect jobs, minister warns

By BRONWYN WILKINSON

The demands of providing both a strong telecommunications service for an advanced economy and expanding the service to previously deprived communities were the major challenges in the restructuring of the communications sector, Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Pallo Jordan said in Brussels yesterday.

Jordan said in a speech prepared for an address to CIBRE Brussels that the restructuring of the industry had to be approached cautiously so as not to exacerbate existing social problems such as unemployment.

"The question of whether the monopoly of our publicly owned telecoms operator should be protected, while changes in the telecoms environment are implemented, has to be located within the framework of the huge developmental problems facing our country."

"We have however to be sensitive to the possible exacerbation of existing social problems, such as unemployment, which invariably must accompany restructuring."

He said the contradiction of South Africa as part Third World, part advanced industrial society, was sharply profiled in the telecommunications sector.

The telephone penetration rate was about 25 per 100 people in the white community and as little as 0.1 per 100 in the black rural areas.

One of the challenges facing his ministry was "to extend information and telecommunications systems as a basic right to most of the population while we ensure our business sector has access to the kinds of advanced information services indispensable for a modern economy."

All this had to be achieved on a democratic basis, with the consent of the public and stakeholders. The restructuring and repositioning of Telkom and other parastatals would be a vital aspect of future policy thrust in the sector.

The ministry was involved in the process of policy formation and consultation which would lead to the development of a telecommunications framework "that will encompass the best possible tools and mechanisms required to achieve our major goals in telecommunications."

"South Africa also has a fairly developed telecommunications infrastructure which, if properly restructured and regulated, and provided fair rules of competition can be developed, will be able to redress the wrongs of apartheid and help build a dynamic economy for all South Africans," he added.

Jordan said the restructuring of Telkom and other parastatals operating telecommunications networks would be a vital aspect of future policy in this sector.

The minister noted that South Africa was busy planning the restructuring of its telecommunications industry.
Stolen post in veld

By GARY COLLINS

"I could be arrested for not paying my fine," said Mr Els.

Petro Syffert, whose letter was minus a R169 postal order for her TV licence, said: "I cannot believe it, the post office is really pathetic.

Another customer expecting a parcel from Australia will have to wait. Parcel wrapping was found with the contents, customs documents and delivery notice missing.

A Post Office public relations officer Flip Eksteen said: "Four staff members at the Witpos mail centre were suspended this week after mail items were found to be vandalised. If they are found guilty they will be fired."

Customers who have not received registered or insured items posted between late September and early October can phone (011) 222 0484.

RIPPED OPEN... Paul Wagstaff with mail found in Ormonde
No rush to sell Telkom

MINISTER of Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Pallo Jordan has again poured cold water on suggestions that a sale of a stake in Telkom to foreign investors is a foregone conclusion.

Mr Jordan said in a speech in Brussels that great care was needed in restructuring the country’s monopoly telecommunications industry in order to protect all members of society, Reuters reported.

The government would not bend to “hectoring” from outsiders, he said.

Telkom is viewed as South Africa’s prime privatisation candidate. Major international telecommunications concerns, including AT&T, Cable and Wireless and Deutsche Telekom have sought local partners in a bid to strike a strategic alliance with Telkom.

It has been speculated that Telkom wants to sell an equity stake of between 15% and 20% to private sector investors in order to gain access to offshore technology and much-needed foreign capital.
MIDDELBURG. — Thieves were responsible for the loss of more than R1,4 million worth of copper wire in Mpumalanga over a period of five months, according to Telkom provincial area manager Charl Swanepoel.

Mr Swanepoel said a total amount of R1 423 481,72 had been lost between April and September this year.

He said Telkom's service levels and ability to deliver its reconstruction and development programme commitments were being hampered by the extent of copper wire theft and sabotage in the province.

Fifty Middelburg residents had their telephone service disrupted after 1km of wire was stolen and the farm Beestepan in the Middelburg district lost 2km of wire. — Sapa.
Phones installed in RDP delivery drive

Greta Steyn 25/10/95

FIFTY-six emergency telephones are being installed in the three townships that make up the Katorus area as part of the reconstruction and development programme's (RDP) special presidential project.

The first emergency phone, an orange pillar in the Mandela squatter camp, was tried out by Minister without Portfolio Jay Naidoo yesterday. Naidoo toured the three townships that make up Katorus — Katlehong, Thokoza and Vosloorus — with MPs and journalists yesterday as part of the RDP office's drive to prove that delivery is taking place.

The phones are being set up within a three to five minute walk to as many residents as possible. They have a red button for crime and emergencies needing fire engines or ambulances, and a green button for emergencies relating to municipal services such as sewerage and water.

The managers of the Katorus RDP project consulted the community before deciding on where to place the phones. The region's security co-ordinator, retired Col Albert van Driel, said: “Community participation on where the phones should be placed took twice as long as anticipated.”

Instead of kicking off at the beginning of next month, the phones will come into operation only from December 16.

Van Driel believed the phones would not be vandalised as the communities would guard them: “Two people will guard each phone at peak hours early in the morning and evening.”

About 130 temporary jobs had been created through the emergency phones project.

The project to rebuild the war-damaged Katorus, which will amount to more than R3bn over five years, is a virtual standstill earlier this year amid accusations of too much red tape and a lack of community participation.

Aside from security projects such as the phones and satellite police stations, the project managers yesterday also emphasised hostel upgrading, new housing projects and the refurbishment of damaged houses.

Naidoo declared he was satisfied with the progress made, and said the need for community involvement had caused delays.

He said critics of the RDP office’s pace of delivery should bear in mind the enormous difficulties in working in such conflict-ridden communities.

People who believed the RDP office's insistence on detailed business plans were holding up delivery should realise that they ensured delivery took place in a sustainable way.

"Not only in Katorus but throughout the country communities are taking charge of development," Naidoo said.
Don’t close post office — residents

More than 500 people sign petition of protest

Staff Reporter

ANGRY Noordhoek residents are circulating a petition to stop the closure of the 60-year-old Noordhoek post office and have threatened to make a "bug scene" if post office authorities don't listen.

So far there are over 500 signatures on the petition and the number of signatures from disgruntled residents is growing.

Residents say Telkom, which now owns the post office building, wants to use it as a telephone exchange to serve the increasing number of people moving to the area. However, Leon Diepenaar, regional manager of the post office for the Western Cape, said he knew of no plans by Telkom to take over the building.

"There is no substance to the rumour that we are closing the post office but we can confirm we have been investigating other places," he said.

"The Noordhoek post office is not ideal for a good postal service because it is too small and cramped and isolated. We close a lot of post offices every year all over the place but we have no definite plans to close this one and move the boxes. Telkom is not pushing us out. We can't close this one unless we put something else in its place."

Mr Diepenaar confirmed Telkom had investigated alternative venues, such as the Sun Valley Mall and a proposed development in Noordhoek, but nothing had come of it. "Our options are limited," he said.

Jean McSevney, a resident who has lived in the area for five years, said: "People from Ocean View come for their pensions, and locals as well as visitors use this post office. The post office won't tell us why they want to close down the service."

Telkom men held in R200m fraud

By GARY COLLINS

AN INTERNATIONAL telephone phone fraud syndicate has ripped off Telkom to the tune of R200-million in six months.

Police on Friday arrested two top Telkom officials for allegedly colluding with the fraudsters. The officials were part of a team assigned to investigate the fraud but are said to have instead leaked vital information to the syndicate.

Telkom investigators and police became suspicious that there was a leak and recruited a network of informers who infiltrated Telkom’s investigative division.

Investigations, said yesterday, had arrested 35 people, and expected to make further 50 arrests in the next few weeks. Among those expected of being involved in the syndicate were members of Telkom’s technical staff, senior Telkom officials and dozens of illegal operators.

The syndicate, operating from several overseas countries — offered international phone calls at very low rates and illegally installed phone lines in South Africa.

Telkom’s investigations first became aware of the scam when they noticed huge bills being run up on international phone lines, which had not been allocated by Telkom. One of the officials held a press conference to announce the fraud.

Telkom’s public relations officer Amanda Singleton said the total amount of the fraud was R200-million.

“Telkom’s liability, which would be paid in US dollars to phone companies in countries where the calls originated, was R200-million.”

Thus amount is the outstanding portion of the charge owed by Telkom for use of international telephone lines.

Mrs Singleton said the money would be paid out of Telkom profits.

One of the investigators said members of the syndicate had figured out how to install up to 50 more unalocated telephone lines at these addresses.

Country-to-country telephone calls were then routed via these telephone lines to international destinations.

Police said the syndicate members often had several houses complete with telephones lined up in case they had to move out at short notice.

Warrant officer Jeff Coetsee said “This scam involves vast amounts of money.”

In one instance fraudsters ran eight telephone lines for four days at a cost of R94 000.

Warrant Officer Coetsee said: “They are very sophisticated. Whenever we discover a house we find it is empty except for telephones and a few mattresses on the floor.”

It is very difficult to stop this type of crime. Only constant auditing of Telkom lines can pick up this type of fraud.”
Defrauders cost Telkom R400m over six months

Melanie Sergeant

TELKOM is urgently installing monitoring software in its exchanges to help detect fraudulent use of lines, which in the past six months has cost it R400m.

Two senior Telkom technical division staff members are to be charged with theft, housebreaking, assault and extortion today following the discovery of a telephone fraud syndicate.

A Telkom internal audit department spokesman told a news briefing at the weekend that at least 15 other employees could face charges.

Emergency electronic safeguards were being put in place, but the large number of electromechanical exchanges still in operation meant about 40% of the network would have to be monitored manually to prevent further scams, sources said.

Telkom is expecting to have to write off the estimated R300m it owes overseas telephone companies as a result of the syndicate's cut-rate international calls scam.

The spokesman said a large number of illegal aliens from Nigeria, Pakistan and other countries were being arrested in connection with the fraud. At least 35 had already been detained.

The scam involved routing overseas calls through illegal "open or unused" Telkom subscriber lines and charging cut prices.

Police spokesman Warrant Officer Jeff Coetzee said the illegal aliens were believed to have been paid R50 a day to run the operations.

Coetzee said lines were applied for for rented houses or flats and were then used to channel phone calls to overseas numbers. The defrauders moved on to new addresses, leaving high Telkom bills behind. In one instance eight lines used over four days rang up bills totaling R792 000.

Telkom staff are suspected of having tampered with meters to avoid triggering alarms on high usage operations.
probably is still in the post

If you're in SA, the Cheque
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NOTHING TO WRITE HOME ABOUT A cuent's new multi-million Rand sorting complex has yet to improve postal services

AT HALF A KILOMETRE A DAY, STEPHANIE'S LETTER TOOK 51 DAYS
Roped boy is reunited with his father

By VICTOR KHUPISO

This father of the deaf boy found tethered in a Tembisa shack has returned home.

James Mashaba was shown a copy of the Sunday Times containing pictures of his wife and child by patrons in a shebeen in Mohlabeng, Randfontein.

He immediately recognised his family and set about finding them.

This week, he was reunited with his son, three-year-old Rangi, who made headlines two weeks ago after he was found tied to a post by his mother while she went to work.

Mr Mashaba said he had been searching for his common-law wife of 11 years, Lungile Sithole, and children for the past three years.

Miss Sithole fled with their children from their home in a Lenasia squatter camp to the Winnie Mandela squatter camp after the couple fought.

When Mr Mashaba arrived at a shebeen, the patrons were involved in a heated debate on whether the woman was justified in tying up the child.

Mr Mashaba said he had joined in, telling them the mother must be crazy and, if she was his woman, he would take the children away. He was shocked, when he was shown the pictures, to discover it was his child.

The Sunday Times this week escorted him to the family's shack in the squatter camp, where he wept openly as the family were reunited.

He said he would take Rangi to be healed in traditional rites and would hire a maid to care for him.

LONG WAIT . Stephanie Bridge says it is 'pathetic' that she had to wait more than a month for a locally posted letter.
By Thabo Leshlo

Khosan X, who sent shock waves through the business community with his bid for the African Bank last week, was also involved in the R6-billion Telkom tender to lay a million telephone lines in rural areas, sources said.

The participation of Khosan's company, Trans Africa Investment Holdings (Trasaho), in the Telkom bid was through AT&T, the telecommunications giant.

Trasaho and AT&T were said to have agreed to form a separate company to handle the lucrative contract if they won.

Frank Coleman, the president of AT&T South Africa, could not be reached for comment. Khosan X declined to comment.

A total of 20 proposals had been received and were being evaluated, a Telkom spokesman said.
AT&T confirms partnership discussions with Khoisan X about Eskom tender

AT&T, the American telecommunications company, confirmed yesterday that it had discussed a partnership with Khoisan X’s Trans Africa Investment Holdings (Trasaho) regarding its R6 billion Eskom tender.

Roberta Coleman, AT&T SA’s public relations director, said Trasaho was one of the many black groups her company was considering as a partner to lay a million telephone lines in rural areas for Telkom.

She said there was no partnership between her company and Trasaho of any of the black groups as yet. “AT&T filed the tender alone. But, as part of our commitment to the RDP, we want to involve local black equity and have been talking to some of the groups.”

Khoisan X surprised the business community by taking a R200 million package to save the African Bank recently — Tsako Letsaho.
Telkom's 'hive-off' plans raise ire of unions and staff

Melanie Sergeant

TELKOM's bid to hive off its R1bn-a-year "non-core" activities, which cover transport, restaurants, workshops, security services and construction, has raised the ire of unions and staff.

The move coincides with plans for Telkom to sell off 20% of its equity.

Outsourcing consultant Joe Manchu said at the weekend there was "widespread uncertainty and a large amount of disinformation around", which was not conducive to convincing unions and staff that the move was in the best interests of making Telkom a world-class, competitive telecommunications company.

Telkom senior GM Janne Zaanman, in charge of management services, said outsourcing had become common practice among telecommunications operators worldwide.

There are 14,000 people employed in the targeted five businesses, out of a total workforce of 56,000 at Telkom.

Zaanman said the outsourced businesses would have contractual arrangements to supply Telkom with goods or services for a specific period, but would be open to offer their excess capabilities to the open market.

Although "preferred contractors" to Telkom, the businesses would be subject to service level agreements.

Telkom and the unions have already agreed on the initial stages of reconstruction, namely identifying support functions, regrouping these functions, and creating divisions.

Zaanman said the businesses could be owned by former Telkom employees, or merged with existing companies. Forming subsidiaries was "totally unfeasible." He believed there was substantial opportunity for black empowerment in the new move.

Telkom hopes that once concrete proposals are on the table, the unions will accept the outsourcing option as it would avoid closing down operations, with inevitable retrenchments.
Postal delays linked to job fears

Ingrid Salgado  

DELAYS in the postal delivery system and missing post could be attributed mainly to public servants who feared losing their jobs as a result of the transformation under way in the Post Office, SA Post Office chairman Donald Mason said yesterday.

Changes to production operations, retrenchments, affirmative action programmes and different working hours had been "too much to handle" for many employees. The Post Office was attempting to handle the process "sensitively and humanely" while also modernising its production processes.

Mason said the Post Office would be providing worldwide standards to users by early next year.

Despite complaints from a wide range of organisations and individuals, Post Office figures showed only 0.04% of mail went missing.

The Post Office said only 63% of mail delivered in the Witwatersrand region arrived within set delivery standards.
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Mandela appeals to industry leaders

By Robert Evans

Geneva—President Nelson Mandela, in a strong plea on behalf of developing countries, yesterday urged industry leaders to accept that telecommunications development could not be left purely to market forces.

His appeal, at yesterday’s opening of the seventh World Telecom Exhibition, Telecom 95, won some backing from the European Commission president, Jacques Santer, who called on rich powers to show generosity in transferring technology to poorer states.

“Given the fundamental impact of telecommunications on society and the immense historical imbalances, telecommunications must become part of the general public debate on development policies,” Mandela said.

“Telecommunications cannot be simply treated as one commercial sector of the economy, to be left to the forces of the free market.”

His remarks appeared to reflect resistance among emerging economies to a deal opening up the sector to the extent sought by the United States and some other pow-

ers in World Trade Organisation (WTO) negotiations.

“Many developing countries face difficulties in raising capital for their existing operators. There is consequently pressure on governments to throw open their doors to international competition,” Mandela said.

“This calls for great care, to avoid jeopardising local services unable to compete with powerful international operators.”

In a later speech at a forum running parallel with Telecom 95, WTO chief Renato Ruggiero called on governments and the private sector to ensure that a global telecommunications pact was completed on deadline by April next year.

But Ruggiero said it was essential that negotiators, who are to hold a high-level meeting on Friday, established safeguards to prevent abuse of market power by big operators under a world-wide liberalisation programme in the sector.

“Bennett of liberalisation would be severely constrained if we were to remain possible for dominant operators to dictate prices and control access to the infrastructure that is so critical to effective global communications,” he declared.

Nafcoc racing to meet AfBank bid deadline

By Thabo Leshilo

At least five bids had been tabled to save the collapsed African Bank, ahead of today’s deadline, curator John Louw said yesterday.

Nafcoc, which has claimed control over the bank’s fate, was racing against time to put the finishing touches to its bid to meet the deadline, said Joe Hlongwane, the organisation’s president.

Louw would not say which of the 15 parties expected to submit bids had done so.

Hlongwane said Nafcoc would submit a joint bid with the South African Commercial, Catering and Allied Workers’ Union and an unnamed banker.

“Nafcoc (and the union) want to have a new look African Bank that will properly address the issues of black empowerment and the empowerment of workers,” said Hlongwane.

The bank, which was formed by Sam Motsuenyane 20 years ago, was put under curatorship last month after being hit by bad debts amounting to R28 million for the year to March, and the effects of apparent bad management.
Government has received almost 150 proposals in response to its telecommunications Green Paper, intended to foster national debate on future policy and regulatory framework. Some, however, fear the process could become bogged down in paperwork.

There is also concern that Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting Minister Pillo Jordan has already decided to protect Telkom’s monopoly in the short term.

He has made it clear on numerous occasions that telecom policy must balance SA’s developed infrastructure with developing one. He argues that Telkom is a national asset which must be protected from overseas competitors who will “cherry pick” its more lucrative business, leaving it unable to meet its RDP commitments.

Another potential problem area is Telkom’s R60m restructuring and re-engineering programme. The State-owned operator is searching for an overseas equity partner. Telkom MD Brian Clark — who visited the International Telecommunication Union’s conference in Geneva this week — is believed to have met heads of international telecom operators.

Though Jordan has given Telkom the nod to continue its restructuring, thus causing increasing anger in the unions, a decision on Telkom’s partial privatisation, therefore, is likely to wait for telecom legislation to be passed. Other pertinent industry issues — such as competition policy and the creation of an independent telecom regulator — will also have to wait.

Respondents to the Green Paper include large and small participants in the telecom and broadcasting industry. Responses have been received from individuals apart from State-owned companies Telkom, Eskom and Transnet, SABC and its signal distribution subsidiary Sentech, cellular players Vodacom and MTN, various government departments, the SA National Defence Force, Post Office & Telecommunications Association (Potawa) and others, the ANC-aligned Centre for the Development of Information Technology Policy (CDITP), National Telecommunications’ Forum (NTF), merchant banks, and the Electronics Industry Federation.

Submissions are available to the public, says Jordan’s co-ordinator of the Green Paper task group, Willie Currey.

He says the Green Paper process is expected to cost R2.5m in administrative and consultancy fees. Canada’s International Development Research Centre and the Canadian International Development Agency will sponsor R1.5m, with the shortfall coming from the department’s budget. Costs include payments to 11 local and international consultants, rental of a Johannesburg office and publicity and printing costs.

The technical task team evaluating the proposals is made up of CDITP project co-ordinator Andile Ngcaba, Cape Town University’s Robert Brain, NTF representatives Koos Kloek, Gabriel Celli and Michael Stocks, and Potawa’s Khumbulani Mkhize.

Five international experts and a group of “eminent persons” will examine the recommendations and shape them into a White Paper. This is due to be published on March 15 and tabled in parliament, where a special committee may take the discussions further, says Currey.

Currey, who set up the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA), says lessons have been learnt from its formation and the telecom legislative process will not flounder in the same way. He plans a forum for November 20-23 to discuss issues of dissent with the major stakeholders.

Controversial issues include universal service, equity restructuring and ownership of Telkom, competition policy, the role of other State-owned companies, such as Transnet’s Transnet and Eskom (which have their own telecom networks), the regulator’s role, the design of tariff structures, allocation of the frequency spectrum and black economic empowerment.

Though Telkom’s partial privatisation hinges heavily on the eventual regulation policy, Jordan has already given the utility permission to embark on a R60m restructuring and re-engineering process.

Plans to hive off non-core activities — transport, restaurants, workshops, security services and construction, affecting 14 000 people — are well advanced. But for ideological reasons — and fearing job losses — Potawa, Telkom’s largest union, continues to make threatening noises and promises widespread industrial action.

JSE

Screen debut

A subsidiary of the Chicago Stock Exchange — MSE Integrated Systems — has been awarded the contract to supply software for the Johannesburg Stock Exchange’s screen trading system.

The automated trading system’s total cost is estimated at R20m. This includes new computers from Digital Equipment Corp and a network linking the five buildings housing stockbroking firms.

Computer specialists at broking firms canvassed by the FM complain that they have been left in the dark about details of the new system.

However, JSE information technology GM Daan Grobler says the software which remains in the buildings surrounding the JSE will be able to link their dealers’ computer terminals directly into the JSE network. Firms which choose to move out of Johannesburg’s CBD are advised to link into the JSE’s system using Trefex, a value-added network operated by IBM and Standard Bank. They also have the option of leasing their own lines from Telkom.

The automated trading system is scheduled to start replacing the JSE’s existing market floor from March. The JSE is under pressure from its new members — the banks — to have the system running within six months. But there are many sceptics who don’t believe this deadline is realistic.

Grobler concedes the schedule is tight, but points out that MSE has the experience to solve problems and that it took just four months to install its system at the Manila Stock Exchange. That contract, however, required few modifications.

MSE’s system has also been installed by exchanges in Amsterdam and Bangkok.
POST OFFICE

Sorting the problem

The Post Office is about to re-engineer its mail sorting procedures, improve postal delivery and launch an aggressive campaign to claw back business from courier companies for parcel business.

Postal delivery reached its nadir over the past few months while the Post Office moved operations out of Johannesburg to Ormonde in the southern suburbs.

Systems have been redesigned under the guidance of consulting firm Proudfoot which is credited with commercialising New Zealand's Post Office. Its target is to deliver 95% of mail within two days if addressed to somewhere in the same city, four days between cities, and five days for mail addressed elsewhere.

But the proof of the pudding is in the eating. Commerce and industry have been plagued by late deliveries which even prompted the Johannesburg Stock Exchange to issue a cautionary to its members to allow extra time for response to pre-listing statements, share options and debentures.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

offers Other complaints include late delivery of tax statements, invoices, business invitations, telephone accounts and municipal rates.

According to Post Office technology GM Quintin McGrath, the worst is over and the public can expect to see an improvement.

Several projects aimed at rejuvenating the postal service are now in place or nearing completion. Hub and Spoke, a system aimed at streamlining the mail sorting process, is currently being bedded down. Track and Trace, a registered mail system based on bar-coding technology, has been in operation since July. Excelpos, a retail banking computer system, has been plagued by delays but should be in operation by March.

McGrath says bar codes, which are electronically scanned to check articles are correctly sorted, also assists in monitoring how efficiently the Post Office handles its daily average of 7.7m articles. In the past, statistical sampling techniques were used to give a rough idea how mail loads varied.

With a computerised system, the Post Office has more accurate methods of matching its staff level with the mail load. Under the Hub and Spoke system, mail is sorted at 26 centres instead of 1600 post offices. The improvement should have the most effect in Gauteng where five operations have been consolidated into a new R40m Excelpos centre in Johannesburg's southern suburbs. The centre replaces the Post Office's Jeppe Street branch where all mail had to be delivered, its parcel section in Harrison Street, its customs section in Loveday Street, and other operations in Doornfontein and Boksburg.

The Post Office's computer activities were stepped up in 1992 when it bought Volkskas Bank's mainframe centre in Pretoria for R20m.

The move was coupled with an ambitious project to effectively turn its countrywide branches into banks by installing a massive computer network.

McGrath says the initial specification of the retail banking system was not clearly defined, forcing the Post Office and its suppliers to renegotiate the contract. Continued delays resulted in a legal dispute with lead contractor Olivetti Africa, but the issue has been settled and the system is entering its test phase.

Once in operation, Excelpos will simplify counter transactions and make postal orders and money orders more inviting.

Post Offices face competition from the growing trend of sending messages through computer networks such as the Internet. While the volume of letters and bulks sent "snail mail" could decrease, parcel volume should increase as people make their purchases using electronic catalogues.
Housing attracting interest at trade fair

John Dudi

HOUSING and telecommunications are two of several sectors to have attracted interest from US firms participating in the third annual Made in USA trade fair at Gallagher Estates, Midrand.

One exhibitor, Barnes International Trading president Lina Barnes, said her corporation was finalising plans for a housing joint venture with Cape Town-based firm Bham, Tayob & Kahn. If clinched, the deal would see the two partners co-operating in building "moderate-income" or affordable houses in the Cape townships.

The parties also planned to expand into other sectors, such as construction of schools and social infrastructure.

Barnes said she would bring a group of construction experts to the joint venture, while the Cape Town firm would provide finance for the project.

Discussions were also under way with the Northern Cape provincial government to participate in their housing projects, she said.

Bham, Tayob & Kahn is understood to be involved in plans to renovate stadiums as part of Cape Town's bid to host the Olympic Games.

Apart from the housing deal, Barnes hoped to set up a firm in SA to export pork to the Pacific Rim countries, a move which would slash transport costs for her firm.

Another US firm, Cleveland-based telecommunications operator Telecom Cleveland said a flood of interest had greeted its products, and was hoping to sell its computers, fax machines and telephones to SA in the near future.

A representative of the US commerce department at the fair, Melissa Grimm, said the fair represented one of the key initiatives by the commerce department to focus on the 10 "emerging markets", which included SA.

The department aimed to use the fair to create US/SA partnerships, especially linkages with disadvantaged SA firms.

The department's exhibition stand, displaying items from US firms, was one of those which had attracted "good interest" from SA visitors.

A good number of the 200 firms at the fair already have some form of representation in the SA market, via distribution or licensing agreements.

Des Hickman, sales manager for J Melnick & Co, which sources confectionery and grocery items from the US and Europe and sells them to major SA retail chains, said the fair — which runs until tomorrow — had helped to attract interest from neighbouring countries such as Zambia, Botswana and Malawi.

The fair has been used by companies in southern Africa to market their products to the US market.

Swaziland-based arts and crafts firm Endlotane Studios' Albert Reck said it was crucial that they introduced their products to the US market, as the regional market was too small. During the fair, he had identified a need to appoint more agents in SA.
Better African 'lines' ahead

GENEVA. — If South Africa's well-financed telephone network is discounted, the continent today has by far the worst telecommunications system in the world.

Although Africa often seems to be the last continent of telecommunications, recent positive signs indicate that the region's infrastructure may soon achieve new growth.

Line penetration, a standard measure of telecommunications development, stands at well below one line per 100 people, the continent has less than two percent of the world's telephone lines, and about three-quarters of all Africans will, on present figures, never get the chance to make or receive a telephone call.

But recent steps toward liberalisation, competition and even privatisation in the region indicate that some African nations could soon see their fortunes improve, say officials in Geneva for Telecom 95, a quadrennial meeting of key players in the industry.

"In virtually all of the countries of Africa, a heavy restructuring of the telecommunications sector is under way," says Marcel Werner, secretary of the non-profit Telecommunications Foundation of Africa.

"More and more telecommunications administrations are going ahead with liberalisation because they are unable to expand their networks as they would like."

Officials in nearly a dozen African countries have set up mobile (cellular) telephone systems, according to statistics compiled by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the United Nations agency sponsoring Telecom 95. Almost a dozen nations are considering issuing licences for cellular networks, often to private groups.

Ghana already has a second private operator for basic telecom services, Zambia, Ivory Coast, Senegal and Congo are planning at least partial privatisation of their telephone companies; and Guinea is already offering 49 percent of its national operator, according to the Massachusetts-based consultancy Pyramid Research.

Furthermore, a half-dozen projects are under way to provide high-capacity networks that would span the continent.

One, a pan-African satellite called Racsom, expects to have $180 million (R48m) in financing in place by January in order to launch a satellite in 1997. The South African network operator is looking into expanding its ties with surrounding nations.

And United States telecommunications giant AT&T is proposing an underwater fibre-optic cable that would ring the continent.

Finally, in a region notorious for allegations of poor management and misappropriation of resources, many countries have started demanding greater accountability from telephone company officials and greater transparency in their operations, says Raymond Akwule, a professor at George Mason University in Virginia in the US, who follows African telecommunications development.

Professor Akwule specifically cites Gambia and Ghana as nations that are making good progress toward better management. Such home-grown reforms,

Professor Akwule says, are the real key to further development of African telecommunications.

"The solution should be spearheaded by the Africans," he says.

"By looking within, they can change themselves."

Still, enormous problems remain. Levels of line penetration on the continent are alarmingly low. Western Europe and the US have 50 to 70 lines per 100 people. Zaire, for example, has just nine lines per 10,000.

Although no African nation could afford levels such as those seen and used in the developed world, five to 10 lines per 100 people would be economically viable, says Mr Werner.

"The demand for quality services in Africa is very high. The companies are trying to keep up with very pressing demand."

Although few would say that Africa can develop sophisticated telecommunications on its own, so far companies from developed countries have not put down much cash.

"Most of the countries are liberalising, but the politicians are scared," said Gerhard Mutti, head of Zambian Telecommunications. "They're liberalising, but there's still no money to support their promises."

One potential source of funding for Africa may come in the form of investment from WorldTel, a public-private partnership supported by the ITU.

The group will focus on specific telecommunications projects in developing nations that take concrete steps toward liberalisation of communications and foreign investment laws.
Telkom campaign aims to reduce copper cable theft

Telkom yesterday launched a print and radio advertising campaign to counter theft of its telephone lines for the copper wire, particularly in the Witwatersrand, Telkom communications manager Gert Schoeman said.

The campaign, to run until the end of November, is aimed at gaining the support of the community.

Leaflets and posters will be distributed in affected areas.

Theft of copper cable, which cost the company R14-million last year, is often not regarded as a serious crime, Schoeman said in a statement.

Schoeman said the Witwatersrand region was the most seriously affected, followed by KwaZulu-Natal.

Since the beginning of the year, cable worth R5.1-million had been stolen in 688 incidents in the Witwatersrand, compared to last year's figure of R3.3-million.

Information on cable theft can be supplied to Telkom on a 24-hour toll-free number. Callers may remain anonymous, and could be in line for community rewards, Schoeman said.

All leads would be followed up by the company and information would be regarded as confidential. Reaction units would be alerted if information on a theft in progress is received.

Schoeman said cable theft appeared to be the work of organised gangs.

The problem was exacerbated by inadequacies in the Mineral Act, which allowed scrap metal dealers to act as receivers with minimum risk, he said. — Sapa
Strike action ... against affirmative action. Telkom workers protesting outside the company's regional head office in Randburg yesterday. Workers will return to work today.

STAFF REPORTERS

The approximately 200 Telkom workers — members of the whites-only Mineworkers' Union (MWU) — who went on strike yesterday have ended their protest Telkom's Witwatersrand spokesman Gert Schoeman said the workers dispersed about 2pm after lengthy discussions between union representatives and management. They had gathered outside Telkom's regional head office in Randburg yesterday morning to protest against affirmative action.

Schoeman said the worker's grievances had been referred to the company's headquarters.

The MWU — a union representing white employees in several businesses — called for the reinstatement of a merit system whereby employees at C2 level and higher were promoted.

After the scrapping of the system, posts were advertised and while Telkom employees were angry that blacks lacking qualifications and experience were being hired on the basis of their potential, MWU chief executive A C Van Wyk said.

He added white employees were being overlooked for promotion and in some cases were training black people junior to them to become their supervisors.
IFP’s hardline strategy will deepen tension, warns ANC

Farouk Chothia

JUBURAN — The strain within the KwaZulu-Natal government would deepen if the IFP failed to reverse the hardline strategy it adopted in the legislature session which ended on Monday this week. ANC provincial chairman Jacob Zuma warned yesterday.

Zuma said the IFP should realise that it had a mere one-member majority in the provincial legislature, and that it could not govern without the cooperation of the other parties.

"The next six months are crucial for the IFP to mend its ways. If it does not, it will be under perpetual pressure," Zuma said.

The IFP has 81 MPs in the legislature, which is including the speaker. The six opposition parties have a total of 40 of which the ANC has 26.

Premier Frank Mdhlalose’s spokesman, Thembinkosi Memela, said that an "ordinary" cabinet meeting was held yesterday — the first since the legislature crisis started.

Confirming that no "heavy stuff" was discussed in the meeting, Zuma said: "I think everybody wanted to cool off."

Memela said the cabinet had met a delegation from one of the German states Investment and tourism were discussed.

Zuma said Mdhlalose had gone along "very well" with Mdhlalose.

"I sympathise with him. He ought to be a father figure but his party is forcing him to behave as though he is only an IFP premier," Zuma said.

He warned the IFP not to introduce further legislation intended to challenge central government — including Bills to re-enact the mining act and an Electoral Act — at the legislature session scheduled for next month.

Zuma said that if the IFP did so, the ANC would respond in the same fashion it had done in the season which ended on Monday.

Zuma said there was no prospect of the ANC pulling out of the unity government as it was one of the "cornerstones" of ANC policy for the transitional period.

But the ANC would introduce a motion of no-confidence in the IFP if it continued using "bullying tactics". The IFP should be "behaving as though it was still running a one-party homeland".

"If they can’t govern the province, the province must be taken out of their hands. It is our duty to defend democracy in the province," Zuma said.

He said the ANC caucus was to discuss the conduct of its former president and parliament speaker Gideon Mdhlalose who reversed an earlier ruling he made and allowed debate to take place on Bills intended to prevent traditional leaders from accepting remuneration from central government.

Niehaus attacks whites’ dominance of the Press

Tim Cohen

CAPE TOWN — White and foreign dominance of the SA Press was sharply criticised yesterday by the ANC.

ANC NEC member Carl Niehaus told a news briefing that SA Press was not reflecting the country’s full diversity of voices.

The ANC said in a statement released at the briefing: "Without fundamental change in the patterns of ownership and control of the media, the sale of large sections of the print media industry to foreign interests can only further disempower South Africans.

The Press has been slow in responding to the far-reaching changes that SA was undergoing and most newsrooms remained predominantly white.

Consequently most mainstream newspapers have white editors who are often perceived to be some of the strongest opponents of the democratically elected majority government.

The statement angered Out Star editor Peter Sullivan, accusing him of trying to stifle opposition within his own staff.

The statement appended an internal memorandum signed by Sullivan which said the Star must speak with one voice on the issues of foreign ownership and the racial make-up of the Press because of the topic’s sensitivity.

The Press is one issue which requires experience and strategic formulation."

It is understood the memorandum was issued in response to an article written by one of the newspaper’s black reporters critical of the approach adopted by the Star during the ongoing debate. The article was not published.

The ANC said in the light of Sullivan’s instructions to his staff, he professed commitment to Press freedom rang hollow.

In response, Sullivan was quoted in yesterday’s Star as saying that the attack was mystifying as he had taken every opportunity to stress that he believed the ANC was fully committed to Press freedom and that he was committed to Press diversity.

Niehaus denied that his organisation was "soft on crime."

Commenting on the decline in the safety and security budget, Niehaus said the ANC would have liked to have seen more spent directly on crime prevention.

But the ANC had a holistic approach to the problem which included a socio-economic component and therefore required expenditure in other areas as well.

He said the ANC was concerned about "negative messages" on the local government election, particularly statements made recently by local government elections was co-chairman Van Zyl Slabbert. Despite demurs, the election was going to take place in most areas of the country and a positive message about the election ought to be expressed, Niehaus said.

R140m for Soweto roads

Mduzzi ka Harvey

THIS greater Johannesburg transitional metropolitan council has allocated more than R140m from its budget in the current financial year to implement 30 road projects in Soweto.

Launching the RDP/Masakhane roads project in Orlando East yesterday, Johannesburg mayor Isaac Mogase said the greater Johannesburg council would ensure service delivery, but delivery had to be supported by the community.

The projects, he said, were a way of encouraging the community to support both Masakhane and the RDP.

The best structure to deliver to the communities was local government. But the best service delivery would require the best service payment in return, Mogase said.

Soweto Civic Association spokesman Pule Buthelezi encouraged residents to support the campaign. For local government to be successful, he said, it had to be people-driven.

Johannesburg council RDP unit head John Singh said that road development would be the project’s main thrust.

The aim was to implement a philosophy of empowering communities, by promoting joint ventures between local and conventional contractors.
**NEWS IN BRIEF**

**Watchdog for small business**

KWAZULU-Natal had established a provincial small business council affiliated to the national body as a watchdog for small, medium- and micro-sized enterprise interests, economic affairs and tourism MEC Jacob Zuma said yesterday.

Opening a provincial workshop on small enterprises, Zuma said the new structure would form a critical link between small business and government, developing institutions within the province's small and informal business sector while stimulating the creation of occupational and professional sectoral associations.

**Post in hands of business**

BUSINESS had the ability to remove more than 40% of the problems experienced by the postal service, the Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce and Industry said yesterday.

While business was justified in its criticism of postal delays, it should be aware that the solution of much of the problems lay in its own hands. Two-fifths of postal workers' time was taken up by correcting postal codes and sorting items which could not be read by automatic handling equipment.

**Telkom workers end strike**

STRIKING Telkom employees returned to work in Johannesburg by midday yesterday following disputes over the company's affirmative action policy and "political" posters at depots. Telkom spokesman Gert Schoeman said.

**De Beers strike continues**

THE strike at all De Beers mines continued yesterday amid the occupation of offices at a number of mines and several marches, De Beers said yesterday. The company, which will meet National Union of Mineworkers representatives today in a further attempt to resolve the strike, said the dispute, involving a cut in annual leave, affected 600 out of a total union membership of 4,700, who were being compensated for the loss of leave.

**Call to end farm evictions**

MPUMALANGA premier Matthews Phosa yesterday called for an immediate end to the eviction of farm labourers and tenants, saying racial tension was building in the province's rural areas.

Farmers were writing eviction notices "as if they are magistrates, and then are moving whole families far away from their farms to prevent them from returning" the premier said.

---

*REPORTS Business Day Reporters, Supa News*
Stamp out postal errors

BY NIKKI WHITFIELD
CONSUMER REPORTER

Bashing the Post Office is something everyone does, slating "them" for losing our letters, prying in our parcels and delivering mail at a pace that puts a tortoise to shame.

While the Post Office has pledged to put an end to the problems, the Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce and Industry has come to the conclusion that 40% of delivery difficulties are caused by its members — often the major moaners.

Chamber chiefs visited the Post Office's new shoring hope, Witsapos, in Ormonde, Johannesburg, this week and discovered a major chunk of the problem could be stamped out if people addressed their envelopes properly.

"Fully 20% of postal activity at the mail centre is caused by incorrect postal codes returned as undelivered which then have to be manually corrected," said chamber chief executive Marius de Jager after his tour of the 28,000sq m mail centre.

"And another 20% of postal activity is made up of manually sorted items that cannot be read by the optical-character-reading equipment used for automatic handling.

According to the Post Office, the most common causes of optical-character-reading failure are:

1. The address being put on the envelope in a place other than in the lower-left-hand square.
2. Window envelopes with excessively opaque windows.
3. Faint delivery addresses caused by, for example, the use of a printer with a faded ribbon.

Business, De Jager said, initiated 84% of all postal material. Therefore, it followed that business had the ability to eliminate more than 40% of postal problems "simply by following the rules".

"We appeal to major business people to take the time to find out what is happening in their own mailrooms and take action in order to co-operate with the Post Office."
**Hogging the highway**

_Telkom has announced that it is to offer Internet services — a move that will take it into a market that until now has been the domain of young entrepreneurs._

The State-owned telecom monopoly is in the process of setting up shop, but the other players are already crying foul. Competing Internet service providers say their clients have to wait a month for Telkom to provide leased lines. But Telkom's first two clients had their lines three days after Telkom announced it was offering the service. In terms of current legislation, nobody may compete against Telkom in the business of laying telecommunication lines.

Telkom manager of electronic commerce Hendrik Bezuidenhout says his first clients didn't receive special treatment — their lines were ordered about a month before Telkom announced it would compete for Internet business.

Telkom intends entering all three tiers of the Internet market, offering access to
- Corporations using leased lines,
- Secondary Internet service providers, and
- Dial-up access to individuals and small businesses.

Bezuidenhout says Telkom's Internet rates are still under negotiation, but it will not start a price war with the existing operators. Full service is scheduled to start in November.

Telkom selected Pipex — a UK Internet service provider represented locally by JSE-listed DataTec — as its European ramp on to the Internet. Telkom's Internet also has a US link provided by New York-based Internet. This is the same US connection used by Internet Africa.

Internet Solutions links its international lines into service providers owned by AT&T and Sprint. Sprint is entering the SA market directly through a joint venture with JSE-listed publishing group Publico.

Bezuidenhout's claim that Telkom will not start a price war contrasts with fighting talk from Pipex's local operation Pipex GM Martyn Dolney says: "This move will cause a shake-up for the Internet service provider market. Corporates and consumers will benefit from better prices."

Internet Solutions MD David Frankel argues service providers should be given the option of leasing their lines elsewhere before Telkom be allowed in the market.

"Telkom is our biggest competitor — we pay them more than R500 000 a month for lines," Bezuidenhout disputes Frankel's argument that Telkom will give its operators preferential treatment. His department has had to pay the same rates as outside companies.

Telkom's performance against young, entrepreneurial startups may turn out to be an interesting case study of State-owned corporations versus free enterprise. "It's nice to be big, but better to be good. Telkom will bring in a lot of new Internet customers who will in turn turn to us for help on how to benefit from the service," claims Frankel.

**AT&T**

**Three-way split**

AT&T plans to restructure its unwieldy worldwide operations in what will be the largest unbundling in US corporate history. Though local ramifications are still unknown, Fintech's NDS — the SA representative of AT&T's computing arm, AT&T Global Information Solutions (GIS) — is unlikely to be affected. AT&T's local subsidiary, however, may cast an even more aggressively eye on SA's telecom industry.

US$75bn AT&T will split into three independent, listed companies. The AT&T name will remain with the $49bn core communications services operation. The $20bn telecom equipment, consumer product and multimedia manufacturing business will trade under a new name.

All computer operations will be put into a third company. This will include the troubled AT&T GIS subsidiary (formerly NCR). It will stop manufacturing PCs to focus on transaction-intensive computing. Financing company AT&T Capital will be sold to the public.

The break-up is expected to take effect late next year and jobs will be lost. About 8 500 staff are expected to be axed from GIS immediately.

"The SA operations will reflect the new corporate structure," says AT&T SA's Frank Coleman.

About 80% of the 25 staff members in the local office will be part of the new communications equipment company, with the rest remaining in AT&T services. NDS has the AT&T GIS agency until the year 2003, says Fintech chairman David Redshaw.

NDS focuses in providing systems to financial services and retail markets. It is not a major player in PC distribution. By splitting equipment manufacturing from the core telephone company, AT&T hopes to face less resistance in entering new markets without the concerns associated with being a vertically integrated operator and infrastructure equipment supplier.

**IMPORT TARIFFS**

**Set to tumble**

_Government's long-awaited tariff restructuring for imported electronic goods comes as a welcome relief to consumers and legitimate importers, who expect a Christmas boom in VCRs and audio equipment._

The bad news is that they don't think the changes go far enough and smugglers will continue to thrive. They say the tariff reductions will not reduce the prices of most television sets. Instead, jobs could be lost in the R850m local TV assembly industry.

Government's restructuring of the tariffs also spells the end of the R650m colour picture tube venture between Anglo American Industrial Corp (Amic) and South Korean company Daewoo.

With government's elimination of 40% surcharge and 10%-36% customs duty on imported sound equipment and VCRs on October 1, a drop in the prices of these items is expected. However, with fetch excuse duties of approximately 43% remaining, smugglers who circumvent customs continue to enjoy a massive competitive advantage over legitimate importers, says Philips chairman Bruce Mackenzie.

He rebuffs reports claiming that last week's tariff reductions will benefit television buyers. "Most TVs — except for a few fully imported state-of-the-art models — are manufactured locally and not affected by the cut in import duties," he says.

The confusion apparently arose following Trade & Industry director-general Zav Rustomee's statement that protective import duties on television sets will be cut im-
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Board on Tariffs & Trade's recommendations against protective duties of 60% for the R650m colour picture tube (CPT) plant proposed by Amic and Daewoo. These colour tubes are the most sophisticated component of a TV set, accounting for 45% of the cost. "It would have an unacceptable cost-raising impact and would not enhance the competitiveness of the TV manufacturing sector," says Rustome." He says the DTI received proposals regarding cathode-ray picture tubes and the encouragement of further investment in TV assembly and manufacture. "The department requested the interested parties to submit detailed information in support of their proposals but the reaction to this request was disappointing." But Amic Business Development Unit Director Laure Olivier is surprised by the announcement. "Extensive information has been supplied to government on the proposed CPT project."

"It was made clear to us that lobbying was not welcome and we agreed to await a signal from the DTI prior to proceeding with further dialogue on the project." Realising that tariff protection is no longer an option, Amic is now pressing for other start-up incentives including the removal of secondary tax on companies, cash incentives and tax holidays (Infotech September 22 1993). Olivier says a "degree of bemusement" exists in many East Asian countries because of SA's approach to attracting new industrial developments amid an international marketplace that is flooded with incentives and other promotional instruments. "The world is moving on and we are losing opportunities. We suspect that we will probably have to wait until SA's deteriorating balance of payments position clearly demonstrates the need for a more competitive investment environment in SA," he says.

However, many maintain that with zero duties on cathode-ray tubes (lower than the eventual Gatt requested level of 30% within eight years), the controversial Amic/ Daewoo plant is a dead duck. It appears that government has decided that CPTs can't be produced competitively in SA. The duty reduction on fully imported TV sets to 25% by 1997 also throws into question the viability of a local assembly industry. Currently 520 000 colour and 230 000 black and white TVs are produced in SA each year. The assembly industry is valued at R850m.

TECHNOBYTES

- The F.M Internet Conference on November 24 has already attracted about 250 guests. An Internet workshop on November 23, is fully booked. Another, on November 22, is selling out rapidly. To book, and for more information, call 0800-988164 or fax 0800-988165
- Failed modems, quirky computers and busy lines turn Telecom 95, the world's largest telecom show, into a fiasco for many frustrated exhibitors at the Geneva event.
- Following differences with CE Michael Spindler, Apple Computer chief financial officer Joseph Graziano resigns after a boardroom row Apple is suffering from intense competition.
- In an early sign of how it plans to pursue its Internet and global communications strategy, AT&T quietly files a federal application to build and launch a multibillion-dollar global satellite network. The system will let computer users bypass local telephone networks and connect directly to the Internet through satellite dish antennas.
- MasterCard International returns fire in the growing standards battle to create an electronic payment system for the Internet, by publishing its own technical requirements. It enters a collaborative arrangement with IBM, Internet software specialist Netscape Communications, electronic payment security company CyberCash and GTE Corp to release a draft of technical requirements for any software companies and financial institutions that want to develop programs for electronic commerce.
- Japanese telecom group NTT reveals it has formed a partnership with the UK's Cable & Wireless (C&W), Hong Kong Telecom, a C&W subsidiary, and Japanese trading house Itochu.
- Though AT&T failed to pull it off, industry leaders at Telecom 95 in Geneva are convinced the convergence of computer and telecommunications is already changing the two industries beyond recognition. Some say warning signs are already there for would-be telecom dinosaurs as Internet providers, on-line services and software houses jostle for customer loyalty. Rapid adaptation of convergent technologies, such as speech over the Internet, could undermine the telecom establishment, they say.
- A tough restructuring plan is likely to push Alcatel Alsthom into a loss of about US$5bn this year. But new President Serge Tchuruk says it is likely to make a "substantial" profit in 1997. Restructuring will mainly affect operations in Europe. Alcatel is a leading world telecommunications, energy and transport group. Tchuruk recently succeeded Pierre Suard, who had to resign because of investigations into alleged misuse of funds and false billing.
- Reuters MD Peter Job urges governments to drop practices that push up telecom costs for international information suppliers. He says protective restrictions in some countries hold back development of local information services. Countries with unresponsive communications market structures tend to find it more difficult to build an information industry on top of them. They will pay a heavy price in delaying a key aspect of their development."
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Mandela appeals to fairness

But this won't stop global competitors targeting Telkom

A global no-holds-barred brawl looms when Europe, Japan and the US open their telecommunications markets to international competition. Telephone utilities everywhere are fortifying themselves by joining gangs — preferably one of the big four: Concert, led by British Telecom and the US's MCI Communications, AT&T and its WorldPartners alliance of global telecom carriers; the yet to be approved Phoenix combination of Deutsche Telekom and France Télécom, with the US's Sprint, and UK's Cable & Wireless group, with members from the US, Japan, Australia and Sweden.

Telkom holds a key position and desperately needs strong allies. But it is being forced to stand as a solitary target while government's telecommunications policy Green Paper/White Paper process slowly grinds to completion. Only when the White Paper has been legislated — revealing how much of Telkom's shareholding the State is prepared to relinquish to foreign investors — will the phone utility be in a position to join one of these consortia. Though offering a shareholding is not necessarily a prerequisite for joining, ties are stronger if smaller telephone utilities sell a strategic equity investment to the leaders of their consortium.

But this process may take too long for Telkom — members of the four emerging titans have established local beachheads and their attack on Telkom's market is already underway.

Government has a choice of liberalising the market or defending Telkom from the international players' submarine cables and satellites with the 1958 Post Office Act. It has decided on the latter strategy.

President Nelson Mandela appealed to the UN's International Telecommunication Union (ITU) to assist governments in developing countries to defend State phone monopolies. "Telecommunications cannot simply be treated as one commercial sector of the economy, to be left to the forces of the free market," he told the ITU Telecom 95 conference in Geneva last week.

His opposition to phone competition is not shared by all African leaders. Uganda, Congo and the Ivory Coast are in the process of liberalising their telecommunications markets by privatising State phone utilities. Tanzania is Africa's first country to allow competition from a second phone company.

"Many developing countries face difficulties in raising capital for their existing operators," Mandela said. "There is consequently pressure on governments to throw open their doors to international competition. This calls for great care, to avoid jeopardising local services unable to compete with powerful international operators."

Mandela's speech echoes Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting Minister Pallo Jordan's line that Telkom must be protected from voracious overseas competitors, who will "cherry pick" profitable customers, leaving it unable to meet RDP commitments.

In the telecommunications policy debate encouraged by the Green Paper, the ANC's stand has been firmly in favour of retaining a State-controlled monopoly for the immediate future. In a recent Internet relay chat on the Green Paper, Jordan stated: "Monopolies are not necessarily bad. Competition has reduced the quality of service rather than improved it." He now says that this reference is with respect to airlines, not telecommunications companies.

Nevertheless, case studies from the US and UK, to the Philippines, Australia, New Zealand, Mexico, India and Malaysia show even limited competition improves telephone services tremendously.

One of the latest to welcome competition is Chile. Last November, in an effort to jump-start its woefully inadequate phone system, Chile threw long-distance and international calling markets open to competition and eliminated rate regulation.

 telcom worrying Chile's 14m people shot from two to nine and demand skyrocketed. Calling revenues are rising at an annual rate of 14%, twice as fast as the national economy.

Seeing the benefits of the UK liberalising its market, and in order not to be left chugging along the slow lane of the information super-highway, European Union countries will formally open their markets to competition on January 1

"SA, too, can reap the same benefits for its own economy," says AT&T SA president and MD Franklin Coleman. "By pursuing a policy vision that will lead to a competitive telecommunications marketplace, SA can obtain lower cost, more innovative and higher quality services."

He says a fully competitive market is the best way to achieve universal service. "Competition does not mean sacrificing social objectives and can even make them easier to achieve. A stimulated economy reduces social needs while generating more resources to meet these needs."

"The incentives for innovation and efficiency that are the hallmarks of the competitive marketplace can be harnessed to address social objectives in creative new ways at lower costs."

It should be noted that AT&T, the US's largest telecom operator, is on a global expansionist trail. The US$2.5bn giant recently announced plans to bundle its equipment manufacturing, communication services and computing divisions into separate, listed companies.

It hopes this radical restructuring will make it a more focused and fleet-footed competitor in global markets. It is only one of many telecom companies looking for new markets.

Several respondents to the Green Paper maintain that a narrowly targeted subsidy system could bring down the cost of universal service to the industry. Competing telecom operators would have to contribute towards this universal service fund.

But deregulation is a complex issue which cannot happen overnight, says SBCI Africa president Jim Myers. "If you open up to competition too quickly, Telkom will be destroyed. Government must..."
EXCHANGE CONTROLS

Getting close?

The Reserve Bank's decision to restrict its provision of forward cover is an important milestone in its gradual removal of exchange controls on residents.

The next step will be to start removing the restrictions on local banks' holdings of foreign currencies so that they can begin to provide forward cover as the central bank moves out of this market.

That, in turn, will increase the potential risks faced by banks that deal in foreign exchange. That should not be a concern of the central bank, it is a matter for the banks' shareholders and their assessment of the risk.

The difficulty with the present system is that the central bank cannot provide forward cover at a rate that reflects its view of the forward value of a currency under its own management. For that would sometimes amount to it taking a view against itself.

The situation complicates the central bank's control of the money supply and is one of the factors that prompts it to maintain such high real interest rates.

Market indications are that the Bank could be moving rapidly towards removing the remaining exchange controls on residents. The asset swaps between local institutions and some abroad have been salutary.

There is no requirement for foreign institutions to hold SA assets for any prescribed length of time and the packages offered to them offer lines they could struggle to buy on the local market.

In the circumstances high real domestic interest rates give the authorities the means of restraining an outflow of private capital when the last restrictions go — should they feel they need a restraint.

The Bank will probably argue that it does need some means of countering an unexpected run that might be prompted by a silly political occurrence. That is the lesson from the Mexico crisis last December.

It is difficult to argue with that logic. But high real interest rates are a constraint on growth. A gradual removal of exchange controls, therefore, comes at a heavy cost. The shorter the gradation the better.

The announcement of a large privatisation would, in view of the dangers, be a far better restraint on a possible capital outflow. It would ensure a sizeable capital inflow to counter any capital flight and would enable the Treasury to retire some domestic debt — and remove another reason for high real interest rates.

Of course, privatisation is not within the competence of the Governor. Nor are we sure which Minister would wish to claim responsibility. But as will be clear elsewhere on these pages, Telkom is an obvious candidate.

Our guess is that if the local elections can be weathered without major political mishap, exchange controls will go soon afterward. That would fit well with the scheduled reforms of the stock exchange and could reinforce business confidence and investment sentiment.

TRADEMARKS

War of Big Mac's Ear

The failure of a court to uphold hamburger giant McDonald's exclusive right to use its trademark in SA (see Business) underlines fears that sanctions engendered a cavalier attitude towards foreign "intellectual property" — be it trademarks or technological know-how. But some reaction to the verdict has simply been too top.

In the first place, evidence was led that it was not sanctions, but a straightforward commercial decision, that kept McDonald's out of SA. In the second place, earlier rulings have gone in favour of such international brands as Kodak and Levi's, which also cited sanctions as the reason for pulling out of SA. In the third place, the verdict does not stop McDonald's from trading here under its own name, it just denues its exclusivity.

So the verdict — which will in any event be appealed — does not create open house for local fly-by-nights to extort huge sums from foreign principals for the right to use here the global brand names they have spent huge sums promoting internationally. At the same time, the last thing we need is yet another excuse to make multinational companies think twice about investing here — which is why US trade officials and Trade & Industry Minister Trevor Manuel have understandably expressed concern.

The McDonald's case must be seen as part of the transition from being a pariah society to a fully accepted member of the international community. Practices which were acceptable during the years of isolation aren't any longer. Even so, rights which were legitimately acquired under the law as it then stood must be upheld. How to reconcile these conflicting requirements is no easier in the field of trademarks than anywhere else.

It may seem absurd, in the fine tradition of the War of Jenkins's Ear, that the casus belli should be as mundane an object as the Big Mac. But the underlying issues are serious enough and need careful consideration, not just kneejerk sympathy for one side or the other.
LEADING ARTICLES

Aggressively forming consortia to win global market share

Many have already embarked on expansionist strategies in a search for new markets and new growth. This trend is reinforced by the globalisation of business customers, who also operate on the world stage and who have become frustrated by slow-moving and outdated telephone companies able to think only domestically.

Market research firm Ovum says "The next five years will see these players taking progressively larger proportions of the (global) market."

Faced with this, Telkom is looking to join one of these groupings - the Mexican Finance Minister persuaded most of those present that his country's market orientated reforms were a model of textbook perfection. What he neglected to take into account - as so many finance ministers tend to do - was the reaction of international investors to the depredations of his fellow politicians.

Within a matter of months, the degree of integration of capital markets had so sensitised investors that they withdrew en masse. This required a swift and massive response from the Fund to ensure the maintenance of international financial stability - and it was not found wanting. It provided ultimately US$18 billion of financial support, more than it has ever extended to any other member country.

At the same time the crisis intensified the review of the IMF's functions that began rather fancifully at the Madrid meeting. Much of the earlier function of the Fund had been usurped by market discipline implicit in the floating of major exchange rates over the past 20 years. The financing of balance of payments deficits, and the economic policy adjustments necessary to correct those deficits and bring fixed exchange rates back into international equilibrium, were no longer necessary.

Moreover, when currency support operations were deemed to be necessary, the larger members no longer appealed to the
protect the local entity while moving it to a competitive environment”

SBCCI (a US “Baby Bell” that formerly traded under the name Southwestern Bell International), in conjunction with Cable & Wireless and Nihato Motlami’s New Africa Investments (Naib), has formed a consortium – New Africa Communications — which is interested in acquiring an equity stake in Telkom.

In its Green Paper recommendation, the consortium has come out in favour of maintaining Telkom’s monopoly. Its suggestion that the most appropriate industry structure would be a monopoly of the fixed infrastructure and provision of basic services over it should come as no surprise considering that the opportunity to operate in a protected environment is an enticing carrot for a potential sector.

Many respondents to the Green Paper say that regulated competition could stimulate the economy. In the US, for instance, large revenue increases within the telecom and information technology sectors have created more jobs than those lost by competitive adjustments.

Indeed, one need only look to the local cellular industry. Prior to the liberalisation of this market, Telkom offered analogue cellular telephony to just 11 000 subscribers in the Gauteng, Durban/Manzburb and Cape Town regions. Bulky car phones cost an outrageous R15 000 each.

It was only in June last year that MTN and Vodacom were allowed to set up competing nationwide cellular networks, based on the more advanced GSM digital system. There are now 400 000 subscribers, handset prices have plummeted (some even given away free), service has improved and new value-added service offerings are available.

In addition, thousands of new jobs have been created and billions of rand invested by local and foreign companies. None of this would have been possible if cellular telephony had been left in the hands of the State monopoly.

The same is attainable in the traditional fixed-wire market through an appropriately regulated, competitive environment. The process initiated by the Green Paper provides the opportunity to establish policies that will pave the way for competition (see Information Technology page 100).

However, significant regulatory functions must be in place to ensure that new entrants can compete fairly against Telkom — and the de facto industry regulator.

Policy decisions made today will have a crucial impact on whether effective competition develops in the future.

Yet the ANC remains convinced that a State monopoly is the most efficient way to address SA’s low penetration — forgetting that a State monopoly caused the problem in the first place (Leading Articles August 25).

While government accepts that it has to sell a portion of Telkom as a defensive measure, it is strongly against private-sector liberalisation as reducing the cost of international calls, they also force national operators to reduce tariffs to compete, thereby diverting funds from their less economic areas.

“The effects on national services and international accounting rates should, therefore, be taken into account in the negotiation of these rates and the way that revenues are shared. Traditionally, revenue from international services has been shared in a way that brought substantial transfer of funds to developing countries. African countries in the ITU have urged that this transfer should be maintained or even increased, given their higher costs.”

Trying to inde Telkom behind the ITU’s skirts is naive, considering the ITU is a prime mover behind Telkom’s nemesis — the Africa One project.

Telkom had the option to improve communication among African countries when it laid its Sat-2 submarine cable in 1993. But the State utility chose to give the continent a wide berth when it planned the cable’s route between Cape Town and Portugal (see diagram).

This left the way clear for an AT&T lead consortium — Africa One — to lay a competing fibre-optic submarine cable whose route hugs the African coastline, making it accessible to the entire continent.

By being nerverless to the rest of Africa with Sat-2, Telkom may have missed the chance of sharing the cable’s cost with a number of customers. Telkom won’t admit Sat-2 is a fiasco but word in the industry is that more than half of the cable’s optic fibres are “dark” (not used). Too few organisations use the service and those that do complain that Telkom’s high prices prevent them from leasing as much data-carrying capacity — called band width — as they require.

In what appears to be an attempt to save the Sat-2 venture, Telkom has refused to join Africa One. Telkom senior GM Rhyn Greetz says “How can Africa One be a success without Telkom? We transport 40% of voice and up to 80% of data traffic in Africa.”

His reasoning is erroneous, though. If the Africa One project, which is scheduled for completion in 1999, undercuts Sat-2’s rates and offers more services, local business will bypass Telkom by routing international calls to the cable through neighbouring participants such as Lesotho and Swaziland.

The flaw in government’s argument to protect Telkom’s monopoly is illustrated in Mandela’s speech. “The value of informa-
Telkom launches loan facility

STAFF WRITER

Telkom has established a $125 million medium-term loan facility — its first on the international credit market since 1992 — at the lowest margin to date for medium-term South African debt.

The facility was syndicated among several international banks without the requirement of a guarantee from the South African government. Although the government is a sole shareholder, Telkom is a separate corporate entity and South Africa's leading provider of telecommunications and information services and products.

At the signing ceremony in London yesterday, Shunsuke Ooyama, a director of Sumimoto Bank, the co-ordinating institution, said the quality of the banks joining the syndicate reflected the esteem in which Telkom was held in international loan markets.

Telkom managing director Brian Clark said: "The loan should be seen in the context of Telkom's strategy of becoming a world-class, internationally competitive telecommunications company."

"The spread and strength of the banks involved reflect Telkom's programme to build relationships with international banks to support the network expansion anticipated over the next five years."

He said Telkom had been accorded a BB credit rating by Standard & Poor's, and had received a Ba3 rating from Moody's — assessments on a par with those accorded the South African government.

Clark said that despite the tight spread of the loan, (above plus 0.5% per annum), most banks had joined the syndicate, each of which had contributed $12.5 million, and had caused an oversubscription.

The banks in the syndicate were: ABN Amro Bank, the Bank of Tokyo, Barclays Bank of South Africa, Daisho Kangyo Bank, Dresdner Bank Luxembourg, the Industrial Bank of Japan, Sakura Bank, Sanwa Bank and Sumitomo Bank.

In a document outlining the rationale for its rating of Telkom, Moody's said it expected "that the regulatory environment will continue to be supportive for Telkom." They said they endorsed "the government's belief in the importance of a high-quality telecommunications network infrastructure to the continued economic growth of the country as well as for the implementation of the RDP." In addition, Telkom is an important vehicle for the government to implement its social policy through the Affirmative Action Plan," said Moody's.
There has been a “huge migration” of clients away from the Post Office as business turns to electronic communications, says Minister of Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting Pallo Jordan.

“You are not going to put a letter in the mail if you can send it by fax,” he notes. But that does not mean he thinks the Post Office has no future in SA; quite the opposite. The Post Office has to compensate for lost revenue by strengthening its links with “bulk mailers” — Jordan mentions Readers’ Digest and Edgars specifically — and by building up the related parcel service. “That is where the money lies.”

In concentrating on these areas, however, the Post Office must not neglect its commitment to the majority of South Africans. Though important is the Post Office’s revenue-earning capacity, bulk mailers account for only a small slice of its total number of clients.

“Referring to the ordinary folk who cannot afford to use electronic mailing services...”

and who are not bulk mailers, Jordan says “There are literally millions of them. They still need the Post Office.” The Post Office also needs them. “The Post Office can stay in business by serving them.”

The Post Office reaches into millions of homes and its only rival in terms of outreach is the SA Police Service, Jordan says. Even so the Post Office’s reach can be extended “Not every South African has a street address,” he notes, conjuring up images of labyrinthine alleys of unnumbered shanties and squatter camps all over SA. “We should work towards everyone having a mailing address.”

Another objective engages Jordan’s attention: conversion of the savings section of the Post Office into a “people’s bank.” He notes that Germany’s Post Office provides a banking service — “home loans, mortgages” — and that Britain’s Giro service provides a link between banks and post offices, enabling the latter to offer services usually associated with banks.

A different option is laid on the table: post offices serving as payout points for pensions in the rural hinterland.

“What we have to figure out is how to run a commercial venture in communities which are considered marginal,” he says. “The challenge is to devise the means to meet our obligations as a service organisation and the imperatives which arise from being a commercial service.”

Jordan’s thoughts on the future of the Post Office may bring wry smiles to the faces of those who have experienced long delays in the delivery of letters, particularly in the densely populated Gauteng. But the Minister is convinced that these problems have been, or are being, solved by:

☑ The opening of the sophisticated mail centre in Ormonde, Johannesburg;
☑ The introduction of a new “hub-and-spoke” sorting system; and
☑ A rationalisation programme aimed at eliminating the Post Office as the “port of call of last resort” for under-skilled and under-motivated whites.

Jordan does not gloat at the prospect of retrenching lower-rank Post Office employees but sympathises with their plight.

“I am satisfied,” he says, “that the rationalisation has been done in such a way as to minimise redundancies.”
Telkom expands on Cape Flats

A newly expanded and refitted Cape Flats Telkom customer service branch, capable of serving 16,000 customers, officially opened by Minister of Telecommunications, Post and Broadcasting, Mr. Mathlomega Ramagama, yesterday morning. The Branch in the Mitchells Plain area had been closed for eight weeks because of a mats problem, which included a drop in the number of service points.
Telkom Reveals Million-Line Shortlist
Massive organised fraud will cost Telkom hundreds of millions of rand this year and may jeopardise plans to provide telephone services to the majority of South Africans.

Telkom announced last week that an international telephone syndicate has defrauded it of about R400m over the past six months. It says half of this amount is owed to overseas telephone companies, in US dollars, and the rest is an "opportunity loss."

"This constitutes an operating loss for Telkom, which we will try to recover through legal action against the guilty parties," says a Telkom spokesman.

But these unexpected losses are likely to come off the public corporation's bottom line — a big blow given reported taxed profits of R845m on R9,9bn turnover for the financial year to March.

The losses could set back plans for the utility by Posts & Telecommunications Minister Paul Jooste and Telkom MD Brian Clark. Telkom has embarked on a R60m restructuring programme, in what is regarded by many as its preparation for partial privatisation. It has also embarked on a R6bn project to install 1m new lines in underserved rural areas.

The irony is that while Telkom is trying to protect itself from international competitors, it is battling to keep out innovative, technologically astute criminals. SA is part of the "global village" irrespective of protective legislation. Even more frightening is the speed at which losses are accumulated.

According to Telkom's internal audit team, in one instance, fraudsters ran eight telephone lines for four days at a cost to Telkom of R792 000.

As a result, Telkom is urgently installing monitoring software in its digital exchanges. This audits telephone lines for irregular call patterns and possible fraudulent use. However, only 62% of Telkom's network is digital. The remaining electromechanical exchanges will have to be monitored manually.

"The involvement of our staff in scams obviously disturbs me, but I am confident that we now have the systems to keep us in control," says Clark. He adds that "these scams will not deflect Telkom from its purpose of providing telecommunication services to all the people."

Telkom technical staff and illegal aliens were involved in the syndicate, which operated from overseas countries including Pakistan, India, the US and Saudi Arabia.

The syndicate offered heavily discounted international calls, by routing calls through SA. The fraudsters connected two overseas parties — a caller in Pakistan to someone in the US for instance. With the help of Telkom technicians suspected of having tampered with meters at exchanges to avoid triggering alarms on irregularly high phone usage the syndicate was able to circumvent the corporation's international charges.

"The money changing hands is vast," says police fraud division warrant officer Jeff Coetzee. He adds that money paid by callers is usually paid into an overseas account. Police are collaborating with Interpol.

Telkom is also being ripped off by other fraudsters, who take advantage of Telkom's two-month billing turnaround and disappear just before telephone accounts become due.

They have usually applied for new services at different premises with new, fraudulent identity documents before leaving.

Telkom staff are suspected of installing extra lines to the fraudsters' premises and connecting them to spare lines in the exchange. Coetzee says these "huck and chuck" fraudsters often have several houses complete with telephones lined up in case they need to move out at short notice.

Police have arrested 40 illegal aliens, mostly from Pakistan, Nigeria and some other African countries. Police expect to make another 50 arrests soon.

Two Telkom employees of the investigation section have been charged for allegedly colluding with the fraudsters. They are suspected of having leaked vital information to the syndicate. Charges against them include assault, theft, horsebreaking, fraud and extortion. More Telkom staff are expected to be arrested soon.
Another 9 post offices to close

A FURTHER nine post offices in the Cape Peninsula are to close by March next year, the SA Post Office said in a statement this week.

Two post offices, at Liesbeek and Eikefontein, closed down on Tuesday.

Pension payouts formerly made at Liesbeek can now be obtained at the Mowbray Post Office, while pensions formerly obtained at Eikefontein will from now on be paid out at the Kranfontein Post Office. — Sapa
Equity partner urged for Telkom

Mungo Soggot

THE R16bn expansion plans Telkom unveiled last week might not get off the ground unless the parastatal sells off a chunk of its equity, Post and Telecommunications Minister Pullo Jordan said at the weekend.

Jordan said it was unlikely that government could finance the plans, given its other obligations and that Telkom should not find it difficult to find an equity partner able to pump in cash and technological expertise.

A sale of up to 30% of Telkom — valued at roughly R8bn — has been on the cards since March, though Jordan has frequently played down the idea.

He refused to be drawn at the weekend on possible timing of a deal, though Telkom is known to want to move quickly. The R16bn programme is scheduled over the next five years.

"In the unlikely event that we send our girl to the farm and none of the lads want to dance with her, we will have to go back to the drawing board," Jordan said.

Telkom technology strategist Derek Fyfe said last week the organisation aimed to increase the network 75%, adding 2-million lines to rural areas and 1-million lines to developed areas.

Industry sources said Telkom officials favoured certain foreign telecommunication groups as a partner, but no one was lined up.

Comment: Page 12
DISHY VENTURE Lindis Electronics' marketing manager Kevin McAlister with some of the analogue technology which is being marketed throughout Africa.

Deal set to shake up satellite industry

By Shirley Jones

A R125 million joint venture between Durban-based Lindis Electronics and American research, development and manufacturing company Cynetics Corporation could turn South Africa's fledgling satellite television industry on its head.

The coup-like deal will see Lindis, which has until now marketed analogue equipment throughout Africa, enter the market as the Cynetics Corporation's sole African and first offshore agent.

The announcement comes in the wake of numerous controversial delays in equipment supplied. Most of the equipment promised to the market via existing distributors, Panasonic and Pace, has already been presold.

According to Kevin McAlister, the marketing manager of Lindis, the company expects its first major consignment within months.

The only delay is Multichoice's holding back on its conditional access system.

McAlister says design of products, which differ from their American counterparts, began some time ago.

Digital decoders will be manufactured at Cynetics' 20 plants across the United States according to South African specifications.

Cynetics Corporation specialises in satellite and microwave telecommunications and boasts top American government agencies and major corporations as clients.

It developed the world's first multi-channel compressed digital video transmission and reception system 10 years ago.

The Cynetics' tie up with Lindis marks the first American commitment to the South African home appliance market, says McAlister.

Panasonic and Pace draw on Japanese and British expertise respectively.

He says Cynetics Corporation's entry into South Africa could mean the introduction of further sophisticated technology and is likely to be the precursor to more strategic projects. The companies are investigating entering other major digital markets such as Australia and Europe.

Lindis is in the throes of setting up a London office with a view to becoming Cynetics Corporation's European agent.

With enquiries streaming in from Europe, McAlister says there is a massive take-off of products in the pipeline.
Telkom’s privatisation gets a nod

Beatrix Payne

RESPONSES to government’s Green Paper on telecommunications policy indicated a large measure of consensus on the limited privatisation of Telkom and the need for a strategic equity partnership. Posts and Telecommunications Minister Palle Jordan said yesterday:

Speaking at a briefing on public responses to the paper, Jordan said there seemed to be room for “sufficient consensus” on the issue of market structures. The necessity for change was “a red thread” that ran through most of the responses.

But the parameters of what was possible in the restructuring of state assets would be subject to government policy on the issue.

He said his remarks were neither “definitive nor conclusive” as the responses had to be discussed at an industry-wide colloquium later this month.

The first draft of a White Paper on telecommunications policy would be published in mid-December from the discussions at the colloquium.

The second draft, he said, would be presented to the national telecommunications forum plenary session early in February, and a final draft would be ready for Parliament by late March.

The ministry had received 131 submissions on the Green Paper.

Jordan said he was a little disappointed by the response from the public, but participation by some individuals and organisations had been good.

Despite a sharp polarisation of views on the question of the supply of telecommunications equipment, he said he had firm views that the preferential supply agreements should be relegated to the past as there was considerable untapped capacity in SA’s equipment supply sector.

“But we can still debate the issue,” Jordan said.

The telecommunications sector would be an enabling network to facilitate economic activity, and could act as a stimulus to small and medium enterprises.

Most submissions recognised the necessity of addressing basic needs, “a requirement for SA’s ability to drive on the information highway”, Jordan said.
Telkom fails to ring in the changes at JSE

Paul Richardson

THE JSE's big bang fell on deaf ears yesterday after Telkom failed to install phone lines at two merchant banks trading on the floor for the first time.

In terms of the JSE's deregulation, which began yesterday, banks and foreign institutions became members of the exchange for the first time. The move was the first in a series of sweeping changes planned for the JSE.

Nedbank's UAL Securities and RMB Securities Trading were first in the queue to exploit the new rules, but Telkom stood in their way.

"It's been a relatively quiet morning because our phones haven't been installed," a UAL Securities trader said.

A Rand Merchant Bank spokesman said the bank had been told on October 30 that the phones would be installed in time for the bank's entry to the JSE.

"Telkom told us that all they had to do was push a couple of buttons."

By the close at 4pm, switchboard operators were still unable to route calls to equity traders on the floor.

One trader said he had managed to do some business by cellular telephone.

A dealer at RMB Securities Trading, who ran two cellular phone batteries flat in trading yesterday, said Telkom engineers had not been prepared to work overtime. However, they had promised that phones would be installed by lunchtime today.

Telkom services representative Edmund Scholtz said the company could not authorise any work until the bank was on the premises, but that phone lines could have been installed when the banks had ordered them. "It was probably a fault on our side. The job probably wasn't authorised."

Brokers have made it clear that the reliability of Telkom's service will be a major factor in any decision to shift operations to the northern suburbs.
TELKOM

Strategic partner in the wings?

Telkom's plans to fully digitise its exchanges and increase its network size by 75% in the next five years are expected to cost R16bn — a considerable amount if one considers that the utility must service a debt of R8.5bn.

In order to raise some capital and kick-start the process, it's increasingly likely that government will allow Telkom to sell a minority equity stake to a strategic partner.

Most of the respondents to the Green Paper policy process — with the notable exception of the unions — have come to the same conclusion.

Though Minister of Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting Pali Jordan has played down the idea of Telkom's partial privatisation — probably in order not to antagonise Telkom's unions — he has indicated that this may be necessary for the success of Telkom's Vision 2000 strategy.

Over the next five years, this strategy will see R16bn spent on 2m new lines added to rural and urban underserviced areas and 1m new lines to areas that already have well-developed telecoms infrastructure. Another 1m lines will replace obsolete lines. This will add another 75% to the 3.8m working lines now in use. In addition, all electromechanical and mechanical exchanges will be converted to digital. At present, 62% of exchanges are digital.

While Telkom's final equity structure will depend on the outcome of the Green Paper — expected to be legislated by the end of March — many believe that, at best, a partner would only acquire 30% of Telkom which has fixed assets of R15.4bn.

Therefore, much of the money needed for expansion and modernisation will have to come from other sources and could include further borrowings on local and international markets. Funds will also be sourced from R3.3bn internal cash flow from operations and the sale of assets, such as fixed property and 18,000 vehicles.

Another option would be to issue new bonds. Telkom's current bond issues — the TK05, TK07 and TK01 — perform at a similar rate to government bonds. Originally known as Post Office bonds, the money generated by these is exclusively for Telkom's use, says Telkom's special assistant to the MD, Stoffel Erens. The R7bn has been raised from 1982 to March 1995.

Analysts maintain that Telkom's capex of R16bn over the next five years is plausible. "This is not a lot of money out of the capital markets," says Simpson McKee James Capel director Marilyn Visser. "But it is a large increase in Telkom's existing debt."

Indeed, a major obstacle impeding rapid growth is Telkom's existing debt. It reported a turnover of R9.9bn for the year ended March 1995, net income after taxation stood at R844m and net interest-bearing debt was R8.5bn.

Visser maintains that a partially privatised Telkom could use a number of innovative debt and equity financing packages, including instruments such as five-year convertible debentures, which would get some equity to the man in the street.

"The potential to raise funds offshore will be strengthened with an overseas partner," says Visser. "The fact that the funds are associated with RDP-type development makes the loan more favourable."

Fortunately, Telkom's standing on international markets is favourable. It recently signed a US$112.5m medium-term loan facility with a club of nine international banks. This was the first fund-raising on the international credit market since 1992 and attracted the lowest margin to date for medium-term SA debt. It was successfully syndicated without a government guarantee.

Telkom's credit rating by Standard & Poor's (BB) and Moody's (BAA3) is equal to that of SA and achieved without a government guarantee.

Last month, government also succeeded in signing a FFr150m (R110m) protocol with the French government and R60m of this will be used to help finance telecoms.

In its Green Paper proposal staff at the Department of Posts & Telecommunications estimate that at least R100bn is needed to extend telecom services to 35% of the population.

Their proposals call for an end to Telkom's monopoly by June 1999. Only competition will improve efficiency, accelerate network roll-out and introduce new sources of funding, according to the report.

Jordan has made it clear on numerous occasions that he wants to protect Telkom in the short term because international competitors will quickly skim its lucrative services.

He says, however, that his opinions should not be regarded as conclusive. "I have my own views on a number of issues. These will have to be tempered by the consultative (Green Paper) process."

Jordan adds that he does not consider his department's response to the Green Paper a "mutiny," as the Times suggested. "We are now living in a democracy. People are entitled to express their opinions, even if this makes their employer uncomfortable. We must respect the right of those who hold opinions contrary to our own."

Jordan says, however, that the department's response is only one of 131 received, he "respects the courage it took to make the submission."

The vast majority of submissions agree, however, that new sources of investment are essential to the sector.

They confirm that Telkom's "noncore" businesses should be sold off but doubt this will generate the funds needed to affect Telkom's debt substantially.

Hence a large number of respondents — across all shareholders, apart from the unions — called for partial privatisation of Telkom. Many suggested this be undertaken in incremental tranches. Others — including Standard Bank, the SA Value-Added Networks' Association and National Telecommunications Users' Group — indicated total privatisation is the long-term goal. However, 70% of respondents want to limit foreign equity participation to a minority holding or a requirement that foreign participation be through a South African registered company.

Telkom has come out against competition on its core services. It argues that its debt is not a major issue and that a major chunk of this could be taken over by government.
UK group says we’re falling behind

Information gap between Africa and the world is getting bigger

By Megan Knight

Is South Africa (and the rest of Africa) losing the information race? The London-based Panos research group seems to think so.

Panos has just released a study called The Internet and the South: Superhighway or D Mills Track? The study looks at the growing “information gap” between the developed countries of the north and the less developed ones of the south.

As the world begins to rely more and more on technology rather than on physical resources as a source of wealth, those countries which do not have the infrastructure to deal with the new information technology are being increasingly left behind.

The Internet may have created a global village, but in order to join you need (aside from a computer) a reliable source of electricity and a phone line.

This is something many people here don’t have. As Deputy President Thabo Mbeki pointed out to the G7 conference last February, there are more telephones in Manhattan than in sub-Saharan Africa. “Half of humanity has never made a telephone call.”

In the middle of 1995, of the estimated 5-milion host computers linked to the Internet, 70% were in the USA. Only 168 countries in the world have Internet access of any kind (including e-mail), most of them in the north. Less than 10 countries in Africa have Internet access.

The physical cost of the technology has also proved to be a stumbling block. Although the cost of the technology does not vary across borders (excluding taxes and duties, of course), the cost as expressed as a portion of an average worker’s wages does.

Someone making a minimum wage in Canada earns enough to buy a computer in six weeks. Someone in South Africa earning a minimum wage would earn the cost of a computer in just under a year.

Despite the economic and physical constraints on access to the Internet, people are still signing up at an incredible rate, and thus has some governments worried.

The Internet cannot be censored. It was, in fact, specifically designed to bypass any attempts at censorship. If a message is blocked from one route, it simply goes another way.

Many countries have actively outlawed the Internet or placed strict restrictions on its use. China, Singapore and Saudi Arabia have taken steps to prevent their citizens from having full access to the resources of the Internet.

The numbers aren’t all bad, however. The need for Internet access has driven many countries to develop their telecommunications networks. Two telecommunications giants, AT&T and Siemens, are competing in a race to hook Africa up with a state-of-the-art telephone network.

Satellite cellular phone technology has also taken off, bringing communication within reach of anyone in the world, regardless of how remote they are.

The information technology boom also seems set to benefit countries like South Africa and India which have fairly high literacy rates and fairly low wages. Technology-based manufacturing as well as large software engineering projects are already setting up systems in such countries.

South Africa has an additional advantage, in that English is widely spoken and understood here. More than anything else, the Internet has highlighted the need for a single language. Since the majority of Internet sites and users are in the US, that language is English.

The Panos report is not all doom and gloom, a number of cases highlighting the advantage of the Internet are mentioned, as well as prognoses for the future.

The full report, and other information, can be found on Panos home page at http://www.womenandid.org/panos/panos_info.html
Post Office pays R10m for advice

By GARY COLLINS

THE South African Post Office, under fire for its lacklustre service, is set to shell out more than R10-million to foreign consultants to improve its service — and may have already spent millions on similar projects in Cape Town, Durban and Pretoria.

Senior postal officials refused this week to divulge how much had been spent on consultancy fees since the Post Office started using management consultants in 1993.

A consultant from New Zealand Post, Pat Burke, said the contract between South Africa’s postal services and his company was worth "about R10-million", while a senior consultant at Alexander Proudfoot put the figure nearer to R11-million a year.

Two teams of consultants from New Zealand and the US, have been hired to beef up delivery standards at Witpos, the troubled postal-sorting complex in Ormonde, Johannesburg.

The managing director of the Post Office, Frank Touwen, said it had budgeted R7-million to streamline the centre. The Post Office has spent R2.5-million since July.

When the Sunday Times told Mr Touwen what the consultants claimed they would earn he said their contracts could be cancelled on 10 days' notice if he was not happy with their services.

"The future of the consultants depends on whether the Post Office is receiving value for money," he said. "At the moment I am looking at this figure long and hard."

The consultants say their expertise will help make the Post Office more efficient and profitable. Mr Burke said the New Zealand Post Office was a world leader in restructuring postal services and had offered its skills on a consultancy basis to other countries.

"We managed to turn the New Zealand Post Office around from a R125-million loss to a profit-making company in two years," he said.

The operations manager at Alexander Proudfoot, Tom Cooke, said: "We have made many changes to get mail out of the sorting centre by the end of each day."
Chamber alarmed at postal standards

STAFF WRITER

Johannesburg — The recent collapse of Post Office service standards has been nothing short of "catastrophic", says the Johannesburg Chamber of Commerce in its most recent Goeing Concerns newsletter.

The Chamber is concerned over "the deteriorating performance of this vital arm of the communications network needed by business."

It says it has been inundated with examples of deliveries taking as long as two months and with "numerous" indications that mail had been tampered with.

"Recently, the closure of 37 non-viable post offices has added fuel to the fire. The Post Office press release informing us of the closure of these post offices assured us that alternative arrangements had been made and business would not be inconvenienced.

Member experience, though, was different. Mail deliveries became more unreliable than usual and the services offered by alternative post offices appeared to collapse under the additional load."

The Chamber notes that the move to combine four sorting centres at Ormonde — which handles 40 percent of South Africa's mail — turned out to be "a logistical nightmare" beset by work stoppages and go-slow action by workers, who were facing retrenchment.

"The inevitable result was yet another mountainous backlog clogging the system."

A Chamber delegation was recently invited to visit the Ormonde facility and concluded "The problem is huge, but the new management is committed to solving it. The centre has the facilities and equipment to succeed and there is much that business can do to help."
New man at the helm of our troubled mail ship

Ambitious MD hopes to dispatch to oblivion the country's negative image of the Post Office

By Nicki Whitfield
Consumer Reporter

Frank Touwen's CV is impressive: BSc Engineering, MSc Computer Science, MBA. Business degree from IUSU. Don scholar at St Stithians College in 1983.

Last year, managing director of Philips Communications Systems in the UK, Private pilot's licence. Clearly an achiever.

But can he, as new managing director of the Post Office, achieve what at this stage seems the impossible - can he change our floundering operation into what it should be - a reliable, first-class service?

Right now, it's far from that. Lack a stamp and you could be kissing a love-letter goodbye. Melt a block of wax onto a parcel and you could be scaling its coffin. Spend a fortune registering something and even that doesn't guarantee you any ill-getting guarantees.

Touwen knows about the problems. "Have you tried sending a letter lately? And did it get there?" he asked. "And having spent four years in Cambridge, he's had first-hand knowledge of how an efficient, fast World postal service should work.

Touwen has been in the Post Office's hot seat since September, commuting daily between his plush office in Church Street, Pretoria, and his Bryanston apartment. His plans to turn the corporation around are ambitious and impressive.

"I know the Post Office was in a mess when I accepted the job. But the very challenge of transforming it into a working operation is what makes it so interesting."

"My priorities are to get the Post Office back to a state where the public can regain their trust in using it when they can post items with assurance that they will be delivered within an acceptable time-frame and in a condition suitable to the one they were sent off in."

He laughed wryly when told how many complaints were made to the consumer desk of this newspaper about the Post Office. "You got complaints?"

He intends to change the public's image of the Post Office, and to make the staff a true reflection of South Africa's population groups.

"The Post Office's image is of a white male, automated, top-down organisation. But it's changing. We need people of all colours and people of both sexes."

"And we need to ensure we extend our services. In the old South Africa, there were 71 post offices in white Pretoria and two in black Pretoria."

He is also keen to get the corporation back to a break-even position, where it can be successful without a subsidy from the State.

"Can he say why the Post Office is in such a mess?"

"There are many reasons. For example, in the past the Johannesburg mail centre was operating out of five buildings, with mail sorting done over five hours in the old Jeppie Street Post Office."

"Other problems have been caused by labour actions, and we need to improve our communication with the labour force and the union."

Since July, R22.5-million has been spent on international consultants from the New Zealand postal authority and the US company, Alexander Froude, to help with the transformation process. The Post Office, Touwen said, dealt with a staggering 8-million letters a day, 40% of which went through the Witwatersrand. "So it stands to reason that if there are inefficiencies in the primary hub, the rest of the country will be affected."

Now, though, the corporation has a shining new hope - Witspos, a vast 60 000m², one-level building on Ormonde which cost about R45-million, where all the region's sorting is done.

Staff caught tampering with mail would be dealt with, Touwen assured, and security to ensure the safety of mail, such as the installation of more close-circuit cameras, would be stepped up.

The last word from the MD is that the standard of delivery is improving. But, on the down-side: "With the increase of Christmas mail, it's unlikely we'll see any improvement before early next year."
Post Office 'working hard to improve' (267)

STAFF REPORTER

THE Post Office, struggling to operate as a viable business and provide an efficient service, was "working hard" at improving itself, regional general manager Mr Leon Dippenaar said yesterday.

Mr Dippenaar, addressing an Institute of Citizenship meeting, said that when the Post Office was "commercialised" in 1991 it had an annual shortfall of R800 million, which had previously been subsidised by the profit-making Telkom. "It was not really run along business lines."

The Post Office's annual deficit was now R350m, which was subsidised by the state.

"We're not satisfied with that. We'd like to break even or even make a profit," Mr Dippenaar said.

Coupled with this priority, he said, was that of providing customers with "quality service", a task made more difficult by the Post Office's financial situation.

To this end the Post Office had introduced a number of new services and had recently published a set of delivery standards, including a two-day across-town delivery time and a four-day delivery time between major centres.

In the Western Cape the across-town delivery time was 90% on target, but the countrywide delivery system had had "quite a few problems lately" and was running at a "horrible" 26% efficiency. "You can imagine what our customers think of us."

To "make ends meet" without more than doubling its tariffs the Post Office had shut down 50 post offices in the Western Cape in the past two years and cut its staff.
Calls overseas cheaper via US than Telkom.

STAFF REPORTER

SOUTH AFRICANS can now make cut-price international telephone calls - via the United States - and save up to 45% on each call.

Known as "call-back operators", at least five companies have established themselves in the country offering lower rates than Telkom on international calls, faxes and cell phones.

The Western Cape representative for one of the companies, Mr Brian Kirsch, said yesterday savings ranged from 45% to 15%, depending on which country one telephoned.

He said the South Africa company was linked to the International Long Distance (ILD) company in Los Angeles.

"When you join, you are allocated an access number which is put into the system. When you want to make an international call, you dial your access number and hang up.

"Within 10 seconds they will phone back and switch you through to an American network which makes the call to whatever country you are phoning," Mr Kirsch said.

One save 45% on calls to Greece, Italy, Belgium and Brazil, and 35% to the UK and North America, he said.

Telkom charges R11,32 a minute during peak hours to Italy, while call-back operator charge R6,23.

Telkom charges R6,37 a minute in peak hour to the UK and R5,43 to North America, compared with the call-back prices of R4,14 and R3,53 respectively.

Mr Kirsch said the reason American telephone networks were among the cheapest in the world was that there was such fierce competition between different companies.

"They also operate with substantial volumes of calls and so they are able to negotiate good rates," he said.

He said the service was aimed at companies which did a lot of overseas business and at individuals who had relatives overseas.

A spokesman for Telkom was unable to say yesterday whether the call-back operators had had a negative effect on the company. He said the call-back operators were legal.
CONTRARY to our report on Friday last week, Telkom chairman Dikgang Moseneke says he is not considering relinquishing his post when he takes up an executive position in the Corporate Africa group. The suggestion that he was thinking of leaving Telkom was an assumption by Business Day and was not confirmed.

Moseneke says he is not uncomfortable with the restructuring of Telkom. He was hired by Telkom to supervise that task, and his three-year contract still has more than two years to run.

Moseneke has also pointed out that he has nothing to do with the Johannesburg legal firm Moseneke & Partners that is managed by his brother. Business Day confused the Johannesburg firm of attorneys with Advocate Moseneke's chambers in Pretoria. Moseneke closed them recently.

No inference should be drawn from Business Day's article that Moseneke has worked for the Johannesburg firm of attorneys that specialises in privatisation issues and that has purposefully distanced itself from providing any advice to Telkom. Nor should the inference be drawn that Moseneke & Partners is closing down.

Business Day regrets the errors.
The crisis may not be terminal but it's serious

Letter of intent

The SA Post Office's newly appointed MD, Frank Touwen, endorses Masson's point. He says of the Post Office "It was a tired organisation. It was heavily bureaucratic and (characterised by) low motivation."

Providing a broader perspective, he adds "Many postal authorities were in a similar situation". Touwen's list of countries afflicted by similar problems includes some of the proudest names in the history of post offices: the Dutch postal services, those of New Zealand and Australia, and to a much lesser extent, Britain's Royal Mail.

Touwen notes that these postal services are now "efficient, reliable and profitable." His quest is to ensure that the SA Post Office merits these labels in the not too distant future.

But Touwen makes it clear that the Post Office's problems were compounded because they coincided with the vast political and socio-economic changes which have taken place in the country during the past four or five years.

These changes, which generated demands for affirmative action, extension of postal services to disadvantaged communities and incorporation of the supposedly autonomous post offices in Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda and Ciskei, have placed additional strains on the service.

Masson and Touwen cite the position in Pretoria and its environs as an example of the challenge imposed by the political revolution which swept the old order aside.

Under the apartheid dispensation, they note, white-designated Pretoria had more than 70 post offices compared with two for Mamelodi and neighbouring black townships. The discriminatory heritage is intolerable, to the Post Office no less than to the new political rulers.

Masson notes with pride that the Post Office has made progress in tackling one of its most urgent tasks: reduction of the huge annual debt. In 1991, the year in which the Post Office became a private company, its annual loss was R850m, he recalls. If no action had been taken, the annual debt would have been R1.5bn, he states somberly. Instead, the Post Office has reduced the annual loss to R450m and reduced the shortfall in the pension fund from R800m to "between R150m and R200m."

Nevertheless, as Masson readily acknowledges, huge problems remain.

Posing a rhetorical question, he asks "What the hell are we going to do?" His question is not idle. The Post Office is caught between potentially conflicting demands to cut costs – to, as he puts it, "modernise and reduce numbers" – and to expand into areas which were under-served, if not completely neglected, during the apartheid era.

Touwen talks about the need to increase surveillance to eradicate tampering with mail for suspected loot. That requires money. But the problem of pilfering – which he sees as part of the general crime wave – has to be dealt with if public faith in the postal service is to be restored.

The problem of non-delivery of mail has implications which are almost as severe. The two problems are interlinked, in the sense that dumped mail is often looted mail.

Masson believes that they should be categorised as "unforgivable sins" and dismisses unless there is a compelling case for less severe punishment: "We are going to be ruthless," he says, "if we don't incite a work ethic, we won't have a business."

To remedy the deficiencies and to achieve its objective of profitable efficiency, the Post Office has initiated a number of projects. The organisation has also sought – at a price – the advice and guidance of consultants from New Zealand Post and Alexander Proudfit, the firm which helped New Zealand to succeed in commercialising its postal service.

Continued on page 29
One initiative is the installation of a "more client-friendly" computer system — Excelpos — which will eventually link more than 5000 service posts at 1550 post offices countrywide.

A Post Office public relations official enthuses, "Excelpos provides great benefits for clients and counter staff. It will streamline procedures, limit paperwork to a minimum and speed up counter transactions." The waiting time in queues will be reduced considerably. The network is expected to be fully operational at all post offices by March 1997.

Another initiative is the introduction of a new, streamlined sorting system — the hub-and-spoke system. Introduced in September 1994, it has reduced the number of dispatching offices — where mail is sorted — from 1600 to 26. From these "hubs," the mail is sent along carefully planned "spokes" to destinations.

Use of the hub-and-spoke system is linked to containerisation. Mail is dispatched in containers rather than obsolete bags, leading — postal experts insist — to a more efficient and quicker delivery.

Another major initiative is the building of large mail-sorting centres in Johannesburg and Cape Town. A third is on the drafting board for Durban. The Johannesburg centre, known as Watspos, is in the southern part of the city.

Watspos is a gargantuan complex, covering an area of 35 000 m² — roughly the size of four rugby fields. It has replaced Jeffreys Street post office as the primary mail-sorting operation on the Witwatersrand. Instead of mail being sorted at five different levels in the middle of the traffic-congested city, the task is now tackled in relative seclusion "under one roof and on one level."

The move to Watspos has entailed a major adaptation from staff. They have had to adjust to a 24-hour schedule, involving night shift for some workers.

The process has involved an element of "culture shock" for the older generation of (mainly white) postal workers used to a 8 am to 4 pm day shift. The introduction of a night shift has meant that mail arriving in the late afternoon or evening can be sorted overnight and dispatched the following day, instead of having to wait for sorting until the next day.

Yet another innovation is the introduction of postboxes. These are essentially mini-post offices operating from an established business — say, a pharmacy or a supermarket. The great advantage of postboxes is that they operate during the extended shopping hours of the host business. They represent another assault on the 8-4 mentality of postal employees.

As more cost-effective postboxes are commissioned — 22 are now in operation — some traditional post offices will be closed. The consternation over the recent closure of 41 post offices on the Witwatersrand must be seen against the background of the new postbox system.

The opening of postboxes (which can be described as a devolution of postal services) must be linked to the already functioning postal agencies.

As the Post Office's Juliana Nel observes: "The introduction of postboxes inside existing host businesses enables the Post Office to accelerate its reconstruction and development programme by taking postal services to where they are needed."

Touwen focuses on yet another bold undertaking: a project to extend the network of postboxes.

"It means that people who have no street address — people who live in labyrinthine squatter encampments or in sprawling rural settlements — will be able to collect their mail at postboxes. The long-term plan is to install at least 5m postboxes."

Efficient sorting and an extension of the Post Office's reach is associated with another modernising device: the track-and-trace system. Implemented less than five months ago, and using a bar code and laser scanner, the new system enables Post Office staff to: in the words of the Post Office's media liaison officer — "track and trace a specific parcel, registered or insured letter at any specific time in the delivery process."

These interventions invite the question of how effective they have been in helping the Public Office fulfil its primary function of delivering letters and parcels. The Post Office sets its own standard delivery targets. They are: delivery within two days for fast mail, three days across town, four days within the same province and between the main metropolitan centres and five days for the rest. The day on which the letter is posted is not counted.

According to the latest figures, provided by an external monitoring agency, the Post Office's achievement rate varies from high to relatively low, depending on where the mail is posted.

The results are: Eastern Cape 95%, Free State, Northern Cape and North-West 91%, Western Cape 90%, KwaZulu-Natal 88%, Northern Province and Mpumalanga 80%, and the Witwatersrand — which comprises the bulk of Gauteng — 48%. The national average on-target delivery rate is 84%.

Touwen is not complacent about these good results compared with the negative impressions of many Gauteng residents. He recognises that the Witwatersrand is not only the industrial core and most densely populated nucleus. As he puts it, the Witwatersrand accounts for 40% of the daily tally of 8m mail items.

Not a man to shirk a challenge, Touwen has set himself an ambitious objective to re-establish the Post Office as an efficient, profitable organisation but one which serves the needs of the entire population rather than one which gives priority to one segment of the emerging nation.

Since he believes that the market will resist tariff increases, Touwen knows that he will have to cut costs and raise productivity.

His approach is to persuade the six postal unions to work with him and negotiate a common response to the challenge — not to issue decrees like a managerial dictator.

Meanwhile, he is determined to change the profile of the postal work force from one which is dominated by white men to one which represents the entire population spectrum.

Touwen is confident that the Post Office is overcoming its problems. But he warns that improvements will not be visible immediately, largely because they will be hidden beneath the accelerated flow of mail during the Christmas season.

By mid-1996, however, he believes that the public will be able to detect a new and efficient postal service emerging before its eyes.

We will suspend judgment until then.
IBM misses the message

Part of Telkom’s strategy to introduce an affordable phone service to the townships — a massive deployment of payphones — is progressing slowly. But a plan to back its payphones with a voice-mail system has been delayed for a year or more following a dispute with IBM.

Telkom cancelled IBM’s R12m contract to supply the voice-mail system after the US computer multinational missed an agreed April deadline and a June extension. The initial contract gave IBM five months to complete the system.

The State phone utility recently awarded the contract to Unisys. IBM conceded it would not have been able to deliver the system as specified by early next year. But it claims it could have supplied a stand-alone system. Despite the quarrel, IBM hoped to bid for the contract again.

The system IBM intended supplying was based on one it installed for Canadian telephone company QuebecTel. However, this system ran on one computer, while Telkom wanted its system distributed between several computers. IBM underestimated how long it would take to adapt the system to Telkom’s requirements.

Voice-mail offers an ingenious way for Telkom to meet its universal service obligation. It would provide a basic service to households which cannot afford the installation and monthly rental charges for their own phones.

Furthermore, since messages can be accessed using public payphones, it enables Telkom to offer a service to poor communities without exposing itself to bad-debt risks.

Telkom is relying heavily on payphones to meet its RDF commitments. Though its initial obligations are limited to supplying all schools and clinics within two years, the RDF document indicates more is to come: “For black people it is estimated that less than one household line per 100 persons is in place compared with about 60 lines per 100 white persons. Other countries with comparable per capita wealth have 30 lines per 100 persons. The situation is far worse in rural areas.”

Within five years, Telkom is obliged to have installed at least one payphone per 1 000 people in rural areas and two per 1 000 in urban areas. It aims to provide 40% of households with a telephone service by the year 2000.

Last year Telkom addressed its low penetration in black areas by increasing its number of payphones by 20% to about 60 000 by its March year-end.

The increase in payphones makes it easier for township residents to call out, but does not address the problem of how to contact somebody who does not have a phone at home. Once the voice-mail system has been completed, callers will be able to leave messages for other people on their “voice-mail box” — a number allocated to them by Telkom. People can retrieve their messages by dialling their voice-mail number from any telephone.

Telkom has not disclosed how much it will charge for a voice-mail account or how it intends billing. Most telephone utilities run voice-mail systems as value-added services — a business Telkom has opposed since losing money with its 087 service.

WORLD WIDE WEB

FM in demand

In the week since the launch of the Financial Mail Internet edition there have been more than 200 registrations. Over 10% of these have come from international users. “We have also had a number of inquiries from local and international organisations to form joint ventures,” says Times Media (TML) electronic publisher Roy Isacowitz.

Located on the Internet’s easy to use World Wide Web, FM can be accessed by simply typing http://www.ald.co.za/fm in the address space.

Access is free. Users will be able to read all articles in the latest edition of the FM. Readers will also be able to consult five months of back issues and search on any word or phrase in the back issues. This archive will grow each week.

Users are not limited to the FM, however, and can use FM as a springboard to visit more than 60 sites of interest. These include the world’s most influential business, financial and news publications, as well as a plethora of sites offering general interest information (Infotech November 17).

Thanks to the successful launch of this Internet edition, FM publisher TML has decided to form a division which will focus on research and development into all forms of electronic publishing. “Over the next 18 months we will continue to add value to the FM site,” says Isacowitz. “We will also open five new sites.” These include Internet editions of Business Day, medical and health-care magazine Mms, as well as the new Out There travel and leisure magazine.

There are also plans for a temporary Everest Site to track the progress of the Sunday Times’ Mount Everest expedition.

Possibly of most interest to the financial sector, will be the composite business site, incorporating TML’s three leading business publications — FM, Business Day and Sunday Times’ Business Times. The three publications’ databases will be linked allowing for searches across current and archived issues. “We will provide the best database of financial information in the country,” says Isacowitz.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

STATE UNIONS

Brain drain

The State employs 1,100 people to run its IT systems and pays them under R100m. It also uses 1,500 consultants and pays them R450m.

Behind those facts lie the reasons for the conflict between the State and its IT workers. Tensions have boiled over into public view several times over the last six months.

Workers have threatened to switch off all IT systems—a move that could stop most of the State’s day-to-day business. There would be no Revenue collection, Customs & Excise could not function as identity documents could not be processed, salaries would not be paid, and even burials could not take place.

There would be the gnawing possibility of mortuaries overflowing.

“We have not excluded the chance of industrial action in the future,” says Casper van Rensburg, GM of the Public Servants Association (PSA), which Government IT Union of SA is an affiliate.

The association has been in dispute with its parent body, the Public Service Commission (PSC), and apparently some members of the PSA had threatened to switch off the State’s systems from November 23-25. This threat was withdrawn when the PSC agreed to look at the association’s three grievances:

☐ There should be one umbrella body to oversee and control all aspects of State IT,
☐ The PSC must address the issue of consultants, and
☐ It should bring IT workers’ remuneration in line with that in the public sector.

The issue of consultants is critical. There has been wide-scale resentment at the payments commanded by consultants, while State workers have their salaries pegged at public service levels. This has led to a brain drain with government losing some of its

IN MY OPINION

Angora goats in suspenders!

Bond trader and net-tie convert David Bullard commiserates with the cyberporn pervvert on downloading “those pics.”

I know that there is nothing worse than the zeal of a new convert so I will understand if you skip this page and move directly to the Torque column. So what’s the big deal? Have I given up smoking? Have I found the path of true enlightenment? Have I discovered the G spot? None of the above but quite probably far better than all three put together, I have become a nettie.

My business card now has row upon row of small print detailing any number of ways you may contact me but best of all, just under the cellphone number is the e-mail address.

I am happy to say that most people still haven’t the slightest idea of what you are talking about and those who do shuffle their feet and pretend that they are still thinking about getting on the Internet and who am I to hold a grudge against them?

We are cruising the information super-highway while the rest of you are still bumping along dusty farm tracks.

Take post for example. We all know, to our cost that the South African post office takes about a month to deliver a letter from Rosseslitta to Byamnoson. That is if it doesn’t wind up in the Braamfontein spruit.

Overseas post has an even slimmer chance of arriving or departing, particularly if there is money enclosed. On the Internet I can send letters in a matter of seconds to anywhere in the world for the price of a local phone call.

It gets better though. The Internet lets me look at today’s newspapers from all over the world, to check out what the CIA is up to and even to chew the fat with the State President or any member of his Cabinet.

The ANC have what is called a web site and it is really impressive too, particularly as none of the other parties has joined the 20th Century as far as computers are concerned.

I am not sure how many of the party faithful in the townships log on to the Internet but providing you already have electricity I guess there is no reason why you shouldn’t e-mail the State President and ask him when the water can be expected to arrive.

One man, one laptop

So what about all those dirty pictures everybody talks about? I have logged on to most of the tamer girls’ magazine web sites and they are an exercise in self-restraint.

Once you have double clicked your mouse on Miss November you might as well go off and make a cup of tea because, as far as your average slavering Internet pervert is concerned, she is revealed painfully slowly from the top down. This appears to be a fundamental design problem.

It is also evident that some of us would prefer it if she was revealed from the bottom up to speak.

The really hard stuff involving Angora goats in various erotic poses comes in some sort of code and only the cognoscenti know how to download it. I figure that if you’ve seen one Angora goat in suspenders you’ve seen them all so I haven’t bothered to find out how to crack the code.

What I did think was a great idea was to subscribe to a forum, which involves sending and receiving messages to like-minded people so you think. The forum groups are rather like cocktail parties and are dominated by bores with the welcome difference that you can log off when you have had too much of them.

The forum I joined seemed to be dominated by academics who had nothing better to do than send each other snide comments on the Internet. Hardly surprising that our universities are in such poor shape.

The problem with a forum is that every time you go into your e-mail there are at least 60 messages waiting for you, most of which are terminally dull.

Because of the computer industry’s persistence in talking technobabble not everybody will be as captivated as I am by this wonderful new revolution in communication a fact that was brought forcefully home to me when my wife asked me for the 40th time to show her the stop button on the VCR remote control. Luddites who needs them?
LEADING ARTICLES

ANGLOVAAL INDUSTRIES

Blue-chip status assured

But it may struggle to stay ahead of rivals

A strong historical growth record is certainly comforting but may offer limited assurance that future returns will be as good as those of the past. This question now faces investors in Anglovaal Industries (AVI).

AVI's performance over the past decade and throughout the recession of the early Nineties could be matched by few large industrial groups. Earnings per share and dividends increased in each of those years. The compound growth in EPS over the past five years is 16.2%, in dividends 15.7%.

This has been an exceptionally good run, compared with other big groups over that period and when seen against AVI's own historical standards.

As the table shows, AVI's five-year growth in EPS and dividends outshines those of SA Brews, Malbank, Murray & Roberts, Rembrandt, Amic and Safran. In the early Eighties AVI was not particularly exciting. When the boom at the turn of the decade ended, the group's earnings became bumpy, the dividend sat on a four-year plateau of 46c (before the 10:1 subdivision) a share until 1985.

There are now a number of potential constraints to AVI's earnings that could, at the least, impair its relative performance for a while. Most significant perhaps is that the group is lagging in some markets, especially in the consumer sector, where it did well in recent years.

Not only has demand in certain sectors fallen below expectations. Competition has also intensified, often worsened by greater international exposure, following the end of economic isolation or as a result of government's move towards reducing protection.

Meanwhile, funding requirements are rising. Capital spending is planned at R22m over the next three years. Longer-term, it could well enhance operating margins and earnings. But, during the spending phase, it means greater calls on cash flow.

These factors are taking effect just as the group is approaching senior management changes with some key executives who steered AVI through its best years reaching retirement.

Interestingly, it was in 1981 that Jan Robbertz, then MD of Consol, was appointed group MD. AVI's good years have thus covered a large part of his tenure. At the end of this year, Robbertz will retire as group MD, to be succeeded by Richard Savage, currently an executive director of AVI, which he joined in 1991.

Robbertz remains chairman and will chair several major group subsidiaries.

Savage is a former MD of Haggie and, subsequently, an executive director of Barlows and Altron. Several other key executives who were Robbertz's colleagues over the past dozen years are at or nearing retirement. These include Irwin & Johnson's John Williams (now deputy chairman), Consol MD Petie Netheling (who retires in three years) and Diversified Holdings chairman David Royston.

In most cases, successors are in place or are being groomed. But the advent of new management — until proven — inevitably raises questions for investors.

This is not to say there are any serious concerns about AVI's prospects. In the year to end-June, it again lifted EPS and dividends by more than 21%. Again, few of the large and diversified industrials have done much better (see table). But the result was no longer above average.

AVI has long had a useful balance in its portfolio. "The balance is what has carried us through the past decade," says Robbertz. "It has never been our intention to make it into a group that is essentially consumer-driven, for example."

Still, the latest results raise an interesting question: it's worth considering whether the mix of activities that served AVI so well during the late Eighties and early Nineties will be as effective during the current expansion, when the economy's main engine now is fixed investment.

The 54% EPS growth by Barlows in its year to September may emphasise this point. Its earnings were rising off a low base, and helped by turnarounds such as its UK subsidiary, but Barlows' markets are now primarily in fixed investment sectors.

Of attributable earnings of R494m in AVI's 1995 year, more than two-thirds was derived from three sectors: packaging and rubber company Consol 25%, AVI Diversified Holdings (largely textiles and engineering) 25%, and the unlisted, 82%-held National Brands (mainly fast-moving consumer goods) 20%. Food group Irwin & Johnson provided another 11%. That takes the total from these sectors to 81%.

Some activities are not linked to consumer markets. Aside from the engineering interests in Diversified Holdings, and some of Consol's markets, these include the 28%-held cement producer Anglo-Alpha with 11%, and the construction and electronics/computer businesses in 51%-held Grinaker Holdings with 6%. All these should continue to produce good growth but they don't necessarily add up to a dominant influence on the bottom line.

Consol (see Leasing Articles September 15), the largest of the subsidiaries, typifies the rather mixed outlook and the challenges facing the group. Though it is the leader in its key markets such as glass packaging and tyre manufacture and distribution, the latest earnings advance of 19% was considered disappointing given the strong surge in sales volumes.

Demand in Consol's glass division was boosted partly by customer restocking and was pushed to exceptionally high, if unsustainable, levels. Three glass furnaces which were standing idle had to be brought back into production quickly. The recompensation required expenditure and skills were spread thinly, margins were squeezed.

Management was clearly caught flat-footed by the suddenness of the recovery. Robbertz concludes this: "At one point in the downturn, we had five furnaces idle. That may have dulled our focus into over-emphasising belt-tightening."

Consol accelerated its capex in 1994 and 1995 and now plans to spend about R1bn over the next three years. The lion's share of this will go towards continued technology enhancement and capacity enlargement in its glass factories.

Its management aims to finance this internally, through cash flow and debt. Netheling expects continuing growth in sales volumes in the glass and rubber divisions and is forecasting annual earnings growth of 20%-25% over this period. Whether the dividend will grow as rapidly is unclear.

Diversified Holdings in the 1995 year made a pre-tax profit of R189.9m (1994, R153.7m) and earnings were R121.8m (R97.3m), up 25%. It contains a mix of companies, of which the two best performers now include the listed engineering group Beamng Man, which recently became extremely successful, and the 92%-held textile company Avertex. Steel merchant Trideast is another significant contributor.

Beamng Man, 55%-held, lifted its earnings 58% to R22m. Its strong growth seems set to continue. Avertex made about R36m...
No time for moral trumpeting

SA’s quiet diplomacy has palpably failed in Nigeria. Ken Saro-Wiwa and his eight fellow Ogoni activists have been hanged, in defiance of Nelson Mandela’s wishes and to chorused indignation of many countries throughout the world. But in their anger at the “betrayal” of Nigerian military ruler Sanu Abacha, SA policymakers, from Nelson Mandela downward, should be careful not to overreact. The signs so far are not auspicious.

Mandela, reportedly conceding that he felt slighted by Abacha’s refusal to heed requests to spare the dissidents, is now spearheading a campaign for tough action against Nigeria’s military junta. He has urged the UK and the US to take the lead in imposing oil sanctions on Nigeria.

ANC secretary-general Cyril Ramaphosa has adopted an equally tough stance in a series of statements since the hangings. “None of us must ever tolerate the abuse of human rights anywhere in the world,” he has said. “On our side in SA, we are advocating all-out sanctions against Nigeria.” Ramaphosa simultaneously targeted Shell for criticism, citing its “disgusting” refusal to look at the issue of human rights in Nigeria.

Mandela has been ill-served by the Department of Foreign Affairs and his dozy Foreign Minister, Alfred Nzo. A shake-up of the department and the replacement of the soporific Nzo by a more dynamic man – Pallo Jordan – would be in order. But, for a range of cogent reasons, Mandela would be ill-advised to press ahead with a moral crusade.

Pre-eminent among them is the risk that the policy may be counterproductive. Instead of dislodging Abacha, it may entrench his junta in power. Already there are signs that the Nigerian military regime is seeking to turn SA’s righteous indignation into its advantage. SA has been accused, through an advertisement in the Zimbabwe newspaper The Herald, of interfering in Nigerian internal affairs.

More to the point, in terms of effectiveness, has been the allegation that SA has seized the opportunity to attack Nigeria because it covets the anticipated permanent African seat on an expanded UN Security Council. This may rally a segment of Nigerian opinion-makers to Abacha’s side. But, worse still, it may win African countries to Nigeria’s side by playing on envy of SA.

Those who call for sanctions should remember that they seldom work as intended. They may not have the desired effect of toppling the Abacha regime. They may hurt the poor rather than humble the mighty, as, arguably, was the case in SA. As The Economist has pertinently observed, “Sanctions are a blunt weapon. They have failed to dislodge Saddam Hussein in Iraq.”

Concerted indignation by SA’s new political establishment strikes a discordant note, not because the Abacha regime has any commendable features but because SA seems happy to hold hands, diplomatically speaking, with a host of morally dubious governments.

Ironically, Mandela’s condemnation of Nigeria coincides with his renewed call for full diplomatic ties with Beijing, where soldiers, acting on the orders of the communist regime, massacred pro-democracy students at the time that democrats succeeded in claiming their rights against communist governments in eastern Europe and the former USSR. Mandela’s condemnation of Nigeria stands in contrast with his silence – which Portugal’s Mario Soares has urged him to break – on Indonesian oppression in East Timor.

Ramaphosa asserts that SA must not tolerate human rights abuses anywhere. He seems oblivious of SA friendship with a range of countries where human rights are abrogated. One is Algeria, where an election was aborted because early returns pointed to victory by the opposition Islamic Salvation Front and where an estimated 10 000 people have been killed since a state of emergency was imposed in 1992. Another is Cuba, where, according to Amnesty International, there are at least 500 prisoners of conscience.

One wonders, too, whether Ramaphosa is conscious of the irony implicit in his support for Ogoni activists, one of whose major aims was self-determination for the Ogoni people. Talk of Zulu self-determination at home is not well received by the ANC.

Mandela has sought to be a peacemaker in southern Africa, a role which he fulfilled with some success in Angola, Mozambique and Lesotho. He should seek to do the same in Nigeria. That does not imply effete diplomacy or moral condonation. It means steady, unrelenting, behind-the-scenes pressure on Nigeria to restore democracy. It is a more challenging role than that of a moral trumpeter.
Telkom bidders 'may share work'

Beatrix Payne

BIDDERS for Telkom’s one-million-rand R6bn contract could split the work between them if only one group won the tender, consortium bidder Altron said at the weekend.

The five shortlisted groups – Siemens Telecommunications, AT&T-NSN, Marpless Communications Technologies, Ericsson SA and Alcatel Altech Telecoms – were likely to pool resources and subcontract work to groups that had not made the shortlist, a spokesman said.

"It is not an all-or-nothing game," he said. "One company cannot provide the whole project on its own, and subcontracting and outsourcing will be a feature.

Telkom said that more than one group could be awarded the contract, depending on the responses it received to the full tenders. It would issue at the end of this month.

Telkom technology strategist Derek Fyfe said that Telkom would provide turnkey bidders with a list of preferred products and technologies from the 20 initial proposals.

Successful tenderers would be announced at the end of March and projects would be commissioned from August.

Fyfe would not comment on the expected value of the contract. However, he said the parastatal’s broader network strategy to provide 400,000 lines by the end of the decade – Vision 2000 – was expected to cost more than R16bn at current prices.

Telkom was currently reviewing procurement strategy to foster greater competition among suppliers and drive prices down.

This and other cost-saving strategies would increase profits, he said, which would be sunk back into the business.

The group also intended sourcing funds from the financial market, and it was investigating other options which could include soft loans or funding from the RDP.

Fyfe said.
Glad you couldn’t make it, Mr President

Mélanie Sergeant

SA’s participation in what was touted as “the biggest telecommunications event the world has seen” was fraught with technical hitches and the country was cut off from the opening ceremony. The event was being flighted to 98 venues on five continents.

The breakdown occurred despite hours of successful testing of the integrated services digital network link which allows voice, video, sound and graphics to be piped down phone lines simultaneously.

Telkom product manager Marius Coetzee said, “There is a major investigation to find out what went wrong.” The SA audience of top business people caught a glimpse of the opening, linked up to US secretary of commerce Ron Brown and Bellcore president George Henline, and Telkom MD Brian Clark’s address was live on the link. But as the opening event was set to be staged, the lines went down and the link was lost. Telkom corporate account manager Vic McDowell said errors were found on local exchanges.

Telkom officials, told last night that President Nelson Mandela would not be holding a planned network chat with US Vice-President Al Gore, were relieved, saying his presence at the Gallagher Estate event would have caused further embarrassment.

The digital network is being touted as the next step in the evolution of the worldwide telecommunications network, and is sold as “making speed and error-free transmission of voice, data, images and video on one digital line a reality.” In his address, Clark said the service was already being used by 6-million users, and 25-million users were expected by 2000. Telkom planned to have the service available to about 90% of its business customers by the end of its next financial year.
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Thieves destroy SOS system

By Shirley Woodgate

More than a third of the SOS phones on a 150km stretch of the N3 have been vandalised by thieves who have put the emergency communication system out of action for thousands of holiday-makers during the Christmas season.

Damage to 24 of the 70 masts housing solar panels and radios – linked to the phones spaced about 3km apart on the Johannesburg/Durban toll routes – totalled more than R500 000, Telcon managing director Andrew Mthembu said.

The equipment would not be replaced before the coming holiday season, but Telcon would step up additional patrol services – already operating on the N3 during the Christmas peak traffic period.

Near Colenso in KwaZulu-Natal, the SOS system has virtually been wiped out and the Pretoria/Rustenburg N4 has also been hard hit, Transport Department spokesman Niel Thomas said.

Telcon manages two of the three tolled stretches of the N3 on behalf of the SA Roads Board.

The board has already been forced to fork out more than R1-million on replacement, but after the latest spate of thefts the board decided not to replace the masts until the equipment could be properly secured in theft-proof boxes. The first security boxes have been constructed and some will be in place by Christmas.

Masts linking phones stripped

The phones were considered a vital part of the road system, with up to 1 000 calls received every month at the control centres on the two N3 toll road stretches of the Durban/Johannesburg route, Mthembu said.

It is assumed thieves use the solar panels and batteries to obtain power, but it is believed they would be ineffective as the batteries are of a very low voltage.

The radios are effectively useless as they can only be used for the communications purpose for which they were designed.

The Automobile Association, which controls SOS phones on all main urban roads, suffered isolated incidents on about 30km of the N3 said spokesman Quinton van Eeden. “But all the SOS phones manned by the AA along metropolitan freeways will be kept functioning during the holidays.”
Green Paper is set to be unveiled to public

The science and technology Green Paper, Preparing for the 21st Century, is to be unveiled this week.

Speaking at the IT policy conference, science and technology department chief director Dr. Robert Adams said the Green Paper focused on the department's view of IT underpinning the future of culture and development.

"The Green Paper is a discussion document to be followed by a White Paper, which will outline the vision and legislative intentions of government," Adams said.

"There must be a broad indication from government on its plans for future legislation, and we are thus providing an overarching framework from which all policies for the next few years are hung."

The Green Paper identifies the main questions which need to be addressed, and asks the public for its views.

"The process was important because SA had not yet had a co-ordinated science, engineering and technology policy, and there was now an opportunity to create an effective policy with input from many stakeholders."
Foundation Laid for National Policy

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Telkom will ride the highway, and aims to earn revenue off it

TELKOM will use opportunities the information superhighway casts its way, but the challenge lies in determining how best to earn revenue from them. Speaking at the Financial Mail's Internet Conference last week, Telkom's international business unit head Dr Rhynne Greeff said the superhighway had become a global free-for-all for both major and small players. "The Internet is a good example of a service which is working around the superhighway," he said.

Telkom saw the information superhighway as a high-speed network to carry voice, data, text and video to businesses and homes, interconnecting communications networks by providing a backbone of digital switches linking cities and towns.

Links could be fibre optic, radio or satellite to provide a combination of telecommunications and information accessibility. "At Telkom, the superhighway fits into our strategy and we will follow the wave, but the biggest challenge is to determine how best to earn revenues from it," he said.

Challenges lay in areas such as data integration and service levels. "The problem with the Internet is that it is still too unreliable to be a conduit for time-critical traffic or traffic whose origin must be authenticated."

All telecommunications bodies were becoming players and experiencing a growing demand for high-speed networks. In South Africa, however, independent service providers had to work within constraints so they could not compete with Telkom as a telecommunications operator.

Greeff said the Internet dependency in the US was high, and it could already change the course of business. "If the Internet was down for five weeks, 16,000 businesses would be severely affected and billions of dollars would be lost."

In 1994, advertising revenues over the Internet were 0.06% of total US advertising revenues. This was expected to grow from the present $100m to more than $4bn by 2000.

The main users of the superhighway would be commercial and would bring in the majority of funds to pay for its infrastructure. This would be used increasingly by domestic users, education and health sectors.

Questions of data privacy, intellectual property rights, cultural preservation and many other concerns now had to be addressed.

Greeff said that apart from Telkom's 1-million rural telephone line project, which was set to get under way next year, the organisation would also be providing full digitisation of the network and bandwidth on demand services.

There were unlimited opportunities for expanding into Africa because of the large, unsatisfied customer base.

"Africa needs sophisticated solutions because developing countries need to compete with developed countries on an equal basis," Greeff said.
Great PO promises at official Witspos opening

By Troye Lund

SA's notorious postal service will compete with the best in the world, Posts and Telecommunications Minister Pallo Jordan said at the opening of the southern hemisphere's biggest mailing centre, Witspos, in Ormonde, Johannesburg, yesterday.

He also said that the 172 post offices and 2,300 employees of the former TBVC states would be fully integrated into this "new postal era" by April.

The R35-million new building spans an area the size of four rugby fields and takes over activities previously handled in the Jeppe Street and Harwood Street post offices as well as the customs section in Loveday Street. They are now all under one roof at Witspos.

South African Post Office Director, Frank Touwen, said at the opening ceremony: "The most modern mail handling techniques in the world will allow us to restore our reputation and give quicker, more efficient service."

More than 1,000 employees will work around the clock processing 6-million postal transactions daily to ensure the post office meets guarantees to have mail items on route to their final destination the morning after they arrive at Witspos.

The sophisticated sorting equipment can handle 22,000 letters an hour. Touwen said a letter posted in Randburg would now take two days to get to Pretoria.
More time, more phones, higher charges, says Telkom

Pretoria - The unit cost of a telephone call would rise next month from 19.2 cents (21.9 cents including value-added tax) to 21.1 cents (24.1 cents). Telkom international business managing executive Dr Rhyne Greeff said yesterday.

He said to balance this increase, talk time for distances further than 400km would increase by 10.6% and the metering period would go from 8.5 to 9.4 seconds.

Local calls from public telephones would increase by 10 cents to 40 cents a unit.

This, Greeff said, would help to increase the number of public telephones to about 150,000.

There would be a 7.2% increase in residential monthly rental and a 10.3% increase in installation fees.

Installation costs would increase from R233 (R255.62 including Vat) to R257 (R292.98 including Vat) and R90.50 (R103.17 with Vat) where cabling was already in place and a site visit was not required.

Greeff said monthly rental for business customers would increase by 12.1% - Sapa
Highly controversial reports by the Least Industrialised Countries (LIC) towards establishing "indefinite" Industrialisation Pressure in South Africa is the main theme of the message for SA.
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State-of-art post service

Muduza Harvey

POSTS, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Pallo Jordan assured the public yesterday that virtually every item of mail entering the new Witspos centre was processed and en route to its final destination within a day.

He was speaking at the official opening of the Witspos mail centre in Johannesburg.

The most modern techniques for handling mail were adopted. The introduction, too, of containerisation instead of the traditional mail bag, had improved delivery standards.

Jordan said negotiations had been held with trade unions on a 24-hour-shift system. As a result, mail entering Witspos by late afternoon was processed the same night and was out of the centre the following morning.
PRETORIA: The unit cost of a telephone call would rise in January from 19.2 cents (21.9 cents including value-added tax) to 21.4 cents (24.1 cents), Telkom executive Dr. Rhyne Greeff said yesterday.
Sapa
Post Office enters ‘new efficiency era’

Own Correspondent

SOUTH AFRICA’S notorious postal service is set to compete with the best first-world mailing systems.

Posts and Telecommunications Minister Pallo Jordan also said the 172 post offices and 2 300 employees of the former TBVC states would be fully integrated into this “new postal era” by April 1996.

Mr Jordan was speaking at the opening of the southern hemisphere’s biggest mailing centre, Witspos, in Ormonde, Johannesburg.

The R55 million warehouse-like building spans an area equivalent to four rugby fields.

All sorting and distribution activities previously handled in Jeppe Street post office, the insured parcel section of Harrison street and the customs section previously situated in Loveday street are now under one roof at Witspos.

“The Post Office has turned the corner despite past months of incompetent service which have made people lose faith in us. The most modern mail handling techniques in the world will allow us to restore our reputation and give quicker, more efficient service,” said the director of the Post Office, Frank Touwen.

More than 1,000 employees will work around the clock processing six million postal transactions daily to meet guarantees to have mail items on route to their final destination the morning after they arrive at Witspos.

The sophisticated sorting equipment can handle 22,000 letters an hour. The video encoding machines handle 32,000 letters an hour.

Witspos comprises the following sections: customs, registered and insured mail, bulk mail, international air and surface mail, parcels, standard and non-standard letters as well as the transfer of all containers as part of the international transport network.
Bank says reform essential

SUB-SAHARAN African electricity utilities would have to go through radical reform and restructuring to attract private sector funding, World Bank industry and energy department director Richard Stern said yesterday.

At a briefing before the start of the Bank's symposium on power sector reform, he said sub-Saharan utilities, excluding SA, would have to invest $1.4bn to $17bn, but state spending priorities meant they would have to tap private sector resources.

Reform implied improving performance as operating efficiencies were low and losses were high. A first step could involve encouraging private sector competition, unbundling or separating various functions into independent companies.
SourceCom and Plessey in co-operation agreement

Adrienne Gillomée

CORPORATE Africa’s telecommunications associate SourceCom has signed a co-operation agreement with Plessey, further aiding the fledgling group’s plans to expand its operations into southern Africa.

The agreement would see SourceCom using Plessey’s infrastructure and facilities for prepayment systems while Plessey would have access to SourceCom’s in-house technology and technology team.

SourceCom tied up with Israel's group ECI Telecom in September, in a deal where SourceCom created a subsidiary in which it held 51% and ECI the remainder.

SourceCom chairman Crispin Sonn said yesterday the third party to the agreement with ECI Telecom was UK group Telematica, which had recently been bought out by ECI.

SourceCom would explore other markets through its linkup with ECI Telecom and named south America and sub-Saharan Africa.

In southern Africa Namibia, Lesotho and Zimbabwe would be short-term prospects.

Sonn said the subsidiary would aim to add 60% local content to products after importing suitable technology.

The group’s local manufacturing plant was likely to be in the Western Cape but Sonn said this would be finished only once finance had been arranged.

Corpor’s merchant bank Pleade Investments would provide the financing expertise. It had a 30% stake in SourceCom — making it the biggest single shareholder, Sonn said.
SABC picks cheaper satellite TV

Johannesburg: The SABC is to drop its plans for digital satellite television, opting for analogue technology, which is much cheaper for the consumer, the corporation decided yesterday.

Mr. Gert Claassen, the broadcaster's satellite television head, said the corporation had been transmitting four analogue channels using the PanAmSat 4 (PAS 4) satellite for the past two weeks, including the existing three SABC channels and a channel providing about six hours of sport a day.

By the third quarter of next year the corporation would be transmitting six to eight encrypted analogue channels, for which viewers would need a satellite dish and decoder costing about R1 500, plus the monthly subscription.

Mr. Claassen said analogue technology was much cheaper than digital technology, which provided more channel options, but cost more than R5 000.

SABC chairman Dr. Ivy Mattee-Cassabrun said the board stood firm on the amount of Afrikaans broadcast. It would be treated equally to all other indigenous languages — Special Correspondent.
Call rates don’t ring true

Though Telkom may have attempted to soft-soap consumers with a self-effacing advertising campaign on its new rates, economists say the hikes will have a heavier impact on business than that claimed by the telephone utility.

The new rates, to be introduced in January, will hit consumers and businesses who make most of their calls in a local area, during peak hours. Also affected will be public phone box users, Internet users and businesses who use analogue links to transmit data.

Contrary to Telkom’s estimates that there will be an average increase of 7% in phone charges, these users will find their bills have increased more than the expected 9% inflation rate.

“The average of 7% is misleading,” says SA Chamber of Business economist Bill Lacey. He says the price hikes will depend on the type of user. Though international phone users may score, the small business which operates in a localised geographic area will lose out.

“Installation costs and public box calls have gone up 13% and 33% respectively, which is way above the inflation rate,” says Consumer Council director Ina Wilken.

The new tariffs also include a 32,4% use for companies using analogue data circuits. FirstNet MD Mike van den Bergh says this hike will hurt both small businesses and cost-conscious corporates. It will also hurt businesses operating in areas where there are no digital lines.

So how did Telkom work out that the increases would average 7%?

Telkom senior executive Rhyme Greeff says the unit cost of local calls will increase from R3,96c (including Vat) to R24,1c from January 2. However, long distance calls will generally be cheaper because metering periods for all calls over 400 km will lengthen in time from 8,5 to 9,4 seconds.

Consumers have some cheap: call time during off-peak hours. “We have done away with the rather complex pricing structure of after-hours reductions by introducing only two calling times — Standard and Callmore (off-peak) and have extended the Callmore to Saturday mornings,” says Greeff. Callmore will start one hour earlier (7 pm) on weekdays. Manual exchange customers will have a similar benefit.

Telkom justifies its increases saying it needs to “rebalance” its tariffs. Greeff points out that 82% of calls are local but these generate only 34% of the utility’s call revenue. He says Telkom’s long distance calls subsidise local calls.

“It’s because of this cross-subsidisation that long distance and international calls have come under pressure from the cellular phone companies and call-back operators, who log into US phone networks to make cheap international calls.

To recoup costs, Telkom has increased domestic rates. This flies in the face of international trends, where telephone companies are striving to reduce local rates.

But tariff rebalancing is an integral part of Telkom’s strategy to get the money it needs for its restructuring and RDP plans.

“Government earns from Telkom a return of just under 50% on net assets (including profit, income tax and Vat) and just over 27% on sales. Both are far in excess of anything a private company can earn,” says Telephone Action Group chairman Paul Malherbe.

“Because Telkom is a monopoly, one is always suspicious of price increases,” says Lacey.

SATELLITE TV

Hopes doused

The fire at Panasonic’s manufacturing plant in Parow, Cape Town, on Sunday dealt a severe blow to satellite TV

Integrated receiver decoders — needed to receive MultiChoice’s digital satellite television programmes — will be even harder to get. About 25 000 people are already on the waiting list for the decoders, which only Panasonic and UK-based Pace Micro Technology are licensed to supply.

Pace recently un/received five decoder consignments — meeting 25% of the backlog, says Afrecta GM Gordon Murdoch.

“We expect to have caught up by early January. And contingency plans are in place to compensate for the lack of supplies from Panasonic.”

Pace and subcontracted partner D2D are making the decoders in the UK according to MultiChoice specifications.

The factory fire, thought to have been caused by an electrical supply fault, has set back Panasonic production until January. The line reached full output two weeks ago, after initial problems.

About 600 units were being tested before the blaze. Damage to equipment, stock and buildings is estimated at more than R34m.

The production of analogue decoders and colour TV sets will also be hindered, says Alan Coward, CE of Panasonic parent NPC (Electronics).

HEALTH CARE

Pharming out

A shake-up is expected in the health-care industry following US giant Diversified Pharmaceutical Services’ acquisition of four local companies. By using state-of-the-art technology, Diversified intends to implement managed health care and drive down costs for both patients and medical aid schemes.

The US company bought an 80% stake in Computorkart, a supplier of dispensing and point-of-sale systems to the pharmaceutical industry, 100% of Interpharm, the medical and electronic cleaning office, 100% of Disease Management Information Services (DMIS), which provides information and statistics on managed health care, and 100% of health education company Optimum IT. Also agreed management control of Home Medicine Services. Financial details of the deals were not disclosed.

The third largest managed health-care group in the US, Diversified has a staff of 800 and manages more than 24m patients and US$3bn worth of claims each year.

Diversified recently embarked on a global
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Waiting for Godot, or the story of SA’s postal service

□ Complaints about delays abound

Staff Reporter

COMPLAINTS about the inefficiency of South Africa’s postal delivery service continue.

The majority of grievances fielded recently have been about inter-city post. And a survey conducted by The Argus in the Cape Metropole shows the Post Office to be within its two-day delivery standard — unless you happen to live in Khayelitsha.

The Post Office, which has developed a complicated formula of standard delivery times, claims letters posted and delivered in the Cape Metropole are on schedule (delivered within two days) 92 percent of the time.

Delivery times are said to be continually monitored by an external company Information Standards Quality Management.

In terms of the formula, postal delivery is broken down into standard letter delivery, non-standard letters and parcels, and articles requiring a signature from the receiver.

Standard letters within a city should take two days, non-standard items three days, and articles requiring a signature four days.

Items posted between towns within the same province should take between four and six days and countrywide delivery should take between five and seven days.

Items posted in remote country towns and informal settlement areas should take between six and eight days.

According to the post office’s sales marketing manager, Shaun Povey, the Western Cape aims to be on time 95 percent of the time.

In certain areas, the system was working “very well”, but there were regional discrepancies, said Mr Povey.

Last month The Argus posted several dozen standard letters from post offices in all parts of the metropole to a variety of addresses throughout the metropole to test delivery times.

While residents in Muizenberg, Manenberg, Woodstock, Bonteheuwel and Mowbray each got all five articles posted to their addresses within two working days, a Khayelitsha resident is still waiting for two of his five letters — five weeks later.

A third letter posted to Khayelitsha — from neighbouring Mitchell’s Plain — took three weeks to arrive.

Meanwhile a furious Margaret Stevenson claims a parcel sent from Bloubergstrand to Johannesburg for her son’s birthday arrived back in Bloubergstrand more than a month later looking “like a mouse had chewed it”.

“I posted the parcel insured post on October 25 to arrive in Johannesburg by November 5.

“It never arrived. I started searching and eventually traced the parcel to Roodepoort.

“The next thing I knew I got a call from the Bloubergrand Post Office to say the parcel had arrived back in Cape Town. I am completely baffled.”

Businessman Barry (surname withheld) said his recent dealings with the postal service did not leave him feeling baffled, but completely helpless and hopeless.

“A courier service costs a hell of a lot of money,” he said after a week of frustration following the posting of an important business document by speedpost — which is guaranteed to be delivered within 24 hours.

“I sent the letter to Johannesburg on November 30 from the central post office in town and it still has not arrived,” Barry said a week later.

“It was an extremely important business document.”

After several telephone calls to the post office, he decided to send a fax. But when he followed up the fax with a further telephone call 24 hours later, the fax had not yet been received.

“I don’t know what I’ll do,” he said.
Communications, media task group

PRETORIA. — The government has appointed a 10-member task group to investigate its communications policy and review issues such as the ownership and control of the media, Deputy-President Thabo Mbeki's office has said.

The broad terms of reference of the task group include a review of government communications policy on all levels, relationships between government, communication bodies and non-government information providers, and ownership and control of the media and how this affects government communication. — Sapa
The composition of government's communications policy body

Criticism
Tough task for Task Group

By Pamela Dube
Political Staff

The 10-member Communications Task Group, appointed by Deputy President Thabo Mbeki this week, has a mammoth task ahead of guiding the Government in formulating a communications policy.

The group, comprising Dr Steven Mbule, Mr Mandla Langa, Mr Mkhathwa Tshaka, Mr Tshopo Ralho, Mr David Dase, Ms Sbekile Mekane-Matsabe, Mr Raymond Louw, Ms Val Paasnet, Mr Steve Godfrey and Professor Willem de Klerk, will meet for the first time in January next year.

One issue of contention the group will have to grapple with is the domination of the media by white business and foreign investors.

End to foreign ownership

The five black members of the group are likely to unite for the Black Editors Forum line, which calls for an end to foreign ownership. White members, particularly Louw and de Klerk, are likely to be a problem and oppose the BEF line.

The group is also expected to redefine the role of the South African Communications Service in the new political dispensation. During National Party rule, the SACS, then called the South African Bureau of Information, was more of a propaganda tool used to discredit the liberation movements.

The group will also investigate the role of the various communications departments and institutions run by the Government and provincial governments.
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Telkom mass action will be repeated

Kevin O'Grady  

MASS action similar to that which paralyzed post offices and Telkom on Tuesday would be repeated by members of the Post and Telecommunications Workers' Association (Potwa) over the next few weeks, president Ramatetu Monyokolo said yesterday.

Almost all aspects of Telkom and the SA Post Office's work, including mail processing and the installation and repair of telephones, were likely to be affected by the strikes, he said. The organisations' administrative functions would be unaffected.

The work stoppages were in opposition to government's proposals to privatise state assets and to Telkom's unilateral plans for restructuring, a move which was expected to result in massive job losses, Monyokolo said.

Government recently announced its intention to seek private sector partners in SAA and Telkom, and planned to sell some "non-strategic" assets outright.
Foreign telecommunications experts target SA

Melanie Sergeant

A LEADING telecommunications consultancy has set up operations in Johannesburg to tap into the upheaval and expansion facing the SA industry.

Norwegian group Norconsult International, which has advised state-owned operators in Saudi Arabia, Thailand and the Philippines, said that there was enormous potential for network growth and modernisation in southern Africa.

Southern African representative Andrew Cullen said that investment hinged on co-operation between international financial lenders, government and the private sector to create stable economic and regulatory conditions.

The group, whose services include network planning and privatisation and financial services consultancy, had an order backlog of about $400m.

It had already advised Thata Telephone & Telecom on a public share offer, and the group was also undertaking quality management on behalf of Saudi Arabat's $4.6bn Tep-6 project.

Cullen said that the focus on improving rural telecommunications had to be tied to general economic development.

"Some operators may perceive the prospect of building networks into low density, low income areas with trepidation," he said.

"While acknowledging that costs are a sensitive factor, revenue-generating opportunities which do exist in rural telecommunications are already being explored. Policy-makers and operators need to stimulate service innovation," he said.

He warned, however, that time and cost overruns were endemic in telecommunications management throughout the world.

Another telecommunications consultancy, US-based Bellcore, is expected to announce its SA entry early next month.
Vodacom and top unions in R90.5m deal

Lukasho Nzimunda

THREE of SA's largest unions have secured an option to buy a 5% stake in cellular phone network operator Vodacom for R90.5m.

The National Union of Mineworkers, the SA Clothing and Textile Workers' Union and the Post Office and Telecommunications Workers' Union have bought the five-year option from Rembrandt and Vodafone, under Vodacom's cellular leasing terms, agreed on two years ago.

The unions' investment companies yesterday said the price had been determined by the stake's market value at June 1996.

Vodacom sources said the stake is currently worth at least R200m. Vodafone recently sold 3.5% of its 35% stake to Rembrandt for around R112m, putting a R160m price tag on 5%. The stake represents 10% of Rembrandt and Vodafone's joint share in Vodacom Telkom.

The NUM's Mineworkers' Investment Company said the unions were still finalising their finances, but planned to exercise the option as soon as possible.

It understood that MIC's joint investment vehicle with Sactwu Investments — Amalgamated Union Investments — will take 4.5% of the stake.

The deal comes just weeks after Amalgamated Union Investments bought 5% stake in beverage producer Independent Bottlers New Age Beverages for R50m. The deal also gives Sactwu a stake in both cellular phone operators — it already holds shares in Vodacom's rival MTN.

MIC CEO Clifford Elk said the joint investment strategy with Sactwu served the interests of about 500,000 members and their dependents.
Private postal service threat to Post Office

By ADELE BAleta

PostNet — a franchise postal business — is going for the gap and hoping to stamp out inefficiency in the postal service, late deliveries, lost and stolen items, and labour problems.

Offering services on the domestic and foreign fronts, PostNet is fast becoming competitive with the Post Office.

Owners of branches are, however, hamstrung by what they say is an inefficient Post Office network, which they have to access regularly. They advocate that the Post Office be privatised.

There are 54 PostNet offices, which have been operating in the country since April last year, each of them separately owned and managed. The franchise started in the United States and Australia.

Richard McCartney, owner of the Cape Town branch, says: "We expected only four branches to be up and running in the country when we first started. But after 13 months we already have more than 50 outlets and more are opening countrywide monthly."

The customer turnover, in this branch alone, has doubled in the last six months, from about 60 to 150 people.

PostNet is a postal and business service, with the postal side offering domestic and international courier services, same-day and overnight express, worldwide courier services, private post box rentals, and professional packaging and shipping supplies.

"We are mainly a courier company but are increasingly handling postal services for people who don't want to stand in long queues at the post office," says McCartney.

PostNet can act only as an agency to the Post Office. Thus, it allows it to sell only booklets of domestic stamps.

"We cannot sell international stamps, postal orders or revenue stamps. We take mail from anyone, anywhere and post it for them instead of them trekking off to the post office themselves."

McCartney claims his remail service is the fastest in the business, with letters arriving at international destinations five to seven days ahead of the regular Post Office service.

He believes the Post Office should become market related and its shares sold to staff, whom he says are demoralised and insecure.

"Everyone would benefit, the customer would and so would we, as we have to network the Post Office services."
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After years of planning, the implementation of the new company-wide automation system is due to be rolled out in the coming months. The system, which will provide a significant improvement in efficiency and productivity, has been in development for over a year and has undergone extensive testing to ensure its reliability.

The new system will be introduced in phases, starting with the first department in January. It is expected that the initial phase will see a reduction in workload for employees, with many tasks becoming automated and requiring less manual intervention.

The company is confident that the new system will lead to increased productivity and a better working environment for all employees. The transition phase is expected to last for several months, with ongoing training and support being provided to ensure a smooth implementation.

The company hopes that the introduction of the new system will not only improve operational efficiency but also create new opportunities for growth and development. The company is already planning for further enhancements to the system in the future, with a focus on continuous improvement and innovation.

In conclusion, the introduction of the new company-wide automation system is a significant step forward for the company and represents a commitment to staying ahead of the curve in a rapidly evolving business environment.
paroxysms of change while a council sails ahead through difficult waters

SA’s new postal service ...

R130-million. We are talking to the government about guaranteeing the loss.

It will also involve massive training — TBVC workers still use the old manual system. Sapos workers use new technology. Says David Mogane, Sapos diversity manager. “Jobs will be safe, because these areas are not well-serviced anyway. But a lot of training and a changing of the old government mentality to a more customer-oriented one will be necessary. We’re dealing with attitudes, which could take a couple of years to change.”

Integration will improve Sapos’ ratios in terms of black to white workers, but whether the organisation will achieve its goal of an 80 percent black to 20 percent white ratio by 2000 is questionable. At present the ratio is 48 percent white to 52 percent black and there are just four years to go.

Susie Matshikiza, assistant general-secretary of the postal workers’ union Potawa, a Cosatu affiliate, says part of the problem is white resistance. “We negotiate a decision at national level and then it gets sabotaged or not implemented at regional or local level.”

Mogane says this is to be expected. “Affirmative action is new, it’s perceived as reverse discrimination (by whites) — so you can expect resistance.”

“From next year we’ll be starting programmes in change management, giving people a total picture of the organisation so they can see their place in its future, persuading them that they’ll be stunning their own growth by not being on board.”

Still, relations between management and the unions could do with improving. White union members are resistant to change, black union members have little confidence in the individuals pushing the change agenda.

Touwen acknowledges this “I have initiated moves to improve relations with the unions. We have 25 000 staff, organised into six unions which range, politically, from the extreme left to the extreme right.”

Says Matshikiza: “We need to sit down with management and recify our relationship. Touwen indicates a willingness to change when he talks, but the proof of the pudding’s in the eating.”

When Sapos reorganised its old Johannesburg mail-sorting system, there were major disruptions, which could have been avoided by earlier negotiations with the unions. Setting up Witspos, its massive new mail-sorting centre south of Johannesburg, made good business sense — the old system saw mail sorted in five different buildings, one of them in Jeppe Street, where traffic jams often caused delays. The system simply was not working, in a region generating 48 percent of Sapos’ business.

But having the most sophisticated sorting centre in the southern hemisphere means little if the people who are supposed to make it work are resentful and disgruntled. Says Mogane: “There was insufficient consultation with the unions, who feared loss of jobs, at the start.”

People had to learn new technology, adapt to working nights instead of 8am to 4pm. Morale was low. Even if people knew what to do, they didn’t comply, just to frustrate management. Now things are settling. People know where they are.”

Says Touwen: “We’re now regularly achieving a clear floor — where mail supposed to be sorted during the night is all gone by the morning. That’s not bad when you consider we’re handling about six million transactions a night. The Cape mail sorting centre, Capemail, is “running well”, while Durmail will be opening in the second half of 1996.”

He believes the service — helped by new innovations such as a Track and Trace bar-code system, able to pinpoint the location anywhere in the system of a parcel, registered or insured item — is improving. Getting the public to see this is another challenge. There’ll be a massive marketing campaign to offset some of this bad media. “I’ve got more mail arriving on time than late, but no one ever writes to an editor saying a letter arrived on time,” he says.
The message is clear

Justice Macozoma's modest demeanour is misleading. The unassuming 39-year-old ANC MP is widely expected to replace Pallo Jordan as Minister of Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting in the next Cabinet reshuffle. Jordan is tipped to move on to Foreign Affairs.

As chairman of the Parliamentary Portfolio Committee on Communications — which ensures that Jordan's ministry, the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA) and the SA Communications Services operate in line with government policy — Macozoma is eminently qualified for the job.

He denies that the 26-member committee duplicates much of the work already carried out by the IBA, which spent more than R35m last year carrying out its triple inquiry into the industry: "We are not involved in issuing licences. Our task is to oversee all aspects of communications."

He says the committee will also examine telecommunications White Paper, due to be drafted soon. It may call for further public hearings if appropriate: "The consequences of policy decisions taken now will affect us for decades."

Macozoma maintains the information revolution is even more profound than the industrial revolution. "This is why SA will need an all-encompassing vision that includes telecommunications, broadcasting and other industries. We must encourage creative ideas and solutions to our problems. If not, SA will be relegated to the back seat of world progress."

He says a think-tank along the lines of the US National Information Institute, headed by US Vice-President Al Gore, could be used to address the impact of the information revolution: "Government has a major role to play but the private sector should also become involved."

Born in Port Elizabeth, Macozoma spent his formative years at an Anglican mission station in the former Transkei. In 1975, he enrolled at KwaZakhele High, a highly politicised school in Port Elizabeth.

Contact with Steve Biko and other Black Consciousness leaders led to his involvement in the SA Students Movement. Following the student uprisings of the mid-Seventies, Macozoma was arrested and sentenced to five years on Robben Island. Here he came into contact with the Rivonia trialists and new ideas, which instilled in him a "discipline of argument."

While incarcerated, Macozoma completed matric and a BA in politics and economics through Unisa. In 1982 he returned to Port Elizabeth, where he joined the SA Council of Churches. He helped form the United Democratic Front.

This was interrupted by a scholarship to the US. In 1986, after reading for a MA in journalism at Boston University, Macozoma returned to the Council of Churches, helping it become a player in the mass democratic movement. With the unbanning of the ANC, he joined its Department of Information & Publicity as head of media liaison. He was subsequently elected to the ANC's national executive committee.

Macozoma joined SA Breweries as business development manager from 1993-1994 but left on being elected to parliament last year.

He and his wife, Yolisa Makubalo, have two small sons.

ALEX BORaine

Back to the future

Healing the nation is the daunting task of the Truth & Reconciliation Commission. If anyone has the wisdom and fortitude to help it succeed, it is Alex Borraine. (64)

His appointment as commission deputy chairman under Archbishop Desmond Tutu befits a man dedicated to resolving conflict in SA — and whose idealism remains intact despite personal tragedy.

The brutal attack on his daughter Kathryn (31) a few months ago would have sent many families packing. It has had the opposite effect on Borraine, who is determined to double his efforts to restore dignity to a society blighted by apartheid. He doesn't think the commission is a perfect instrument or holds any guarantee of success. "But it is an opportunity to seek knowledge and deal with the past."

He stresses it is a compromise, the outcome of negotiation politics, but believes the emphasis is where it needs to be — on reconciliation and forgiveness rather than on prosecution and punishment.

Critics argue that the commission has sacrificed justice in favour of reconciliation. But Borraine says it is not a court and will not replace the administration of justice.

"We could have had blanket amnesty. Instead, we have built in personal applications, full disclosure, public hearings, the identification of those granted amnesty and" why it's not radical justice but it is an attempt to come to terms with the past.

"Given the circumstances of our transition, I think the commission has done its best to satisfy the needs and aspirations of the perpetrators and the victims. And unless you have the co-operation of both, it will not succeed."

Borraine says the biggest danger facing the commission is to avoid the impression that it has embarked on some kind of vendetta or witch-hunt. But he believes the Act excludes this possibility and that the commissioners are not "bloodthirsty people, hell-bent on revenge."

Many are drawn from the psychiatrists, clerics and law and have spent years upholding human rights.

"It is not a win-win situation," says Borraine. "Whatever we do will be criticized. It is going to be a hard, controversial slog."

Borraine bucks the underdog but has an ability to see both sides of the problem "I am a mediator rather than, I hope, a shrill critic from the sidelines."

He also knows what it is like to be a victim and has been profoundly affected by the baseless attack on his daughter who was beaten to near-death with a brick while out walking with her baby in Cape Town.

"There's a sickness in the legacy of apartheid. If the commission can assist then it will achieve what I've been working for all my life."

Borraine has pursued reconciliation through diverse careers, starting out in 1950 as a Methodist clergyman followed by a brief stint as an employment practices consultant at Anglo American.

In 1974 he became an MP, holding a seat in the House of Assembly for 12 years for the Progressive Party and later the Progressive Federal Party.

Between 1986 and 1994 he was executive director of the Institute for Democracy in SA (Idasa), which he left to found the Institute for Justice in Transition.

Borraine is married and has four children.
Timely takeover

The takeover last month of Cape-based Reality 1-Durr by Seeff Holdings — and the rapid departure of the Durr brothers from Durr Estates — has raised a number of questions.

Rumours are that, had Seeff not bought the company, threats by creditors may have been realised.

Seeff Holdings chairman Lawrence Seeff says only that Reality 1-Durr needed a capital injection and “we found it to be a very inviting prospect. Fundamentally, it’s a very sound business and we are excited about growing Durr’s market share.” Seeff won’t disclose the amount paid.

A flagging residential market over the past three quarters may be one reason for Durr’s less than desirable performance in the Western Cape last year.

With 120 agents (compared with Seeff’s 150 in the area), Durr’s annual sales of R250m (R300m if its franchise operations in the Eastern Cape are included) were half that of Seeff’s.

To what extent management may have brought about Durr’s problems is still to be proved. Seeff will have to prove the evidence it can do better. “A focused approach and increased marketing should have an immediate impact on Durr’s sales,” says Seeff. “Our strategy, however, will only start to show results once our managers have returned from their holidays.”

For Seeff, the acquisition means increasing its already dominant share of the Cape real estate market. Its present share in the Western Cape is about 15%, Durr’s around 7%.

But perhaps more importantly, it means increasing the size of its mortgage book, which — in the medium- to long-term — provides a more stable earnings stream than estate agents’ commissions. The bigger the mortgage book, the bigger the profits for Seeff Holdings — the main rationale for the group opening new outlets and franchising others in 1995.

A joint venture between Seeff Residential Properties and Boland Bank has resulted in Seeff home loans being marketed to people buying through Seeff. A Durr home loan product will be created under the new ownership.

Over the past six months, Seeff Home Loans has generated a mortgage book of about R900m — close to 10% of the total mortgages generated by Seeff’s residential sales in 1995 of R1,5bn. The Durr product should bring in R50m of mortgages.

According to Seeff, by running the companies separately, management will be able to minimise friction among agents in both companies operating in the same areas and who compete on service and brand loyalty.

Apart from the new mortgage product, the only visible change will be the removal of “Realty 1” from the logo and the return to the original name of Durr Estates — though under new management.

Seeff Residential Properties’ Cape regional manager and director Len Schmidt has been appointed MD of Durr Estates. Samuel Seeff will take over responsibility for Seeff Residential sales in the Western Cape.

Lawrence Seeff says the takeover will not have a material impact on his group’s profits this financial year, which ends on February 29. “It will take us several months to bed down the acquisition and restructure the company, but by the middle of this year we anticipate we will be well geared to take advantage of growth in the residential property market. That should result in a reduction in mortgage interest rates — widely predicted for some time during the next six months.”

HOTELS

Durban’s bumper 90% hotel occupancy over the festive season underpins research that suggests the city could sustain as many as 10 new 300-bed hotels.

This is a dramatic turnaround from the past few years during which the industry has struggled, with some hotels even downgrading to attract business.

But domestic tourist generates only a small part of bed night turnover.

Says Greater Durban Marketing Authority tourism director Ted Hirst: “The lion’s share of hotel income is generated by business occupations throughout the year. They account for 85% of bookings. Sport-related events, conventions and international tourism are also gaining in significance.”

He says foreign visitors are likely to provide the main engine for future growth in the region’s hotel industry.

“Domestic tourism, the scum on the cake, though expected to rise by about 10% a year over the next two years, halving to 5%—7%, is limited in that it peaks for only about 30 days a year,” says Hirst.

His scenarios assume business traffic will rise 5%—10% a year and international tourism 15%—25%.

Based on a current availability of 1,4m room nights in the city, demand is tipped to rise to 30% to 1999, possibly 50% and at most 80%.

In any midweek, says Hirst, that translates into a shortfall of 1,371 rooms in the low-growth scenario, 2,092 in the mid-growth and 3,141 in the high-growth projection.

“The high scenario translates into a need for 10 new 300-bed hotels before the year 2000. Even in the unlikely event of this proving to be 50% too high, the developers of the first five would face minimal risk.”

Yet the only significant current hotel development in Durban involves a 340-room, five-star Hilton International, to be built in conjunction with the city’s International Convention Centre, the R70m upgrade of the five-star Edward Hotel, the upgrading of the Tropicana and Ballamor hotels, and the development of a large...
Telkom’s SA suppliers lobby govt for protection

Paul Vecchiato (267) BBD 12/1/96

TELKOM’s SA suppliers are to lobby government to raise tariffs in a bid to delay competition from overseas while they restructure.

The Electronic Industries’ Federation said yesterday it wanted the tariffs lifted to 20% from the current 5% to shield the industry, or jobs could be lost.

Analysts said manufacturers were still geared to high value-added, low-volume products for which there was only one buyer—Telkom—and now found they were facing lower-priced overseas competition.

“Companies were protected by 15-year contracts and the preferential buying policy of Telkom,” federation president David Botha said.

“But, since it abruptly changed this policy last year, the local industry was left high and dry—and with no protection.”

The federation was making representations to the trade and tariffs board to bring tariffs in line with World Trade Organisation (formerly GATT) levels.

The federation also wanted SA to introduce a telecommunications buying model operated in Australasia, where contracts are awarded locally or to overseas suppliers on the basis of national interest.

Altron, which has cut staff at its Boksburg telecommunications factory to 1,200 from 3,500 in the past few years, said more jobs would go unless government stepped in.

Science and technology executive David Jacobson said Altron had spent more than R1m to develop a digital telephone multichannel system, and Telkom awarded the contract to an overseas manufacturer.

Plessey SA CE John Temple said SA should not be “naive”, given that other countries imposed some form of protection. The company had spent a year and R1m to gain a licence to export switching boards to the UK, and was hit with an 8% tariff.
US bank to find Telkom partner

**John Cavill**  
**£0 12 11 96**

LONDON — Telkom has appointed US investment bank Goldman Sachs to help the parastatal find a strategic international partner, despite the brave government's commitment to restructure state assets last month.

A letter by Telkom MD Brian Clark, dated January 8, said the parastatal had invited 20 international telecommunications operators to submit strategic equity partner proposals by January 8.

An international investment bank source said yesterday the letter was sent to the "whole gamut of leading British and US banks".

Telkom is looking to sell 20%-30% of its equity to an international partner or partners under plans unveiled by government last month. However, the plans are supposed to have been put on hold pending negotiations with unions.

The bank source said there had been no "beauty parade" in appointing Goldman Sachs and that banks had
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heard nothing since September — when they were originally contacted by Telkom — until they received the letter this week.

In his letter Clark thanked the banks for responding to Telkom's September invitation to be considered as an international adviser alongside Neil Thomas & Associates of SA once government's policy on privatisation was clear.

The process had already "progressed considerably during the past three months" and Telkom believed that the time was "appropriate to appoint an international adviser to work jointly with Neil Thomas in advising on the strategic equity partner selection and negotiations.

The purpose of this letter is to advise you that Telkom has selected Goldman Sachs as the international investment bank advisor," he wrote.

Telkom's choice had been based on getting an investment bank of "international repute and leading experience in advising telecommunications operators in the process of privatisation and potential equity partners seeking an investment. Particular emphasis was placed on experience in countries with conditions similar to those pertaining in SA."

The banking source said other investment banks had no objection to Goldman Sachs winning the Telkom mandate, "but people did find the selection process rather unusual.

"There was no 'beauty parade' of contestants for the mandate, no discussions and no presentations, as happens elsewhere. After responses to the initial Telkom invitation last September, the next thing everyone heard was Clark's letter this week. One has to wonder whether the government was consulted, or the trade unions."

Clarke was unavailable yesterday.

A Telkom spokesman was unable to say whether government or the unions had been consulted. She added, however, that the letter was authentic.

**John Dladla** reports that National Council of Trade Unions general secretary Cunningham Ngcukaana accused certain ministers — notably Pote, and Telecommunications Minister Pallo Jordan — of arrogance in handling the "sensitive" issue of re-organising state assets.

Ngcukaana said he would meet his Cosatu counterpart, Sam Shilowa, urgently to consider effective joint action to resist the move.

Options included "pulling out of bilateral talks and meeting government on the streets," he said.

"We'll move mountains if needs be" SA Commercial and Catering Workers' Union assistant general secretary Herbert Mkhize said members "are bracing themselves for a showdown.

Cosatu's senior leadership would meet today to consider a detailed strategy which would accompany the January 16 strike to protest against privatisation.

"We are not going to take this lying down," Mkhize said.
Telkom's equity sale will ring the changes

JOHANNESBURG – Telkom is ploughing ahead with plans for the sale of a chunk of its equity, in spite of union opposition to government privatisation plans.

Telkom said yesterday it had appointed United States investment bank Goldman Sachs to help identify the right partner from 20 of the world’s largest telecommunications operators.

The partnership candidates, which Telkom declined to name owing to the “sensitivity” of negotiations, have submitted proposals, which Goldman is to help assess.

Goldman’s appointment comes just days before a planned one-day nationwide strike on Tuesday by the Congress of South African Trade Unions (Cosatu) in protest at the government’s privatisation plans.

Government raised the ire of organised labour in December by approving recommendations to sell off non-strategic transport utilities and to put minority stakes in Telkom, South African Airways and the Airports Company up for sale.

As a result, Cosatu began negotiating a national framework agreement with government whereby state asset restructuring, including possible privatisation, could proceed.

A Telkom spokeswoman said preparations for the equity sale and the selection of the buyer or buyers would continue. But whether the sale went ahead would depend on the outcome of these talks.

“We are continuing to enable government to make a decision, whichever way they will go. There is no time-frame for this at the moment. It all depends on those talks,” she said.

A Post, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Ministry spokesman said Telkom was “acting within its own rights” in appointing Goldman, and it was a matter in which government had not been involved.

Telkom has said it could sell up to a 30 percent stake, but Minister Pallo, Jordan said in December the market would determine the quantity of equity and that it could be as low as 12 percent.

A research report from Fletching Martin, released in March last year, said Telkom could conservatively expect to command a market value of between R31 billion and R35 billion, meaning the sale of a 30 percent stake could raise between R9.3 billion and R10.5 billion.

This would deal conclusively with Telkom’s debt burden, which amounted to R18.6 billion at the end of the financial year to March 1995.
TELKOM

Fear of the unknown

Organised labour’s opposition to privatisation is predictable. Whatever the long-term economic and job-creation benefits, in most cases around the world the privatisation of bloated state organisations has initially resulted in job losses. Telecommunications has seen massive retrenchments despite the fact that the industry is booming.

US giant AT&T recently announced it plans to shed 40 000 jobs, or 13% of its workforce — despite being profitable and having been through several rounds of layoffs. AT&T’s massive cutbacks mark the start of an era of unprecedented upheaval in telecommunications — a time of thousands of layoffs, furious competition and a likely frenzy of mergers and alliances,” says The Wall Street Journal.

Prospects in SA, where Telkom, once a haven for sheltered employment, has five times more staff than equivalent US phone companies, look bleak. Not surprisingly Telkom’s largest union Potwa is jittery.

Despite soft-pedalling by government on privatisation, Telkom is determined to continue with its restructuring programme, which it regards as preparatory homework for when government gives the go-ahead for the “restructuring of State assets.”

Telkom realises that new technologies will make it increasingly difficult to stop corporates — who bring in most of its income — from looking into cheaper and more efficient global networks. It also realises it won’t be able to extend its services countrywide unless it uses the skills and funds of an international partner.

With the approval of its board and Minister of Post, Telecommunications & Broadcasting Palle Jordan, Telkom embarked on a R60m re-engineering and restructuring plan last July. The international Gemini consultancy was brought in to help make the company more efficient. The utility embarked on an outsourcing programme, which will see noncore services — restaurants, security transport, cable construction, printing and technical support — hived off and sold to business partners and employees. Telkom MD Brian Clark says these moves are within the “framework approved by Telkom’s board and shareholder.” Yet the unions which have been involved in restructuring decisions are edgy.

Last week’s disclosure that Clark appointed US bank Goldman Sachs to help Telkom select an equity partner caused further furor, with unions saying the action is in defiance of government’s decision to put the brakes on the restructuring of State assets. “All action taken by management is designed to facilitate decision-making by the board and shareholder. The right to sell an equity stake in Telkom, however, rests solely with government,” says Clark.

The union backlash is not unusual. Strikes are a common precursor to the liberalisation of telecoms markets elsewhere. Last June a strike by 450 000 Indian telecoms workers added more evidence that the State monopoly was overstuffed. The strikers’ absence made no difference to telephone services during the dispute.

A spate of strikes is seen as inevitable in the European Union as member nations move to meet their 1998 deadline of opening their telecom markets to competition.

Locally, government seeks to accommodate a number of labour’s concerns and negotiate a “social plan” to cushion workers affected by retrenchments. (See Current Affairs) Demand for guaranteed jobs, however, will defeat the purpose of providing efficient delivery of telephones to developed and developing areas. Telkom’s plans to provide an additional 4m lines in the next four years will cost R16bn — money it does not have. It’s for this reason that many believe government will agree to sell 20%-30% of the utility to a strategic partner, with the State retaining majority control.

Rather than repaying government debt, say analysts, the money made from a partial equity sale should be re-invested in building infrastructure — which would help create additional jobs.

In the UK, BT’s experience since privatisation in 1984 has been one of complete transformation. While its workforce has shrunk through voluntary redundancies by 103 500 to 137 500, the company has almost doubled turnover to £14bn and increased pre-tax profits by 169% to £2.7bn.

Sales of government shares has brought in almost £15bn in taxes.

BT customers have never had better or cheaper service.

ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING

Sidestepping costs

Tempted by the prospect of cutting overheads by 80%, newspaper and magazine publishers are quickly staking claims in the World Wide Web. This lets publishers sidestep the costs of paper, printing and distribution. But it also lets Internet users read the electronic edition without paying.


An advantage of information in computer format is that it’s easier to search for articles and move between related stories. For instance, a popular feature of the Fly’s Web edition — FMJ (located at http://www.ad.co.za/fm) — is its search engine, which lets readers access articles on any topic in either current or back issues.

Another advantage electronic publications have over their paper counterparts is that they automate market research — an important drawcard for advertisers.

Computers identify themselves to the machine on which the publication is stored, giving publishers an idea of how many individuals visit their Web site and who they are. Fly’s Web has been visited by more than 5 823 computers since its inception last November. This is a conservative estimate of how many readers there are, as several people could be using the same computer.

Publishers can also count which “page” are the most popular. Each time an electronic document is read by somebody
browsing the Internet, it's counted as a "hit" by the publication's server.

Key to the World Wide Web is a technology called hypertext, which allows a document to call up other documents stored on computers anywhere on the Internet. Apart from letting readers move quickly from the list of contents to an article which interests them, hypertext also helps advertisers draw readers into increasing levels of information about their product.

Internet servers can keep count of which links are soliciting the most requests for more information. Absa's Web site has received 9,202 requests from FMI readers, while SPL's intriguing pulsating brain graphic has attracted 17,605 inquirers.

It also tells publishers when people read the electronic publication — FMI receives most hits on Wednesday and Thursday during office hours, shortly after the printed issue becomes available.

The Web's greatest advantage over print is its interactivity. Readers can respond to articles or advertisements without having to leave their computer terminals to get an envelope or postage stamp.

America's recent snowstorms uncovered another benefit of having a presence on the Web. Starved of newspapers because distribution was disrupted by blizzards in several cities, electronic editions hit record levels of access.

YACHTING

Plain sailing?

Tipped as favourite for line honours in the 1996 Cape to Rio yacht race, Fancourt's Morning Glory has a secret strength in its foredeck. The yacht is equipped with advanced sailing software.

Owned and skippered by Hasso Plattner — the co-founder of the world's largest independent software company SAP, in Germany, and the local subsidiary Sapsa — the Australian-built 24 m maxi yacht is expected to sail to Rio de Janeiro in record time.

Developed by SAP in Walldorf, Germany, the software is used to collate data such as boat and wind speed, wind angles, compass course, wind direction and boat position.

This information is added to deck displays, along with recommended performance data. The software also provides digitised sea maps and a detailed after-race analysis.

And because the shortest, most direct way to Rio may not be the fastest, continuous comparison of the computer's figures provides valuable information for the crew and may give Plattner the edge over competitors.

The software has worked well in several international races including the last Cape to Rio race, Los Angeles to Honolulu, One-Ton World Cups and Admiral's Cup.
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Afrocentric satellite to pool resource needs

Leon Perlman

South Africa recently hosted a special meeting for Rascom, a pan-African satellite organisation dedicated to providing Africa with its own satellite for relaying telephone, data and television signals.

African countries are paying up to R1.5-billion a year through obligatory routing of intra-African telephony traffic through Europe.

The 120-delegate meeting in Cape Town provided the first detailed implementation plan for pooling African satellite requirements, currently spread over some 11 Intelsat satellites.

With the substantial loss of first-world country business to high-capacity fibre optic cabling, Africa is seen by satellite companies as the next revenue growth point.

The first Afrocentric Rascom satellite, the R750-million Intelsat 804, is under construction by Lockheed and is scheduled to be launched in the first quarter of 1997.

This should be followed by the launch of the Intelsat 805. Both satellites are expected to be launched into orbit by Chinese Long March rockets.

The 804 will provide high-power coverage of the entire African continent, South America, parts of Europe and the Middle East, and even the east coast of the United States.

"We aim to pool African resources to create a network for 17 African countries for their domestic television, data and telephony needs. We believe that the best way for Africa to be developed is via a regional approach to be able to show a market big enough to attract regional as well as international players," Intelsat group director Hamadou Touré told the delegates.

But while the 804 would pool the capacity needs of African nations currently served by some nine Intelsat spacecraft, Touré says that some services will not be moved — primarily because of the need for costly upgrades to earth station equipment.

The capacity on the 804 — which is still under construction — is already swamped and another satellite will be ordered. The 805 will be the first dedicated land-mass African satellite, orbiting in geo-stationary orbit above Zaire.

Dikgang Mosekele: Has given his assurances to Rascom

Many of the Rascom delegates expressed concern about funding for the project. Intelsat requires a prepayment of more than US$200-million.

Telkom's presence at the meeting surprised many observers considering it is not an official Rascom signatory.

However, the three Telkom representatives all played an active part in the deliberations. Most of the capacity on the proposed 805 satellite has already been requested by Telkom.

This appears to dovetail with Telkom's plans to integrate its planned South Africa to Far East (SAFE) fibre cable with the intra-African Rascom 805 satellite network.

Telkom is likely to contribute handsomely in proportion to its usage of the 804 and 805 satellites. It is the largest Intelsat user in Africa by far.

Sources in Rascom say that South Africa's official entry into the organisation will occur within months, if not weeks. They say that these assurances have already been given by Telkom chairman Dikgang Mosekele.
‘By the year 2000 SA will have 1.5m cellphones’

HELLO WORLD Motorola’s southern African sales manager, Harry Hendriks

By John Spira

South Africa’s cellular telephone market, now entering its third year, boasts an estimated 400,000 users—a number that Motorola expects to grow to 1.5 million by the end of the year 2000.

Harry Hendriks, who heads Motorola’s cellular telephone sales and marketing division in southern Africa, says though the South African market is growing, its performance is not beyond expectations.

"In fact, cellular telephony is emerging itself as the most significant telecommunications phenomenon since the invention of the telephone," he said.

Hendriks added that cellular telephones were a major contributor to Motorola’s worldwide growth last year. Sales were $27 billion, up $5 billion from 1994.

Hendriks believes Motorola’s global cellular telephone sales and cellular infrastructural services are likely to continue increasing this year, spurred by developments such as:

□ The recent American launch of StarTAC, the world’s smallest and lightest cellular telephone. It is the size of a deck of cards and thinner than most wallets, and is expected to appeal to those who prefer to wear rather than carry their telephones.

□ An agreement with Ch-usa’s telecommunications authority to interconnect it with cellular networks to bring about the largest cellular telephone network on earth. Motorola has also signed two supply contracts with China worth $500 million.

□ Further progress with Indium, an international consortium initiated and led by Motorola that aims to provide comprehensive global wireless communications coverage through the use of 66 low-orbit earth satellites, the first of which is to be launched this year.
Telkom changes slammed

Renee Grawitzky

THE SA Telecommunications Association has called for a moratorium on the restructuring of five business units in Telkom.

The association accused Telkom of acting in an "underhand way" as it continued negotiations on restructuring. The association and other unions have lodged objections to the outsourcing of functions.

The association said Telkom's "real intentions" were disclosed and backed by government in August 1994 in the publication of the framework for Restructuring Public Enterprises, which involved various forms of privatisation.

The association has demanded full participation in any decisions taken and would refuse to "rubber stamp" decisions taken and demanded full disclosure of and access to information.

Jeanne Venter reports that white employees held a protest at Telkom's West Rand headquarters on Friday in Krugersdorp, after management's alleged racism towards white workers.

Mine Workers' Union spokesman Dick Heyns said protesters were unhappy about their safety, and that management applied double standards when dealing with white and black workers' grievances.

Telkom spokesman Gert Schoeman said about 100 people gathered but the union claimed 500 protesters met to hand over a memorandum. Telkom was given a week to respond.
Telkom gets seven years to face up to competition

By Sven Lunsche

The government looks set to break Telkom’s monopoly of the country’s telecommunications market.

Under policy proposals contained in a White Paper to be sent to Cabinet later this month, state-controlled Telkom will be given seven years in which to adapt to full competition. To date Telkom has been the exclusive supplier of telecommunications services.

The White paper proposes opening up the telecommunications market to foreign multinationals, offering consumers a wider choice of services and, most likely, lower charges. The proposals also envisage a third Cellular phone operator and a second full-service telephone network.

The draft will be presented tomorrow by Pallo Jordan, Minister of Posts and Telecommunications, at a two-day plenary of the National Telecommunications Forum. The forum, comprising all industry players, is likely to make only minor adjustments to the White Paper.

If Cabinet approves the proposals they could be tabled in Parliament in the current session and the new policy introduced later this year or early 1997.

While the seven-year “period of exclusivity” for Telkom is surprisingly long, the policy presents a new consumer-oriented approach by government Telephone charges in South Africa are among the world’s highest.

During the exclusivity period the industry will be heavily regulated by an independent regulator with statutory powers to promote competition. License all service providers, set tariffs and administer a new subsidy fund. Money from a Universal Service Fund, it is expected, will go to existing “targeted” end-users, subsidising telephone take-up and use. The White Paper says all future service providers will pay a fee set by the regulator.

The regulator’s most important job will be to ensure a level playing field. This will require the regulator to safeguard Telkom “against private-service offerings and practices that unduly divert Telkom’s revenue.”

The opening up of the market will take place in three stages. As soon as the policy comes into affect any company can provide telephone equipment. Private telephone networks, and value-added networks, such as electronic mail, will be deregulated as long as they do not divert “Telkom revenue and traffic.”

The regulator will also examine whether to award a third Cellular phone licence, to be granted within two years.

After six years the local loop and the national long-distance service will be opened up “in co-operation with Telkom.” Private metropolitan area networks will be permitted and Telkom can sub-lease lines to installers of public payphones.

At the beginning of year seven, inter-metropolitan longdistance services will be allowed and a second full-service operator licensed.

The policy proposals show a change of heart by Dr Jordan, who until recently had reservations about allowing other players into the telephone market. He feared that competition could distract Telkom from improving infrastructure in under-developed areas.

The White Paper requires Telkom to install 20 million people by 2000, more than double the present level of nine million per 100 people.

This target is in line with Telkom’s Vision 2000 project, which plans to develop four million new lines by the end of the decade at a cost of R16-billion.

The White Paper contains the significant caveat that “Telkom will be able to access sufficient capital.” This implies that the restructuration of Telkom is dependent on its partial privatisation, a proposal that is under discussion by government but vehemently opposed by labour.
White Paper grants Telkom exclusivity

Melanie Sorgeant

TRADE union objections and stalling on restructuring of state assets could spell trouble for government's seven-year plan to throw open the telecommunications industry.

The plans, spelt out in the second draft of a White Paper on telecommunications policy, were debated today and tomorrow at the telecommunications forum plenary. If accepted, Telkom would receive some exclusivity, with competition phased in gradually.

Posts and Telecommunication Workers' Association president Lefty Manyokolo said: "Government's views have yet to be debated in the plenary. We will still stand by our views that Telkom should not be threatened by competition; the objective should be that of increasing the penetration of telephones."

"There should not be competition for competition's sake — certain levels of penetration should be reached before allowing competition," he said.

Telkom group executive of regulatory affairs Pinky Moloi welcomed the opportunity to discuss the draft with industry colleagues this week, and said the general plan to open the industry was not surprising.

The hotly debated question of Telkom's ownership, investment alternatives and financing has been put on ice pending the outcome of the state assets restructuring process.

Despite the fact that many issues must still be resolved, spokesman Willie Currie said plans were still on track for the new Telecommunications Act to come into existence this year.

But liberalisation plans could be hampered if Telkom could not get access to sufficient capital, or if the ownership issue remained unresolved. In that case the seven-year plan would need to be reformulated.

However, Currie said because the privatisation issue was on hold, it could be added in the "second stage of
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the legislation if necessary.

After four years of exclusivity to help build up its infrastructure to roughly 20 phones per 100 people by 2000 (from today's 3 per 100), Telkom would be confronted by phased-in competition, with international long-distance call services and the licensing of a second full service network operator being allowed in year seven.

After year four, resale of capacity could be allowed by companies who, for example, have networks to branches which allow calls to take place at local call costs.

The telephone instrument market would be deregulated and Telkom would lose its right to provide the first phone instrument to customers. A third cellular telephone network operator could be allowed into the market within two years.

The White Paper suggested Telkom rebalance its tariffs by the end of its exclusivity period, with the boldest moves toward rebalancing taking place in year four.

The universal service agency, working with the RDP, the regulator, Telkom and other operators would define goals and definitions for universal service. Telkom would lose traffic because of competition, so private networks and competitors would have to contribute to the fund to ensure the continued rollout of universal service.

With regard to Transnet and Telkom's national telecommunications networks, the paper said that these could not compete with Telkom. Excess capacity of other parastatal networks should be leased to Telkom to minimise unnecessary duplication.
Jordan insists on selling part of Telkom

By Thabo Lesiello

Johannesburg — Telkom, South Africa's monopoly telecommunications provider, would not be able to fulfill its service obligations under the RDP without outside financial and technical help, Pallo Jordan, the minister of telecommunications, warned yesterday.

In a bid to rescue his hopes of finding a private-sector partner for Telkom, Jordan attended at a plenary meeting of the National Telecommunications Forum (NTF) that Telkom's assets should remain under state control. But he said the government intended to go ahead with plans to sell a minority stake in the business.

"What is beyond dispute is that to attain our objectives we shall need a massive injection of finances, skills as well as international experience," he said.

The government has been accused by organised labour of trying to privatise public assets since it first announced plans late last year to find an equity partner for Telkom. Jordan used his address to the meeting in Midrand yesterday to appeal for calm in what has become an emotionally charged debate.

He attacked dogmatic opposition to the restructuring of Telkom and other state assets. "Is it not time we arrived at new conceptions of the public interest and of public services? Should we not seriously explore if and how competition can enhance the delivery of service?" he asked.

Jordan said the government needed help to meet its RDP target of providing five million new telephone lines by 2000.

Telkom, he said, needed to install 50,000 telephone lines a year for the next five years, build 3,2 telephone exchanges a month, and to lay 4,272 km of cable a month.

"In view of these realities, the fears of both trade unions and the (telecoms) equipment industry that the restructuring of Telkom must invariably lead to job losses and the decline of our equipment production sector are misplaced," he said.

"I stress once again that equity restructuring is not a euphemism for privatisation," he said. "The (government) is contemplating placing only a minority of Telkom on the market.

The government's second draft of the white paper on telecommunications policy was tabled at a plenary session of the NTF, an independent industry forum set up in 1993.

It proposed a six-year plan to restructure Telkom and introduce full competition in telecommunications.

The plenary, which continues today, marks the beginning of the final leg of the NTF consultative process on the white paper. It will result in a third draft, which will be presented to the Cabinet later this month.
Labour and business clash over telecommunications strategy

Melanie Sergeant

Changes in telecommunications policy should not be influenced by international events, but rather by SA's needs and economy, labour representatives said at yesterday's national telecommunications forum plenary.

"We don't want to be here debating with foreigners who want to take over our market," they said.

Heated debates government was urged to speed up the introduction of competition for Telkom, with labour rejecting the debate over competition, believing Telkom should keep its sole telecommunications provider status.

The plenary comprised various commissions focusing on areas ranging from human resources to market structure and universal access.

Cellular network operators Vodacom and MTN said if another operator was allowed into the market within two years and offered space on another spectrum frequency, they too should be allowed to bid for this frequency.

The groups discussing the supply of equipment and market structure said that given the rapid changes under way in the industry worldwide, the seven-year model envisaged in the White Paper for liberalising the market would take too long.

"This long period may not put sufficient pressure on Telkom to become competitive, and international competitors will erode Telkom's revenues, so the regulator should try to bring forward the dates for new entrants to come into the market."

There was concern that international long-distance services were to be phased in after year six, and commissions asked whether this was feasible given that competitors were already eroding Telkom's revenues via international call-back services.
Telkom's gargantuan task

Pallo Jordan has outlined ambitious plans to modernise South Africa's telecommunications — essential for joining the information highway, reports Jacqui Golding-Duffy

TELKOM has set itself the phenomenal target of contracting five million new phones by the year 2000. They have the backing of the Telecommunications Ministry which regards widespread access to telecommunication services as central to economic and social development in post-apartheid South Africa.

Speaking at the National Telecommunications Forum plenary session in Midrand this week, Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Pallo Jordan said access to telecommunications services was a "basic right" which all had to enjoy and therefore the focus was to ensure an "affordable" service.

Jordan went to great lengths to explain what an enormously task Telkom faced. He said the initial target of five million additional phones by the year 2000 would roughly equate to about 20 phones per 100 people compared to the present nine phones per 100, but this in itself was a mammoth task requiring that 555 000 lines be installed annually.

"Few countries have undertaken so ambitious a programme. And the question arises, can we realistically expect the state to expand such an expansion programme given all the other demands placed on it for the immediate and medium term?" asked Jordan.

Jordan presented the second draft of his White Paper on telecommunications policy to the forum. He said the paper would be ready for Cabinet presentation before the Easter recess which would once approved by Parliament as the Telecommunications Act — ensure Telkom some degree of exclusivity with competition phased in gradually. Telkom, in the next four years, could build and expand its infrastructure in the country with no local or international competition.

The heated debate surrounding Telkom's ownership has been put on hold, pending the outcome of the state's assets restructuring in the Ministry of Public Enterprises. Organised labour feels Telkom should remain wholly state-owned while the rest of the country was in favour of a strategic equity partnership where an international partner and/or private company bought some of Telkom's shares.

Government is contemplating placing only a minority stake of Telkom on the market, while state control would be retained.

"Equity restructuring" was not a euphemism for privatisation, said Jordan, adding it was beyond dispute a massive injection of money, skills and international experience was needed if Telkom was to achieve its objective.

He said trade unions feared "equity restructuring" would lead to job losses but this notion was replaced as the demand for telephones would mean production levels would increase, resulting in massive job creation.

Although there was great merit in the argument that Telkom should remain under public ownership and control, "dogmatic statements grounded on new right political agendas" would not strengthen this argument, Jordan said.

Skills in manufacturing telecommunications equipment had to be continually developed and enhanced within the sector. If it was to become economically viable locally and in neighbouring countries, said Jordan.

These outside challenges facing the sector came at a time when it was undergoing "massive transformation" and there was a growing merger between telecommunications, broadcasting and information technology.

South Africa was in the front-line of globalisation, said Jordan.

"The shape of things to come is discernible in international satellite broadcasting and the globalisation of the electronic media," Jordan said.

Being a developing country, South Africa did not always have readily available sources of capital for investment to take account of these developments and it was, therefore, perhaps inevitable that pressures were being placed on government to throw open the door to international competition and private sector investment in the telecommunications sector.

Some issues included as points of debate in the second draft of the White Paper are:

- The shape and function of a proposed universal service agency whose key function would be to maintain a universal service at the heart of the telecommunications policy, and to build close links with community-based organisations in public and private domains in a bid to develop capable public relations.

- Market structure in the telecommunications sector which concentrates on an accelerated development and which takes into account technological and international trends. The new market structure which encourages a four-year period of exclusivity for Telkom would be seriously compromised if Telkom is unable to access sufficient funds. At present, there is a deadlock with labour with regards to "equity restructuring".

- Establishing an independent telecommunications regulatory authority — the South African Telecommunications Regulatory Authority — to regulate the activities of Telkom in conjunction with the minister and to stimulate investment.

- To stimulate innovation in the telecommunications sector, with a view to building an information superhighway in South Africa, and to promote a competitive and effective manufacturing and supply industry.

Pallo Jordan: "Few countries have undertaken so ambitious a programme."
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Too few paying clients

A graph showing a straight-line relationship between telephone penetration and per capita GDP is commonly used in telecommunication equipment manufacturers' sales pitches to developing countries.

By sleight of hand and switch of cause and effect, vendors try to persuade governments that the correlation “proves” more telephones equals more wealth.

A more probable interpretation is that countries can afford roughly one line per 100 people for every US$400 of their per capita GDP (at 1994 prices) Liberal telecommunications markets tend to find their equilibrium near this ratio and only countries whose market forces are manhandled by State control veer far off

The RDP intends to lift SA way above this line by more than doubling phone penetration within four years. Equipment vendors will cheer but the graph shows SA already has more telephones than its economy can sustain.

The graph's accuracy at pinpointing the balance between demand and supply is confirmed by the under-usage of Telkom’s existing network SA’s 1994 phone penetration of 9.66 lines per 100 people was 23% higher than that recommended by the graph. This is near the 20% excess telephone subscriber ports which Telkom concedes in its annual report.

There’s no shortage of people who want phones but Telkom is struggling to find more customers who can afford its service. The 5% increase in working lines to 3.8m last year was coupled with a R207m write-off to bad debts.

If the policies mooted by the second draft of the telecommunications White Paper are implemented in government’s new Telecommunications Act, Telkom’s monopoly will be entrenched for four years in an attempt to force a captive market to pay for the uneconomic doubling of phone penetration.

After this, the White Paper proposes that the telecommunications market be liberalised gradually, opening the way for the entry of a competitor to Telkom in seven years.

As the policy document notes, this strategy forces Telkom to satisfy two conflicting requirements—of preparing for competition within the straitjacket of political prescription—during its period of “exclusivity.”

Government’s initial telecommunications policy document, the Green Paper, agrees that SA’s phone penetration is in line with world standards but links raising the ratio of line per person to righting the wrongs of apartheid. It justifies this by pointing out phone penetration was as high as 25 in white urban areas and as low as 0.1 in rural TBVC areas.

“The rapid increase of telephone penetration rates, especially in black urban and rural communities, should be a primary objective of any telecommunications policy which intends to fulfill the RDP’s telecommunications goals,” the Green Paper says.

If the RDP were to make its overriding goal increasing per capita GDP to more than $8 000 by 2000, the graph indicates a free market would match government’s target of 20 telephones per 100 people.

Instead, the White Paper proposes that SA accept the vendors’ shaky logic and saturate itself with telephones in the belief that phones can magically generate money to pay for themselves.

“Because the central goal of the period is the building of the basic network as quickly and extensively as possible, Telkom should engage traditional cross-subsidy mechanisms to help bring about network roll-out,” the White Paper says. This gives Telkom’s long-suffering subscribers much cause for concern.

In terms of the RDP, public utilities such as electrification and telecommunications will meet their targets through self-financing. This implies uneconomic expansion of infrastructure will translate into higher monthly bills for customers.

The White Paper ignores SA’s existing excess capacity, which Telkom is trying to overcome through an advertising campaign encouraging people to make more telephone calls.

As Telkom should know, the
only way it can get customers to use phones as much as people in the US and Europe is to make its tariffs as cheap Telkom's problem is not a lack of awareness of its telephone service but that most South Africans cannot afford to use it.

The uneconomical expansion of SA's telephone network will put the service out of reach of more people's pockets and damage Telkom's chances of holding its own in a free market. Telkom has about 65 staff for every main telephone service - more than five times as many as an equivalent company operating without political interference.

Government hopes to rectify Telkom's inefficiency by increasing lines instead of retrenching staff. Although Telkom improved its staff per line ratio marginally through natural attrition last year, its salary bill increased 45%.

Telkom measures the time it takes to respond to customer orders in months instead of days despite its excess manpower. Its mission is to satisfy all customer orders within 90 days - a goal it missed by 8% last year.

The policy document suggests that government should regulate Telkom by creating another new bureaucracy, SA Telecommunications Regulation Authority (Satra). Satra will operate in addition to the existing telecommunications regulatory bureaucracy headed by the Postmaster-General. But, according to the White Paper, two regulators are not enough; it calls for the creation of a third bureaucracy, the Universal Service Agency.

The document doesn't say what the Postmaster-General's future function will be - it says only that Satra and the Universal Service Agency will not compete. "The regulator has sole power of enforcement. The agency has no enforcement power but should identify more creative and innovative methods to promote universal service within the broad framework of development planning."

Universal service has grown into a dominant theme in the debates leading to new Telecommunication Acts in the US, the EU, Australia and SA.

Altruistically noble at face value, universal service is seen by politicians everywhere as an easy way to attract votes by claiming that a telephone is a basic human right.

But, as telephone companies point out, signing up a new client implies extending unlimited credit. Unless governments are prepared to underwrite telephone companies' risks for taking on new subscribers, universal service is a lame excuse for politicians to meddle in the telecommunications market.

The White Paper indicates that the Universal Service Agency's main function will be to stop common sense diverting its four-year plan "Liberalisation trends

Satra will also act as policeman, preventing Telkom's clients from taking their business elsewhere. But, as the White Paper concedes, it is increasingly difficult for State telecommunications monopolies to corner the market.

Satellite operators such as PanAmSat now permit direct access to users, technically allowing corporations to bypass Telkom's network. International call-back services are growing but cannot be regulated. Advances in digital voice compression make normal phone calls over the Internet likely.

"Tariffs which are inflated for the purpose of effecting approved cross-subsidisation regimes should be protected from competition by other operators," the White Paper says.

Satra will also set the deadlines leading to the eventual entry of competition with Telkom. The White Paper envisages that Telkom will be able to gear up for competition after the four-year plan by "rebalancing its tariffs."

"The boldest move towards rebalancing will take place in year four, the last year of exclusivity. Until then, the regulator must take steps to prevent bypass of its network," it says.

At the beginning of year four, the scheme will allow limited competition from private networks and the existing value-added networks (companies which pay double the standard rates for their Telkom lines for the right to carry information for outside organisations).

To guard against a_route from Telkom's uneconomical infrastructure, the White Paper suggests its competitors will be forced to raise prices through a combination of interconnection charges and universal service fund contributions.

Plotting different countries' penetration of other basic needs against per capita GDP won't yield the telecommunications market's neat line - this is probably the effect of multinationals causing prices to match in all countries.

But the lesson of these graphs remains the same: the penetration of basic services ultimately rests on a country's ability to compete and create wealth. By raising SA's business costs through the squandering of money on an uneconomical phone system, government may imperil the fulfilment of more pressing RDP objectives.
Pallo cracks the whip

The Ministry of Posts & Telecommunications intends cracking down on the limited competition Telkom faces from the telephone networks operated by the Ministry of Public Enterprises' utilities Transnet and Eskom.

The Telecommunications Ministry's second draft of its White Paper — a policy document leading towards SA’s future Telecommunications Act — calls for Transnet and Eskom to hand all but their core communications infrastructures to Telkom.

"Because Transnet and Eskom may not, according to government policy, compete with Telkom or provide end-user customers with telecommunications services now, they must lease their available links and associated equipment to Telkom," the document says. It proposes the price Telkom pays its sister utilities be overseen by an independent regulator. The paper adds that Telkom does not have the right to forcibly take over other public corporations' networks.

The statement that they "must lease" their equipment to Telkom provoked angry reactions from Transnet and Eskom representatives at the National Telecommunications Forum's plenary session's debate over changes intended for the document's third draft. Public Enterprise Ministry spokesman Douglas McClure says this rivalry wasn't handled at ministerial level, but left to the three parties.

Transnet's telecommunication is handled by its subsidiary, TransTel. MD Alf Schulze says it may be able to offer its networking infrastructure to outside organisations by "operating under the Telkom label." Transnet's and Eskom's networks are physically divorced from Telkom's telephone system to comply with local laws.

Schulze says this makes them attractive to organisations wanting back-up lines to ensure their computers can communicate if Telkom's lines fail. Schulze hopes to address this market by leasing Transnet's lines to Telkom.

The White Paper proposes that Eskom and Transnet must lease their available links and associated equipment to Telkom. "White Paper.

Free as a bird

The Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA) intends to police all satellite broadcasts into SA.

Though there is no international convention for the regulation of satellite broadcasting, the IBA thinks it knows better.

But attempting to stop pirate broadcasters from beaming programmes into SA will be futile. "Geostationary satellites, which enable broadcasts to be beamed from, for example, the US to SA, create difficulties," says National Association of Broadcasters executive director Daniella Goldman.

She says local satellite operators will be severely disadvantaged if the IBA insists on heavy and inflexible regulation. This could include local content quotas and advertising, ownership and technical standard restrictions.

Not one commercial broadcaster has been licensed by the IBA since its formation in April 1994. Though it has called for applications for commercial radio licences in May and plans to issue a third terrestrial TV licence by mid-1997, many other issues must still be sorted out.

By the end of March the IBA will employ around 100 staff and will have spent about R60mn of taxpayers' money.

An IBA inquiry into regulation of satellite broadcasting is scheduled for May.
Sactwu, Fabcos secure M-Cell shares

Mungo Soggot

THE SA Clothing and Textile Workers' Union and the Foundation for African Business and Consumer Services have swapped their combined 4.6% stake in cellular phone operator MTN for shares worth nearly R250m in MTN's holding company M-Cell.

The move, which will increase M-Cell's stake in MTN Holdings to 29.5% from 25%, would allow the two groups closer representation on the JSE, Fabcos said yesterday. The value of the group's shareholdings was not disclosed.

But M-Cell - MultiChoice's newly listed holding company - said it would inject half of its 20% stake in US group SBC for R106m in August.

M-Cell said the deal would allow it to increase its cellular telephony operations in SA. A Fabcos spokesman said the move had brought the organisation "closer to the JSE".
Telkom pay talks protest

Renea Grawitzky

THE leadership of six Telkom unions yesterday demonstrated against what it believed was an attempt to undermine unions by communicating bargaining positions to employees before wage negotiations.

Telkom external communications manager Ingrid Kriger said the company had embarked on a process of informing employees of the financial position, company realities, and the reasons behind the need to change and standardise employment conditions.

SA Telecommunications Association president Colin Smith said later that Telkom had agreed to suspend the communication process.
Letters dumped at empty house

Southern Reporter

An unoccupied house in Plumstead has become a dumping ground for letters, some of which may have been stolen.

Colleen Profe, an employee of the elderly couple who formerly lived in the house in Basil Road, said that when she returned to check for post she saw piles of mail scattered over the lawn in boxes and among builders' rubble.

Most of the post was addressed to people in Coombe, Pluto, Rotherfield, Woodley and Casino Roads as well as Nerrina Crescent. Mrs Profe said she had started delivering some of the mail but was worried that people would blame her for the situation.

"Much of the mail had been opened," she said. "Included in what was lying around were cheques, lease agreements, motor vehicle licence renewals, domestic accounts and private letters, documents from the Receiver of Revenue and registered post."

Many of the envelopes were empty and had been torn up, she added. Mrs Profe said she had reported the matter to the Post Office Loss Control section, but was disturbed by their apparent lack of interest in delivering the mail to the rightful owners. She said she was worried that the many empty envelopes might have contained money.

(267) 484-2814
Mailroom mysteries revealed

In the bowels of our mammoth sorting centre lurks an entirely new beast

THE Post Office is big news these days and complaints of lost parcels have flooded into The Argus. This week the Cape Town Post Office smashed a major crime syndicate involving its own employees suspected of plundering parcels.

In the light of the continued adverse publicity, Stamp Correspondent XAVIER PIAT paid a visit to the headquarters of Cape Mail in Goodwood.

It was in mid-1985 that Cape Town got its new mail distribution centre - the site of technology available, often after more than 20 years in the old postal service.

At the Cape Mail headquarters regional general manager Leon Dippenaar, regional sales manager Shaun Povey and senior mail processing manager Koos Pauw shed some light on the system of mail.

"Before Christmas and New Year, with a large increase of mail, sometimes double, we were helped by temporary staff, who are also fully trained in the collection of what is required," said Dippenaar.

He said this was quite an achievement: "when one realises that on a normal day more than 15,000 mailing items are processed here."

"Before Christmas and New Year, with a large increase of mail, sometimes double, we were helped by temporary staff, who are also fully trained in the collection of what is required," said Dippenaar.

Mr Dippenaar explained that mail from the general public, including letters and parcels, only made up 20 percent of the total mail received for delivery. The rest comprised mail from businesses and large industrial houses, wholesale houses, insurance companies, catalogue distributors and publications like Reader's Digest.

"The system is quite efficient when our mail handling staff check their dates for the Easter holidays in order to provide for the interests of the public."

Mr Pauw said red letter boxes in the Cape Metropolitan area were emptied every day at 8.30 am, and any mail in the sorting hall to be processed by specialists in the boxes and slots.

Mr Pauw said that red letter boxes in the Cape Metropolitan area were emptied every day at 8.30 am, and any mail in the sorting hall to be processed by specialists in the boxes and slots.

This was the main task of more than 500 mail shift staff who processed all incoming local, national and foreign mail without delay.

"In post offices with private post office boxes, the procedure was the same under the responsibility of the local postmaster."

At the main Cape Town post office, the early shift attendants got the mail already pre-sorted into card board containers, according to box numbers, for quick insertion into pigeon boxes.

Mr Pauw said that if the sender deposited a letter addressed to a private box before 4 pm, the address should be able to get it the next day from 7 am.

Mr Dippenaar responded: "Although I am not yet fully satisfied with the performance level, I must stress that we made very good progress during the past two years. The personnel have shown their commitment towards achieving a better mail delivery service."

Mr Dippenaar praised the "best performing standard" of the south staff at the Mitchell's Plain post office.

In Khayelitsha some distractions were experienced with the outer areas, but there were no major delays.
Nearly half of SA detectives
Coconing at airports:
Hundreds of millions may be lost in pension charges

COCONING TIPS

Never lie down in a public place. Always
Find someone to talk to. Always
Think about the consequences of your
crimes. Always

Two women have been charged
with coconing in a South African airport

Two women found
coconing at the
airport

Seeks

Wanted: temporary
immunization

And the government
has to ask Truth Commission for amnesty

The Nation Friday, March 12, 1998
Postal integration Bill tabled

Ingrid Salgado

POSTS, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Pallo Jordan tabled legislation in Parliament earlier this week to effect the integration of the former TBVC posts and telecommunications services with Telkom and the SA Post Office.

The Former States Posts and Telecommunications Reorganisation Bill would provide for the transfer of personnel, functions and assets from the former TBVC states. Jordan said a strategic management committee under his chairmanship had been established to oversee the "sensitive and complicated" integration process. Completion of the transfer looked set for March 31.

Jordan also tabled amendments to the Independent Broadcasting Authority Act, allowing the authority to perform its functions in the former TBVC states and giving former TBVC signal distributors and public broadcasters a further six months' grace to apply to the IBA for necessary licences.
Despite many promises of a more streamlined service, readers continue to tell a tale of woe.

Letters dwindle to their destinations.

Losing faith in the Post Office as

...
Govt calls for proposals to shape communications policy

BY JOYAL RANTAO
Political Reporter

The 10-person task group charged with reviewing the efficacy of government communications, as well as the role of ownership and control of the South African press and existing communication policy at all levels of government, yesterday called for submissions from organisations and members of the public.

At a press conference held in Johannesburg, the Task Group on Government Communications (ComTask) requested media organisations, government departments, institutions of civil society and individuals to hand in submissions on the efficacy or otherwise of the Government’s communications.

Established by the office of Deputy President Thabo Mbeki in December last year, ComTask’s brief is to investigate government communications and recommend new models in regard to the policies that should be adopted, structures and facilities that should be set up, information delivery mechanisms, staffing and budgets.

The task group will review existing policies and systems in South Africa and policies and practices in other countries.

"It will review relationships between the Government and non-government information providers, government communications training, capacity building and affirmative action policies and how ownership and control of the media affect government communications," ComTask said in a statement.

The group said it considered this a vital task to further transparency in government at all levels and to assist the state in keeping voters informed of its activities.

It said its work had been complicated because of the composition of South African society, which was a mixture of First and Third Worlds.

The challenge facing ComTask was to devise systems which would not only be appropriate for the literate, and First World component but also enable effective communication to reach other sectors of the community.

Methods recommended by the task group would have to be affordable and cost effective.

After receiving representations, ComTask proposes to hold public hearings to enable people who wish to supplement their submissions with oral presentations.

It also proposes to hold a conference where draft proposals will be put forward for discussion.

These will be available to Mbeki for inclusion in the envisaged new legislation on government communications. The task group, led by convenor Mandla Langa, is expected to complete its work in the next six months.

The deadline for submissions is April 12.
PO cracks gang for parcel plunder

LINDSAY BARNES, Staff Reporter

The Cape Town Post-Office has smashed a major crime syndicate involving its own employees suspected of plundering parcels sent from overseas.

A Cape Town Post Office spokesman confirmed that six employees had resigned voluntarily and two more had been suspended pending the outcome of an internal investigation which began five days ago.

"The resignations were due to allegations of wrongdoing – either fraud or theft; we are not sure," said Shaun Povey, sales and marketing manager for Cape Town Post Office.

The announcement comes days after an attack on postal services by the travel industry for being unreliable. Travel agents say parcels sent from overseas to South Africa regularly go astray.

Australian post officials alleged South Africa was fast becoming a "no-go" area for sending parcels and important items from overseas due to theft in the system, a travel agent said.

Five of the resignations and one suspension were in the customer section, which handles all imported parcels.

The other two people involved worked in the postal retail division.

Mr Povey declined to divulge the ranks of those involved but said it did not involve those in charge of the customer section.

No clients of the post office had been affected by the alleged "wrongdoings" and no parcels or cheques had been stolen, he said.

"There has been a system problem and we are investigating the whole customs section on operational procedure," he said.

"We don’t want to say there has been theft or fraud until we can prove it."

Details of the exact nature of the crimes being investigated were not divulged but once the investigation was complete and cases of theft or fraud were confirmed, it was "more than likely" charges would be laid.

Meanwhile South Africa’s postal services have been slated for becoming increasingly unreliable.

They have deteriorated noticeably in the past three months, according to critics.

Many local companies have turned instead to private courier services at far greater cost.

Derrick Groves, manager of Doex, one of the private services specializing in documents, said the company’s business had picked up during the past three months due to the increasingly poor service offered by the post office.

Particularly affected by the poor postal service is the travel industry which relies on air tickets arriving at their destination safely and in good time.

"Most travel agents don’t use the post office. Parcels from overseas never arrive here," said Wally Gaynor, managing director of Club Travel.

"It’s not safe to post documents to clients. We pay a private speed service a flat rate for the year and at least we know that what we are sending will arrive the next day."

"The post office has Speed Services but if anything goes wrong, trying to get help from the post office is a joke."

Jordan 'must review Post Office budget'

POSTS, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Dr Palle Jordan has been asked to review his department's 1996/97 budget and recalculate staff expenses.

Parliament's joint finance committee, which has a watchdog function, is unhappy with the department's 46.18% increase in total expenditure and 51.74% increase in current expenditure.

The Post Office budget will be debated in Parliament today.

The NP has indicated that it will oppose the Appropriation Bill.

In its report tabled yesterday, the committee said it "was obliged to draw attention" to features of the budget which required addressing.

These included an increase of 32% for the department's basic salaries and wages bill.

A further 15% for this year's anticipated salary increases (R3.827 million) represented a "sizeable increase", the report said.

The increased provision for losses, up to more than six times the level of 1995/96, pointed to problems in the department.

The committee, headed by ANC MP Gill Marcus, recommended that the department review the reason for the 1996 financial year increases.

The department should also be asked to "revise" its calculations for staff expenses and to present an adjustment budget.

—SAPA
New telecommunications legislation set to be tabled

Reports by Melanie Sergeant

EVEN before government has finalised its debate over privatisation of state assets, new telecommunications legislation is set to be presented to Parliament. Indeed, signs are good that SA will have its new telecommunications laws in place before year-end.

Tomorrow, Poste, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Pallo Jordan will release the white paper on telecommunications policy in Cape Town. The new legislation is long overdue, and will replace the antiquated Post Office Act of 1958, and the Radio Act of 1952.

National telecommunications policy project spokesman Willie Currie says the Cabinet has approved the white paper for release and for tabling in Parliament, so it is ready to go through parliamentary discussion by the portfolio committee on communications.

It is hoped the white paper will be discussed in tandem with the Telecommunications Bill to be presented to Cabinet next month.

Whereas the white paper is a broad framework policy document, the Bill deals with legislation regarding a new telecommunications regulatory authority, restructuring of the telecommunications department and items such as the formation of a new service agency to monitor the supply of services to previously underprivileged consumers.

“The majority of blacks employed at Telkom are not skilled, and they will be affected by any downsizing of staff which will take place when Telkom is forced to compete against various newcomers in the market,” Monyokolo says that competitors are most likely to cherry-pick lucrative areas of service provision and are likely to neglect the expensive and non-lucrative areas such as the provision of services to rural and underprivileged people.

He argues that there should be legislation to guard against this.
Telkom workers ignore call for mass action

An official for several Telkom unions has vowed that more than 47 000 workers will take part in mass action despite no employee heeding the call yesterday.

The call for the beginning of mass action from yesterday, including marches and pickets at Telkom plants, turned into a damp squib after no workers turned out for the action. Telkom spokesman Amanda Singleton said no industrial action had been reported by late yesterday.

But SA Posts and Telecommunications Association chairman Shu-ayb Patel said that over the next few days workers would disrupt telecommunications, including radio and television reception.

— Labour Reporter
Clarke offers capital advice

PRETORIA — Private capital is essential to expand and improve services such as telecommunications, British Chancellor of the Exchequer Kenneth Clarke has said.

"I can't see the South African government producing the necessary investment simply by taxation and borrowing," he told reporters here.

"You will plainly need private capital."

Mr Clarke arrived on a five-day visit to South Africa yesterday. He has already had discussions with South African Reserve Bank Governor Chris "Stals" and was to meet his South African counterpart Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg last night.

Turning to the creation of jobs, Mr Clarke said this could be brought about only by sustainable economic growth.

"Simply trying to create jobs by putting public money into one initiative or another tends to fail," he said. - Sapa
No stamp of approval for Post Office budget

By RAY HARTLEY
Political Correspondent

PARLIAMENT'S Finance Committee has rejected the Post Office budget presented to it by Paddy Jordan, the Minister of Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting, saying it is not happy with expenditure increases and accounting methods used.

In a report to Parliament tabled this week, the committee, which is chaired by the ANC's Gill Marcus, said: "The department should be asked to revisit its calculations for staff expenses and present a revised figure in an adjustment budget."

It said the department needed to continue to find ways to deal with "the spate of thefts", the main reason for the increase in items under the heading "losses".

The finance committee said it was unhappy with:

- The fact that total expenditure increased by 40 percent over last year's budget, including a 51.7 percent rise in current expenditure,
- An increase of nearly 30 percent in staff expenses and 32 percent in the salaries and wages bill,
- Provision for an average salary increase of 15 percent; and
- A "virtual doubling" of fees paid to consultants.
Jordan's white paper awaits labour deals

(267)

CAPE TOWN — The telecommunications white paper, released on Friday by Minister Palle, Jordan, signals a major overhaul of the industry but leaves crucial sections blank pending agreements with labour.

The white paper proposed a six-year "period of exclusivity" for Telkom to roll out its network, which Jordan said ought to see Telkom increasing the number of connections it made annually by 600%.

At a function marking the release of the white paper, Jordan said Telkom would be required to increase this number from 190 000 a year to 1 million. To protect the consumer during the period of exclusivity, government proposed establishing an independent regulator — the SA Telecommunications Regulatory Authority. It would imbibe and oversee the gradual liberalisation of the segments of the telecommunications market.

To ensure Telkom had the finance and expertise to extend its infrastructure, industry and ministry members of the white paper's drafting committee were strongly in favour of allowing a "strategic equity partnership" with an international partner.

However, the entire chapter on the ownership, investment and financing of Telkom was left blank in the white paper because in discussions, organised labour felt Telkom should remain wholly state-owned.

The issue was subject to the outcome of the broader state asset re-structuring process, currently being negotiated between labour and government, the white paper stated.

Questions about 'employee share ownership programmes' favoured by the ministry were also left open.

Ministry officials acknowledged that if labour insisted, Telkom should not be given permission to take on a strategic equity partner, the expansion of its network would be impossible and the core assumptions of the white paper would be undermined.

Jordan expressed confidence labour would recognise that jobs would not be threatened where huge increases to the telecommunications network were being planned.

Ministry officials said that in the meantime, a regulator would be set up.

The regulator would be responsible, among other things, for setting reasonable targets for network growth. The establishment of the regulator would signal the end of Telkom's prerogative to provide the first instrument. Users would be able to buy a telephone from Telkom or any other provider.

The white paper set as a rough aim the installation of 20 telephones for every 100 people by 2000, depending on affordability. It also suggested that given the rapid growth in cellular telephony, the regulator would be empowered to examine the market to see whether a third licence was sustainable. If so, a third cellular licence should be granted within two years.

Continued on Page 2
No end in sight to huge phone bills

TIM COHEN

TELECOMMUNICATIONS MINS
Increase in postal rates delayed

Theo Rawana

DOMESTIC postal tariffs would increase only in July, when an improvement in acceptable service levels was evident, Post Office MD Frank Touwen said yesterday in Pretoria. However, he said international and speed services tariffs would increase about 10% on April 1. Domestic rates would not be increased on April 1 as service levels were unacceptable.

"Postal delivery performance continues to improve and projections indicate that the Post Office will be providing a good service by mid-year. Customers could therefore expect a rate increase on July 1," he said.

Touwen said domestic tariffs could at that date increase 10c to 70c.

International rates would increase next month by an average of 10% and speed services by more than 20%, he said. He said delivery performance standards statistics indicated that services were improving. "Five postal regions covering eight provinces are now providing a good service. The only remaining problem is Witwatersrand in Gauteng. Forty percent of SA mail passes through this region and it therefore also continues to affect other regions," Touwen said.

The Post Office was also increasing the accuracy of letter deliveries, but was hampered by incorrect addresses on envelopes.

"The Post Office handles some 8 million mail items a day, and even with 99% accurate deliveries, 1% of mail represents 80 000 letters a day which cannot be delivered."

He said 14% of the mail had incorrect post codes or no post codes at all, and this further delayed delivery.

Liebenberg compares tax systems

CAPE TOWN — The SA tax system did not generally have a negative effect on the country as an investment destination, Finance Minister Chris Liebenberg said in Parliament.

He presented an analysis of tax rates in 17 countries which showed the average to be 31%. While SA's company tax rates began at 35%, inter-country comparisons were not always meaningful since many factors had to be considered, Liebenberg said in a written reply to a question from Johannes Niemann (NP).

"However, Liebenberg said, in a written reply to a question from Johannes Niemann (NP)," Taxes varied in importance in various stages of a country's development, and concepts such as source and residence, the taxation of accruals rather than profits and the combination of company tax and other taxes had to be considered, he said.

Of the countries compared, Singapore had the lowest corporate rates (27%), and a concessional rate of 10%), while Iran levied corporate taxes of between 12% and 54%.

Rates for some of the other countries analysed were: Australia 33%; Egypt 42%; Israel 36%; Malaysia 34%; Thailand 30%; and the US between 16% and 35%.

Only three countries made use of tax holidays whereby companies were granted a partial or absolute exemption from corporate tax over a predetermined period, he said. — Sapa.
Postal tariffs to go up if the service is improved

Domestic postal tariffs will rise in July pending an improvement in service levels, and international and speed services tariffs will increase by about 10% on April 1, Post Office managing director Frank Touwen said yesterday.

He told reporters in Pretoria that domestic rates would this year not be increased on April 1 as usual because service levels were unacceptable.

"Postal delivery performance continues to improve and projections indicate that the Post Office will be providing a good service by mid-year," a statement released at the media briefing said.

"Customers could therefore expect a rate increase on July 1," Touwen said.

International rates would increase next month by an average of 10% and speed services by more than 10%, he said.

Touwen said international service rates were determined by international terminal dues and the exchange rate and were in many cases lagging 200% behind cost.

"This cannot continue as it means that domestic mail users are subsiding international mail users," the statement said.

Mailing letters overseas by air would cost between five and 15 cents more per 10g, while surface mail rates for letters up to 50g would increase from 85c to R1.50.

Mailing postcards by surface mail would cost five cents more.

The cost of posting packets up to 100g overseas would increase from R1.20 to R2.50, those between 101g and 250g from R2.05 to R6, and those between 201g and 2000g from R5.40 to R11.75.

Touwen said speed services were separate Post Office units competing in the private sector, necessitating a rise in tariffs.

The Post Office was increasing the accuracy of letter deliveries but was hampered by incorrect addresses on envelopes. It had received 1 800 complaints ranging from delayed delivery, non-delivery and postal rates from customers in January.

Touwen said the company's target of delivering 90% of mail steps in time had almost been met in five of its six postal regions. The only remaining problem was the Witwatersrand, although which 40% of the country's mail passed.

Several changes, including a bar code and laser scanner monitoring system for parcels, registered and insured items had been introduced in an attempt to improve service levels.

A new, more secure delivery system for credit cards was also being set up, the statement said.

Postal operations of the former Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda and Ciskei would be unincorporated into the South African Post Office from April 1. - Sapa.
REPRIEVE FOR PALLO’S BUDGET?

Reports of the Department of Posts & Telecommunications’ budget being thrown out of parliament are premature. The Joint Standing Committee on Finance, chaired by Gill Marcus, issued a negative report on the budget recommending that it be rewritten. But Marcus’s committee does not have the authority to reject or approve budgets — its role is limited to informing parliament.

Senior GM Boet van Loggerenberg says the committee’s report has not prompted the department to redo its budget. But Minister of Posts & Telecommunications Pallo Jordan has sent the committee a document responding to its criticisms which will be issued to parliament when the budget is debated.

The finance committee suggested the department review its budget “in the light of the Kaiz Commission on Taxation’s recommendations against earmarking revenue from licence fees and user charges as the department’s own revenue.”

The report queried why fees paid to consultants nearly doubled. The department backed its request by arguing that most of it is a one-off cost for establishing the SA Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (Satra). The report recommends that monitoring of procedures for contracting consultants, including ensuring transfer of skills, needs to be undertaken.

Government intends incorporating the Posts & Telecommunications’ budget into its main Budget next year. However, this may be too late — many of the department’s functions have already been taken over by the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA) and Satra will assume most of its remaining tasks.

Though Satra’s initial budget is a modest R3.5m, this will grow if it follows in the IBA’s footsteps.

The report notes that most of the department’s staff intend transferring to the new regulator.

“...but it will not itself solve the problems highlighted in this report,” the report concludes.

Meanwhile, Jordan has also responded to questions tabled in parliament by the DP’s Dene Smuts on the IBA’s requested budget increase to R41.5m from last year’s R30m. The Department of State Expenditure recommends that this be reduced to R35m. Jordan’s response says the IBA’s largest category increase is for salaries.

The IBA justifies its request for more staff because its proposals to parliament “regarding the public service broadcaster, cross media control and local content will generate more work.”

The IBA argues that its size is small when compared with the ratio of staff to population of regulators in the US and Canada. This comparison is a bit strained — its US equivalent can justify 2,000 employees because it sells frequency licences to more than 9,000 commercial radio stations and collects further revenue for the US Treasury. The IBA, on the other hand, has not collected revenue for the State.
The Telecommunications White Paper started its process through parliament last week, sandwiched between the finance committee's rejection of Pallo Jordan's Post Office budget and scrutiny of the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA)'s R30m annual cost.

The final draft of the policy document from the Minister of Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting — released to parliament the day after his Post Office budget was rejected — calls for telecoms to be modelled along the same lines as broadcasting by creating a body similar to the IBA.

National Party finance spokesman Theo Alant criticises government for allowing the budgets of Jordan's three portfolios to be separated from government's main budget.

This enabled government to skirt issues such as privatisation and how much money it derives from Telkom and the SABC.

Privatisation of Telkom and Jordan's proposal for a foreign strategic equity partner for the public corporation are also not addressed in the White Paper — which notes only that labour and business are at loggerheads over the issue.

"I'm concerned about the growing tendency towards systems aimed at incurring and financing expenditure around or outside the budget," Alant says.

He also criticises government for postponing the Post Office budget until the day after the general Budget.

Reasons given by the finance committee included the "virtual doubling" in consultants and experts' fees, a 30% increase in staff expenses and a six-fold increase in losses, mainly due to theft.

Parliamentary scrutiny of the Post Office's and the IBA's generosity to consultants bodies ill for two new bodies proposed by the White Paper the Universal Service Fund and its administrator, the SA Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (Satra).

Optimists might believe Jordan's promise that the body will open the telecom market to competition in six years. It's in charge of a timetable strengthening Telkom's monopoly for three years, followed by two years in domestic telecom equipment industry to be backed by government to the full extent possible under Gatt and World Trade Organisation rules — raising duties on imported telephones from 6% to 20%. Jordan says the Department of Trade & Industry will convene a number of meetings to discuss the matter.

**RESERVE BANK — CASH ON THE BARREL**

The banking industry and the Reserve Bank have agreed on a blueprint for an electronic inter-bank settlement system and the project is now moving into the "bits and bytes" phase.

"Most "payment streams" used for ordinary transactions such as credit cards and cheques are now automated, there is no similar system for the huge values banks pay each other before netting their customers' daily transactions. The central bank's national payment system will add this final tier to the system."

Payment system specialist Johann Bence says as much as R25bn passes through SA's banking system a day.

These high volumes make industry's traditional system of allowing banks a day before exposing their obligations to competitors too risky. Another problem with the current system is that the financial strength of banks can change dramatically over the additional day they are given to pay other banks.

Once the new settlement system is in operation, banks will be able to constantly monitor their obligations to competitors and payment can be done instantly by electronic funds transfer.

A system called "credit push" will be used, allowing a bank to
Action group wants auction of Telkom

Tim Cohen

CAPE TOWN — An independent consumer organisation has slammed the telecommunications white paper for its "wishful thinking", and has suggested an immediate, conditional auction of Telkom instead of a five-year gradual deregulation of the industry.

In a submission to the parliamentary telecommunications committee, the Telephone Action Group said if Telkom was sold immediately, government would gain about R20bn, and Telkom would be more likely to end its "shameless exploitation of the public".

This proposal is in stark contrast to that set out in the white paper which suggests Telkom be allowed to take on board a "strategic partner" during a five-year period of deregulation while the parastatal expands its network.

In response, the Telephone Action Group stated that, while the white paper was quite comprehensive with respect to control systems, and was
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loaded with good intentions, "it is nevertheless like a rickety structure in which the nuts and bolts are missing".

"While it talks about making a universal service both available and affordable, one looks in vain for any kind of financial analysis on how this would be accomplished."

The approach prescribed how Telkom should be managed and how it should be used to meet social goals beyond providing universal affordable service. There was no mention of doing anything to improve Telkom's present high cost structure, making the idea of universal affordable service appear to be no more than wishful thinking.

As the question of the future ownership of Telkom was not addressed in the white paper, the group said many of the matters mentioned in the white paper could fall away entirely depending on how the ownership question was resolved. As an alternative, the group suggested the whole of Telkom be sold through a conditional auction.

Telkom should be sold as a whole because technological developments already at hand, as well as those which could be expected in the future, would ensure its profit base would be progressively undermined. The sooner the auction, the higher the price.

The auction should be conditional, because one of government's main aims was to extend a service at affordable rates to those hitherto excluded. The tender document should provide for specific performance in this area.

A further condition would be submission of a schedule of tariffs guaranteed for a period of, say, five years. Tenderers should be advised of the expectation that continuation of present "rip-off tariffs" would not be tolerated.

This condition would not be too onerous when it was considered that in the US, for example, local calls were free while in SA they are so expensive that the cost per minute was more than what Eskom charged for the simultaneous use of all the electrical equipment in a large household.

On what would happen to Telkom staff, the group said a global player buying Telkom would undoubtedly want to use it as a base for expanding into Africa. Prospects for staff advancement were therefore good.
Pallo Jordan's policies unchanged — Naidoo

CAPE TOWN — New Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Jay Naidoo indicated yesterday he would not be introducing changes to the recently released telecommunications white paper or to the policies of his predecessor Pallo Jordan.

"There has been a change of minister, not a change of policy," Naidoo said during the signing of a memorandum of understanding with German Federal Telecommunications Minister Wolfgang Boesch.

Naidoo said there would be no changes to timetables set out in the telecommunications white paper and that legislation would be tabled in Parliament for the establishment of the regulatory framework.

He said the white paper had been drafted in full recognition of the dynamic changes radically affecting the role and position of telecommunications in SA and globally.

Naidoo said apart from the obvious benefits, financial and technological cooperation between SA and Germany, SA was interested in learning from the German experience of integrating its telecommunications services after reunification.

Commenting on SA's plans to install 4 million new telephone lines, Boesch said that this was similar in number to the extension of the German telecommunications to the new states after the reunification of West and East Germany.

There were therefore similarities between German experience and what SA was planning, he said.
Telkom hits the right button with new same-day service

Same-day service from Telkom? How long will it take? Cynical South Africans might scoff, but soon subscribers could have a telephone service the day they move into a new home, say Telkom chiefs.

As part of its drive to streamline its service and endear itself to an ever-skeptical nation, Telkom has developed a campaign dubbed "the rental successor" which should put paid to many phone frustrations.

"Imagine moving into a new house or flat and having a phone service reserved and waiting for you," a statement released by Telkom enthused this week.

"All you have to do is pick up the phone left by the previous occupant and you will be connected immediately to a Telkom service consultant who will arrange for the service to be transferred to you the same day.

"After hours, you will receive a recorded message prompting you to leave your name and a contact number to enable Telkom to transfer the service to you the next day."

It sounds too good to be true, but it's true, said Gert Schepman, Telkom's manager of communications.

"I tried it, and it does work. It's got to be one of the best things Telkom has ever done. Gone are the waiting lists and all the other hassles. It should have been done years ago."

The service will be available on the North Rand on May 3 and in the rest of the Witwatersrand area on June 14. -- Staff Reporter.
The whole question of private sector involvement with state telecommunications, monopoly Telkom, is far from resolved. And that is despite the appointment in January of United States investment bank Goldman Sachs to find a strategic equity partner for the state corporation.

This is the broad view within the public service unions. There is general dismissal of the notion floated in the media that the appointment of Jay Nadoo as the new post and telecommunications minister will make the selling of sell-offs to the unions easier.

Ramatane Monyokolo, the president of the main Telkom union, the Post and Telecommunications Workers' Association, summed up this view this week. "One minister or the other makes no difference. This has nothing to do with individuals. Ministers merely give the government view, whether it is Fallo Jordan or Jay Nadoo," he said.

And the present government view, which embraces elements of privatization in a broad restructuring package, is out of step with the union view. This is perhaps one of the reasons that yesterday's scheduled, and unpublicized, meeting between labour and the government was postponed by the government.

A new date has not yet been set for this meeting of the national framework agreement (NFA) set up in January as the structure through which the government and the unions are supposed to thrash out their differences. Six representatives from each side were supposed to sit down yesterday to set up sub-committees covering each of the public sectors. The NFA talks would then have got down to the main macro issues.

All trade unions represented in the various state enterprises are supposed to be involved in the sub-committees when they are established.

"We hope it will be before the end of this month," Monyokolo said.

Most unionists believe it is these bilateral talks, whenever they are held, which are of prime importance: they should establish the common position of a government of which Cosatu is an integral part. Decisions made within the NFA would then be relayed to the National Economic Development and Labour Council (Nedlac) where business is a third participant. Whether this approach will be acceptable to business is another matter.

As is the fact that the government obviously feels uneasy about the process. But as far as the unions are concerned, it is the bilateral talks through the NFA that should define the limits of restructuring.

The thorn seems to be that the government and the unions — two sides of the much vaunted golden triangle — should come up with an agreement which could then be presented to the third side — business. The implication, of course, is that the two-thirds should triumph and that the bilaterally agreed positions should be adopted.

Yet such an approach ignores economic reality, has been argued by a few voices on the margins. But labour's own economic policy document, Social Equity and Job Creation, puts Nedlac on centre stage and does not make mention of the NFA.

However, it also makes scant mention of privatization, presumably because this issue is supposed to be resolved in the so-expected NFA talks. The contradictions abound, but the unions, on the fact of it, seem confident that the NFA, once up and running, will smooth the way to greater union influence on policy making. The government and business, however, seem aware of problems ahead, although neither has any apparent solutions at present.

But the government cannot continue to postpone the NFA meeting. Sooner rather than later, the matter will have to come to a head. "We never said we would not have differences within the triparty alliance," said Monyokolo. "The question is how we deal with these differences."

The unions see the NFA as the means to this resolution. Business and the government may have a rather different idea.
It's business as usual, says Midojo

New telecommunications minister says white paper is the right way to go.
Can Telkom actually deliver?

Telkom has five years to connect four million lines. Can it meet the challenge of universal service without a substantial restructuring? Aspasia Karras reports

TELKOM is probably the most vilified of South Africa's parastatals. Seen as inefficient and bureaucratic, consumers' greatest frustration is the lack of an alternative.

While cellular technology promised to provide an in-road into the telecommunications monopoly, it has failed substantially to address the issue of universal accessibility.

The Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting White Paper, published in March, clearly calls for the broad-scale restructuring of the telecommunications behemoth by establishing a universal service and gradually liberalising the market structure.

Robin Brawn of the National Telecommunications Policy Project (NTPP) describes the process as essentially "a fully inclusive and consultative battle between Telkom wanting to retain its monopoly as far as it can, while the alternative voices have been pushing in the opposite direction."

"The most crucial part of any restructuring exercise is to build and sustain consensus," says Minister of Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Jay Nadoo. "Not much attention has been paid to this issue in the past. Many of the vested interests in the restructuring process see trade unions as a hindrance, but I see them as an essential part of this solution."

The compromise position adopted in the paper has established a five-year period of exclusivity, in return for which Telkom has promised to roll-out services to the underserved community, and effectively double the four million lines it has currently connected.

At present, Telkom connects 190 000 lines a year on average; its roll-out goal has never been accomplished elsewhere in the world. The question then is how can this inflated and slow bureaucracy get it right?

Says Nadoo, "We remain united and committed to roll-out infrastructure for the four million lines and in that regard we need an injection of capital, new technology and expertise to realise the objectives."

Telkom wants a foreign strategic equity partner, both because it can then gain a foothold in the international playing field by associating itself with one of the leading global giants, and so that it can benefit from the sorely needed project management expertise of the potential investor.

The debate and sensitivities around the issues are heating up, as the legislation is due for Cabinet consideration this month and will be tabled in Parliament in June. The Cabinet reshuffle has not helped as Nadoo inherits the portfolio at a critical time, particularly in light of strong union opposition to any talk of transformation along these lines.

Advocate Dikgang Mosekene, however, staunchly comments on his position as Telkom chairman. "I have been here for a year-and-a-half, the challenges are obviously daunting, but it's very comfortable."

A high-level meeting was held between Nadoo and Mosekene last week, with the aim of discussing a way forward on the transformation of the parastatal and related issues.

Mosekene is, however, vague when it comes to programmers. "While we fully agree with the White Paper, the devil is in the details." He points out that Telkom has already laid the plans for restructuring along its core business lines, and plans an extensive human resources evaluation and development drive, examining skills and qualities of employees along the new strategic objectives.

His problem is clear. "We have inherited over 16 000 workers, rationalisation is not just about numbers, but rather about creating high levels of efficiency through appropriate skills. It's about adding value, but we have no immediate plans to do anything dramatic. It is a process that must be negotiated through the unions."

Commentators in the field argue that in telecoms staff are measured according to lines. Thus, at current output levels there is an obvious need to rationalise staff, but if Telkom is to deliver five times its current capacity, then the staff numbers will be appropriate but can Telkom actually deliver, especially under the proposed time constraints?

The proposed Bill attempts to structure inter-related measures that will act as checks and balances on the transformation process. But the Bill only looks at the phased liberalisation of the market, and the social and developmental objectives of extending the telecoms service.

The question of monopolies will be addressed in legislation only after the National Framework Agreement is resolved. The intention of the legislation is to set up an independent regulator, which will monitor progress and work with a universal service agency and related fund.

The success or failure of the telecommunications exercise will depend on the strength or weakness of the regulator, and the capacity of Labour, management and government to rise to the challenge of universal service.

For Mosekene, the way out is clear. "Telkom has been successful at making cheaper connections on such a large scale, but it built up excess capacity over the last 15 years — but built it on public funds. Telkom has not been able to do that, our relationship is traditionally skewed. Of 40-million South Africans only 10% are connected. We need to build a major trunk network, which Telkom already has."

Mosekene points out that costing (an average R800 against Telkom's R35 per connection) of the service is partly a function of history, and partly a result of Telkom's relationship with suppliers.

"If the rand continues to drop it certainly does not do us any favours," he elaborates. "At the moment, 80% of our revenue comes from 20% of our clients, doing local and international business. Only with a major network roll-out can we balance the tariffs, which are higher than they should be. The key to an affordable and reliable service is more consumers, and in order to have a major network build-up, we cannot do it out of our own funds. We have a large number of interested partners."

At the moment, Telkom has serviced R2-billion of its R11-billion debt, while functioning at a profit. "We cannot regularise the capital needed for the roll-out. Without the investment, Telkom is a dead duck," argues Brawn.

But Mosekene sees the future of telecommunications as ripe for investment. "We are only scratching the surface; Telecoms is an appropriate platform into the region."

Brawn agrees. "The ramifications to the economy of a roll-out are huge. It implies an immediate 2% bump-up of the gross domestic product."

Nadoo has to make some crucial decisions within the next few weeks. The hard ball is in the government's court, concludes Mosekene: "It is up to us shareholders to make all the hard decisions."

Adda Nadoo. "We are confident that we are making sufficient progress and will shortly be in a position to make a public announcement that will bury speculation around this issue."

Comfortable chairman: Dikgang Mosekene believes the way out for Telkom to build a major trunk network PHOTOGRAPH: RUTH MOTAU
Investors await SA’s call

By RAY HARTLEY
Political Correspondent

SOUTH Africa could be “left behind” by global investors considering investing in Telkom if it does not act decisively, Standard Bank’s public finance director Colin Coleman has warned.

Government last year announced its intention to sell a share in Telkom to a “strategic equity partner” for around R4.4-billion, as well as put in four million new lines and restructure the corporation.

Mr Coleman said the three-part restructuring process could not be “de-linked” and should take place in the correct sequence to achieve “maximum value”.

“Government needs to start with the strategic equity partnership, thus will in turn raise the capital needed to fund the rolling out of the four million new lines,” he said.

He said that in the 90s Mexico had sold a portion of Telemex for the equivalent of R22-billion. This had enabled the company to expand, increasing jobs in the industry.

“South Africa is competing against a frenzy of activity internationally in telecommunications, and will thus have to be far more decisive in its strategic equity partnership,” Mr Coleman said.

He said that major international telecommunications offerings had soaked up R75-billion in investment over the last two years, but this could be dwarfed by major European deals expected in the next year or so.

Among these mega-deals were likely to be a Deutsche Telekom package worth about R44-billion, a R22-billion offering from France Telecom, a R30-billion deal by Italy’s Stet and an R11-billion sale by Sweden’s Telia.

Mr Coleman said South Africa’s ability to attract investors was hampered by:

● Uncertainty with the regulatory environment,
● Uncertainty over the progress of parastatal restructuring, and
● The slowness with which competition was being introduced into SA.

“Government needs to move soon to advance its interests,” he said.
Telkom, govt ‘must act soon or be left behind’

Robyn Chalmers

GOVERNMENT and Telkom had to select a strategic equity partner soon if they were to avoid being left behind on the telecommunications front, analysts said yesterday.

Standard Corporate and Merchant Bank public finance division director Colin Coleman said that SA was competing against great international telecommunications activity and had to be far more decisive on its strategic equity partner.

"Tough competition exists between emerging markets for investments and as the deals get bigger, the developing countries will find themselves getting pushed further down the list. SA is no different and needs to act soon."

Telkom needs a huge capital injection to meet its targets which include supplying 4-million telephone lines to underdeveloped areas in five years and providing one basic telephone service and one telephone to all schools, clinics and hospitals by next year.

Analysts said Telkom could not finance these targets on its own, and could raise up to $1bn by allowing a strategic equity partner to take a stake of between 20% and 30% of the value of Telkom. An analyst said a front-runner to be Telkom's equity partner was Deutsche Telkom, the world's second largest telecommunications group, although Telkom denied this.

A Telkom spokesman said US bank Goldman Sachs, appointed earlier this year to help Telkom find an equity partner, was still proceeding with its work. The spokesman said no decision had been made.

Coleman said that to date the entry of international telecommunication operators into SA had been hampered by a number of factors, including uncertainty regarding the telecommunications regulatory environment.

Coleman said the introduction of an equity partner not only made it possible for a global player to enter the local market, but also provided openings for black economic empowerment, union involvement and employee share schemes.
Altera non-stander in telecommunications stakes
Sight signs on shake-up
Jay Naidoo sets his
Union complains it has still not been consulted

Naidoo seeks urgent sale of Telkom stake

By Fiona Laney

Johannesburg — The government would urgently pursue plans to sell a strategic equity stake in Telkom to a foreign partner, Jay Naidoo, the minister of posts, telecommunications and broadcasting, said yesterday.

"We need a strategic equity partner, and negotiations between the government and the unions are taking place on this now," Naidoo said at a briefing on the government's draft telecommunications Bill.

"But the Post and Telecommunications Workers' Association (Potwa) said they have not had any meetings with government representatives since the National Framework Agreement was set up in December to regulate talks Potwa is the biggest of the seven telecommunications unions.

"Both Potwa and government have been trying to arrange meetings, but so far Telkom's privatization has never been debated in meetings between labour and government," Letty Monyokole, the president of Potwa, said.

He said the main delay to the talks was a refusal by Telkom to provide unions with necessary information.

He said Telkom was still refusing to make available a report commissioned by the utility on inefficiencies and wastages. The report cost Telkom about R6 million from 1993-1994.

"This makes a mockery of the National Framework Agreement," Monyokole said.

Victor Moche, the Telkom spokesman, denied the utility was withholding information.

"We have a strategic consultation forum which has held several meetings with the unions.

"The structures are there for the unions to interact with management and put all their requests to them," he said.

Monyokole said his union was open-minded on the issue of restructuring Telkom, and hoped to convince the minister that privatization through a strategic equity partner was not the best option.

"Obviously restructuring is a need in the industry. But so far all we’ve heard is a narrow perception of the telecommunications industry. It is not just Telkom. We need to talk about other service providers, other networks, and about other ways of acquiring the management skills needed," he said.

Naidoo gave no time frame for reaching a decision on the sale of the stake, but said there was a need for urgency in finding a partner.

He said the process would be open and transparent and that it was important that plans proceeded on the basis of national consensus between the major players.

Naidoo said a task team, with representatives from the posts, telecommunications and broadcasting department, the public enterprises department and Telkom, had been appointed to identify a suitable partner for the utility.

He said Telkom required a significant cash injection if it was to achieve its RDP commitments.

RDP COMMITMENT Jay Naidoo, the posts, telecommunications and broadcasting minister, presents his draft telecommunications Bill to business leaders yesterday.

PHOTO: JOHN WOODCOCK
Union links become Jay’s Achilles heel

JAY NAIDOO’s close links with the union movement could well prove the Achilles heel of his tenure at the Department of Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting.

The former Cosatu secretary-general skillfully stamped his authority on the department this week when he introduced the draft Telecommunications Bill along with his policy programme.

But he was vague about how to deal with union resistance to Telkom’s proposed partial privatisation.

The discussions with unions will continue in terms of the National Framework Agreement. It is vital that we build a national consensus on the restructuring of Telkom,” Mr Naidoo said.

Global telecommunication giants are increasingly voicing concerns over the delay. Mr Naidoo said he intended to seek agreement with the unions over the next two months.

However, unions operating in the sector have indicated their objection to the proposed sale of up to 30% of Telkom and are likely to ask the government to reverse the decision.

Furthermore, job losses at Telkom are inevitable. If the parastatal is to remain internationally competitive and release resources to fund the Vision 2000 project, Mr Naidoo said at establishing four million new telephone lines in rural areas and urban townships.

Mr Naidoo said the unions had legitimate concerns about job losses and that he viewed labour as part of the solution in achieving Telkom’s RDP objectives.

He also stressed that an injection of capital, management and technology was essential in implementing Vision 2000.

While a measure of consensus is likely to persist for some time, before long Telkom will have to be partially privatised and lay off some workers. Mr Naidoo would then be forced to choose between the demands of consumers for telecommunication services and those of the unions for higher wages and job security.

No such dilemmas confront him in the other policy areas of his portfolio. He plans to strengthen his department by appointing director-generals for broadcasting and the Post Office and converting the job of Postmaster General to director-general for the Ministry.

Significantly, he announced plans to relieve the Independent Broadcasting Authority of much of its policy-making powers and to limit its task to the regulation of broadcasters.

Referring to the IBA’s mushrooming salary bills, Mr Naidoo committed himself to reduce spending in all his departments. He warned that staff numbers of the IBA would have to be reduced favourably with those of international regulatory authorities, the British regulator, for example, has half the staff complement of the IBA and is a far more effective regulator of the airwaves.

Mr Naidoo presented the draft Telecommunications Bill which he hopes to table in Parliament in the current session. It is based on the widely published White Paper. Its key proposals are:

- The establishment of a Telecommunications Regulatory Authority, to be set up early next year and eventually merged with the IBA.
- The opening up of all telecommunications services. A period of exclusivity will allow Telkom to prepare for competition from national and international rivals.
- A Universal Service Agency and a Universal Service Fund to facilitate broader telecommunications services to disadvantaged groups. The fund will be financed via annual contributions from telecommunications licence holders.
Commitment to global info society

BY NICKI WHITFIELD

South Africa and other developing countries confirmed their commitment to becoming part of a global information society (GIS) in a declaration adopted yesterday at the historic three-day Information Society and Development Conference in Midrand.

The declaration was described by European Union commissioner Martin Bangemann as "a very good document for practical action." However, the developing world had a long way to go before it caught up with developed countries - a truly daunting reality, Minister of Posts and Telecommunications Jan Naidoo said.

Naidoo chaired the ministerial meeting on creating the GIS within developing countries alongside, among others, Bangemann, Monge Sudre, the French Minister of Francophonie (that country's department in charge of French-speaking countries worldwide) and Ghanaan Deputy Minister of Information Kojo Yankah.

Deputy President Thabo Mbeki challenged the Group of Seven highly industrialized nations (G-7) and the European Commission to convene a follow-up conference bringing together a cross-section of the developing world with the G-7 and the EU to exchange views on strategy, finance and international co-ordination confronting the global information and communication problem.
40 000km of cable for Africa to stay in touch

BY NIKKI WHITFIELD

By the end of 1999, the seabed surrounding the whole of Africa will be mostly laid with nearly 40 000km of optically amplified submarine fibre-optic cable which will significantly improve the continent's telecommunications.

And the procedure is not nearly as complicated as it sounds.

In fact, according to a US businessman, it's relatively simple. Five ships will set sail next year at the start of the project, each with massive reels on board.

The cables will be dropped into the ocean where they will come to rest on the seabed. Those in deep water will bury themselves in the sand in time. Those nearer the shore will involve a bit more work - because of the dangers or human interference, they will have to be buried with special machinery.

The project is being explained at the Information Society and Development Conference and Exhibition in Mumbai at the hand of the US-based telecoms giant AT&T.

"The project, called Africa One, will enable people to talk to others in countries across the globe without the time delays currently experienced in transcontinental communication," said AT&T's president and chief executive officer Walter Fulcher.

"And Africa One's state-of-the-art link will also give African-based businesses, governments and individuals the opportunity of making easy use of the latest applications in the fields of electronic commerce, distance learning and telemedicine."

The system had been designed to be tamper-proof, Fulcher said. "No one will be able to tap into it and steal information."

Countries would buy the capacity from AT&T, he said. In South Africa, for example, Telkom would own it and use the revenue the system generated to pay for it.
A better connection for Africa by 1999

The Argus Correspondent

By the end of 1999, the seabed surrounding the whole of Africa will be neatly laid with nearly 40 000km of optically amplified submarine fibre-optic cable which will significantly improve the continent's telecommunications.

And the procedure is not nearly as complicated as it sounds.

In fact, according to an American businessman, it's relatively simple. Five ships will sail next year at the start of the project, each with massive reeds on board. The cables will be dropped into the ocean where they will come to rest on the seabed. Those in deep water will bury themselves in the sand in time.

Those nearer the shore will involve a bit more work - because of the dangers of being interfered with by fishermen and the like, they will have to be buried with special machinery.

The project is being explained at the Information Systems and Development (ISAD) Conference and Exhibition at Gallagher Estates in Midrand this week at the stand of the US-based company AT&T. "The project, called Africa One, will enable people to talk to others in countries across the globe without the time delays currently experienced in trans-continental communication," said AT&T's president and CEO Walter Fulcher.

"And Africa One's state-of-the-art link will also give African-based businesses, governments and individuals the opportunity of making easy use of the latest applications in the fields of electronic commerce, distance learning and telemedicine."

The system has been designed to be tamper-proof, Fulcher said. "No-one will be able to tap into it and steal information."

Countries would buy the capacity from AT&T, he said.
Phone Shops Get Townshippers Talking

According to Vodafone, the country's leading mobile network operator, the townships are ripe for expanding their mobile networks. "We are committed to providing affordable mobile services to all corners of the country," said a company official. "Townships are a key market for us and we are constantly looking for ways to improve our services to meet the needs of the townships' residents."
By cellphone giants, State to probe 'pact,'
WHAT THE DOCUMENT SAYS

The objective is to achieve relative parity between the two networks. Either side can analyse and agree to rectify any perceived disadvantages before proceeding with any change. Respective CEO’s will exchange Discount Plans and Connection Bonus Plans.

That paragraph and a section detailing how connection bonuses to service providers will be limited to R500 for business tariff users and R250 for low usage tariff users have attracted the attention of the Competition Board.

“We will investigate this document,” said the board’s chief director, Wouter de Meyer. “It looks like carving up or market-sharing, which is illegal.”

Joni Joffe, group corporate affairs executive at Vodacom, said on Friday the London meeting had been about ancestry tariffs and the question of connection bonuses had had no effect on tariffs. But it had been necessary for the operators to agree on maximum cash incentives.

The operators’ arrangement had been considered by the Competition Board in March last year and, when the board took the matter no further, Vodacom had concluded that the agreement did not constitute collusion, she said. “Connection bonuses are set by Vodacom and MTN independently.”

A spokesman for MTN, Jacques Sellschop, said that although MTN believed its actions had been lawful, chief executive Bob Chaphe had this week ordered lawyers to investigate the agreement.

Their preliminary opinion was that there was no contravention that could give rise to criminal liability by MTN or its shareholders, he said.

In an affidavit to the Sunday Times, Mr de Kock says he was offered R60 000 by an MTN representative for three months’ “covert” work if he handed over the document for destruction.

MTN alleges that Mr de Kock tried to blackmail the company for R100 000 in exchange for the document.

MTN says it has reported this to the police.
Naidoo looks into alleged cellphone group collusion

Adrienne Giliomee

POSTS, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Jay Naidoo has instructed the postmaster-general and the Competition Board to meet Vodacom and MTN this week to investigate alleged collusion between the cellular telephone groups.

Postmaster-general Andile Ngcaba said yesterday Naidoo was taking a personal interest in allegations that the network operators had secretly agreed on the maximum bonus they should pay service providers to connect customers, tariffs levels, discounts and infrastructure sharing.

The allegations, reported yesterday in the Sunday Times, follow complaints from service providers about collusion between the operators on incentive levels. It also emerged late last year that Vodacom and MTN had been sharing infrastructure, with the department's permission.

Vodacom group executive Joan Joffe yesterday denied any collusion, but said representatives of the shareholders had discussed the issues, and agreed on a maximum connection bonus - a common practice in the cellphone industry world-wide.

She claimed the Competition Board had been aware of the agreement MTN said the agreement was in "the long-term interests of the public".

Ngcaba, however, said the department had not been consulted, and it would investigate whether the deal fell outside the interconnection agreements - the basis for the establishment of the SA cellphone industry.

Board chairman Pierre Brooks said he had no knowledge of the bonus deal, and that the operators could not determine what was in the public interest. "Even if their conduct was in the interest of the industry, if it is unlawful, certain measures would have to be taken."

If it did fall outside the scope of the

Continued on Page 2
Exemption key to cellular fureore

Edward West

ALLEGATIONS that cellular network operators Vodacom and MTN might have transgressed competition law hinged on whether they had acted outside an exemption in their interconnection agreement with government, Competition Board chairman Pierre Brookes said yesterday.

Industry sources said yesterday Vodacom and MTN had been exempted from competition laws in terms of the interconnection agreement with government until the industry was regulated by a new telecommunications Bill.

MTN spokesman Jacques Sellochop said the exemption was granted by the Competition Board in 1993 in terms of the interconnection agreement, with the purpose of stimulating the development of the industry. At the time there were no legislated protocols for the industry. "It was inevitable there would be a levelling of prices between the two operators because the two companies had to pay the same rates to Telkom." But postmaster-general professional technical services GM Deon van der Hoven said the interconnection agreement exempted only the relationship between Telkom, the regulator, MTN and Vodacom from competition laws, and did not include the business relationship of the latter two companies with their clients.

"The question that now arises is whether the latest furore falls inside or outside the interconnection agreement," said Brookes.

Newspaper reports alleged that the network operators had secretly agreed in 1994 on the maximum bonus they should pay service providers to connect customers, tariffs levels, discounts and infrastructure sharing.

Brookes said other aspects of the alleged agreement also had to be determined, such as if it had actually involved the companies or if it was simply shareholders making a recommendation.

He also said it should be determined whether infrastructure sharing had, until now, been in the national interest.

Vodacom met the Competition Board yesterday over the issue. Brookes said further information was being sought from Vodacom.

MTN and Vodacom were scheduled to meet the board and the postmaster-general on Thursday.

Sellochop told Reuters...
Board to probe cellphone 'collusion'

Edward West

THE Competition Board and the Postmaster-General would investigate allegations of collusion between cellular phone network operators MTN and Vodacom, a spokesman for Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Jay Naidoo said after a meeting between the parties yesterday.

The meeting followed allegations that the network operators had secretly agreed in London — in the so-called "London agreement" — on the maximum bonus paid to service providers, tariff levels, discounts and infrastructure sharing.

The spokesman said the investigation would include a submission to the Competition Board by the SA Cellular Service Providers' Association.

Association spokesman Steve Burgess confirmed that a sub-committee of the association had made submissions to the board — just days before reports of collusion were published in the weekend Press — on the alleged "non-competitive" behaviour of the network operators. He refused to detail the allegations.

Meanwhile, telecommunications industry sources have pinned the allegations of collusion on certain parties positioning themselves in a bid for a third network licence. A US group was believed to be involved, prompting fears that SA could become a dumping ground for obsolete US analogue systems.

National Black Business Caucus chairman Dupree Vihkazi, an adviser on black business organisations to the posts, telecommunications and broadcasting department, said the telecommunications draft Bill was due for tabling in Parliament yesterday.

Vihkazi said he knew of three or four local black business consortia — some had teamed up with international telecommunications groups — planning to bid for the licence.

A Vodacom spokesman said the company believed there was a market for a third licence, and Vodacom should have an opportunity to bid for it.

An MTN spokesman said there was scope for a closed loop network which would generate high-volume sales, but at a slower return than the existing cellular phone system.
Telkom workers in deadlock

By Abdul Milazi

THE Communication Workers Union yesterday threatened to go on strike if Telkom did not change its decision to withdraw certain benefits enjoyed by workers for years.

Telkom has in turn applied for mediation by the Conciliation Board in a bid to break the three-month deadlock with six of its trade unions.

Negotiations were scuttled when Telkom proposed to withdraw certain allowances and reduce the housing subsidy.

A meeting between the company and the unions two weeks ago failed to resolve the dispute. A spokesman for the CWU said the unions would consult their members on the latest offer.

Telkom has proposed to reduce leave and overtime benefits, the housing subsidy and withdraw some allowances.
Telephone Boost for Alexandria

500 new lines installed by Telkom after community agreed to

By Ann Cox

A number of cable thieves who were identified after community members reported suspicious activity near the network

The network upgrade will be completed by the end of 2016, providing faster internet speeds to the community.

The upgrade will also improve the quality of service for residents, who have been frustrated by slow internet speeds in recent months.

The community has been working closely with Telkom to ensure that the upgrade is completed as quickly as possible.

The project is expected to cost around R500,000, and will be funded by the community and a government grant.

The community is grateful for the support of the government, which has been instrumental in making the project possible.
Black business enters telecommunications

By Isaac Molodi

EMERGING black entrepreneurs in the telecommunications and data networking industry could benefit from the launch of a new franchise enterprise, Expericable.

The new company, established as a joint venture between Philips Business Electronics and Sphumelele Investments, will provide the smaller companies—particularly those from black communities—with specialist knowhow in telecommunications and data networking.

Expericable franchise companies will offer services that range from site surveys, testing of existing cable plant, fibre optic cable installation, systems installations and customer requirements.

Infrastructure

The new company says it is dedicated to the design, installation and maintenance of telecommunications infrastructure as well as associated products.

Assistance to smaller companies will come in various forms. The main ones will be finance technical and business skills and exposure to new standards in the industry.

Philips Business Electronics (PBE), one of South Africa's leading suppliers of high tech equipment, says Expericable will empower smaller operators with expertise in their chosen field of operation and enable them to compete against the more established companies.

The company says more than ten Expericable franchisees will soon be operational in the Pretoria and Johannesburg areas and the programme will be extended to other South African major cities.

PBE's managing director Alan Sparks says the Expericable launch is part of the company's social responsibility and should be seen as contributing to a broader objective of the Reconstruction and Development Programme.

There is no doubt that a nationwide network of Expericable franchisees will become a formidable force, particularly as this concept has the full support of all the major systems suppliers.

Sphumelele, a Western Cape-based investment company owned by a group of prominent black business people and professionals, has always made a major contribution to RDP by mobilising black entrepreneurs with the aim of integrating them into the business and economic sectors.
Telkom contract decision hits industry’s suppliers

aul Vecchiato

THE SA telecommunications industry has experienced mixed fortunes since Telkom announced the termination of the long-term contract system. The “big three” suppliers to the only telecommunications service provider — Dlemens, Plessey and Altron — have had to redefine their relationship with the state-owned monopoly and adapt or wither.

David Jacobson, president of the Electrocones Industry Federation and Altron’s group executive or science and technology, feels that government policy and industry are out of step in meeting the new situation.

Altron has had to reduce staff at its Boksburg facility by 50% to 500 in two years, due to the reduced — and then flat — demand from Telkom, and as a result of introducing new technology that makes the production line more efficient.

Jacobson said two factors had hit the local industry to change Firstly, Telkom spending declined in the late 1990s, and since 1992 had just kept pace with the rate of inflation. In 1995, of Telkom’s total budget of R7.5bn, R1.3bn was spent on network infrastructure development.

Secondly, there were now many more foreign players in the local telecommunications industry who benefited from low entry barriers, while there was no reciprocal benefit for SA companies to compete in their markets.

Jacobson said that while GATT-agreed import tariffs were at 30%, SA’s were at only 5% for telecommunications. And SA players had lost out since Telkom cancelled its preferential buying policy.

While Telkom had broadened its purchasing horizons, it was doing that to the disadvantage of local telecommunications manufacturers. Furthermore, it was deciding purchases on the basis of initial capital expenditure and based on a “tool-box” of equipment — products sourced from various suppliers and then integrated to provide a total solution.

Although many companies claimed their equipment specifications met the European CCIT standard, which Telkom required, in practice it was a different story as equipment from diverse suppliers was integrated.

Jacobson said Telkom should do more to help local telecommunications manufacturers to export. “The relationship between one country’s post, telecommunications and telephone operators and another’s is often the cornerstone for encouraging exports,” he said.

“During the apartheid era, Telkom was considered an outcast, but now relationships had improved and the company could be instrumental in opening doors.”

“We must learn also to look after our own. About 90% of French telecommunications contracts go to French companies.”

Jacobson said SA manufacturers could meet the various requirements of other developing countries.

This applied in particular to the area of supplying low-cost radio communications.

He felt the RDP was a boon to the local industry, particularly in view of the Telkom commitment to install 4-million new lines by the end of the decade.

One million lines would be installed by private companies using a turnkey project management approach. Industry sources said this was unusual for Telkom. This project alone was said to be worth about R6bn, of which Jacobson estimated R2bn would go in the form of contracts to two or three companies.

“If the RDP is to deliver all its stated goals, then government must insist on delivery,” Jacobson said.

Spam-offs would have a multiplier effect and allow local manufacturers to recommence equipment mothballed since Telkom’s cutback on capital spending.

Jacobson said the government should not fall into the same trap as its predecessor, and view SA as a Third World country with no need of a sound telecommunications infrastructure on a par with that of industrialised nations.

“Telecommunications are the central nervous system of industry, and they must be developed in order for SA to compete internationally,” he said.
Wrinkles to iron out in cellphone sector

By Hilary Joffe

TWO years after the official switch-on of the cellphone industry in June 1994, three issues have arisen:

The one which has generated the most heat has been that of the industry's structure, with allegations of collusion between network operators Vodacom and MTN under investigation by the Competition Board and the postmaster-general following revelations of their 1994 London Agreement.

But two further issues may be of more practical importance for the industry — and the economy.

One of these is the question of where the industry fits into the task of universal service provision, defined as a fundamental policy goal in the recent white paper on telecommunications policy and in new legislation currently before Parliament.

Second is the prospect — also pointed to in the white paper — of a third mobile telephone licence. A further licence (or licences) is probably essential to accommodate future growth in the market, since the GSM spectrum (the 900 MHz band) is full.

Applications:

Several applications have been received over the past two years, says department of posts, telecommunications and broadcasting GM Deon van der Hoven. But until the SA Telecommunications Regulatory Authority is established in terms of the new legislation (the department is acting as regulator meanwhile), there is, technically, no-one to apply to.

Once it is set up, the regulator must decide within two years whether a third licence is "sustainable". If it is, it should be granted.

There is no mention in the white paper of more than three licences, but this is not precluded.

It is likely that government would want to issue a formal invitation to parties to bid Competition, black empowerment, provision of telecommunications to underserved areas and all the other considerations that potential operators can bring to the telecommunications party.

Mazda commissions own concertos, paintings and poetry

LONDON — Mazda has commissioned a concerto for cello and saxophone with the specific objective of enhancing the company's image. The concerto is one of several projects that Mazda is undertaking to enhance its image, and to increase its presence in the cultural arena.

Mazda has commissioned the world-renowned cellist and saxophonist, Jacqueline du Pre, to compose the concerto. The concerto will be performed by the Royal Philharmonia Orchestra at the Royal Festival Hall in London next March.

The concerto will be performed by the Royal Philharmonia Orchestra, with du Pre as soloist. The concerto is a work of great importance to the company, and is a testament to the company's commitment to the arts.

In addition to the concerto, Mazda has also commissioned a series of paintings and sculptures that will be created by internationally acclaimed artists. The company is keen to support the arts and to showcase the highest levels of creativity and excellence.

The paintings and sculptures will be displayed in the company's headquarters and at various locations around the world. The company is also planning to create a permanent collection of artworks that will be housed in a purpose-built art gallery in the company's headquarters.

The company is committed to the arts and to supporting creativity and excellence. Mazda believes that the arts are an important part of the company's identity and that they can help to enhance the company's reputation and to create a positive image.

The company is also committed to the arts in the community. Mazda is sponsoring a number of cultural events and is working closely with local arts organizations to support their activities.

Mazda's commitment to the arts is a reflection of the company's values and its commitment to excellence. Mazda believes that the arts are an important part of life and that they can help to create a better world.
Information sector 'must create jobs'

Ingrid Salgado

It was critical for SA to enhance job creation in the information services industry to counter job losses in sectors such as fine manufacturing, Post, Telecommunications and Broadcasting. Minister Jay Naidoo said yesterday.

The information services sector provided job enrichment and multiskilled opportunities, allowing the "knowledge worker" entrance into the job market, Naidoo said at the start of the Telecommunications and Broadcasting conference in Pretoria.

Investment in human resources was a key component of investing in the information society, and development. To this end, government had proposed establishing multipurpose community centres in deprived communities and multimedia archives for vernacular culture and centres of excellence, expertise and resources.

Government also needed to rationalise its internal information technology systems to allow wide access to information, Naidoo said.

Information and communication technologies could support universal services such as telemedicine, distance education and other remote services.

Information technology should be used to improve growth, he said.
Telkom's grand RDP plans hit by shortage of cash

By SVEN LUNSCHE

TELKOM management has warned that without an equity partner it cannot proceed with its ambitious project to provide 4-million new telephone lines to the country's poor.

"There is simply no alternative. We need to receive substantial investments in Telkom or the whole project will stall," says Brian Clark, managing director of Telkom Vision 2000, which is aimed at providing 4-million new telephone lines in underserved areas by the end of the decade, one of the government's most ambitious RDP projects and could cost about R33-billion in current currency.

Dr Clark indicated that the cost of the project had increased by about 20% since the depreciation of the rand in February.

The government is frantically trying to bring the trade unions on board to back partial privatisation of Telkom. An announcement is expected later this month.

Dr Clark is confident that Jay Naudo, Minister of Posts and Telecommunications, will make good headway in negotiations with unions, which represent just under half of Telkom's staff. Mr Naudo has previously stressed the need for an injection of capital, technology and management into Telkom.

Unions' demands for members on Telkom's board are likely to be met — a development welcomed by Dr Clark— ensuring their full participation in the selection of potential equity partners.

Selling 25% to 30% of Telkom could raise in excess of R5-billion, estimates Dr Clark. These funds are essential considering Telkom has few other options for paying future contractors working on Vision 2000.

The effect of its current cash shortage is clearly illustrated in the bidding process for the first phase of Vision 2000, the R5-billion project to provide 1-million lines.

Initially all bidders were asked to submit financial as well as technical proposals. In April, five shortlisted consortia submitted more technical details but not financial plans.

"We realised that none of their financial proposals, which included loan financing, would be feasible given our debt position of R8.4-billion," says Hannes Steyn, managing executive, networks and technology. "We need an injection of new capital." The proposals, amounting to over 30,000 pages, are currently being evaluated by 70 Telkom engineers.

Under its present financial condition, particularly with interest-bearing debt in excess of R8-billion, Telkom could finance at most 180,000 new lines a year at a cost of about R3.5-billion. Vision 2000 will double the existing number of telephones.

Telkom's search for an international partner stumbles resolve in December when the government announced its partial privatisation in December. Since then, under strong trade union pressure, the government has revoked its programme.

"Whether we are going ahead is a political decision and not a company one," says Dr Clark, stating that if everything had gone to plan Telkom would be "at an advanced stage of transaction."

Goldman Sachs, the US merchant bank appointed to lead the issue, has proceeded with its evaluation of potential equity partners, including AT&T, Deutsche Telekom, Nippon Telecoms, Bell Atlantic and SBC.

Nevertheless, the delays have cost Telkom dearly. Dr Steyn estimates that the cost of the 1-million line project has increased by 20% since the rand's decline in mid-February.

This is because at least half of all equipment for the telecoms network has to be imported.

Telkom therefore insists that the five 1-million line bidders improve their local content as far as possible without incurring cost penalties.

Another victim of the delay has been the company's move to shed non-core businesses that are not part of their telecoms function, such as restaurants and security.

About 14,000 people would be affected by such a move, but retrenchments would be avoided at all costs, Dr Clark stresses. In fact out-sourcing was seen as an alternative to retrenchments.

In the five to six years it will take to complete Vision 2000, Telkom has been exempt from meaningful competition in the telecoms market, according to a draft law currently lodged with Cabinet.

In terms of the draft legislation Telkom will face competition in its metropolitan, national and international networks after only five or six years of the passage of the act.

"Nevertheless within those five years we will have to build 4-million lines as well as prepare for competition. It is going to be tough and we had hoped for a longer period of exclusivity," admits Pinky Mohloti, group executive, regulatory affairs.

Telkom will, however, not lobby Parliament for those changes, arguing that the Bill itself was widely debated and already reflected industry consensus.

"If we had to open up our market immediately, costs of international calls would have dropped, but costs of local calls would have risen substantially," said Ms Mohloti.
Union may accept Telkom sale

By James Larmont

Johannesburg — A dramatic change of leadership in the country’s leading communications union may transform efforts to restructure, or privatise, Telkom.

The newly elected leadership of the Communications Workers Union of South Africa is looking at alternatives to the sale of state assets and is examining the proposal that Telkom sell part of its equity.

Thaleseang Sekano, the union’s president, said yesterday that the union was rethinking its position on Telkom taking a strategic equity partner, so long as this contributed to the the RDP and guaranteed jobs.

Sekano said the union was taking a fresh approach to privatisation. The new union was created last month by a merger of the Post Office and Telecommunications Workers’ Association, the South African Post and Telecommunications Employees’ Association and the Post Office Employees’ Association.

Sekano said the union was still opposed to privatisation in principle, but it was looking for alternatives and steering away from its previous rejectionist rhetoric.

Yesterday, the union attended a joint workshop with the post and telecommunications ministry to find alternative strategies to privatisation.

The union was also working with the National Labour Economic Development Institute, Cosatu’s research wing, to understand the government’s stance on privatisation.

"Inasmuch as we are opposed to privatisation, we need to look into the reality of the situation," Sekano said. "We need to approach issues realistically, according to the conditions."

He said the union would consider certain conditions for Telkom’s partner:

"If it means more retrenchments, we will not support a strategic equity partner.

Any partner would have to show commitment to rolling out services in rural areas, training and affirmative action.

He said he was unaware of who possible partners might be, but warned that international telecommunications companies like AT&T had taken a roughshod over union concerns in rationalising their interests.

Members voted in a new leadership into place at the union’s inaugural congress on May 16.

An economic analyst described the change as the top as a federal coup, with more power devolving to regional representatives. But Mike Seroba, the union’s assistant general secretary, insisted that the union’s demands remained unchanged under the new leaders, who were drawn from national offices.

"We are coming from different thinking but we are trying to integrate our policies," he said.

He said the union was sticking to this year’s wage demands of 11 percent increases for the highest paid, 12 percent for middle-income workers and 13 percent for the lowest paid in the industry.

He said the union was opposed to the management changing working conditions if it meant cutting benefits like housing subsides would be eroded.

Telkom should extend its network to previously disadvantaged communities, modernise itself and change its management structure.

See Business Watch, Page 16
Multitel loses bid to prevent station sale

Deborah Fine

BLACK-owned telecommunications company Multitel has lost a Rand Supreme Court bid to prevent the SABC from selling off commercial radio station Radio Jacaranda before furnishing Multitel with detailed reasons as to why the company's R6m tender for the station was rejected.

Multitel, said in an urgent application last week that it was a partner in a consortium comprising former Radio Jacaranda manager, Frederick Wulff, SA Women Investment Holdings, First Corp Capital Investment Ltd and certain of the radio station's current management and staff.

The other consortium members were not included in Multitel's application Multitel said the consortium had responded to an SABC advert in February this year calling on parties wanting to acquire the station to submit initial offers to the SABC.

The advert had stated that the initial cash offers would be just one of a range of equally important factors -- including the need for diversity of radio ownership, especially amongst historically disadvantaged groups -- that would be taken into account.

In March, Multitel had been informed by Investec Merchant Bank, acting as the SABC's agent, that the consortium's bid had been rejected because the price offered by it had been too low.

Overemphasised

Multitel submitted the SABC had overemphasised the importance of the initial cash bids in selecting buyers, despite stressing the importance of the other criteria. The consortium would have submitted a higher bid had it been aware of the importance of the initial offers. Multitel asked the court to order the SABC to furnish it with full details regarding the extent to which price had played a role in the selection and why the consortium had failed to meet the criteria. The court was also asked to stay the sale until Multitel had received the information.

The SABC opposed Multitel's application, contending that the consortium's offer had been too low to consider it in terms of the other criteria. Damning Multitel's claim with costs, Judge J Wunsch said the company did not have the legal standing to bring the application because the action did not include the other consortium members Multitel could not apply for the relief independently of its partners.
International body may assist Telkom

John Cavill and Robyn Chalmers

LONDON — An organisation established by international telecommunications groups to raise funds for developing market projects is to investigate raising cash for Telkom’s 4-million line development plan, Vision 2000.

WorldTel, the new commercial wing of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), said last week it was interested in the Telkom programme and would meet SA officials in the next few weeks to look at the project’s potential returns.

The organisation, backed by National Westminster Bank, which plans to tap international investors for projects of 1-million or more lines in developing countries. It has raised capital from institutional investors to begin identifying potential investments.

WorldTel chairman Sam Pitroda — former head of Indian Telecom — said he had already had talks with SA post-master-general, Andile Ngcaba, because the organisation “would be very interested in developments in SA.”

“We would be one of a number of sources available to SA,” he said.

“We have to sit down and see what makes sense to them (SA) and to us. The availability of finance will depend on the returns investors can expect.”

Ngcaba’s office confirmed WorldTel had visited SA several months ago, but had been looking for funding from SA.

Further talks, however, could prove more fruitful, particularly in breaking the logjam in finding funding for the first 1-million lines of Vision 2000.

Telkom has warned it does not have the cash to push ahead with its R6bn contract and needs an equity partner.

Up to 30% of Telkom is up for grabs, with US bank Goldman Sachs currently evaluating potential partners.

Industry sources in London said likely bidders were Deutsche Telekom.

Continued on Page 2
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in partnership with France Telecom, US group AT&T, Dutch operator PTT Nederland in partnership with the Swedish Telia group and a consortium including Cable & Wireless, BT or TeleDanmark.

The Telkom sale is at the forefront of government’s parastatal shake-up plans, to be discussed in the context of the National Framework Agreement on privatisation next Saturday.

Reuter reports that Telkom on Friday dismissed bond market rumours that Deutsche Telekom had taken a 30% stake in the organisation.

But the ministry of posts and telecommunications said officials from government, Telkom and the unions would meet operators in North America, Europe and Asia in the next two months.
Telkom short lists five companies as partners

By Stuart Rutherford

Durban — Dikgang Moseneke, the chairman of Telkom, said on Friday that his company had shortlisted five companies as possible partners for its Vision 2000 project.

These companies were: Alcatel Altelec, AT&T NS-NL, Ericsson, Marpless Communications and Siemens.

"Final evaluation of the tenders is going on at the moment and further announcements will be made in this regard," he said.

Moseneke said that without the tie-up Telkom would simply not be able to achieve the aims of Vision 2000, which would take the company into the next millennium.

The demands the project will place on us are quite staggering. For 5 million additional lines we will have to install 555,000 lines per year," he said.

Moseneke also congratulated the Telkom workers involved in the formation of the Communications Workers' Union. "I wish the union long life and success," he said.
Hundreds of lives put at risk by syndicates stealing copper

Parastatals form united front in bid to thwart cable thieves

IAN 12/6/96

HUNDREDS of millions of rands are being lost annually to crime syndicates specialising in pillaging copper in various forms from parastatal organisations like Telkom, Spoornet and Eskom, while mining houses are also having to foot hefty bills.

Conservative estimates put the actual loss of materials at more than R30 million a year, although losses in maintenance, added security, wasted work hours and manpower and preventative research will push costs past the R250-million mark this year, industry sources said.

Chamber of Mines spokesman Dick Kruger said that although the theft of copper materials from mines amounted to less of millions of rands annually, the real concern to the chamber was the safety of lives involved.

"More than 55% of electricity laid out underground goes to safety in the form of ventilation, pumping and refrigeration and any power cuts can endanger the lives of hundreds of miners," he said.

Thefts, in many cases organised syndicates, steal thousands of metres of cable which is then sold to scrap metal dealers.

Gerhard Polger, head of investigation services for Goldfields Security operating at Goldfields, Gumtree, Anglo-Vaal and Rand. Gold mines, yesterday said authorities could only make a "calculated guess" at the real losses incurred at all the mines and parastatals.

Loopholes in current legislation and the difficulties of the organisations in proving ownership of suspected stolen goods recovered by authorities are also a headache to investigators, says Anglo-American Corporation divisional security manager Reg van der Merwe.

"We in the industry are moving towards better identification of our materials but shortcomings in the Second Hand Goods Act which makes it imperative that dealers keep a record of all their goods is making our job extremely difficult as in many cases the dealers are illiterate and can in no way keep any records," he said.

Cash-strapped organisations are aiming to pool knowledge and skills with the establishment of a committee, with representatives from the Chamber of Mines, Eskom, Spoor net and Telkom in an attempt to address the problem.

Telkom spokesman Ger Schoeman said six regional investigation teams around the country were especially tasked to investigate incidents of copper cable theft which has already amounted to R280 million worth of copper cables stolen this year and 553 cases reported in the Witwatersrand region so far this year.

"We have intensified our efforts to clamp down on these crime operations which have resulted in shorter lengths of cables being stolen and Telkom is in the process of replacing major routes with fibre-optic lines which contain no copper," Schoeman said.

Eskom's senior adviser, corporate investigations, Leon van der Berg said Eskom had made vast inroads by marking their overhead cables.
Theft of copper cable costs Telkom more than R14m

Mduzzi ka Harvey

The theft of copper cables had cost Telkom more than R13.5m in the past three years, not including the company's loss of income, the delays in regular repair to services and delays in new installations, spokesman Fanus Bothma said yesterday.

He said there were 579 cable theft incidents in Gauteng in 1994/95, and they had cost the company R4.8m. In 1995/96 the figure had increased to 1 064, with a replacement cost of R7.03m. From January to March this year 420 cable thefts had occurred and had cost the company R2.3m.

Yesterday 5 000 Midrand customers were again without telecommunications services after three attempted thefts on Tuesday.

Bothma said four underground copper cables were damaged and would have to be replaced. Services could take two weeks to be restored. Customers with the 315 and 805 prefixes had been affected.

This is the third incident of major cable theft in the past two months in the Midrand area. At the beginning of the month Telkom discovered that 3 500 customers were without services after cables were removed, and in April 1 700 business customers in the Randjespark area were cut off after a similar theft, Bothma said.
Postal rates higher, but so are standards, says PO

BY NICKI WHITFIELD

The SA Post Office, which has faced a barrage of criticism over its poor service standards, yesterday justified its decision to raise postal rates by 16% — from 60c to 70c for one stamp — saying standards had improved dramatically.

It claimed 80% of mail reached its destination in the Witwatersrand within its three-day target time, compared with a dismal 25% last August. It expects the figure to be 90% next month.

"The Post Office said it would increase tariffs only once service standards had improved," regional general manager Marie McDonald said. "The problem region was the Witwatersrand, which handles 40% of the nation's total mail volume. However, the performance has improved remarkably.”

In January, just 6% of people in the region received their mail within 24 hours. At the end of May, the figure had grown to 60%. Around 26% of people were having letters dropped into their postboxes at the end of January within 48 hours. By May, the number had leapt to 72%, McDonald said.

"And in early 1995 we received between 770 and 800 complaints per month. In September and October this had jumped to 1,700. But in May it had dropped to 162.”

However, McDonald said there were still problem areas. "We still are not at a 90% delivery rate, although steps are being taken all the time to improve this. In Soweto, where people were previously receiving mail only once or twice a year, they are now getting it every day. And sorting methods are being changed to improve accuracy and speed up delivery.

"Mail violations is another major problem. Last year, we fined 125 people for mail theft and we will continue to dismiss and make criminal charges against people caught violating the mail.”
Radio race nears the finishing line

By Fiona Leney

Johannesburg — After a number of false dawns, tomorrow promises to be the beginning of the end of the great radio sell-off riddle. Radio Highveld, Radio Jacaranda, Radio Algoa, East Coast Radio, Radio Oranje and KFM are on the block.

Some time tomorrow, the cabinet will inspect the three bidders short-listed by the SABC for each of the stations and vet the choices. They will then be forwarded to the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA), which will select a winner for each station and issue a licence.

Bidders were disappointed earlier this month when no details of the successful bidders were released on the day the SABC passed the short list to Jay Naidoo, the posts and telecommunications minister.

The short list of bidders should have been revealed two weeks ago, according to SABC sources, but the disclosure was delayed. It may be put off again tomorrow if the cabinet runs out of time to discuss the finalists or disagrees with many of the SABC’s choices.

The issues involved in this sale of state assets are representative of the difficulties that await the government in its declared aim of privatization.

The conflict between commercial good practice and the need to meet the needs of the community, which is at the heart of the privatization process, has been starkly highlighted by the sale.

For a start, the amounts paid for the stations reflect their strategic interest to bidders. No sums have been officially confirmed yet, but if the R285 million widely believed to have been offered by Primedia Broadcasting for Radio Highveld is anything to go by, bidders desperate to buy a station will have to be prepared to pay handsomely.

The shares of Primedia, the owner of Radio 702, have risen almost 24 percent to R5.30 since February on expectations of its acquisition of another radio station.

Analysts say the broadcaster has found itself between a rock and a hard place.

“If its bid fails, it’ll hurt Primedia’s share price hard,” said one Johannesburg media analyst.

“If it succeeds and the company pays what it is rumoured to have offered, it will be jacking to cover that expense and we can therefore anticipate advertising costs to rise significantly.”

Commercial factors, such as the cost of raising the money needed for these bids, do not mesh well with the IBA and the government’s concerns about a suitable vetting process to ensure real black representation on the new stations.

Common wisdom holds that the IBA will consider no bid that does not involve representatives of the previously disadvantaged.
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Cabinet approves draft telecommunications Bill

Robyn Chalmers

THE telecommunications Bill was approved yesterday by Cabinet, laying the foundation for a telecommunications regulatory authority and a universal service agency to be established early next year.

Post and telecommunications ministry spokesman Connie Molusi said yesterday recent reports that secret changes had been made to the Bill shortly before it had gone to Cabinet for approval were untrue.

"Nothing was done in secret, and any changes made to the draft Bill have been done in full consultation with all the relevant bodies," he said.

The Bill would now go to parliament's telecommunications portfolio committee, where further deliberations, and possibly public hearings, would be held.

The key proposals in the draft Bill included the establishment of a regulatory authority, which would then be merged with the Independent Broadcasting Authority in the medium term.

A universal service agency and a universal service fund would be set up to facilitate broader telecommunications services to disadvantaged groups. The fund would be financed by annual contributions from license holders.

In addition, all telecommunications services would be opened up to competition over a seven year period — one of the proposals which may have been changed in the draft Bill, to allow Telkom to retain its monopoly.

Molusi said comments were invited on the Bill in early May and although a range of suggestions had been received, no radical changes were likely.

This was mainly because the process had been inclusive of the various players in the industry.

Reuter reports that Posts and Telecommunications Minister Jay Naidoo told a parliamentary portfolio committee yesterday that government was almost ready to begin negotiations on the sale of a stake in Telkom.

Naidoo said extensive preparatory work had been completed and government was now dealing with the process of identifying a potential partner.

Government was expected to sell a 20-30% stake in Telkom.

"Telkom has appointed New York-based investment house" Goldman Sachs as its adviser in the search for a strategic equity partner and government had also drafted a team from the Development Bank of Southern Africa to help co-ordinate the process.
Torn letter: PO asked to explain

Angry woman vows to ‘go to the top’

ANDREA BOTHA

A CAPE Town woman has vowed to “go to the top” to uncover alleged corruption and mismanagement in the postal service.

This is the latest in a long list of accusations of irregularities in the postal service to be levelled at the Cape Town Post Office this year.

But Bev Gradidge is determined to find out what happened to her letter.

She was horrified recently when she found that a birthday card sent to her by her mother in Johannesburg had arrived in her post box torn open, unfranked and with R50 stolen out of it.

When she went to complain about it, she said the behaviour of officials at Cape Town Post Office was “unacceptable.”

She had to wait for some time before the senior administrative officer, Gielie Swarts, saw her.

“He didn’t apologise,” Ms Gradidge said. He offered to take the letter and investigate the matter, but this was not acceptable to her.

She was told this was a very unusual event and that none of the normal procedures had been followed.

“I was told that the postman, first of all, should never have delivered a letter in that state,” she said.

Mr Swarts said that according to procedure, an opened letter should be sealed with a specific kind of tape with a note from the post office to say the letter had been officially sealed.

But Ms Gradidge countered. “The issue is not getting back the money, but to stop the corruption.”

“I am angry. There is a system to prevent this from happening, why has it not been implemented? How many people just keep quiet?”

“Accidents happen, but this letter was deliberately torn,” she said.

When Mr Swarts was approached by The Argus for comment, he said “I must apologise if she feels she was not treated properly. But the case can only be investigated if we have the letter.”

He confirmed correct procedure had not been followed but could not say how the letter could have been delivered in that state.

He said further investigation was needed.

Other allegations of corruption and mismanagement levelled at the Cape Town postal service this year include that in March when Cape Town Post Office suspended two officials and six others voluntarily resigned pending an internal investigation into postal fraud and in-house theft of credit cards.

In another incident, thousands of undelivered letters in refuse bags were found partially buried in a hole in Wynberg.
Cabinet backs Naidoo's stance

THE Cabinet this week backed Posts and Telecommunications Minister Jay Naidoo’s “flexible approach” to the liberalisation of the telecommunications market.

In presenting the draft telecoms Bill this week, Mr Naidoo included a new review procedure which allows him to use Telkom’s period of exclusivity in negotiations about the parastatal’s partial privatisation.

The Bill, negotiated by industry players over the past two years, still maintains that the telecoms market will be opened to full competition over six years.

However, in terms of the review clause, Mr Naidoo has the right to extend the time frame “if it is to the benefit of the SA telecoms industry”, says Postmaster General Andile Ngcaba, Mr Naidoo’s right-hand man.

Mr Ngcaba stresses the review procedure is not a reversal of the market’s liberalisation and the phasing out of Telkom’s monopoly “We simply don’t want our hands tied in negotiations,” he says.

Changes to the Bill have been criticised by some industry players, who have charged Mr Naidoo with destroying the consensus developed by his predecessor, Pallo Jordan.

Mr Ngcaba says that internationally the period of exclusivity and the regulatory environment form a crucial variable in negotiations about the privatisation of state-owned telecoms companies.

“It will be no different when we start discussions with future equity partners for Telkom. If international telecom giants are willing to offer more if the period of exclusivity is extended, then we will have to consider that carefully,” he says.

The flexibility will also be crucial as South Africa participates in World Trade Organisations talks about the liberalisation of the global telecoms market, he says.

“If we open our market too soon, without similar access to other countries, we risk destroying many local industries,” Mr Ngcaba warns.

He also denies that changes to the Bill will diminish the powers of the regulatory bodies, the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA) and the SA Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (Satra). “We merely said Satra’s regulations should be published by the minister.”

However, Mr Naidoo is known to be unhappy with the IBA’s record of formulating policy rather than regulating the broadcasting industry, a mistake he wants to avoid when Satra and the IBA merge next year.
Telephone line woes dearly cost business

BY LINDSAY FALCON

The telecommunications nightmare has affected businesses in rural and urban areas alike. Last week, 7,000 telephone lines in Sandburg and the surrounding area were down, causing significant problems for businesses and residents. The outage was caused by a technical issue with the telecommunication system, leading to service disruptions for several days.

Elected officials and telecommunications experts are calling for immediate action to prevent similar incidents in the future. The Federal Communications Commission has promised to investigate the matter thoroughly.

Businesses have reported significant losses due to the outage, with many unable to conduct their daily operations. The affected area includes small towns and rural communities, where reliable telephone service is crucial for commerce.

Efforts are underway to expedite the recovery process, with technicians working around the clock to restore service. Consumers are advised to continue to check for updates and to contact their service providers for assistance.

In response to the situation, the community has banded together to support each other. Local businesses have offered discounts and free services to those affected by the outage. The community is encouraged to remain patient and understanding during this challenging time.

The incident highlights the importance of robust telecommunication infrastructure and the need for improved preparedness and response mechanisms. Local authorities are calling for urgent federal intervention to ensure that such disruptions do not recur in the future.

The situation is expected to continue into this week, with service providers working to restore full functionality as soon as possible.
Plessey expects an easing

Linda Ensor

CAPE TOWN — Telecommunications and electronics group Plessey Corporation expected earnings growth to slow down this year amid tighter margins, chairman Boete van Zyl said in the group's annual report.

Attributable income rose 35% to R51.3m for the year to March as sales rose 28% to R1bn, although the operating margin fell to 7.5% (8.7%).

Van Zyl said yesterday that the group anticipated a "satisfactory" real growth in earnings.

Projections excluded the substantial benefits Plessey would derive from Telkom's R1.25bn Long Wave project as the group believed Telkom would take some time to secure a strategic equity partner which would provide the funds for the programme.

Plessey is a member of both Marplesa and Ericsson, two of the five consortiums shortlisted for the R1bn contract.

Van Zyl said margins were expected to be eroded by imports and the entry of new competitors into the market.

Earnings would also be affected by high interest rates, currency instability and low labour and capital productivity.

Future profit growth would be propelled by R&D spending, particularly on telecommunications and electrification, the opening up of the market after Telkom's Supply Agreement ended, and the crime-driven demand for security-related communications systems, Van Zyl said.

Van Zyl noted that the shift from manufacturing to value-added services, which last year contributed 33% to total sales would continue as tariff reductions and the ending of local content preferences made manufacture less profitable.

This was part of a long-term survival and growth strategy in a context where multinationals were entering the SA market and investing in products with which Plessey was unable to compete.

A shift from costly internal R&D towards reliance on international technology was also under way and the group envisaged that only 50% of future product sales would flow from its own research with the balance coming from imported products or licensed technology.

The group invested R46m in technology development in 1995/96, which was 28% higher than the previous year and would invest R44m in its own research and development this year.

Van Zyl said several "blue sky" projects were currently under way, any one of which could add substantially to profit growth.

The group closed up 2c at 962c on the JSE yesterday, against a R10.60 high in April.
Telkom defends new service

Stephané Bothma

PRETOBIA — Telkom has defended its move to introduce a basic network for Internet service providers, denying it was abusing its monopoly position in SA to undercut the rates charged by private networks.

Following a complaint by the Internet Service Providers' Association to the Competition Board, Telkom responded yesterday to allegations of unfair competition. Telkom earlier this month launched its SA Internet xChange (Sax) service which provides the basic network for Internet service providers.

The association lodged a complaint expressing concern about Sax offering a service directly to end-users, undercutting association members because of Telkom's monopoly of telecommunication lines.

"Sax will not be renting access to end-users," Telkom's corporate customer business unit executive product manager, Paulo Froes, said.

"Sax will be offered only to Internet service providers who want to make use of the network to connect their end-users," Froes said.
Sales boost Telkom earnings to R1.2bn

Amanda Vermeulen

TELKOM Lifted attributable earnings to R1.2bn (R844.7m) for the year to March amid higher sales and productivity gains.

The parastatal — at the forefront of government’s privatisation drive — refused to be drawn on the prospective sale of up to 20% of its equity to a foreign bidder.

However, MD and CEO Bryan Clark said Telkom was driving through re-organisation to improve productivity, which remained below international norms, and to ready the group to face intensifying global competition.

It was paying US-owned consultant Gemini about R40m for a two-year consultancy contract intended to reap savings of R150m a year.

Telkom was planning to double new line installation to 300 000 lines this year. The Vision 2000 lines programme, costed at R32bn-R36bn in current terms, could grow from 4 million to 6 million lines by the turn of the decade if
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Economic growth reached 6% a year.

Clark refused to be drawn on government’s decision to scrap the seven-year exclusivity period in new telecommunications legislation. However, he said Post and Telecommunications Minister Jay Naidoo could open the market to competition more quickly if Telkom failed to deliver on its targets.

Share earnings rose to 31c from 21.7c and the dividend for the year was 7.7c (5.8c). Revenue increased to R13.5bn (R10.9bn), with operating profit up at R3bn (R2.6bn). Pre-tax profit was R1.6bn (R1.3bn). A lower effective tax rate of 23.3% (32.1%) left attributable profit at R1.2bn.

Revenue per employee rose 28% to R31 786, while operating profit rose 20% per employee to R52 862.

Telkom would outsource many contracts to increase its fibre capacity, with about 75% of infrastructure development eventually handled by independent contractors.

The parastatal has been attempting to have off non-core activities since last year — a move which could affect about 30% of its 66 000 employees.

Government has appointed US merchant bank Goldman Sachs to help Telkom find a suitable equity partner.

Clark said the telecommunications department would soon appoint an advisor to help with the sale.

Naidoo, Clark and Telkom chairman Dikgang Moseneke leave on a 14-day trip tomorrow to meet a host of foreign telecommunications companies.

Comment: Page 12
Naidoo denies extending monopoly in draft bill
New twist in Telkom's saga

By Sven Lunsche

TELKOM's period of exclusivity could be reintroduced if the parastatal applies for a licence under new telecommunications regulations. Posts and Telecommunications Minister Jay Nando said on Friday:

"This is the latest twist in the saga that has engulfed Mr Nando since he unilaterally made changes to the draft telecommunications Bill earlier this month."

The draft Bill proposes the establishment of a SA Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (Satra) which will license all industry participants, including Telkom.

Mr Nando indicated that Satra would also review the licensing conditions for the two cellular phone companies, MTN and Vodacom, in order to accommodate a third cellphone operator. The draft telecommunications Bill, adopted by Cabinet two weeks ago, revises the timetable for deregulating the industry, currently controlled by Telkom.

Instead Mr Nando can now use the so-called period of exclusivity as a "sweetener" in negotiations about Telkom's partial privatisation. He is hoping that potential investors in Telkom will pay more if its exclusivity is extended.

Telkom managing director Brian Clarke, not surprisingly, backs the government in its approach "We are expecting our future partner to make a huge investment in the country. We have to offer substantial returns to make it profitable," he said.

Mr Nando and senior Telkom executives left for Europe and the US last week to meet potential equity partners such as Deutsche Telekom, AT&T and France Telecom and British Telecom. Mr Nando wants the Telkom deal concluded by the end of this year. Since Satra Telkom will be launched only next year Telkom's licensing could turn out to be a formality.

On Friday Mr Nando said he was not backing away from the deregulation of the market and that competition would be introduced over time. "We just don't want our hands tied by a rigid timetable," he said.

His approach was backed by a team of World Bank experts in the country to advise Mr Nando on deregulation.

The Eminent Persons Group of industry representatives, appointed by the department, to ensure that the draft Bill reflects the goal of the Telcos White Paper, has also backed Mr Nando.

However, Willie Carne, an adviser to Mr Nando, resigned in protest this week the Mr Carne headlined the National Telecoms Forum which drew up the White Paper after almost two years of consultation with industry players.

Telkom's period of exclusivity has also come under fire from a number of global telecoms operators: British Telecom this week suggested that the government should deregulate the market while at the same time privatising Telkom.

"It was only through competition that we improved the quality of telecoms services in Britain. British Telecom is bigger and more profitable than it was as a public monopoly," says Peter Archers, director for Middle East and Africa. He warned that a six-year period of exclusivity was too long.

"We will explore other markets after six years. South Africa could find that most international telecom operators have lost interest in this country."

R4bn will pay for 300,000 lines

By Sven Lunsche

TELKOM has outlined a R4-billion investment programme for the 1996-97 financial year to install almost 300,000 new telephone lines. In 1995-96 Telkom fell short of delivery targets as the countrywide floods restricted the number of new lines to 143,000.

Presenting the parastatal's results, managing director Brian Clarke said an increase of the 300,000 level would be possible only if new funds were received from a strategic equity partner.

The R4-billion would largely be financed from internal funds, fixed-up reserves and cash flow, Mr Clarke and Sales of assets would raise R125-million, mostly properties while capital markets would be tapped for a similar amount.

Telkom has to perform a difficult balancing act. With R2.7-billion debt it has to meet yearly interest payments of about R1-billion while also financing network expansion.

In the 1995-96 financial year, however, R1-billion was paid down from 150%. "However, our debt levels are not likely to come down significantly over the next three years while we substantially expand the network," said Mr Clarke. He expected funds from the privatisation to start flowing next year. About R6-billion would be raised from a sale of 25-30% of Telkom equity, "which will be used to recapitalise the company and finance Vision 2000," he said.

Under Telkom's Vision 2000 project, three million new telephone lines will be laid and one million lines replaced, mostly in impoverished rural and urban areas. The programme, which will take four to five years to complete, is dependent on the funds received from privatisation.

In 1995-96 Telkom's revenue rose by 27% to R13.33-billion (1994-95 R10.85-billion). Mr Clarke said growth came mainly from the cellphone market, through its 50% stake in Vodacom, and higher international traffic revenue. Income from domestic calls was up by about 30%.

Attractable profits rose by 64% to R1.21-billion (R445-million) as a result of a lower effective tax rate. Telkom paid R206-million to the government in the form of dividends and taxes.

Mr Clarke and losses totalling R45.6-million from fraud, bad debts and theft were the group's biggest headaches. Bad debts amounted to R450-million, in line with Telkom's experience of non-payment.
Naidoo leads delegation to sell stake in Telkom

By Roy Colayco

Pretoria — A delegation led by Jay Naidoo, the posts, telecommunications and broadcasting minister, went overseas this weekend to sell a strategic equity stake in Telkom, but the exact price of call are being kept secret.

The sale could be concluded by the end of the year, said Angus Band, Telkom’s financial director.

He said the delegation would visit “various countries and telecommunications successes.”

The delegation included Dikgang Moseneke, the chairman of Telkom, and representatives of labour and the ministry.

Last month, Connie Malushe, a spokesman for the ministry, said the delegation would meet most of the bigger telecommunications operators from Europe, North America and Asia within the next month or two.

“Telkom is co-operating where necessary and where required. But (the ministry has) the final say because they are the shareholder,” Band said.

He would not place a value on any possible deal. Analysts have estimated that a 30 percent stake in Telkom could be worth about R10 billion.

But Band said the value of any deal depended on Telkom’s exclusivity period, what obligations were imposed on the company in regard to the roll-out of telephone services and how much equity in the company would be acquired.

“We need certainty on these issues before we can arrive at a value. To value Telkom on past performance is not appropriate.”

Band said Naidoo had added a new clause to the telecommunications draft bill allowing for the exclusivity period to be extended because he felt the exclusivity might represent value to investors.

He said it was unlikely to be extended beyond the six years envisaged in the original White Paper.
Telkom set to merge

By Josias Charle

TELKOM is planning to enter into a strategic partnership with another telecommunications operator in order to ensure further growth and technological advancement.

This was disclosed by the chairman of Telkom Dr. Gugumuzo Mosehle when he announced the company's annual results last week.

The Government as the sole shareholder in the company will have the final say. Mosehle said it would be in the interest of all South Africans if Telkom was to go that way.

In addition, Telkom needed to sell some equity in order to raise capital.

This year, the company reported that the earnings attributable to shareholders increased from 43 percent to R1.2 billion.

Mosehle said: "Affirmative action and delivering in line with the RDP requirements were some of his company's top priorities.

Telkom's chief executive, Brian Clark, said that in terms of the company's Vision 2000 plan, there was capacity to build three million new lines and restore about one million others.

"This would enhance the objective of bringing modern communication systems to all."
Naidoo caught in Telkom controversy
Cable thieves cost Telkom R29 million

Communities urged to take ownership to ensure smooth telephone operation

By Josias Charle

South Africa's telecommunications giant, Telkom, has suffered a loss of R29 million in cable theft and has now appealed to communities to help stamp out the problem.

According to Telkom chief executive officer Mr Brian Clark the amount was lost in the previous financial year alone.

Clark said 4195 incidents of cable theft were reported, causing major service disruptions and direct losses amounting to about R29 million.

"Cable theft is hurting communities. It is for that reason that we wish to urge communities to take ownership of these cables by seeing to it that thieves do not get their way, thus disrupting what is normally a smooth running telephone service.

"Community involvement is the only effective way to stop this malady."

Cable thieves normally sell the copper wire at a small fee to metal scrap dealers who melt it down for various uses.

Clark also told Sowetan that international fraud targeting Telkom's network resulted in losses of at least R200 million in these cases more than 160 people were arrested, 15 of them Telkom employees.

"To combat all fraud related cases affecting the company, a special investigations unit was set up and is being assisted by a 'network fraud action group' whose task is to devise methods to detect and act against network fraud.

"Our own employees were also encouraged to fight against fraud."

Discussing the growing client base of Telkom, he said the company had inherited about 87000 new customers who were previously served by the TBVC states.

"The telecommunications infrastructure in these areas is generally poor, while telephone penetration is among the lowest in the country."

Clark said the process of integrating the TBVC telecommunications staff into Telkom was a complex affair which involved the transfer of 3531 operational staff and assets exceeding R230 million.

A number of key issues had to be addressed in the run-up to integration, including the division of staff, functions, assets, liabilities and pension fund membership.
COMPETING ARTICLES

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

PROTECTING A MONOPOLY COMPOUNDS THE PROBLEM

While a 30% sale of Telkom to an overseas telephone company is on the cards later this year, government has no intention of opening the market to fixed-line competitors soon. Its fear of competition could relegate SA to the telecommunications backwater, seriously undermining long-term economic prospects.

Numerous international precedents show that market liberalisation, in conjunction with privatisation, is responsible for accelerating network expansion, improving quality of services and slashing call prices.

Yet the latest draft of the telecommunications Bill, adopted by Cabinet two weeks ago, removes the timetable for deregulating the industry. Changed by Posts, Telecommunications & Broadcasting Minister Jay Naidoo, in conjunction with Postmaster-General Andile Ngcaba, the rewritten draft allows government to extend Telkom's fixed-line monopoly indefinitely.

It also removes some of the independence of the proposed industry regulator.

While government implies that the telephone monopoly will not necessarily be extended beyond the six-year period outlined in the original White Paper, Naidoo has reportedly admitted that guaranteeing a captive market is a "sweetener" for potential investors. He denies that the controversial rewrite was made in secret, but has yet to make the final draft publicly available (see Infotech).

Naidoo and Ngcaba's unilateral changes have elicited howls of protest from parties involved in negotiating the telecommunications White Paper. Precursor to the draft Bill, the White Paper was initiated by Naidoo's predecessor Pallo Jordan. It involved extensive consultation between industry stakeholders.

The new Bill removes the independence of the regulator, placing it under the auspices of Naidoo's ministry.

"How can the Minister in charge of Telkom also be in charge of a supposedly independent regulator?" asks a participant in the original consultations. He observes that international investors and investment bankers will not tolerate an environment where the regulator is in government's pocket.

Perhaps most cheated is Willie Currie, the consultant appointed by Jordan to oversee the drafting of the White Paper. He resigned in protest last week.

Naidoo claims the changes were needed so that his hands were not tied in negotiating a partner for Telkom. It may be that he's focusing on getting the unions on board to accept privatisation. "Naidoo is handling one crisis at a time. He will focus on the issue of market liberalisation later," says one industry pundit.

But going for a quick sale without having a balanced policy in place could have serious repercussions.

Last week a delegation of government, Telkom and union representatives — believed to include Naidoo, Ngcaba, Telkom MD Brian Clark and the utility's chairman, Dugang Mosenene — left for secret overseas destinations to sound out potential partners.

While the delegation will presumably punt its monopoly "sweetener," it will no doubt be told that competitive forces are pushing for open markets around the world. It's the liberalised markets that are showing greatest improvements in service, line penetration and costs.

One need only look to Britain. With more than 150 telecoms operators, including six cellular operators, it's hardly surprising that Britain offers one of the cheapest phone rates in the world.

Over the past decade, British Telecom (BT) has transformed itself from a sluggish State-owned behemoth into a focused and aggressive international competitor. Service has improved, call charges have halved and government makes £1.6bn in annual tax for no investment — more than it made when it owned the utility. While jobs have been reduced from 227 000 to 130 000, this was without any industrial action. Many now work for BT's new competitors.

BT Middle East & Africa director Peter Archer says that, while privatisation was important, the phenomenal turnaround is the result of increased competition.

"We've sharpened our act. Telkom should also note that new market entrants have not seriously dented BT's market dominance. Only now are the US cable companies starting to cut into its residential market.

Archer says it's important that the SA government not only privatises Telkom but also deregulates the market. He warns that a six-year exclusivity period is too long. "SA could find that mostinternational telecoms operators have lost interest in this country."

With his sentiments echoed by heads of other telephone giants, Naidoo's sweetener of a monopoly market could seriously backfire in the long term.

The highly liberalised market of New Zealand is also producing real benefits. Minister of Communications Maurice Williamson was recently quoted in the Financial Times, saying that telephone deregulation was a factor in New Zealand's strong gross domestic product growth.
LITTLE COMFORT FOR MAIN CONTENDANTS

The long-awaited, twice-delayed local government elections in KwaZulu-Natal are finally over. The results offer little solace to the main adversaries, the ANC, Inkatha and the NP, though each has sought to find reasons to congratulate itself.

The ANC, after either winning control of, or emerging as the biggest party in, the province's main urban areas, began to celebrate last week before results from Inkatha strongholds in the rural hinterland had come in ANC jubilation was premature.

Final results showed that the ANC's share of the vote was 33.2%, a negligible increase on the just over 32% which it won in the 1994 provincial election and a disappointing outcome given the number of national leaders, including President Nelson Mandela, who were drafted in to boost the party during the campaign. The results contained another disappointment for the ANC: the absence of a significant breakthrough into the minority white and coloured communities and — of particular importance in KwaZulu-Natal — the Indian polity. The failure was particularly conspicuous because of the ANC's concerted bid to woo voters in these communities.

Even the ANC's triumph in the urban areas has to be qualified. It appears to be due more to an Inkatha blunder — exclusion of tribal areas from municipal and city boundaries — than successful wooing of new voters.

During the ANC's premature celebrations, Inkatha secretary-general Ziba Jiyane predicted that Inkatha would have the last laugh. Children always celebrate first, he remarked of ANC festivities. The last laugh, however, could not have been satisfying. While Inkatha obtained the largest slice of the vote, 44.5%, its share was markedly smaller than the 50.3% it won in the 1994 provincial election.

As in the ANC's case, there is an additional reason for concern. The results confirm that Inkatha is a rural-based party, dependent in large measure on the support of the amakhosi or chiefs. The future, though, does not lie in the rural areas or with the chiefs. Urbanisation is a dominant force in SA and no party can survive unless it can carve a niche for itself in the cities and towns.

The same process, combined with modern education and the spread of democracy, is inexorably eroding the power of chiefs. The message between the lines for Inkatha is that it will be tossed aside by historical forces unless it changes radically and rapidly.

What little white and Indian support Inkatha once had has been shed and gracefully garnered by the NP, the DP and Amchand Rajbansi's Minority Front. If the ANC is overwhelmingly dependent on the black community, Inkatha has been exposed as a party drawing its support from one section of the Zulu people.

The NP, casting about for signs of vindication of its decision to quit the Government of National Unity, has proclaimed that it is thrilled with the results. It thrills easily. Its share of the vote has grown modestly from 11.2% to 12.8%. The refurbished NP has, predictably, failed to establish a bridgehead in the majority black community and, to aggravate matters, has lost Indian votes to the Minority Front.

Even the success of independents — who, together with representatives of ratepayers, constitute a majority in a string of smaller towns — has to be qualified. KwaZulu-Natal DP leader Roger Burrows points out that in many cases local political notables agreed not to contest the elections under party colours. They remain party members, though Scratch an independent and find a party man, Burrows believes.

Unless leaders of the two main political parties, the ANC and Inkatha, display wisdom and forge links to provide for joint or co-operative governance at local level, the election may exacerbate tensions in the provinces (see page 43). An urban-rural dichotomy, with accompanying tension between traditionalism and modernism, has been imposed on ideological differences delineated in blood.

The one indisputably positive element is that the election was contested without massive violence, raising hopes that future differences will be settled in the political arena rather than on the battlefield. These hopes must be nurtured by leaders of all hues.
Even developing nations are dismantling State-owned phone monopolies and inviting competition — and badly needed investment.

In China, a new competitor was formed in 1994 by the Ministries of Electronics, Railways and Power. China is now laying new lines at a rate of 14.5 m/year — impressive if one considers that Telkom's network totals a mere 3.9m lines. SA is loath to follow the Chinese example. Instead of encouraging potential competitors to invest in and thereby expand existing telecoms infrastructure owned by Eskom and Transnet, government may allow Telkom to annex these networks.

"We are focusing on our core business," says Telkom's Clark. He maintains that telecommunications is not Eskom or Transnet's core business.

But this is contrary to international trends. Electricity and railway authorities in New Zealand, the US, Britain, Brazil, the Netherlands and Australia are among many who are actively participating or considering involvement in telecoms.

SA could also learn from the Philippines, where eight new international gateway and mobile operators are slugging it out with the former monopoly for a market that is set to quadruple by the end of the century. This year alone, 3.6m land lines will be installed, increasing telephone penetration to 5.2%.

Of interest is how the private sector is helping the Philippines government fulfill its social objectives. While there's no public subsidy, licensed telephone operators must install 300 000-400 000 lines in underserviced areas if this is not done in three years, their licences are revoked.

The common theme in Asia is the speed and vigour with which each country is getting phones to its people. Asian countries seem more willing than SA to accept the inevitability of competition.

In SA, government and Telkom officials pay lip service to the benefits of market forces. Yet they do not trust that competition will offer the best means of building an efficient and effective telecommunications infrastructure.

Clark says that he "welcomes competition." However, this is as long as it's only competition on peripheral services and not on Telkom's fixed line network. He says Telkom needs a respite from full competition until it has achieved a reasonable line penetration in underserviced areas.

But Telkom still lags behind world standards. The bloated utility is further burdened by a debt load of R8.7bn on revenues of R13.3bn, making it difficult to speed up its line expansion (see Infotech).

Government may want an equity partner to help expand lines into poorer communities. However, this political motive is unlikely to impress overseas investors. "We are not interested in laying out cable to remote, uneconomic areas," says BT's Archer. "We want to offer value-added services to the lucrative business market." BT is not alone in its thinking.

Hopefully, his overseas visit will convince Naidoo and his delegation to reconsider full competition, particularly in the lucrative business sector.

As shown in the Philippines, however, new operators could be obliged to install lines to uneconomic areas as part of their licence agreement. Another option would be to levy a service fund on new operators, which Telkom could use to expand its network into uneconomic areas.

But government fears overseas competitors will "cherry pick" lucrative business, leaving Telkom unable to carry out its RDP commitments.

The issue of protection may prove irrelevant in the long term. New technologies already make it possible to circumvent Telkom's network. The utility is losing potential revenue to "call back" operators which use US carrier companies to make international connections at substantially lower US rates. Reverse billing facilities, the Internet and private data networks — which enable corporates to surreptitiously send voice messages to their branches around the world — are also taking their toll.

Telephone calls made over the Internet, which cost the customer the same — regardless of whether they're local or international — will soon make nonsense of the concept of charging for distance. Other threats will arise from the use of alternate infrastructures, such as cellular, cable and satellite networks. The industry may be driven by forces beyond its control, resulting in increasing the dissonance between policy and reality.

Relentless technological change is also driving down many of the elements in the cost of a telephone call. Already, overseas operators are offering free telephone calls on Mothers' Day and reduced charges for family members who live away from home.

The Economist recently predicted the death of high-cost distance calls. It says that a call from London to New York now costs virtually the same as a call from one house to the next and that near-zero tariffs are imminent.

"The death of distance will mean that any activity that relies on a screen or a telephone can be carried out anywhere. Services as diverse as designing an engine, monitoring a security camera, selling insurance or running a secretarial paging service will become as easily exportable as car parts and refrigerators."

Glimpses of this new world are starting to appear. BT bases its telephone enquiry service in Ireland. Swiss Air and British Airways locate their back office functions in India. Multinationals will increasingly locate virtual offices in overseas countries that offer cheaper services and other benefits.

If SA wants to be included, it needs to make telecommunications as cheap as possible. But without rapid progress towards a free marketplace, our ability to compete internationally as well as within SA will be damaged.

Whether SA likes it or not, competition is on its way and will become more vicious over time.
Telkom plans a hi-tech war on copper thieves

By JACQUI REEVES

Security forces, armed with hi-tech equipment, have been called in to combat copper wire theft which is costing the country millions of rands each year.

The move follows information that well-organised theft syndicates are expanding their operations, supplying work to thousands of desperately poor people, according to Telkom spokesman Gert Schoeman.

"The syndicates use the unemployed to do the stealing. The problem is that South Africa has an inexhaustible supply of unemployed people. Arresting individuals is not going to do as much as tracking down the dealers and closing the market," he says.

Initially investigations have revealed that organised syndicates export the stolen copper in ingot form to buyers largely on the Pacific Rim, where it is used in their local industries.

In an all-out-war to stop the thefts, Telkom, Spoornet and Eskom have approached the South African Police Service, the South African Air Force and private security companies in a desperate bid to stop the estimated R100-million loss suffered each year.

Manhole covers giving access to copper telephone cables have been fitted with alarms and there are also alarms on most of Telkom and Eskom's copper cables.

An activated alarm alerts the air force, which then flies directly to the scene. After-dark calls are made possible with night-sight equipment and ground-to-air radio contact.

The reward offered by the SAPS for information on the copper thefts is to be increased from R$000 ($250). a national toll-free number should be in place by the end of this month.

"A police officer," says Mr. Schoeman, "is able to track a trail of clues to the dealers and from them to the buyers. By using the new method, he can stop the thefts and also bring the dealers to court when they are caught," he says.

"To sustain successful prosecution, you have to be able to say 'this piece of wire belonged to this person' and establish specific membership — which is very difficult in most cases."

Although Spoornet has not conducted specific studies on the impact of the thefts on the economy, Warren believes the potential impact should not be underestimated.

"While businesses trying to operate with their telephone lines down is an important aspect to the problem, the theft is actually costing the whole country enormous sums of money," he says.

"The problem is pushing the overheads of the affected companies sky-high, with added costs in the form of lost revenue, material replacement and overtime pay. These inflated overheads have direct consequences for the economy."

Telkom has had repair teams working 24-hour shifts for the past three months, trying to get on top of the problem, but at times it appears to be fighting a losing battle.

While working on damaged lines in Boksburg this week, more cable was stolen from the same area, resulting in 300 businesses in the industrial area of Wessanenburg having their communication lines cut off.

The theft also left Jet Park businesses without lines for the sixth time in a month.

Despite round-the-clock efforts of the Telkom crews, Telkom spokesman Gert Schoeman says logistical problems make the line delivery appear slow.

"Only two technicians can be down a manhole at one time, while the sheer number of the cables presents another major problem."
Copper theft

Each cable has 2 400 smaller cables within it, and each main cable comes as a pair. This takes the total number of cables up to 4 800, when a cable is cut, technicians have to reconnect the total amount.

Eskom's conductor theft investigation unit revealed that 90% of the material stolen from Eskom found its way to the local scrap market, where it had an estimated 1 000 registered scrap dealers.

In an attempt to control the market, Eskom established a national contract with one scrap merchant to buy all non-ferrous scrap generated by Eskom. A communication drive aimed at scrap merchants was also launched, along with posters illustrating Eskom conductors and mounted samples.

Alistair Peterkin, spokesman of the Copper Development Association, says secondary industries are being affected by the problem, but that the blame should not be laid entirely at the scrap dealers' feet.

"Knowing or unknowingly, secondary industries could be receiving stolen goods. But, by the time it reaches them, it has changed hands so many times it is virtually unrecognizable," he says.

After unsuccessful negotiations with scrap metal dealers, Spournet has taken a more direct approach to conductor theft, in the form of copper contamination.

Conductors have been tainted with aluminium, a slow and costly procedure that leaves the copper with no intrinsic value once it is melted down.

A Spournet investigation revealed the illegal sale of copper realised about R65/kg, while the replacement cost was around R45, forcing the company to look for an effective and long-term solution.

Archaic legislation

Spournet is currently working with the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research on new methods to tamper the much sought-after metal.

While military-style tactics are one way to tackle the growing problem, legislation to better control the second-hand metal industry is also being considered.

The scrap metal industry is controlled by the Second-hand Goods Act of 1956, "an archaic piece of legislation" that Schoeman believes should be reviewed. "Over the years, the act has revealed many loopholes for this rapidly developing industry, so the act needs to be shaped up so that these loopholes can be plugged."

Copper wire theft in northern KwaZulu Natal in the past two years has left large areas without telephone communication.

Police investigations resulted in several arrests, including one team using a 4x4 vehicle and a winch. After cutting down the telephone poles with a chainsaw, the gang would simply witch up kilometres of wire, often taking less than 30 minutes.

Leon van den Berg, a specialist in Eskom's corporate investigation unit, says the thefts usually occur as close to the market as possible "Gauteng offers a huge market, so anywhere within a 150km radius of Johannesburg is at risk of copper wire theft," he says.

Figures released by Posts and Telecommunications Minister Jay Naidoo revealed that Telkom suffered a R30-million loss from cable theft in the past financial year. This amount, Schoeman says, refers only to replacement costs and does not include revenue losses and related costs.
COPPER WIRE THEIVES
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GET INDUSTRY IN A TWIST
Competition on hold

Telkom needs a few monopoly years if it is to benefit us all, argues Postse, Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister JAY NAIDOO

THE provision of affordable telephones to all South Africans is one of the government's highest priorities.

But in order to deliver four million telephone lines over the next five years, the entire sector must be restructured. There must be a clear policy, legislative reform and the creation of a realistic programme.

The restructuring of Telkom will be the most important vehicle of change. An equity stake will be sold to a reputable operator who will then inject money, new technology and management expertise into the company.

The recent debate in the media has confused the issues of policy, which the government hasn't changed, and procedures—or how to structure the regulations.

In other words, the same policy objectives are to be pursued, but through licensing rather than through legislation.

The government is committed to a process of phased liberalisation of the telecommunications sector. Some services, such as paging, are already open to competition, but others will remain the exclusive preserve of Telkom for some time.

A period of exclusivity is needed to provide stability while networks expand rapidly.

Without this stability, the plan to deliver services to our people will remain a dream.

If the telecommunications sector is opened up to competition immediately, Telkom's revenue will be eroded before it has time to adjust itself to its new circumstances.

Another point to consider is that, traditionally, national telecommunications operators subsidise local calls rather than long-distance connections, and residential customers over businesses.

Time is needed to balance these tariffs so that costs and revenues bear more relation to one another.

If it doesn't receive protection while restructuring, the operator could fall prey to competitors who take advantage of distorted tariffs and cherry-pick lucrative business.

If competitors are allowed to do this, all operators will concentrate on urban areas at the expense of poor rural areas and towns, a legacy of apartheid planning.

The practice of granting a period of exclusivity during the restructuring of telecommunications is well established worldwide. For example, Malaysia's telephone operator was closed to competition for 17 years.

In 1994 the European Union agreed to the introduction of competition for telecommunications in Ireland, Portugal, Spain and Greece have been given five years to adjust.

Removing references to the actual length of the monopoly period from the draft telecommunications Bill does not imply that there will be no exclusivity or that it will be indefinite. The government remains committed to a period of four to six years for telecommunications.

From the examples above, it is clear that this is progressive by world standards.

This government remains firmly in favour of fair competition and liberalisation as a way of lowering prices, improving service, increasing market demand, creating more jobs, stimulating the economy and increasing productivity.

This ministry has established a clear framework and regulatory structures which will provide for:

- An independent regulatory authority to administer government policy, and

- The operational independence of Telkom and other licence holders to run their businesses within their agreed licence terms

We have found that in other countries, such as the Czech Republic, Spain and Hong Kong, licences, rather than legislation, make provision for periods of exclusivity.

In most countries, powers for licensing and setting of policy remain with the minister, while day-to-day regulation of the sector is the responsibility of an independent authority. South Africa's proposed policies are thus progressive by world standards.

Using the licence rather than the law allows for greater flexibility, but also for predictability once licence terms have been set, as licence holders will have appropriate protection and remedies.

Changes can be made without cumbersome and time-consuming recourse to the legislature.

Through phased liberalisation, an appropriate separation of roles and consultation with all stakeholders, the government will be able to deliver affordable, efficient, world-class telephone services to our people and a boost to our economy.
European deregulation a boon for Telkom

MUNICH — Telkom's search for a foreign equity partner would be aided by the fact that European companies were looking for new markets in the face of the liberalisation of their own market from January 1, 1998.

New alliances are being formed, and cost-cutting and greater efficiencies are being introduced to counter the fast fall in revenues which European companies have traditionally enjoyed from international traffic.

Telecommunications and Broadcasting Minister Jay Nkomo, telecommunications regulator Andile Ngcaba, Telkom chairman Dikgang Moseleke, MDC Brian Clarke and senior union officials are visiting companies which have shown an interest in taking a stake in Telkom.

Changes in the European telecommunications market are driven by a European Community decision that from 1998 all voice services in Europe will be liberalised. Strategic alliances are being formed between companies in different European markets.

One of the latest deals includes the formation of a consortium linking privatised Dutch telecommunications company Koninklijke PTT Nederland with Sweden's Telia. This has been chosen as the strategic partner for a 35% stake in Telecom Eireann, Ireland's state-owned telecommunications company.
Monopoly-minded Jay has better options
PERSONAL VIEW

Challenge of competition

Andile Ngcoba

It would be folly for anyone to argue against the benefits of competition in the trade of goods and services. Competition leads to an increased variety of services and products, stable and transparent pricing, efficiency and lower costs for the consumer.

It is in this context that the South African telecommunications market should be seen and analysed.

Opening the telecommunications market to competition should not only ensure a better-quality service to a privileged few, but also deliver an affordable, universal service to the underprivileged.

There is already competition in the provision of several services. At the level of cellular service providers, South Africa has licensed more than 17 companies. Six different utilities offer value-added network services and more than 40 Internet providers compete to supply information services.

There are more than 50 paging companies, and cellular operators Vodacom and MTN have experienced phenomenal growth over the past two years.

The cellular companies have some advantage in that they provide digital wireless communications. Telkom, for instance, has to relinquish analogue services first before investing in the more favoured digital and business intelligence communications systems.

This task is compounded by the need to invest in ever-changing technology such as virtual private networks.

Cellular operators also compete in long-distance services. Trunk radio services have operated in a highly deregulated environment.

The issue of national and international long-distance voice exclusivity, as stipulated by the White Paper on telecommunications policy, accentuates the need for a period of restructuring and rapid network roll-out.

The long-distance voice exclusivity period allows the monopoly operator to rebalance tariffs and disperse its services evenly in the country in line with the need to provide universal service.

South Africa, like all other emerging developing economies, faces the pressure to open up the long-distance and local loop service.

Experience around the world is that this can only be achieved through internal restructuring in order to meet universal service obligations.

It is this issue that regulators, including the United Kingdom’s Office of Telecommunications, are grappling with in their efforts to ensure vigorous competition.

The history of competition trials in the UK market is interesting, as it clearly demonstrates the difficulties in leveling the playing field to establish full competition.

After a protracted period of monopoly by British Telecom, followed by the shift towards duopoly with the licensing of Mercury, the inevitable need to eliminate anti-competitive behaviour was elaborated in the 1991 White Paper.

Fair competition was constrained by a number of factors. For example, BT holds shares in its prospective competitors such as Cable television and cellular suppliers. This form of vertical integration can easily undermine fair competition.

Further, BT enjoys the added advantage that all its competitors enter the public network at a fee.

Mercury has not embarked on a serious campaign to enter the local telephone services market.

Although cable may pose a considerable degree of competition in the market, it still has to interconnect with either BT or Mercury networks at considerable cost.

The prospect of increased competition for all is sometimes impeded because cable is concentrated in the major centres and thus unevenly spread throughout the country.

Several public reports apply show that more than 130 new operators are struggling to break BT’s 90 percent market domination.

The cable industry, together with new entrants in the British telecoms market believes competition policy is not effective. This view is confirmed by the succession of disputes between BT and the regulator, the Monopolies and Mergers Commission.

It is far from clear whether the merger between BT and Cable and Wireless is seen as uncompetitive by the commission.

The failure of the April 30 World Trade Organisation deadline on the liberalisation of telecommunications illustrates the predicament the organisation is in.

If global players are still experiencing difficulty in achieving international technology standards, this raises the question of how we can set global telecommunications policy and liberalisation standards.

Those who argue that there is no competition in the UK will have to convince us that you can achieve meaningful competition when one operator holds nearly 90 percent market share.

Andile Ngcoba is the postmaster-general.
SORTING THE MESS, 1/2/1996

With an operating loss of R500m on turnover of R2bn in the last financial year, Post Office MD Frank Touwen has unveiled a new plan for achieving commercial success. The first step is to phase out cross-subsidisation between postal services and to bring tariffs more into line with its overseas counterparts. The 70c standard charge per letter is roughly half that of SA’s major trading partners.

The new-look Post Office (PO) is more customer-friendly, productivity conscious and eager to avoid accusations of abusing its monopoly position.

Signalling a decisive break with the past, the PO agreed to postpone the traditional April tariff increase until the postal service had improved. This follows the disastrous collapse of postal service in Gauteng last year. On-time deliveries dropped to 29% in the province, which handles 40% of all mail in the country.

Independent surveys show that on-time deliveries rebounded to 76% by March this year, while more than 94% of all standard intra-region mail items now arrive on time. There is still room for improvement in inter-region mail, where nearly 20% of mail items arrive later than the standard four days. Some 10% of mail items between smaller towns and cities arrive later than the standard five days.

Two critical issues facing the PO are tariff levels and crime. Benchmarked against international postal services, 73% of the PO’s income goes on staff costs, nearly double that of many overseas operators but its productivity is not out of line with overseas postal services.

"The problem is that our tariffs are too low," says Touwen, who warns of a “substantial” tariff increase in April 1997.

The PO has also declared war on mail crime. A disturbingly large volume of cash, cheques and valuables are stolen by crime syndicates sometimes involving Post Office staff.

Touwen says new hi-tech surveillance systems are being deployed, while internal intelligence operatives are being used to stamp out mail crime.

"Mail crime is part of the general crime wave sweeping the country," says Touwen. "The integrity of the mail system depends on our ability to stamp it out."
A phone for everyone

The Government has specific ideas on the restructuring of Telkom. Jay Naidoo explains how it intends to streamline South Africa's telecommunications sector as quickly as possible...

Minister Jay Naidoo ... the Government must ensure universal and affordable telephone services.

- Bring down the prices of long-distance and international calls, and
- Introduce new services to create jobs and stimulate the economy
- New companies wanting to compete with Telkom are not interested in providing universal service and telephones to our people. They want to concentrate on urban areas and just the rich and the business sector
- The Government is committed to the RDP, and while we must deliver high quality service to business which accounts for 80 percent of Telkom's income, we must also address the needs of our people

Network roll-out

The monopoly period will provide the necessary stability during a period of rapid network roll-out. Without this stability, network expansion and delivery of affordable telephones to our people will remain a dream.

We have learnt during a trip to various countries in Europe and America that all over the world telecommunications companies are allowed this period.

Even today, while Europe and America have high levels of telephone delivery, their governments give these companies a period of monopoly.

In Europe, it was decided in 1994 that competition should be introduced in 1998.

Ireland, Portugal, Spain and Greece have been given an extra five years to allow their companies to adjust.

Blank cheque

Giving Telkom a four to six year monopoly is not a blank cheque. The Government will set targets that Telkom should meet to deliver telephones, particularly to rural areas and townships.

The role of the Government is to ensure public service obligations are met to help improve the quality of life of our people. We cannot allow white areas to continue having 70 telephones for every 100 people, while in other parts of the country 400 people share only two telephones.

Our mandate as a democratically elected Government is to address the backlog and the distorted provision of services to one sector of the community.

(The writer is the Minister of Posts, Telecommunications and Broadcasting)
Exclusivity period needed in telecommunications
Final decision expected by March

International partners lined up for Telkom

Robyn Chalmers

Government has identified 10 potential international partners to take a 20-30% stake in Telkom, most of them willing to help Telkom lay 3-million new lines by 2000

British Telecom (BT) may have ruled itself out by indicating it is largely interested in the upper, profitable end of the telecommunications sector while previously tipped US group AT&T appears not to be in the running.

Telkom chairman Dikgang Moseneke said yesterday the Cabinet would approve a short list of two or three potential partners by the end of next month, with a final decision expected by early March.

Moseneke — who was part of a top-level government, labour and business trip abroad — said telecommunications groups in Europe, Eastern Europe, America and Latin America had expressed strong interest in Telkom.

The potential partners are France Telecom, Deutsch Telecom, Italy’s Stet, BP, China’s Telecom, Mexico’s Telmex, Hungary’s Matav and the US groups’ Bell Atlantic and the South Western Bell Corporation. 

A grouping of European partners called the Unipower Alliance is also in the running, made up of Holland’s KPN, Sweden’s Telia, Spain’s Telefonica and Switzerland’s PTT.

He said securing a partner was essential for Telkom to obtain access to experience, commercial skills, technology and funding for Visim 2000, with about R55bn required for the rollout.

Post-telecommunications director-general Andile Ngcaba said the period during which Telkom could operate exclusively was one of the variables to be presented to possible partners. One of the main lessons learnt during the trip was that an exclusivity period — expected to be between four and six years — was vital to ensure universal service which allowed the rollout to provide telephones to poor or non-profitable areas. This period would also give Telkom time to prepare for competition, to rebalance tariffs which would reduce the cost of international and long-distance calls, and to deliver a universal service especially in rural areas.

Ngcaba said the exclusivity period would be written into Telkom’s licence along with performance targets, with penalties imposed if necessary.

He said the Telecommunications Bill, signalling the move towards a regulatory environment, was expected to be promulgated during September.

Reneé Gravitzky reports: Communication Workers’ Union president Thalesang Sekaho said no deal had been reached with the ministry on transformation or strategic partners.
MTN and Vodacom could face criminal charges of price collusion
Post Office banks on future in the Plattestand
Paul Malhebe, Chairman of the Telephone Action Group, a body of experts in telecommunications and landline strategy...